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ICCGI 2011
Foreword
The Sixth International Multi-Conference on Computing in the Global Information Technology
[ICCGI 2011], held between June 19 and 24, 2011, in Luxembourg, continued a series of international
events covering a large spectrum of topics related to global knowledge concerning computation,
technologies, mechanisms, cognitive patterns, thinking, communications, user-centric approaches,
nanotechnologies, and advanced networking and systems. The conference topics focus on challenging
aspects in the next generation of information technology and communications related to the computing
paradigms (mobile computing, database computing, GRID computing, multi-agent computing,
autonomic computing, evolutionary computation) and communication and networking and
telecommunications technologies (mobility, networking, bio-technologies, autonomous systems, image
processing, Internet and web technologies), towards secure, self-defendable, autonomous, privacy-safe,
and context-aware scalable systems.
This conference intended to expose the scientists to the latest developments covering a variety
of complementary topics, aiming to enhance one’s understanding of the overall picture of computing in
the global information technology.
The integration and adoption of IPv6, also known as the Next Generation of the Internet
Protocol, is happening throughout the World at this very moment. To maintain global competitiveness,
governments are mandating, encouraging or actively supporting the adoption of IPv6 to prepare their
respective economies for the future communication infrastructures. Business organizations are
increasingly mindful of the IPv4 address space depletion and see within IPv6 a way to solve pressing
technical problems while IPv6 technology continues to evolve beyond IPv4 capabilities. Communications
equipment manufacturers and applications developers are actively integrating IPv6 in their products
based on market demands.
IPv6 continues to represent a fertile area of technology innovation and investigation. IPv6 is
opening the way to new successful research projects. Leading edge Internet Service Providers are
guiding the way to a new kind of Internet where any-to-any reachability is not a vivid dream but a notion
of reality in production IPv6 networks that have been commercially deployed. National Research and
Educational Networks together with internationally known hardware vendors, Service Providers and
commercial enterprises have generated a great amount of expertise in designing, deploying and
operating IPv6 networks and services. This knowledge can be leveraged to accelerate the deployment of
the protocol worldwide.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ICCGI 2011 Technical
Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality
conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all
the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to ICCGI 2011. We truly believe
that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the ICCGI 2011 organizing committee
for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.
We hope that ICCGI 2011 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the area of computing in
the global information technology.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We also hope the attendees enjoyed the historic charm Luxembourg.
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Abstract—Data Mining (DM) is one of the techniques used for
the process of searching through a huge volume of data in a
database to uncover useful and interesting information.
Classification is a commonly studied issue in data mining. It
involves predicting the categorical attribute (class) value on the
basis of other attributes (predicting attributes) values. One of
the classification approaches to data mining is gene expression
programming (GEP), which is a development of Genetic
algorithm (GA) and Genetic Programming (GP). In this paper,
we investigate the potential of genetic programming for data
mining classification. It is therefore important to investigate
the advantages and challenges associated with using tree-based
Genetic Programming algorithms for data mining
classification. This study determines how better data mining
classification performance can be achieved using genetic
programming. It demonstrates how the search scope can be
refined through heuristics and machine learning methods to
reduce and change the search space for our Genetic
Programming classifiers. A specific design and application of
GP to two classes data analysis is presented as well as a set of
experimental results showing the efficiency of the suggested
application.
Keywords - Data Mining; Genetic Algorithm; Genetic
Programming; Classification.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we are interested in analyzing a large
volume of data. With huge data volume we have a huge
potential for discovering knowledge through prediction and
description. In the same time it creates a problem because of
the difficulty of knowledge extraction and data
classification. Therefore, there is a need to develop
intelligent and powerful tools to derive interesting, specific,
and useful information out large databases. Well, a number
of techniques have been developed to aid in data mining
[11] and have even proved to be practical. It is important,
however, to note that data mining involves a number of
tasks and not all these tasks are suitable for data analysis. In
light of this, there has been growing interest on
classification as a suitable approach to data mining leading
to an emergence of a number of techniques that can be used
in the classification task. Some researchers have
continuously argued that techniques that use genetic
algorithm (GA) are superior to conventional approaches in
data mining classification in regard to performance, search
space and time. Note that there has also been an emergence
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of several GA-based approaches and system for data mining
classification. Genetic programming has evolved out of GA
concepts, and has increasingly been accepted as a suitable
classification technique. Most researchers have not explored
extensively variant GP approaches to generally validate GP
as a suitable method to data mining classification. This
paper does not negate the usefulness of other approaches but
investigates the potential of GP as a classification technique.
Therefore, it uses the SQL-based GP to validate it as the
most suitable technique for purposes of data mining
classifications. GP is emerging as a powerful technique in
deriving knowledge from large databases. The objectives of
the study are:
•

To show the potential of GP in induction of
classifiers and validate the technique as suitable in
data mining.
• To show that the search scope can be reduced
through heuristics and GP techniques to facilitate
data mining classification in large databases.
•
To illustrate the process and implementation of
data mining classification through a GP-based
technique.
•
To investigate the challenges and advantages of
using the tree-based GP algorithms in data mining
classification.
The paper is organized as following. Section II review
some related works. Section III come through the proposed
system design including all the Genetic algorithm
parameters and organization. Section IV deals with
implementation aspects and test results before concluding in
Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
Saraee and Sadjay [9] presented three approaches for
classification via GP and illustrated that GP is superior to
the traditional techniques for classification in terms of
performance on space and time required for processing.
Thus, with GP it is possible to create optimized
classification rules in a manner that the traditional
techniques cannot accomplish at low cost. Furthermore, the
method allows the comparison of attributes of same type
within a data set by generating specific set of rules. Ten et
al. [10] have introduced a concept mapping method for
evaluating the fitness of individuals through improved
representation of booleanized attributes and token
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competition. The approach applies a covering algorithm that
uses a memory vector similar to an artificial immune system
to generate several rules while eliminating the redundant
ones. This GP classifier is authenticated upon a number of
benchmark datasets chosen from the UCI Machine Learning
Repository. Thus, the GP approach with a basic tree
structure of only ‘AND’ and ‘NOT’ functions is effective in
representing solutions in classifications. Furthermore, this
approach is capable of generating understandable rules from
datasets even when the background information is lacking
on the particular dataset. On the other hand, the approach
indicated low performances on some datasets, which
nonetheless, does not disqualify the GP classifier as a
potential method in data mining.
A new variant of linear genetic programming where
genetic programs are characterized by the linear sequences
of a C programming language is introduced in [1]. This
system uses an algorithm that eliminates instructions that
are not effective (the introns) prior to the execution of a
program during fitness processing. This allows a substantial
acceleration in the implementation speed, which is
significant with composite data sets since they are being
used in real-time.
Folino et al. [5] introduced a variant of cellular genetic
programming that uses the boosting and bagging techniques
to induce a group of predictors in data classification.
Bagging is based on bootstrap samples or replicates of same
size of the training set. Boosting enhances the performance
of the weak learning algorithm. Carreno et al. [3] conclude
further that REC has obtained high performance in building
understandable classifiers with impressive predictive
quality. Muharram and Smith [7] showed that genetic
programming is efficient in generating highly predictive
non-linear features using the novel attribute group. Espejo et
al. [4] presented a number of solutions related to the use of
GP in classification purpose have been evaluated. It
revealed that the flexibility of this method makes it suitable
in formulation of classifiers as well as in some preprocessing and post processing tasks. However, these
researchers identify high training time as a drawback of GP.
Furthermore, this becomes worse when large amounts of
data are involved. Sakprasat et al. [8] have demonstrated the
usefulness of strongly-typed GP in automatic approval of
credit. GP can be applied in data mining for a problem
regarding automatic approval of credit, and it is effective
even with data that lacks some values. GP has been shown
to be a superior method of classification in terms of reduced
amount of space and time required for processing. The
approach has also been credited with reduced number of
rules, which is achieved through comparison of same type
attributes. GP has also the capacity to generate
comprehensible rules even when some information is
absent. So many GP techniques have been used in the
market using classification.
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN
This paper focus on using Genetic Programming for
classification task in data mining. This section presents the
design of the proposed GP model. It shows how various GP
techniques would be incorporated into an algorithm that
would be used in data mining classification. The various
components of the GP algorithms are highlighted.
A. GP Model and Abstract Tree
The application of GP techniques, including the natural
selection should allow generation of better data mining
solutions. Therefore, this paper proposes a GP algorithm
that has immense benefits in induction of classifiers. The
process of induction will be characterized by random
selection of a given population of computer programs that
will be used to produce subsequent generation by applying
genetic operators, as it is with biological evolution. A
fitness function, which is a binary function, will be used to
direct the process of the GP algorithm in selecting the
computer programs or rather the individuals. A grammarbased abstract or derivation trees would be used in the
representation of computer programs in this GP model using
abstract trees [6]. The abstract trees have the advantage of
restricting the destructive aspect of the genetic operators on
computer programs such syntactically erroneous code is not
created. A context-free grammar would be used as the basis
for constructing the abstract trees. The trees would be
characterized by a terminal and a non-terminal node. The
terminal nodes comprise independent values, while the nonterminal nodes depend on its components evaluation. The
generation of a suitable computer program from a specific
grammar would require a random selection of nonterminals. Regarding the GP Program, an initial population
will be randomly generated before running the GP algorithm
in a continuous loop. The loop will be characterized by two
activities:
•
•

Evaluation of individual program by the
specifically designed fitness function.
Generation of a new population of computer
programs through selection of these individuals
depending on their fitness and the use of the
genetic operators like reproduction, mutation and
crossover. The general program model is presented
Fig. 1.

The initial generation of programs uses the genetic
algorithm (GA) shown Fig. 2. Each of the iterations
represents a generation. Basically, the GA is generic but
various components would be incorporated to allow it to
perform specific tasks. These additional aspects of the GA
include the representation of chromosomes, selection
strategy, and genetic operators (crossover and mutation).
Thus, arrays of bits are used to represent chromosomes
(computer programs), while simulation evolution – the
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selection strategy – is used to process the individuals or
rather the computer programs.

B. Selection Strategy
Our GP model adopts a tournament selection approach
so that various individuals are chosen randomly from a
population for evaluation and the best individual in this
group is designated as parents. This process is then repeated
as often as there are individuals to choose. The selected
parents are used in generation of new offsprings through
uniform and random operation. The selection size will
depend on the problem, population size, and so on. The
parameter for selection is based on the population size. The
tournament size ranges from two to a number equivalent to
the number of individuals in the population. The selection
would be done by selecting random indices - index1 and
index2, where the model for both indices is characterized by
classes 1 and 0 and having values that range from 1 to 100.
This kind of selection is applied to minimize the selection
pressure.
C. Fitness Functions

Figure 1. Our Genetic Program Model

The fitness function is designed to direct the GP
algorithm in selecting individuals (computer programs). The
fitness functions do not change; they are non-mutable. A
mutable fitness function will give different results and make
comparison of the programs fitness difficult. The model
demonstrates that through the use of various heuristic
approaches with GP, the classification task in data mining
can be simplified without compromising the integrity of the
results. The systems is also useful in information retrieval
(IR) applications such as document clustering; document
matching and ranking, document indexing, query induction,
optimization and representation. Fig. 3. shows the suggested
fitness measurement function.

Figure 3. Used Fitness Function

Figure 2. GP Selection Model (Algorithm)
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The Fitness function is in fact a simple linear formula
which designed specifically for the GP giving a result that
will be either 0 or 1. Please notice that our reproduction
selection act by copying the individual to next generation
without making any changes to it. As shown Fig. 3, the
different classes are measured by specific functions (f). The
fitness function, is one of the most essential component in
GP that measures how good an individual is as a solution to
the problem. It could take several criteria into account and
guide GP to seek the most preferable part of solution space
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by probably tuning the weight of the criteria involved.
Before setting up the fitness function for GP, some measures
involved have been introduced. this is because the study
mainly focuses on binary classification. Fig. 3 functions
show some of measures and illustrate the number of
instances belonging to four possible categories after
classifying each of examples in a given dataset f10 indicates
the number of the False negative. Negative (summation of
instances that were predicted 1 but they were actually 0).
f00 indicates the number of the True Negative (summation
of instances that were predicted 0 and they were actually 0).
f01 indicates to the False Positive. (summation of
instances that were predicted 0 but they were actually 1).
f11 indicates the True positive. (summation of instances that
were predicted 1 and they were actually 1 ). This is applied
when a program operates efficiently, or when its fitness
function is very high [9].
D.

Crossover

The crossover involves one or two programs (parents)
being used to produce two fresh offspring for the subsequent
generation. The first offspring are selected through the
tournament method, whereby segments of these offsprings
are selected randomly and exchanged to give two offspring
for the next generation. The crossover operator permits the
exchange of segments that have been produced using the
same rule of evolution. The crossover operation would be
executed 30 times; this number represents the maximum
number of generations l. A total of 50 crossovers would be
performed between the two models until the best fitness is
obtained. This implies that the solution performs crossover
between indexes of the models 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 until 50 child
models are created. The crossover for class 0s would also be
created from the two models in order to determine the new
class 0 by calculating the number of rules in both sets of the
models. If 4 or 3 rules are obtained then random numbers of
rules are chosen and used in the predictive class. The rules
should be between 1 and 3 if the sum of the rules is equal to
3. The results of the 3 rules are mixed together in order to
choose the best rule to be applied/used in the predictive
class. The rules were selected based on fraction.
The initial population is first considered as a whole.
Covering algorithm are used here to ensure a high level of
accuracy. The basic idea about covering algorithm is to
maximize instances of the desired class and minimize the
instances of other classes. In our model, we start with a
general rule of: IF X then Y=0. The idea here is to replace X
with an exact condition. After that, the rule having the
maximum accuracy will be selected. Then we delete
instances that do not satisfy the condition of the selected
rule. The same technique will be repeated on the remaining
data until we reach a rule with almost 100% of accuracy.
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E.

Elitism

Elitism involves copying the best chromosomes to the
initial population. This is beneficial in preventing the loss of
chromosomes with good quality during the genetic
operation. Thus, it ensures that the best programs of present
generation survive the subsequent generation depending on
the rate of elitism. It helped in maintaining subpopulations
close to local and global optima. Through elitism the best
chromosomes would be maintained. We ensure elitism by
storing the best fitness in the next generation until achieving
a better fitness. The proposed GP model will culminate
into developing a data mining tool that will use the
techniques discussed above to induce classifiers. The tool
or program incorporates genetic operators, SQL grammar
and a fitness function.
F. Analysis and Advantages
The proposed system has a number of advantages over
various existing data mining systems including those which
use GP. To start with, the advantages of GP over other
techniques of knowledge discovery in databases are well
documented. It is important to note that there are a number
of approaches to knowledge discovery in electronic
databases. These include description, clustering, association,
regression, and classification. Recent studies have shown
that classification is a suitable approach to knowledge
discovery in large databases [6]. The development of
genetic programming has been hailed as a milestone
towards creation of superior techniques that are able to mine
useful information from databases ([2] and [9]). Thus,
genetic programming can be used to solve a number of real
world business problems.
The suitability of the genetic programming and
classification as data mining techniques is a clear advantage
of the proposed system over other systems that do not use
GP in knowledge discovery. The proposed GP model has a
number of advantages. The GP design, for instance, can
handle both numerical and string data types. The use of SQL
makes the tool suitable in mining databases since programs
evolved are represented in the SQL language. The GP
approach also gives high accuracy of results. Furthermore,
the proposed tool can include optimization metric such as
area under roc curve (AUC) and Brier score (BRI) [6].
Although the system is general purpose and may be able to
handle specific problems. The use of the SQL to represent
the computer programs has its advantages. The SQL is a
declarative language, this makes it easier to use tree
structures. Furthermore, in comparison to systems that use
linear GP, the system is preferable. In Linear Genetic
Programming, individuals are represented as sequence of
instructions which makes execution of the instructions time
consuming.
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IV IMPLEMENTATION- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental prototype has been developed using
VB.NET 2008 and MS Access. The records were stored in a
single table in MS access. The dataset contained information
collected by the US Census Service concerning housing in
the area of Boston Massachusetts. It was obtained from the
StatLib archive: (http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/boston).
The dataset has 506 cases. There are 14 attributes in each
case of the dataset. Table 1 shows the used attributes
CATMEDDEV is an attribute which has been created by
categorizing median value (MEDV) into two categories.
The median housing price in housing tracts in the Boston
area falls into the "high" or "low" category. Using '1' for
high values of MEDV and 0 for low values. As already
mentioned the tool was created in VB.NET 2008 to read the
data, generate the initial population, perform mutation and
determines the best fit values. Fig. 5. shows the system
interface. For seek of Cross Validation the Dataset have
been divided into two subsets in order to train data and to
test data, therefore, cross validation technique is used to
evaluate the GP results. In the project, dataset was divided
to 70 % for training and 30% for testing and evaluation.
After generating the initial population, the execution is done
50 times (cycles). Each execution was done twice, one for
0s models and for the 1s models. The initial population was
created in the following order:
•
•
•

Randomly choose the number of conditions.
Randomly operate between each condition
(<><=>=).
Randomly obtain a number between the minimum
and maximum of the attributes

The initial population model is between 0 and 1. Each
gene in the initial population is generated as a random
number, distributed uniformly over the range [0,n] (the
productions are numbered from 0 to n, so that any
production can be represented by a number in the range
[0,n]). In this method, all individuals (genotypes) in the
initial population have a fixed length. Therefore the process
of generating each individual is done using the following
steps:
1
2
3

Each gene is generated randomly.
Repeat step 1 until the number of genes of that
individual reaches the pre specified length.
If all individuals in the initial population are
created, then continue to perform other GP
operations, otherwise, repeat steps 1-3.

One iteration of the algorithm is referred to as
generation. The basic GA is generic and there are several
aspects that can be implemented differently according to the
problem. This can be achieved by representation of solution
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or chromosomes, adopting appropriate selection strategy,
applying crossover and mutation operators.
TABLE 1. DATABASE ATTRIBUTES
Attribute

Description

CRIM

Crime rate

ZIN

Proportion of residential land zoned for lots over
25,000 sq.ft.

INDUS

Proportion of non-retail business acres per town.

CHAS

Charles River dummy variable (1 if tract bounds
river; 0 otherwise)

NOX

Nitric oxides concentration (parts per 10 million)

RM

Average number of rooms per dwelling

AGE

Proportion of owner-occupied units built prior to
1940

DIS

Weighted distances to five Boston employment
centres

RAD

Index of accessibility to radial highways

TAX

Full-value property-tax rate per $10,000

PTRATIO

Pupil-teacher ratio by town

B

1000(Bk - 0.63)^2 where Bk is the proportion of
blacks by town

LSTAT

% lower status of the population

MEDV

Median value of owner-occupied homes in $1000

CATMED
DEV

The predicted classes

GA is implemented by having arrays of bits that
represent chromosomes. The individuals in the population
are then processed by simulation evolution. Simple bit
manipulation operators are then used to allow the
implementation of crossover, mutation and other operations.
For example, to generate the initial population for a random
number 3 for 0 models. In the first round, this is chosen
randomly between the operations of each condition. The
result will be: Med<.07 and max<=8.9 and Dix<8.88 Where
the numbers 0.07, 8.9 and 8.88 are between the minimum
and maximum values of the attributes. The values for model
1 are generated in the same way. The results of the
experiments involving the GP-SQL Mining Tool and the
database containing the Boston housing information reveal
the effectiveness of the system. To start with, the system
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was able to apply the genetic operators effectively to evolve
programs and select the most suitable rule for classification.
Thus, it was able to reproduce programs without any
changes for the next generation, perform crossover mutation
on programs. Furthermore, it allowed diversity in the
population of programs to prevent an early derivation of
algorithm solution. These genetic operators are also applied
in LOGENPRO, Neural Net, and GPSQL Miner, which
showed impressive results or accuracy in the experiments.
In this regard, it is substantial, therefore, to comment that
the GP is a suitable approach to classification or induction
of classifiers in data mining.
The effectiveness of the system was tested against a
large database of Boston housing data. The results showed
that the system is promising in regards to its application in
classification of data in the data mining process. It generated
reliable results that are highly accurate when a large
database that has a lot of noise was used. The system was
further validated against other common GP-based
approaches for data mining classification including GP-Knn
and GPSQL Miner. The level of accuracy for the system is
higher than that achieved by both the GPSQL Miner and
GP-Knn. Furthermore, the literature revealed that the
various methods integrated into the system are beneficial in
maintain the best chromosomes, reducing the search space,
and generating the most suitable program for classification.
The system is advantageous in that it uses an interface that
is user friendly, and at the same time maintains the
advantages of using the SQL grammar in manipulating the
database. However, the use of a high-level programming
language increased the execution time needed compared to a
system that is based on a low-level language. The accuracy
of classifiers is shown in Table 2. Our system (labeled GPSQL Mining Tool) shows higher accuracy than the other
two systems; it is better than the least accurate of the three
algorithms (LOGENPRO) by more than 5%. Thus, the GPSQL Mining Tool gives better results, and therefore, is
reliable and suitable for induction of classifiers in large
databases.

randomly select non-terminal points from parent programs.
Furthermore, it allowed diversity in the population of
programs to prevent an early derivation of algorithm
solution. The results of the experiment show that the tool
provided excellent results. In fact, the fitness of 96 % is
highly accurate.

V

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have explored the idea of combining
data mining and genetic programming. Thus, data mining is
a process of retrieving useful information from electronic
databases, or rather; it is a process of knowledge discovery.
This study was focused on highlighting the benefits that
genetic programming can add in data mining. It did not
examine the GP application in classification in a real work
situation, which is vital if the tool needs to be applied in
commercial settings. The achieved tests showed interesting
and encouraging results in for data classification with a high
efficiency rate. A subset of the obtained results is shown
Fig. 4. On the other hand, GP is a technique that employs
the evolutionary concepts to generate computer programs
for use in classification task. Data mining involves a number
of tasks, but more emphasis has been put on the
classification task. Genetic programming is a based on
genetic algorithms that use evolutionary concepts in the data
mining process. It involves genetics operators such
reproduction, mutation, and crossover. The technique has
developed from the simple linear-based GP to cellular type
of GP. We proposed a GP-based system that uses a heuristic
approach in the induction of classifiers.

TABLE .2 THE ACCURACY OF CLASSIFICATION BY VARIOUS GP SYSTEMS
System
LOGENPRO
GPSQL Miner
Neural Net
GP-SQL Mining Tool

Accuracy
91.04%
95.04%
96.7%
96.8%

The experimental set of rules results in one run through
GP-SQL Miner tool in this dataset is showed Fig. 4. The
results of the data mining in the Boston housing database
reveal the effectiveness of the proposed GP system. To start
with, the system was able to apply the genetic operators;
thus it was able to replicate programs without changes for
the next generation (reproduction), select any two parent
programs to generate new offspring (crossover) and
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Figure 4. Set of results (predicted Models)
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A number of literatures were examined and studied. It is
shown that GP techniques are more superior to traditional
classification techniques in data mining. It is possible to
compare same type attributes within a dataset to generate a
reduced number of effective rules. Several GP-based
techniques have been proposed. These range from a concept
mapping technique that evaluates individual fitness through
booleanized attributes and token completion, cellular GP,
linear GP, to GPSQL Miner tool that uses the SQL grammar
for classification. A variant GP approach uses the Cprogramming language in representation of genetic
programs. Our system utilizes the SQL grammar; this is
significant as it makes it easy to evaluate data stored in the
database. In addition, the design employs heuristic measures
such as cross validation, fitness function, elitism, and
genetic operators like reproduction, and cross over to
produce more favorable results.
In the reproduction process, individuals are copied
exactly as they appear, while in mutation and crossover
there changes in the offspring program. However, crossover
involves exchange of properties between different programs,
while mutation exchange can happen within the program.
The fitness function was important in determining the
accuracy of the system. Elitism prevents the loss of
chromosomes with good quality. The proposed system
validated the assumption that GP is an effective technique
for data mining classification. It was designed to reduce the
search space considerably making it easy to induce
classifiers and classify the data. A tool was developed
through VB.NET programming language, and an Ms Access
relational database was used to store data. The results
showed that the system is promising in regards to its
application in classification of data in the data mining
process It generated reliable results that are highly accurate
when a large database having a lot of noise was used. The
system was further validated against other common GPbased approaches for data mining classification including
GP-Knn and GPSQL Miner. The level of accuracy for the
system is higher than that achieved by both the GPSQL
Miner and GP-Knn. Furthermore, the literature revealed that
the various methods integrated into the system are beneficial
in maintain the best chromosomes, reducing the search
space, and generating the most suitable program for
classification. The system maintains the advantages of using
the SQL grammar in manipulating the database. However,
the use of a high-level programming language increased the
execution time when compared to a system that is based on
a low-level language. It is recommended to conduct further
tests in a commercial setup. This study was focused on
highlighting the benefits that genetic programming can add
in data mining. Therefore, future works will involve
investigating the effectiveness of the system and such a GP
approach on data mining classification on more databases,
both small and large, and which comprise real data.
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Abstract—Low frequent terms are often considered noise but
in case of patent documents it might refer to technical terms.
This paper shows the significance of low frequent terms in
patent classification. Our experiments show that low frequent
terms cannot be ignored in patents as it give better
performance in terms of f-measure and accuracy than high
frequent terms. Experiments are shown to prove that set of low
frequent terms outperforms set of high terms in classifying
patent documents.
Keywords - patent classification; text classification;
taxonomy; International Patent Classification (IPC)

I. INTRODUCTION
The process of assignment of one or more
predefined classes to text documents automatically is
called text classification or categorization. There are
many applications of text classification like organizing
web pages into hierarchical categories, indexing journal
articles by subject categories (e.g., the Library of
Congress, MEDLINE, etc.), responding to Census Bureau
occupations, filtering email messages, tracking news
events and filtering by topics, archiving patents using
International Patent Classification (IPC). Patent
Classification or Categorization is one of the application
area of text classification. Text classification approaches
for patent classification problems have to manage
simultaneously very large size of hierarchy, large
documents, huge feature set and multi-labeled documents
[1]. IPC is a standard taxonomy developed and
maintained by World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO). The IPC consists of about 80,000 categories that
cover the whole range of industrial technologies [1].
There are 8 sections at the highest level of the hierarchy,
then 128 classes, 648 subclasses, about 7200 main
groups, and about 72000 subgroups at lower levels [1].
The top four levels from the 80000 classes are mostly
used in automatic patent classification systems [1]. The
IPC is a complex hierarchical system, with layers of
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increasing detail. For example, Section: G Physics, Class:
G02 Optics, Subclass: G02C Spectacles, sunglasses or
goggles ..., Main group: G02C5 Construction of nonoptical parts.
Patent classification is a kind of knowledge management
where documents are assigned predefined categories.
Patent collections consist of huge vocabulary and this
large vocabulary reduces the classification performance
in terms of accuracy. The reason for low accuracy of
classifier is due to inclusion of noisy words that is needed
to be differentiate from dominant words. We reduce the
vocabulary size by considering only frequent terms that
have frequency above than a threshold based on some
document frequency of that those terms in the entire
collection. In experiments, it was found that low frequent
terms can efficiently figure out dominant terms and due
to inclusion of low frequent terms the classification
accuracy is increased.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II discusses related work in the field of text
classification and its application patent classification.
Section III gives a methodology consisting of previous
algorithms to classify patents. Section IV gives analysis
and experiment results. In experiment section, we discuss
results on two datasets. Finally Section V is about the key
lessons learned and some direction for future work for
further exploration.
II. RELATED WORK
Sebastiani [2][3] has written an excellent survey on
machine learning methods for text categorization and
various challenges in it. Ceci and Malerba [4]
investigated the issues regarding representation of
documents and also the learning process. Dumais and
Chen [5] explores the use of hierarchies to classify a large
collection of web content. A number of statistical
classifications and machine learning techniques have
been applied to text categorization, including nearest
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neighbor classifiers [6][7], Centroid-Based Classifier [8],
Naive Bayes (NB) [9], Decision Trees [10] and Support
Vector Machines (SVM) [11]. These machine learning
techniques can be applied to patents as patent is a text
document. Larkey [13] developed a classification tool
based on a k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) approach.
Chakrabarti, Dom and Indyk [14] developed a
hierarchical patent classification system using 12
subclasses organized in three levels. Krier and Zaccà [15]
discussed a comprehensive set of patent classification
experiments. These authors organized a comparative
study of various classifiers but the detailed results are not
disclosed [12]. Fall, Torcsvari, Benzineb and Karetka
[12] showed that instead of using full texts, the first 300
words from the abstract, claims, and description sections
gives better performance regardless of classifiers.
III. METHODOLOGY
The documents are stored in many kinds of
machine readable form such as PDF, DOC, Post Script,
HTML, XML. The content of documents is transformed
into a compact representation. Representation of text
influence the classifier in achieving better performance.
Text classification consists of 3 phases: text
representation, building classifier model, testing classifier
(evaluation). Vector Space Model (VSM) is a common
way to represent document in a vector of terms [17].
Once documents are represented as a vector of terms,
terms are weighted across the document collection using
weighting schemes. Table 1 shows three weighting
schemes TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency), BM25 (Best Match) and SMART (System
for Manipulating and Retrieving Text) formulas. The
formulas for these weighting schemes are given in Table
1. After the assignment of weights to terms, classifiers
are build on training set and using this model data is
tested from the testing set. The four classifiers used are
NB, SVM, Decision Trees, KNN (for k=1 and 3). The
naïve Bayesian classifier is a statistical classifier [22].
Bayes' theorem is the basis for Bayesian classification
[22]. The basic idea in a Naive Bayesian Classifier is the
assumption that the effect of an attribute value on a given
class is independent of the other values of other attributes
[22]. SVM is a state-of-the-art machine learning method
developed by V.Vapnik et. al. [21] is well suited for text
classification [11]. The reason that SVMs work well for
text classification is the huge dimensional input space,
and document vectors sparsity [11]. Decision tree does
not require any knowledge [23]. Given a training data a
decision tree can be induced. From decision tree rules are
created about the data and using these rules documents in
testing set are classified [23]. Another type of classifier is
an instance based classifier called K-nearest neighbor or
KNN. KNN can be applied to many fields of data mining.
KNN is a supervised learning algorithm. The similarity
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between all documents of testing and training set is
computed. For each document in testing set K nearest
neighbors in training documents are considered and the
class is assigned based on the majority of K nearest
neighbors [24]. The last step in text classification is
evaluation. Using the contingency table 2, the classifiers
are evaluated using the measures shown in Table 3.
TABLE 1

Different Term Weighting Schemes
Term Weighting

wij=tfij.log
ݓij =

Formul
a

ܰ
݊j

TFIDF
[18]

ሺk+1ሻ.tfij
ܰ − ݂݀j + 0.5
. ݈݃
݀ܿlen
݂݀j + 0.5
݇ሺ1 − ܾሻ + ܾ.
+ ݂ݐij
ܽ݃ݒdoclen

ݓij
=

ሺ1 + log ሺ݂ݐijሻሻ
1
ܰ
.
. log
ሺ1 + log ሺ݂ܽݐ݃ݒijሻሻ ൬0.8 + 0.2. ݀ܿlen ൰
݂݀j
ܽ݃ݒdoclen

TABLE 2

BM25
[19]
SMART
[20]

Contingency Table
Predicted
negative

positive

negative

a

b

positive

c

d

Actual
examples

TABLE 3

Evaluation Measure

Evaluation Formula
Accuracy
[2]

=ܣ

ሺܽ + ݀ሻ
ሺܽ + ܾ + ܿ + ݀ሻ
݀
ሺܾ + ݀ሻ

Precision
[2]

ܲ=

Recall [2]

ܴ=

݀
ሺܿ + ݀ሻ

F-measure
[2]

=ܨ

ሺ2. ܲ. ܴሻ
ሺܲ + ܴሻ

IV. DATASET AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Dataset-1: The main focus of these experiments are to
explore the impact of low frequent terms on patent
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classification in comparison with frequent terms irrespective
of the hierarchical structure of patents. Only main group
label of documents are considered ignoring rest of the labels
(subclass, class, section). First dataset was downloaded from
http://www.freepatentsonline.com [27]. For labels of
documents only main group classes are considered.
Documents were in HTML form. Documents contain
several sections like Title, Document Type and Number,
Abstract, Inventors, Application Number, Publication Date,
International Classes, Claims, Description and some others.
First of all, the set of patent documents (both training and
testing) are preprocessed. All HTML tags are removed and
hence converted to plain text. Only text under claim section
of patent documents are considered here. The plain text is
then preprocessed. Preprocessing extract content word. All
case words are treated as small. An algorithm for suffix
stripping is applied in order to perform stemming [29]. In
literature, it can be found that stemming is not useful in
terms of accuracy but it is useful in reducing the dimensions
of text. All words that are less than or equal to 4 characters
are also removed. All stop words are removed. After
preprocessing a set of unique 4351 terms (word type) is
obtained. Now the preprocessed text is represented in a
representation model. Experiments are performed on 1484
documents. The train / test split is 66 / 34 %. Experiments
are made on 4 classifiers (naïve Bayesian, support vector
machine, j48, k nearest neighbor) using four weighting
schemes (tfidf, bm25, smart). Following are some threshold
on terms selection to investigate the effect of terms (both
low and high frequent) on patent classification:

NB, SMO and J48 classifiers when used with BM25
weighting schemes give better results for low frequent terms
(I) than for high frequent terms (both II and III). The
exception where frequent terms perform better than low
frequent terms is when KNN (for both K=1 and 3) with
BM25 is used. Similarly NB, SMO and J48 classifiers used
with SMART weighting performs better in case of low
frequent terms than high frequent terms. The only exception
where frequent terms perform better than low frequent terms
is when KNN (for K =1 and 3) is used with SMART as
shown in Table 4. Only short documents in the downloaded
documents are considered to make a dataset of 1484
documents. The reason behind this is WEKA is not much
scalable. It just cannot classify a dataset more than 2000
documents. It got stuck in it. A patent collection can be
made of both large and short documents. Thats why the
LIBSVM [26] library was used in octave [28] to classify
4238 documents consisting both long and short documents
TABLE 4 F-measure on different classifiers using TFIDF, BM25 and
SMART weighting schemes
Classifier + WS

I

II

III

1

NB+TFIDF

0,3730

0,2500

0,2110

2

SMO+TFIDF

0,3180

0,2540

0,2540

3

J48+TFIDF

0,3940

0,3120

0,2640

4

KNN-1+TFIDF

0,2640

0,2540

0,2420

that occur in more than 10 document and less than
101 documents (low frequent terms)
that occur in more than 100 documents and less
than 201 documents (frequent terms)
that occur in more than 200 documents (high
frequent terms)

5

KNN-3+TFIDF

0,2280

0,2260

0,2270

6

NB+BM25

0,3960

0,2850

0,2610

7

SMO+BM25

0,4510

0,3790

0,3840

8

J48+BM25

0,3930

0,2730

0,2640

All the experiments on this dataset was carried out
using WEKA [25]. The main focus was to investigate the
significance of low frequent terms in comparison with
frequent terms. Low frequent terms contribute more in
getting better classification accuracy than frequent terms. It
can be seen from Table 4 and Figure 1. Table 4 shows that
in 11 out of 15 cases f-measure of classification using low
frequent terms terms give better f-measure than frequent
terms. This fact can be seen in Figure. 1. NB, SMO, J48 and
KNN (for K=1 and K=3) classifiers when used with TFIDF
weighting scheme gives better performance in terms of fmeasure when terms that occur in more than 10 and less
than 101 (terms that satisfies threshold I) documents are
considered than terms comes under the criteria of II (terms
that occur in more than 100 and less than 201 documents)
and III (terms that occur in more than 200 documents) are
considered.

9

KNN-1+BM25

0,2730

0,2730

0,2940

10

KNN-3+BM25

0,2030

0,2550

0,2770

11

NB+SMART

0,4040

0,2850

0,2720

12

SMO+SMART

0,4630

0,3930

0,3250

13

J48+SMART

0,3750

0,3120

0,2470

14

KNN-1+SMART

0,2010

0,2750

0,2550

15

KNN-3+SMART

0,1690

0,2460

0,2610

847

110

85

I.
II.
III.
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F-Measure

0,4
0,3
I

0,2

II
0,1

III

0
1

3

5

7

9

11 13 15

Classifier + Weighting Schemes
Figure 1. F-measure of different sets using classifiers and weighting
schemes shown in Table 4.

Dataset-2: The other dataset is extracted from a benchmark
dataset of TREC chemical patents. The total number of
documents on which experimentations are made is 4238.
Text were extracted for 21 main group classes. Each class
have either 201 or 202 documents. Different datasets beside
complete patent document consisting of various fields (title,
abstract, claims, background summary, description) of
patents were created. Table 5. shows word tokens and word
types in each field of patent document collection on which a
set of experiments were carried out. All words that are less
than or equal to 4 characters are removed. All stop words
are removed and stemming is performed.
LIBSVM library is used in octave to classify patent
documents. 10 fold cross validation is used. The kernel type
used in experiments here is linear. There are four variations
of kernel in LIBSVM named as linear, polynomial, radial
and sigmoid. It can be proved by experimenting that linear
kernel type give better results. Two term sets or feature sets
(Low Frequent Term Set LFTS and High Frequent Term Set
HFTS) based on a document frequency threshold given
below are created for each field and the complete patent
text. The threshold criteria is as follows:
I.

II.

Terms that occur in more than 10 and less than 101
documents are considered as LFTS because it
occurs between 0.24% and 2.4% documents in the
entire collection.
Terms that occur in more than 500 and less than
1001 documents are considered as HFTS because it
occurs between 12% and 24% documents in the
entire collection.

TABLE 5 Word Tokens and Types in different section of patents
Field of Patent
Document

Word Tokens

Word Types

Title

19717

4027

Abstract

156035

9700

Claims

761773

18488

Background Summary

2185892 (around 2.2
million)

45709

Description

5151686(around 5.2
million)

83738

All Patent Document

8283579 (around 8.3
million)

106045

0,3
0,25
Accuracy

0,5

LFTS show better results for each field text using TFIDF,
BM25 and SMART weighting scheme. Table 6. shows the
performance of classifier in terms of accuracy using low and
high frequent terms set on different fields of patents using
TFIDF, BM25 and SMART. In Fig. 2, the blue line
represents LFTS and the red line represents HFTS. Clearly
it can be seen that LFTS outperforms HFTS in all cases
listed in Table 6. The classification in case of title, abstract,
claims, background summary, description and complete
patent performs better for low frequent terms as compared
to high frequent terms and gives 4.55%, 5.68%, 6.44%,
6.98%, 11.42% and 12.71% respectively better results when
used with TFIDF. Similarly using LFTS with BM25
weighting scheme gives 9.49, 17.97, 4.74, 0.71, 1.35 and
3.21 percent better accuracy on all fields of title, abstract,
claims, background summary, description and complete
patent respectively than HFTS with BM25. Same is the case
when SMART weighting scheme is used with all these
fields. LFTS combined with SMART gives 9.31, 3.33, 5.19,
3.8, 3.13 and 2.48 percent better results as compared to
HFTS.

0,2

Low
Frequent
Terms (LFTS)

0,15
0,1

High
Frequent
Terms (HFTS)

0,05
0
1 4 7 10 13 16
Weighting Scheme + Fields

The focus was to investigate the performance of
low and high frequent terms and see which one gives better
accuracy. It can be seen from Figure 2 and Table 6. that
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Figure 2. Performance of LFTS and HFTS on different fields and complete
patents.
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TABLE 6 Accuracy of Classifier on different fields (Title, Abstract,
Claims, Background Summary and Description) and complete patents
using TFIDF,BM25 and SMART
Field + Weighting
Scheme

Low Frequent
Terms (LFTS)

High Frequent
Terms (HFTS)

1

title + TFIDF

0,1031

0,0576

2

abs + TFIDF

0,1314

0,0746

3

claims + TFIDF

0,1279

0,0635

4

background summary
+ TFIDF

0,1654

0,0956

5

description + TFIDF

0,1734

0,0592

6

all + TFIDF

0,2025

0,0741

7

title + BM25

0,1527

0,0578

8

abs + BM25

0,1808

0,1090

9

claims + BM25

0,1784

0,1310

10

background summary
+ BM25

0,1713

0,1642

11

description + BM25

0,1744

0,1609

12

all + BM25

0,2202

0,1881

13

title + SMART

0,1612

0,0681

14

abs + SMART

0,2721

0,2388

15

claims + SMART

0,1914

0,1395

16

background summary
+ SMART

0,1796

0,1416

17

description + SMART

0,1859

0,1546

18

all + SMART

0,2211

0,1963

within a document that might increase the performance of
patent classification.
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Abstract - In the context of the necessity to find new
knowledge in data, last decade, data mining has become an area
of great interest. Although most data mining systems work
with data stored in flat files, sometimes it is beneficial to
implement data mining algorithms within a DBMS, in order to
use SQL or other facilities provided, to discover patterns in
data. In this paper we consider a way to discover association
rules from data stored into a relational database. We make also
a comparative study of performances obtained by applying the
following methods: stored procedures in database or candidate
and frequent itemsets generated in SQL using a k-way join and
a subquery-based algorithm. This study is used to choose the
best solution to implement in the particular case of building a
dedicated data mining system for personalized therapy of
speech disorders optimization.
Keywords-data mining method, association rules, relational
database, SQL , stored-procedures

I.
INTRODUCTION
The most common way to store data collected in various
areas is in relational databases. Information and
Communication Technology development has lead to a huge
volume of data stored and to the inability to extract useful
information and knowledge from this data by using the
traditional methods. For this reason, data mining has
developed as a specific field. Mining association rules is one
of the commonly used methods in data mining. Association
rules model dependencies between items in transactional
data. Most data mining systems work with data stored in flat
files. However, it has been shown it is beneficial to
implement data mining algorithms within a DBMS, and
using of SQL to discover patterns in data can bring certain
advantages.
There is some research focused on issues regarding the
integration of data mining with databases. There have been
proposed language extensions of SQL to support mining
operations. For instance, in [1], DMQL extends SQL with a
series of operators for generation of characteristic rules,
discriminant rules and classification rules.
This paper aims to present some aspects of coupling data
mining algorithms with database management systems.
Section II shows the reasons to try to mine data directly
in databases and a possible architecture for such data mining
system. In Section III, there are defined association rules,
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presents the methods and some algorithms that find
association rules in data. In Section IV, we focus on the
possibility to use SQL in order to generate the frequent
itemsets. Section V contains a case study.
II.

PERFORMING DATA MINING INTO A DATABASE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

As we have noted above, sometimes it is useful to
implement data mining algorithms in database management
systems (DBMS).
First, one can use the database indexing capability and
query processing and optimization facilities provided by a
DBMS. Second, for long running mining applications it can
be useful the support for checkpointing and last, but not least
one can exploit the possibility of SQL parallelization,
especially for a SMP environment.
This involves the development of data mining
applications tightly–coupled with a relational database
management system. In [2], a methodology to achieve this
goal is presented.
Accordingly to this methodology, the records of a
database are not fetched into the application, but modules of
the application program that perform various operations on
the retrieved records, are pushed in the database system.
Although in this case the core of data mining is found in
the database, no changes were made on database
management software, and appropriate functionalities were
provided by user-defined procedures and functions stored in
the database.
A possible architecture for such data mining approach is
presented in Figure 1.
The graphical interface allows users to formulate the data
mining problem and to establish parameters, such as:
minimum thresholds for support and confidence for
association rules, or minimum value for accuracy for
classification.
Preprocessing module aims to translate the mining
problem in the corresponding SQL instruction set. We
consider the Oracle 9i SQL dialect because it contains object
relational capabilities and it allows user-defined function and
functions table.
Finally, the processing results are converted and
presented to the user in an intelligible form through the
graphical interface.
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GUI

Postprocessing

Preprocessing

Relational
engine

DB

Figure 1. A proposed architecture for data mining in a DBMS

III.

ASSOCIATION RULES: DEFINITION, METHODOLOGY,
ALGORITHMS

Association rules aims to discover the dependencies
between the items in transactional databases.
Briefly, one can define association rules as follows: if we
have a set of transactions, where each transaction is a set of
items, an association rule [3] is an implication A->B, where
A and B are disjoint sets of items. It means that if a
transaction contains the items in A, it tends also to contain
the items in B. A is called the antecedent of rule and B is
called its consequent.
In terms of association rules, a set of k items is called kitemset. In a transactional database, for an itemset A we can
define a measure called support, that represents the fraction
of transaction that contains A. If we note the database with
D, the expression for the support for A is:
sup(A)= |A| / |D|

(1)

where |A| is the number of transaction containing A, and
|D| is the cardinality of the database.
The support for the rule A-> B is defined as:
sup(A→B ) = sup(A∪B)

(2)

and represent the percentage of all transactions that
contain both A and B.
The rule holds in the transaction database with
confidence calculated with the following expression:
conf(A → B ) =
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(3)

The problem of finding association rules is to generate all
association rules that have support and confidence greater
than two user–specified thresholds called minsupp and
minconf.
The mining process for association rules can be
decomposed in two phases: first find all combination of
items whose support is greater than minsupp, called frequent
itemsets and second, use these frequent itemsets to generate
the rules.
Since the generation of frequent itemsets is the most
expensive part in terms of resources and time consuming, a
lot of algorithms for this task were developed. Most
algorithms use a method that build candidate itemsets, which
are sets of potential frequent itemsets, and then test them.
Support for these candidates is determined by taking into
account the whole database D. The process of generating
candidate itemsets considers the information regarding the
frequence of all candidates already checked. So, the
procedure is the following: the closure of frequent itemsets
assumes that all subsets of a frequent itemset are also
frequent. This allows remove those sets that contain at least
one set of items that is not frequent, from candidate itemsets.
After generating, the appearance of each candidate in the
database is counted, in order to retain only those having the
support greater than minsup.
Then we can move to the next iteration. The whole
process ends when there are no potential frequent itemsets.
The most known algorithm, which uses the above
mechanism, is Apriori [4]. On this basis some variants such
as Apriori Tid, Apriori All, Apriori Some or Apriori Hibrid
were developed. Figure 2 presents the Apriori algorithm. We
use the following notation:
D- the transaction database (transaction table)
t- tuples in D
k-itemset-set of k items
Fk- frequents k-itemsets
Ck- k-itemsets candidates (potential frequents)
c.count – number of transactions containing each c
candidate set of items

1 F1 = [frequent 1-itemsets]
2 k=2
3 while Fk-1≠Φ do
4 Ck=gen_apriori(Fk-1) &&generating new candidates
5 for each t∈ D do
6
Ct={Ck|Ck⊂t)
&&candidates in t
7
for each c ∈ Ct do
8
c.count=c.count+1
9 end
10 Fk = {c ∈ Ck | c.count ≥ minsup}
11 k=k+1
12 end
13 end
Figure 2.

The Apriori algorithm
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Once found all frequent k-itemsets one can generate rules
having minimum confidence minconf. In order to do that, we
consider all non-empty subsets of every frequent itemset f.
Then, for each subset x, we find the confidence of the rule x> (f-x), and if it is equal or greater than minconf, we output
the rule.
Figure 3 presents in pseudo code the procedure for
finding the association rules. We use the following notation:
Fk- frequents k-itemsets
Ai– a subset of j items from Fi (i<k,j<i)
B–the remaining subset of (i-j) items from Fi
1 F2 = [frequents 2-itemsets]
2 k>2
3 for i=2,k do
4 for j=1,i-1 do
5
Ai-1={aj|aj∈Fi}
6
B={b|b∈Fi ^ b≠aj}
7
conf(Ai-1→B)=supp(Ai-1∪B)/suppAi-1
8
Rij={Ai-1→B|conf(Ai-1→B)>minconf}
9 end
10 end
Figure 3. The algorithm for finding association rules

As we can see above, the rules are generated in an
iterative way. In each iteration j we generate rules with
consequent of size j. Then we consider the following
property: for a frequent itemset, if a rule with consequent b
holds, then rules with consequents that are subsets of b holds
also. We use this property to generate rules in iteration j
based on rules with consequents of length (j-1) found in the
previous iteration.
IV. USING SQL FOR FREQUENT K-ITEMSETS GENERATION
In most implementation Apriori works with data stored in
flat files but, data is ordinary stored in databases, so, for
moving it in a flat file there are necessary some additional
preprocessing operations.
Here we describe a way to find the frequent k-itemsets
using SQL and manipulating data directly in a database. First
of all we assume that the transaction table D has two
columns: transaction identifier and item. As we don’t know
the number of items per transaction, this structure is more
practical that alternatives presented in [5] where each item of
a transaction is placed in a different column.
A. Stored procedure approach
In the first step of the algorithm one have to generate the
frequent 1-itemset, by finding the support for each item and
by removing those items that have support lesser that
minsup.
The SQL query that performs this task, corresponding to
the first line in the pseudo-code described above is:
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insert into F1
select item, count(*)
from D
group by item
having count(*)>minsup;

(4)

Further, each step k of the algorithm, first generate a
candidate k-itemset Ck from which we will find the frequent
k-itemsets Fk. In order to do that, we have to execute the
following:
• to generate C2, which will be stored in a table with
two columns (one for each item in the combination)
we use:
insert into C2
select a.item1, b.item2
from F1 a, F1 b
where a.item<b.item
order by a.item;

(5)

to find F2 we must count the support of all 2-itemsets
from C2, and insert into F2 only those who have the
support greater than minsup. F2 is a table with three
columns (two columns for the two items and one
column for support). We use a stored procedure that
contain a sequence such as:
….
select count(id) into vsup
from D
where D.item=vc1 and exists
(select tid
from D d1
(6)
where d1.item=vc2 and D.tid=d1.tid);
if vsup>vminsup then
insert into F2
values(vc1, vc2, vsup);
end if;
……….
•

To generalize, in order to find a frequent k-itemset Fk we
will use the following SQL statements:
insert into Ck
select a.item1,a.item2,…, a.item (k-1), b.item(k-1)
from Fk-1 a, Fk-1 b
where a.item1=b.item1 and
a.item2=b.item2 and
……
a.item(k-2)=b.item(k-2)and
a.item(k-1)<b.item(k-1)
order by a.item1, a.item2,…, a.item(k-1);

(7)

for generating Ck and a stored procedure including:
select count(id) into vsup
from D
where D.item=vc1 and exists

(8)
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(select tid
from D d1
where d1.item=vc2 and D.tid=D1.tid and exists
(…………
(select tid
from D dk-1
where dk-1.item=vck
and dk-2.tid=dk-1.tid)
…);
in order to find the support of candidate k-itemsets.
One can see that for counting support for a k-itemset we
need a select SQL statement that have k-1 subqueries, so, the
number of nested selects is direct related with the size of the
itemset to be analyzed.
B. The SQL Approach
To take advantage of the query optimizer, which is
present in every relational DBMS, it is possible to implement
Apriori algorithm only in SQL. In this case the generation of
candidates Ck is made in the same manner as above.
In fact, the expression (7) generates an extensive set of
candidate k-itemsets. If we consider that to be frequent, a kitemset must contain only subsets of frequent (k-1) itemsets,
it could be necessary to eliminate candidates that contain
subsets that are not frequent from those generated by (7).
This operation is the so-called pruning step, and is very
useful because, after that, the remaining candidates could fit
into memory, and the counting for support could be made
pipeline, without materializing the candidates.
In [6] it is shown that we can perform the prune step in
the same time with the join of Fk-1 and Fk-1. In order to
combine these tasks we could use the following SQL
statement:
insert into Ck
select I1.item1,I1.item2,…,I1.item(k-1), I2.item(k-1)
from Fk-1 I1, Fk-1 I2, Fk-1 I3,…,Fk-1 Ik
where
I1.item1=I2.item1 and
(9)
I1.item2=I2.item2 and
……
I1.item(k-2)=I2.item(k-2)and
I1.item(k-1)<I2.item(k-1)and
I1.item2=I3.item1 and
&& skip item1
……
I1.item(k-1)=I3.item(k-2)and
I2.item(k-1)=I3.item(k-1)and
……
I1.item1=Ik.item1 and
&& skip item(k-2)
……
I1.item(k-1)=Ik.item(k-2)and
I2.item(k-1)=Ik.item(k-1)
order by I1.item1, I1.item2,…, I1.item(k-1);
The expression (9) is a k-way join. This method is used
since for any k-itemset there are k subsets of size k-1, which
must be member of the frequent (k-1)-itemsets (Fk-1).
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In the above expression after joining I1 and I2, we obtain
the following k-itemset (I1.item1, I1.item2,…,I1.item(k-1),
I2.item(k-1)). It contains two (k-1)-itemsets, which are frequent
since they are member of Fk-1. These are (I1.item1,I1.item2,
…,I1.item(k-1)) and (I1.item1, I1.item2,…,I1.item(k-2), I2.item(k1)). The rest of (k-2) subsets must be checked, and in order to
do that we use additional joins whose selection predicates are
build by skipping one item at a time from the k-itemset.
Concrete, first we skip item1 and check if the (k-1)
itemset ( I1.item2, …, I1.item(k-1), I2.item(k-1)) belong to Fk-1.
This is done by the join with I3. Second we skip item2 to see
if (I1.item1, I1.item3, …, I1.item(k-1), I2.item(k-1)) belong also to
Fk-1.
In general we perform the join with In and, in the
predicate we skip the item (n-2) from the k-itemset to check
if the subset build by deleting the (n-2)th item from the
original k-itemset, belong to Fk-1.
Further it is necessary to count candidates’ support to
find frequent itemsets. In order to do that we use the
candidate itemsets Ck and the transaction table D. We
consider the two approaches, which were found to be the
best ones in [5]. There are: the K-way joins and the
subquery-based implementation.
In k-way joins the candidate itemset Ck is joined with k
transaction tables D and the support is counted using a group
by clause on all k items. The general expression for finding a
frequent k-itemset Fk is:
insert into Fk
select item1, item2, …, itemk, count(*)
from Ck, D d1, …, D dk
where d1.item=Ck.item1 and
d2.item= Ck.item2 and
……..
dk.item=Ck.itemk and
d1.tid=d2.tid and
d2.tid = d3.tid and
….
dk-1.tid=dk.tid
group by item1, item2, ….,itemk
having count(*)>:minsup;

(10)

The subquery-based approach tries to reduce the amount
of work during the support counting by using the common
prefixes between the items in Ck. To do this, the support
counting phase is split into a cascade of k subqueries.
The nth (n=1..k) subquery is build based on the result of
(n-1)th subquery, which is joined with the transaction table
D, and the distinct itemsets consisting of the first n+1
columns of Ck. To obtain the final output we make a groupby on the k items to calculate the support and we remove
those rows that have the calculated support less than minsup.
The statement for generating Fk is:
insert into Fk
select item1, item2, …, itemk, count(*)
from (SQk)
group by item1, item2, ….,itemk
having count(*)>:minsup;

(11)
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Select item1, item2, …, itemn, tid
From D dn,(Subquery Qn-1) SQn-1,(select distinct item1,…,
itemn from Ck ) cn
where SQn-1.item1 = cn.item1 and
(12)
… and
SQn-1.itemn-1 = cn.itemn-1 and
SQn-1.tid = dn.tid and
dn.item = cn.itemn ;
V.

CASE STUDY

The Center for Computer Research in the University
"Stefan cel Mare" of Suceava has implemented the
TERAPERS project [7]. TERAPERS is a system, which is
able to assist teachers in their speech therapy of dislalya and
to follow how the patients respond to various personalized
therapy programs. This system is currently used by the
therapists from Regional Speech Therapy Center of Suceava.
In the context of the need for more efficient activities, it
was showed that data mining methods, applied to data
collected in TERAPERS, can provide useful knowledge for
personalized therapy optimization. So, the idea about LogoDM system has started. This is a data mining system, which
aims to use the data from TERAPERS database in order to
answer the questions such as: what is the predicted final state
for a child or what will be his/her state at the end of various
stages of therapy, which the best exercises are for each case
and how they can focus their effort to effectively solve these
exercises or how the family receptivity, which is an
important factor in the success of the therapy - is associated
with other aspects of family and personal anamnesis [8][9].
Specifically, association rules could reveal interesting
relationships between patients’ anamnesis, their diagnosis
and the results obtained at the end of various stages of
therapy.
To find the best way to implement the association rules
we have used a real dataset from TERAPERS, on which we
have applied the three methods of determining the frequent
itemsets discussed above.
Data considered is stored in a relational table with 96
columns (attributes) and 300 cases. A step in the preparation
process of this table for applying Apriori algorithm is to
change the structure of the initial table in order to obtain the
following structure: id, item.
After this transformation we have obtained a data set that
can be assimilated to a transactional one. As each patient has
associated a set of features, we can consider the patient
identifier as a transaction identifier and the set of features as
a set of items. The transactional dataset obtained as result of
pre-processing operations contains 300 cases (transactions),
but the average of items per transaction is 65.
We have applied on this data the three methods for
finding the frequent itemsets discussed above. All of them
have provided as output the same number of frequent
itemsets and the same maxim length of the itemsets, but
major differences were recorded on response times. To
enable the query optimizer to choose the best execution plan,
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we have constructed some indexes. The source table for data
used by Apriori algorithm was indexed on both columns (id,
item), and Ck and Fk were indexed on columns (item1, item2,
…, itemk).
The results obtained are presented in figures below.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the number of itemsets
obtained and the maximum length of these itemsets. We
note that, in this case, taking into account the data
characteristics, it should be imposed a minimum value for
the threshold minsup equal to 0,5. For this value is obtained
a considerable number of itemsets (approximately 4000000)
with a maximum length of 32 items.
Figure 6 presents a summary of execution times obtained
when, in order to finding frequent itemsets, we use the
following methods: stored procedures, k-way joins and
subquery-based joins. It may be noted that for the last two
ways, execution times are relatively closed and they are
lower than for stored procedures.

Figure 4. Frequent itemsets found for different values for minsup
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Figure 5. Maximum length of itemsets for different values for minsup
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Abstract—Existence of automatic writing assistance tools such
as spell and grammar checker/corrector can help in increasing
electronic texts with higher quality by removing noises and
cleaning the sentences. Different kinds of errors in a text can
be categorized into spelling, grammatical and real-word errors.
In this article, the concepts of an automatic grammar checker
for Persian (Farsi) language, is explained. A statistical grammar
checker based on phrasal statistical machine translation (SMT)
framework is proposed and a hybrid model is suggested by
merging it with an existing rule-based grammar checker. The
results indicate that these two approaches are complimentary
in detecting and correcting syntactic errors, although statistical
approach is able to correct more probable errors. The state-ofthe-art results on Persian grammar checking are achieved by
using the hybrid model. The obtained recall is about 0.5 for
correction and about 0.57 for detection with precision about 0.63.
Index Terms—Natural Language Processing, Syntactic Error,
Statistical Machine Translation, Grammar Checker, Persian Language

I. I NTRODUCTION
Proofreading tools for automatic detection and correction
of erroneous sentences are one of the most widely used
tools within natural language applications such as text editing,
optical character recognition (OCR), machine translation (MT)
and question answering systems [1]. The editorial assistance
tools are useful in helping second language learners not only in
writing but also in learning a language by providing valuable
feedbacks [2]. Kukich [3] has categorized the errors of a
text into five groups, 1. Isolated, 2. Non isolated or syntactic
errors, 3. Real-word errors, 4. Discourse structure, and 5.
Pragmatic errors. The first category refers to spelling errors.
Detecting errors of second and third categories need syntactic
as well as semantic analysis. The last two hierarchies cannot
be considered as spelling or grammatical error. In this article
we just focus on correcting syntactic errors and presuppose
that the text is spell checked correctly. This paper is going
to describe a statistical grammar checker approach within the
framework of phrasal statistical machine translation. SMT has
the potential to solve some kind of errors occurring in the
sentences [4]. We will show that training statistical model
would be helpful in detecting and correcting grammatical
errors which were not addressed in the rule-based grammar
checker [5] especially those errors which need contextual
cues for recognition. We will also introduce a hybrid of
statistical and rule-based approaches for grammar checking
and achieved the state-of-the-art results on Persian grammar
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checking. Grammar checkers cannot check the whole syntactic
structure of the text [6]. In the proposed model, frequently
occurred error types have been identified for evaluating both
error detection and correction of the system in terms of
precision and recall metrics.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 outlines related works of grammar checking. In Section
3, the limitation of previous Persian grammar checker is
discussed. Section 4 describes the use of SMT framework
for grammar checking followed by preparing training and
test data set. Finally, the evaluation results for each approach
individually and the hybrid model are reported in Sections 5
and 6, respectively.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Grammar checkers deal with syntactic errors in the text
such as subject-verb disagreement and word order errors.
Grammar checking entails several techniques from the NLP
research area such as tokenization, part-of-speech tagging,
determining the dependency between words or phrases and
defining and matching grammatical rules. Grammar checking
techniques are categorized into three groups: syntax-based,
statistical or corpus-based and rule-based [2]. In syntaxbased approach the text is parsed and if parsing does not
succeed the text is considered as incorrect. It requires a
complete grammar or mal-rules or relaxing constraints which
are obviously difficult to obtain due to complex nature of
natural languages. Mal-rules allow the parsing of specific
errors in the input and relaxing constraints redefine unification
so that the parse does not fail when two elements do not
unify [2]. The existing grammar checkers [7][8] fall into rulebased category in which a collection of rules describe the
errors of the text, while [9][10][11] use statistical analysis for
grammar checking. Although, rule-based grammar checkers
have been shown to be effective in detecting some class of
grammatical errors, manual design and refinement of rules
are difficult and time-consuming tasks. Deep understanding
of the linguistics is required to write non-conflicting rules
which cover a suitable variety of grammatical errors. Although
there have been some prior works on Persian spell checking,
[12][13] from the best of our knowledge, the only work on
Persian grammar checking is a rule-based system which is
introduced in [5]. The limitations of this grammar checker
are described in detail in next section.The ALEK system
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developed by [9] uses an unsupervised method for detecting
English grammatical errors by using negative evidence from
edited textual corpora. It uses TOEFL essays as its resource.
Integrating pattern discovery with supervised learning model
is proposed by [11]. A generation-based approach for grammar
correction is introduced by [10] which checks the fluency of
sentences produced by second language learners. The N-best
candidates are generated using n-gram language model which
are reranked by parsing using stochastic context-free grammar.
A pilot study of [4] presents the use of phrasal SMT for
identifying and correcting writing errors made by learners of
English as a second language and the focus was on countability
errors associated with mass nouns. The statistical phase of
grammar checking procedure introduced in this paper also
relies on phrasal SMT framework for detecting and correcting
syntactic errors. To overcome the negative impact of some
types of errors on recall metric, the system is augmented with
the rule-based procedure.
III. L IMITATIONS OF P ERSIAN RULE - BASED G RAMMAR
C HECKER
The proposed rule-based grammar checker [5] faces some
limitations. It is based on regular expression patterns and
detects errors which can be matched by regular expressions,
thus it cannot detect those patterns which are difficult or
impossible to be modeled by regular expressions. The other
problem is having pre-defined pattern and suggestion for each
type of error. For example whenever it detects two repeated
words, it shows an error although not all two repeated words
are incorrect and one of them is deleted due to pre-defined
suggestion. Our method is an SMT-based approach which
does not follow any specific pre-defined rule or suggestion.
For example by detecting repeated words, in some cases one
of the words may be eliminated or sometimes a preposition
is added between duplicate words and in some cases it
does not recognize any error. In addition regular expressions
cannot detect any recursive pattern. The errors which need
context free grammar or statistical or semantic analysis or
disambiguation are also undetectable by regular expressions.
Existing techniques for Persian, based on hand-crafted rules
or statistical POS tag sequences [5] are not strong enough
to tackle the common incorrect preposition or conjunction
omission errors due to lack of information about language
model. In our experiments not only all the syntactic errors
described in the rule-based grammar checker are included but
also, the following errors are added. The errors are illustrated
with an example.
(1) Omission of prepositions: Some words need special
prepositions to complete their meanings. Prepositions
depend on nouns and can complement the other words.
Since the lexical information is important to correct
omission of prepositions, we need to define large number of rules which include all the phrases containing
prepositions and the words around it. Thus, it is not
feasible to define the patterns by regular expressions.
For example,
/ bahs sar tafaavotha


I @
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ast (the discussion is differences) should be corrected
as
/ bahs bar sar tafaavotha ast
(the discussion is about differences).
(2) Omission of / ra (definite object sign): Object is a
mandatory argument of transitive verbs. The meaning
of transitive verb is incomplete and unclear without the
object. The direct object should be addressed in the
sentence by preposition / ra. Finding the object of
the sentence requires semantic analysis and it cannot be
detected by regular expressions. Since this is an important preposition, the rule has been considered separately.
For example,
/ kar shooroo kardid (you
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started work) should be corrected as
/
kar ra shooroo kardid (you started the work).
(3) Omission of conjunctions: The omission of conjunctions is not always incorrect, but there are some
cases that the omission makes the sentence grammatically wrong. This usually happens when a clause appears in the middle of the sentence. Lexical information is also important in this case. For example,
/ tarifi khod shoma darid
chist (what is the description you have) should be
/ tarifi ke
converted to
khod shoma darid chist (what is your description).
(4) Using indefinite noun when a demonstrative pronoun is
used: Demonstrative pronouns are independent words
that precede the noun. After demonstrative pronouns
such as
/ in (this) and
/ an (that) a definite
noun should be used, unless a description is given
within a phrase, like
/ an ketaabi
ke khaandam (the book that I have read). Since regular expressions cannot identify to which word of the
sentence the descriptive phrase belongs, defining this
rule with regular expression may result in many false
alarms. For example,
/ an ketaabi ra
khaandam (I read that a book) should be changed to
/ an ketaab ra khaandam (I read that
book).
(5) Connecting indefinite postfix to the first noun in possessive nouns (ezafe construction [14]): Persian is a
dependent-marking language [15] and tends to mark the
relation on the non-head. In case of having possessive
nouns indefinite postfix / i should be connected to
the last word. The postfix / i, is not only used as
indefinite sign, but also can be used as a copula for
the second singular person like
/ azaadi (you are
free) and it may also belong to its own word like
/
azaadi (freedom). The morpheme / i is used in forming
various lexical elements in derivational morphology and
will cause ambiguities [14]. Since regular expressions
deal with the surface of the word without semantic
analysis these ambiguities are not distinguishable by
regular expressions. For example,
/ ketaabi
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daastaan should be corrected as
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daastaani (a story book).
(6) Using adjective before noun: In Persian, adjectives usually follow the nouns. This rule was omitted from the
rule-based grammar checker [5] according to its low
precision. Adjectives can sometimes stand as the adverb
of the sentence and they can precede the noun. The
part-of-speech tagger used in the rule-based grammar
checker could make mistakes in recognizing adjectives.
Also there is no chunking process before applying
regular expressions, thus the rule-based system cannot
understand if the adjective belongs to the same phrase
as nouns or not. For example,
/ jaaleb kettab
(book interesting) should be converted to
/
ketaab jaleb (interesting book) but
/
daaneshmand mard ra did (scientist saw the man) is
correct.
(7) Using wrong plural morpheme: Morphologically, Persian falls into polysynthetic languages in which a single
word may have many morphemes and also several
morphemes exist for marking plurality in Persian, like
/ an, / ha ,
/ yun and
/ at [16]. Some words
like
/ derakht (tree) can become plural with /
an and / ha. Both words
/ derakhtan (trees)
and
/ derakhtha (trees) are correct but, some
words like
/ ensaan (human) or
/ miz (table)
can become plural with / ha but not with / an and
unfortunately there is no special rule for that and it
cannot be defined by regular expressions. For example,
+
(
) ensaanan should be converted to
/ ensaanha (humans).
In brief, the mentioned errors can be detected either by using
probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG) as a modeling
formalism, or by using statistical or semantic analysis or by
defining too many lexical rules. Due to the discussed limitations of regular expressions, we used a statistical approach
based on SMT framework for grammar checking to overcome
the problems of the existing rule-based grammar checker.
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for grammar checking both input and output sentences belong
to the same language except the input sentence has some
syntactic errors. As it will be described later the syntactic
errors considered in this paper could cause lexical gap or
divergences in morphology, argument structure or ordering,
between source and target sentences. Stylistic and cultural differences which are another source of difficulty for translators
do not appear in this model. The noisy channel model is the
foundation of statistical machine translation [18]. In this article
we explore its application to grammar checking. The noisy
channel is used whenever the received signal does not identify
the sent message. Grammar checking could be modeled as
a noisy channel where the intended message is the correct
sentence while the received signal is the erroneous sentence.
We assume grammar checking from an incorrect sentence to
correct sentence. The suggested correct sentence is the one
whose probability is the highest:
Ĉ = arg max P (C|E) = arg max
c

c

P (E|C)P (C)
P (E)

(1)
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The probability in the denominator of equation 1 is ignored
since we are choosing the correct sentence for a fixed erroneous sentence, thus is a constant. Equation 1 shows that
we need to compute P (E|C) and the language model P (C).
We assume that the noisy sentence is the result of applying
syntactic errors on the correct sentence. The syntactic error
rules considered in this paper are classified in Table I and we
refer to them as R = r1 , r2 , ..., rn . The relationship can be
expressed as follows:

AîE A @

IV. SMT F RAMEWORK FOR G RAMMAR C HECKING
Machine translation refers to usage of computer to automate
some or all of the process of translating from one language into
another [17]. Automatic grammar checking is modeled as a
machine translation where the erroneous sentence is translated
to the correct sentence. Machine translation is considered as
a hard task [15] in general due to differences between the
languages which are referred to as translation divergences
[15]. Translation divergence could be structurally, like differences in morphology, argument structure, ordering, referential
density and linking of predicates with their arguments or it
could be lexically like homonymous, polysemy, many-to-many
translation mappings and lexical gaps. The less divergence
between source and target languages leads to better translation.
Unlike machine translators that the input sentence belongs to
a language other than output sentence and could have many
differences structurally and lexically, in the proposed model
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P (E|C) =

n
X

P (E, ri |C)

(2)

i=1

The conditional probability P (E|C) is computed as follows:
P (E|C) =

n
X

P (E|C, ri ) ∗ P (ri |C)

(3)

i=1

Two assumptions have been made, although we will later
show in our experiments that these assumptions will not really
affect the system’s accuracy regarding to precision and recall
metrics.
(1) Each sentence could just have one syntactic error. In
other words, just one of the error rules could be applied
on the sentence.
(2) The condition probability P (ri |C) has uniform distribution. It means that each rule is equally likely to be
applied on a correct sentence. That is, the probability of
appearing each error mentioned in Table I, is the same.
Thus, equation 1 is defined as follows:
Ĉ = arg max P (C|E) = arg max P (E|C, ri )P (C)
c

c

(4)

where ri is the error rule which was applied on the correct
sentence, (C).
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TABLE I
P ERSIAN S YNTACTIC E RROR RULES
ID
1
2
3
4

any language pair in which GIZA++ [19] is used for wordalignments and SRILM [20] is used as the language model
toolkit. As in phrase-based models, factored translation model
which is used in Moses can be seen as the combination of
several features hi (C|E). These features are combined in a
log-linear model. If there are N features, then the log-linear
translation model is:

Error description
Omission of preposition
Omission of conjunction
Using plural noun after cardinal numbers
Using a verb or preposition after a genitive noun ending
with sign / i
Using a verb before copulative verbs
Using a superlative adjective before preposition / az
(than)
Using a preposition or conjunction at the end of the
sentence
Omission of / ra (definite object sign)
Using / ra (definite object sign) after verb or preposition or in the beginning of the sentence
Using two consecutive adverbs of question or pronouns
without / va (and)
Double plural noun
Using adjective before noun
Disagreement between the subject and the verb
Repeating a word
Using wrong plural morpheme
Using indefinite noun when a demonstrative pronoun is
used
Connecting indefinite postfix to the first noun in ezafe
constructions
ø

5
6
7
8
9
10

N
1 Y hi (C|E)
α
P (C|E) =
Z i=1 i

P@

Here, Z is a normalizing constant and αi is the weight
assigned to feature In practice, the noisy channel model factors
(the language model P (C) and translation model P (E|C)),
are still the most important feature functions in the log-linear
model, but the architecture has the advantage of allowing
for arbitrary other features as well [15]. If two weights and
features are used, and set them relative to the language model
P (C) and the conditional probability P (E|C) as follows:

@P

@P

ð

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

P (C)
h1 (C|E) = logα
1
P (E|C)
h2 (C|E) = logα
2

In order to use the phrase-based translation model, we need
a training data. Training data construction is described in detail
later in this paper. Here, we just mention that we have parallel
corpora of correct and erroneous sentences in which correct
sentences are infected by one of the error rules to produce the
erroneous sentences. If more than one rule are applicable on
a sentence, separate sentences are produced each containing
only one error. Phrasal translation model uses phrases as well
as single words as the fundamental units. Phrase translation
probability, φ(ei , ci ), is defined as the probability of generating
phrase ci from incorrect phrase ei . Distortion refers to a word
having a different position in the input and output sentences.
The more reordering the more expensive is the translation. The
distortion is parameterized by d(ai − bi−1 ), where ai is the
start position of the erroneous phrase generated by the i-th
correct phrase, and bi−1 is the end position generated by the
(i−1)-th correct phrase. The phrase translation probability and
distortion probability are computed as follows [15]:
count(e, c)
φ(e, c) = P
e count(e, c)

(5)

d(ai − bi−1 ) = α|ai −bi−1 −1|

(6)

where, α is a small constant.
Similar to the translation model for statistical phrasal MT
the conditional probability in equation 1 is decomposed into:
P (E|C) =

I
Y

φ(ei , ci )d(ai − bi−1 )

(7)

i=1

Moses [17] is a statistical machine translation system for
automatically training translation models and decoding for
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(8)

(9)
(10)

We can see by replacing equations 9 and 10 in equation 8
that the fundamental equation 1 is the special case of the loglinear model [21]. Language model is used to score the fluency
of the output. Phrase translation table saves the extracted
phrases. The construction of phrase table and learning phrases
are described in [22]. Distortion model allows reordering of
the input sentence, but at a cost. The main features of Moses
are distortion model, language model, translation model and
word penalty [22].
A. Preparing Training and Test Data
Training data is a collection of aligned sentences in two
files, one for ungrammatical sentences and one for correct
sentences. In order to prepare the erroneous corpus, the
set of specific error types mentioned in Table I are used.
These errors include all the patterns defined in [5] and those
defined in Section 3. A Persian part-of-speech tagged corpus
named Peykareh [23] containing collection of formal news
and common well-formed texts is used. A set of example
sentences for each of various error types should be collected,
thus, the error rules are injected to the sentences of this corpus
automatically. The underlying assumption that each sentence
has one syntactic error has to be held. If more than one type of
error are possible in a sentence, erroneous sentences are made
each containing only one type of error and the corresponding
correct sentence is placed for each sentence in another file. The
sentences larger than 25 words are pruned to make the training
phase more practical. The prepared training set contains about
340,000 erroneous sentences; each corresponds to a correct
sentence in another file. The language model is also created
from the correct corpus by SRILM toolkit [20]. We used some
parts of Peykareh, other than those used in training phase, as
test set, to evaluate the result of the system. For each type of
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TABLE II
C ATEGORIES OF D EFINED E RROR RULES
Category
An unnecessary word
A missing word
A word or phrase that needs replacing
A word used in the wrong form

Rule number
7,9,14
1,2,4,7,8,9,10
9,12
3,4,5,6,11,13,15,16,17

error mentioned in Table I, a set of 20 samples are injected
in the test set. These sentences are considered as the input
of the system. The results are illustrated in Figure 1. In each
case if the created error leaves the sentence meaningful, that
sentence is not evaluated. Thus, the assessment set are those
sentences that contain real grammatical errors which contains
321 erroneous sentences. Dealing with null subject and prodrop feature of Persian language, error number 13 the subjectverb disagreement error, is examined when the subject is a
pronoun and it is not dropped.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Error rules are classified and results are evaluated for each
rule individually. Correction is referred to those sentences
which the output is a correct sentence and detection is referred
to those sentences which system made changes to the input
sentence, in the scope of the error, but the suggested change
may not be correct. The error rules are those shown in Table
I. Nicholls [24] identifies four error types: an unnecessary
word, a missing word, a word or phrase that needs replacing
and a word used in the wrong form. Table II shows that
to which categories our defined error rules belong, the error
rules are referred by their number defined in Table I. As
shown in Table II some error rules could belong to more
than one category. The first and second category cause lexical
gap between the erroneous and correct sentences, the third
category causes ordering differences and the category fourth
causes morphological differences while error number 17 will
cause difference in argument structure which emphasizes on
dependant marking feature of the language. A similar classification is also introduced by [25] which does not contain the
third category and includes a separate category for agreement
errors. The recall results of 20 samples of each error rule are
demonstrated in Figure 1. The horizontal numbers in Figure
1 indicate the error numbers described in Table I.
The recall of the system was 0.44 for correction and 0.48 for
detection with precision 0.61. The results of Figure 1 indicate
that this approach is successful in detecting some rules which
were not detectable by regular expressions as discussed before,
rules number 1,2,8,12,15,16 and 17, on the other hand it
cannot detect the rules number 4,7 and 9 which are detectable
by regular expressions. These rules are those that could be
belonged to different categories. Since there could be different
ways for correcting these errors, it seems that the translation
probabilities of possible solutions are distributed in the training
set. The rule-based grammar checker proposed in [5] is tested
on this test set which the recall results are demonstrated in
Figure 2. Here, detection means flagging the error with or
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0.35 for detection on the defined rules with precision 0.94.
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Fig. 1.

Results for SMT-based Grammar Checker

VI. C OMBINING SMT AND RULE - BASED G RAMMAR
C HECKER
The proposed SMT procedure performed as an error corrector. It does not contain error detection in first stage and all
sentences are regarded as erroneous for correction. The error
detection defined in previous section actually refers to incorrect correction. Some rules have negative impact on recall of
the SMT-based technique which are detectable by rule-based
approach. We would expect to see a greater improvement
by combining these two techniques. In this case, errors are
detected either by SMT-based or rule-based grammar checker
or both. If the correction differs in two systems, both could
be shown to the user as suggestions. If one of the suggestions
is correct we assume that the system corrected the sentence.
The results are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 for detection and
correction recall respectively. The recall improved to 0.53 for
error correction and 0.66 for error detection while the precision
was 0.67.
VII. D ISCUSSION
In the previous experiments, we relied on the assumption
that each error is equally likely to be applied on a correct sentence and in the test set the errors were uniformly distributed.
The likelihood occurrences of the errors were not considered.

Fig. 2.

Results for Rule-based Grammar Checker
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TABLE III
O CCURRENCE P ROBABILITY FOR E ACH T YPE OF E RROR

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Combining SMT and rule-based results for grammar detection

Combining SMT and rule-based results for grammar correction

In the real world some types of errors are more probable to
happen than the others. The conditional probability P (ri |C)
is defined as the probability of making the error ri when it
is applicable to a correct sentence. Although there are learner
corpora for some languages like ICLE (Cambridge Learner
Corpus) and JLE (Japanese Learners of English Corpus) that
contain annotated errors, there is no such annotated corpora
available to date for Persian language to compute the probability occurrence of each type of error. The new method to
process the free resource of revision histories of Wikipedia
to create error corpora, have shown in experiments that even
large revision histories contain rather scarce information about
errors [26]. In this survey we asked from 19 native speakers
the probability of making each type of error in the texts. The
answers were classified to high, medium and low. Computing
the weighted average of the answers the likelihood occurrence
of each error in the texts is estimated. The weights are
80, 50 and 20 percent for high, medium and low classes
respectively. The results are given in Table III. The information
given in Table III indicates that those errors which could not
be recognized by SMT-based grammar checker are the less
probable errors of the language.
Similar to the work of [27] which appended the difficultto-translate phrases with human translations to the training set
to reduce the negative impact of these phrases, this time we
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Rule Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Probability (%)
67.36
35.78
34.21
35.78
40.52
27.89
31.05
40.52
26.31
51.57
61.05
26.31
43.68
43.68
48.42
37.36
45.26

made a training set by considering the occurrence probability
of errors. If an error was applicable to a sentence it is injected
regarding to the relevant probability which results in about
220,000 pair sentences. We refer to our previous train set
as train set1 and to our newly produced train set as train
set2 which will result in statistical grammar checker1 (SGC1)
and statistical grammar checker2 (SGC2). In order to test the
results, another experiment is done on 500 erroneous sentences
from the test set in which we used the likelihood occurrence
information of errors where the error is applicable to the
sentence. This test set is evaluated with both SGC1 and SGC2.
The language model is same for both models. We refer to this
test set as probable test set. The all results are summarized in
Table IV. In order to consider the importance of precision for
grammar checker [28] we have also evaluated the F0.5 measure
to weight precision twice as much as recall. In the test sets
used so far, all sentences contained just one grammatical error.
In order to realize that whether the existence of more than one
error would affect the grammar checking process, 20 sentences
are tested each containing more than one type of error. The
results indicated that the grammar checker may not be able to
recognize an error (the error which was previously recognized)
if two types of errors happened in the same phrase.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposed a hybrid model of statistical and
rule-based approaches for identifying grammatical errors for
Persian language. The statistical part is based on phrasal SMT
and the principles are language independent. The studies show
that employing SMT framework for grammar checking has
the ability to correct some class of errors which are the most
probable errors in the sentences. To overcome the negative
impact of some types of errors on the recall metric, the system
is augmented with the rule-based procedure. The obtained
recall was 0.53 for error correction and 0.66 for error detection
while the resulted precision is 0.67 without considering the
likelihood of occurrences of errors in the text. The likelihood
of occurrences of each error type is estimated to be able to
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TABLE IV
S UMMARIZED R ESULTS OF G RAMMAR C HECKERS

Uniform test set

Probable test set

SGC1
Rule-based grammar checker
SGC1 + Rule-based grammar checker
SGC1
SGC2
Rule-based grammar checker
SGC2 + Rule-based grammar checker

evaluate the grammar checker more accurately. In this case,
the obtained recall is 0.5 and 0.57 with augmentation of rulebased approach. This is the state-of-the-art results on Persian
grammar checking so far.
IX. F UTURE W ORKS
There are still number of tasks to improve the grammar
checking system. We would like to collect grammatical errors from non-native learners which allow us to expand the
grammar checker to better distinguish correct and erroneous
sentences for language learners. It can also help to find better
training examples for the system. Some errors in the sentence
are result of real word errors. The SMT-based framework
seems to be able to detect one word among the sentence that
does not fit. The real-word error detection is going to be tested
with this approach. Since the statistical approach is language
independent it can be trained and tested on the other languages
such as English, considering the errors of the language.
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Abstract— This paper presents a speech enhancement method
for reducing undesired babble noise, or background speech,
that affects the desired speech, using a generalized subspace
approach. The subspace decomposition is obtained with a
nonunitary transform based on diagonalization of the clean
speech and background distortion covariance matrices. The
clean signal is estimating using an optimal subspace estimator
that nulls the signal components in the distortion signal
subspace and keeps the components in the signal subspace.
Objective and subjective measures show a better suppression
of background speech that other subspace-based methods that
were proposed for white noise.
Keywords-speech enhancement; colored noise; subspace

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, many applications of acoustic noise
reduction and speech enhancement require high performance
and efficient algorithms. Spectral subtraction [1] is perhaps
one of the most popular speech enhancement algorithm due
to its low complexity. Even if several methods were
proposed [2], [3] to reduce speech distortions and “musical
noise” introduced by this algorithm, still there is a
compromise to be made between reducing speech distortion
and reducing residual noise.
Another approach of more recent speech enhancement
algorithms is based on decomposition of the noisy signal in
two subspaces: signal subspace and noise subspace. An
estimate of the clean signal can be made by nulling the
components of the signal in the noise subspace and retaining
only the components of the signal in the signal subspace. The
subspace decomposition can be done using the eigenvalue
decomposition (EVD) [4]-[6] or the singular value
decomposition (SVD) [7].
In [4], an optimal estimator that minimizes the speech
distortion subject to the constraint that the residual noise fell
below a preset threshold is proposed using the eigenvalue
decomposition of the covariance matrix. The decomposition
of the vector space of the noisy signal into a signal and noise
subspace can be obtained by applying the Karhunen–Loéve
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transform (KLT) to the noisy signal. The KLT components
representing the signal subspace were modified by a gain
function determined by the estimator, while the remaining
KLT components representing the noise subspace were
nulled. The enhanced signal was obtained from the inverse
KLT of the modified components. This subspace approach
was based on the assumption that the input noise was white.
The work in [4] was extended for colored noise. In [5] it
is given a proper noise shaping for colored noise without
prewhitening, first by classifying the noisy speech frames
into speech-dominated and noise-dominated frames and then
using a different KLT matrix for these frames to construct
the estimator. In [6] a generalized subspace approach with
built-in prewhitening for enhancing speech corrupted with
colored noise is determined.
In this paper we propose a nonunitary transform, based
on the simultaneous diagonalization of the clean speech and
the background distortion covariance matrices. No
assumptions were made about the covariance matrix of the
KLT-transformed noise vectors, hence this estimator is
optimal.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
subspace approach using time-domain constraints is
presented for white noise and for colored noise (like babble
talk). Section II also gives an expression, different that in [6],
for the subspace estimator for any type of distortion signal
which is uncorrelated to speech. Implementation details are
provided in Section III, experimental results are given in
Section IV, and the conclusions are given in Section V.
II.

SUBSPACE APPROACH FOR SPEECH ENHANCEMENT

The linear model for the clean speech signal assumes that
each K-dimensional vector x can be represented as:
M

x = ∑ sm b m , M < K

(1)

m =1

where {s1 , … , sM } are zero mean random variables, and
b1 , … , b M are K-dimensional complex basis vectors, which
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are assumed linearly independent. For speech signals, such
representation is possible also, when M<K.
The model (1) can be expressed as:

(2)

x = B ⋅s

where R x and R d are the covariance matrices of the clean
speech and noise respectively, and μ is the Lagrange
multiplier.
Consider the eigen-decomposition of R x

Rx

E {x ⋅ x T } = B ⋅ R s ⋅ B T

(3)

where R s is the covariance matrix of the vector s, which is
assumed positive definite. Hence, the rank of R x is M, and it
has K − M zero eigenvalues.
Let d being the K-dimensional vector of the noise
(distortion) signal. Assuming the distortion signal is additive
and uncorrelated with the speech signal, we can write the
corrupted signal as:

(4)

y = B ⋅s + d = x + d

where U is the eigenvector unitary matrix and Δ x is the
diagonal eigenvalue matrix of R x .
The optimal filter from (9) can be simplified using (10)
to:
H opt = UΔ x ( Δ x + μ UT R d U ) UT .
−1

For white noise with variance σ d2 , Rd = σ d2 I and the
estimator from (11) reduces to White Noise Subspace
Estimator (WNSE) [4]:

HWNSE = UΔ x ( Δ x + μσ d2 I ) UT = U ⋅ GWNSE ⋅ UT . (12)
−1

(5)

where

GWNSE = Δ x ( Δ x + μσ d2 I ) .
−1

where H is a K × K matrix. The error signal resulted from
this estimation is given by:

ε = xˆ − x = (H − I ) ⋅ x + H ⋅ d = ε x + ε d

(6)

gWNSE ( m ) =

(
)
⎤⎦ = tr ( E ⎡⎣ε ε ⎤⎦ )

ε d2 = E ⎡⎣ε dT ε d

T
d

d

(7)

be the energy of the speech distortion and, respectively, the
energy of the residual noise vector. The linear estimator can
be obtained [4] by solving the following time-domain
constrained (TDC) optimization problem:

min ε
H

subject to:

2
x

1 2
ε d ≤ ασ d2
K

(8)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 . The estimator derived in this way
minimizes the signal distortion over all linear filters which
result in the permissible residual noise level. The solution to
(8) is given by [4]:

H opt = R x ( R x + μ R d )
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(13)

The gain matrix GWNSE is diagonal with elements (gains):

Let

ε x2 = E ⎡⎣ε xT ε x ⎤⎦ = tr E ⎡⎣ε x ε xT ⎤⎦

(11)

A. White Noise Subspace Estimator

where y is the K-dimensional corrupted speech vector.
The clean speech linear estimator will be:

xˆ = H ⋅ y

(10)

R x = UΔ x UT

where B is a K × M matrix whose rank is M and s is an Mdimensional vector. The covariance matrix of x is given by:

λx ( m )
.
λx (m) + μσ d2

(14)

Hence, the signal estimate is obtained by applying the
Karhunen-Loève transform (KLT) to the noisy signal, then
modify the components of the KLT by a gain function and
finally, by inverse KLT of the modified components. A
block diagram of this estimator is shown in Fig. 1.

noisy
signal
y

KLT

gWNSE(1)

IKLT

enhanced
signal
x̂

gWNSE(K)
Figure 1. Signal subspace linear estimator

(9)
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Σ = R d−1R x = R d−1R y − I .

B. Colored Noise Subspace Estimator

(20)

T

If the distortion is not white noise, the matrix U R d U is
not diagonal since U, being the eigenvector matrix of the
symmetric matrix R x , diagonalizes R x and not R d . There
is a matrix V that simultaneously diagonalize R x and R d .
As stated in [6], consider the basis matrix Σ satisfying
the following equations:
Σ = R d−1R x

The estimation of μ in the gain function (14) or (18)
affects the quality of speech. A large value of μ would reduce
the residual noise but would introduce speech distortion. A
small value of μ would minimize the speech distortion at the
expense of higher values of residual noise. A trade-off
between residual noise and speech distortion can be obtained
by making μ dependent on the short-time SNR:

(15)

ΣV = VΛ

μ = μ0 −

where Λ and V are the eigenvalue matrix and eigenvector
matrix respectively of Σ . Applying diagonalizing matrix V
will result the fully diagonal eigenvalues matrices of R x and
Rd :
VT R x V = Λ x ≠ Λ

(16)

VT R d V = Λ d

where Λ x and Λ d are the eigenvalue matrices of R x and
R d , respectively.
The resulted equations (16) are more general than the
relations in [6] (where it is considered that Λ x = Λ and
Λ d = I ). The approach proposed in (16) allows applying the
subspace method to any type of distortion signal which is
uncorrelated to speech signal.
Applying the eigen-decomposition of Σ from (15) and
using (16), the optimal linear Colored Noise Subspace
Estimator (CNSE) can be expressed as:
H CNSE = R d VΛ x ( Λ x + μ Λ d ) V T =

(21)

where μ0 and s0 are constants chosen experimentally [6] as
explained in the implementation section.
III.

ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed algorithm can be implemented, for each
speech frame, as follows:
• The distortion covariance matrix R d is computed
prior to the starting of the speech signal during
speech-absent frames.
• The matrix Σ is estimated using (20) from the noisy
signal covariance matrix R y and the inverse of R d .
•
•

The eigen-decomposition of Σ is performed using
(15). Extract the eigenvector matrix V and
eigenvalue matrix Λ .
The dimension of the speech signal subspace is
estimated, considering that the eigenvalues of Σ are
ordered λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ … ≥ λK , from:
M = arg max {λk > 0} .

−1

= V −T ⋅ G CNSE ⋅ V T

SNRdB
.
s0

.

•

where
G CNSE = Λ x ( Λ x + μ Λ d ) .
−1

R y = R x + Rd .

(19)

The μ factor is computed as a linear function of SNR
[6]:
⎧
5
⎪
SNRdB
⎪
μ = ⎨ μ0 −
s0
⎪
⎪
1
⎩

(18)

In case of the colored noise, the corrupted signal is
decorrelated with the non-KLT matrix V T , then it is
modified by the signal subspace gain matrix G CNSE , and,
finally, the enhanced signal estimate is obtain by the inverse
non-KLT matrix V −T .
Since we have no access to the covariance matrix R x of
the clean speech signal, the matrix Σ is estimated from the
noisy speech signal. Assuming that speech is uncorrelated
with noise, we have

(22)

1≤ k ≤ K

(17)

•

SNRdB < −5
−5 < SNRdB < 20 .

(23)

SNRdB ≥ 20

where μ0 = 4.2, s0 = 6.25, SNRdB = 10 log10 SNR .
SNR can be computed directly from the eigenvalues
λk of Σ using the following equation [6]:
M

tr ( V R V ) ∑ λ
SNR =
=
T

x

tr ( V T R d V )

k =1

K

k

.

(24)

and so
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•

Compute the optimal estimator G CNSE using (18)
and estimate the desired signal using (5).
The covariance matrices R x and R d were estimated as
Toeplitz matrices using K samples of the unbiased
autorcorrelation sequence, without using future or past
frames. We choose K = 40 samples for speech sampled at 8
kHz. The estimators were applied to frames of the corrupted
signal 50% overlapped each other. The covariance matrices
were estimated by windowing with rectangular windows.
The enhanced speech signal estimation was obtained using
overlap and add approach with Hamming windowing.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We used 20 sentences produced by 10 male and 10
female speakers. For distortion signal we used other speech
signals added as babble noise to the clean speech at SNR = 5
dB. For comparative purposes, we also evaluated the
algorithm performances applying as a distortion signal white
noise at the same SNR.
The Perceptual Evaluation for Speech Quality (PESQ)
distance measure and the overall (global) SNR [8] measures
were adopted for evaluation of the proposed algorithms. We
used the ITU-T Recommendation P.862 (PESQ) [9] to obtain
a perceptual evaluation of the enhanced speech quality. The
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) obtained in the evaluation
process is between 0 and 5 where 0 represents a very
annoying distortion of the perceived signal and 5 represents
imperceptible quality degradation.
TABLE I.

MEAN PESQ AND MEAN GLOBAL SNR FOR WHITE NOISE
DISTORTION AT 5dB
Male Speakers

approach (CNSE) outperformed Ephraim and Trees
approach [4] for both male and female speakers.
Subjective listening tests confirmed the results in Tables
I and II and that with the proposed method, the background
noise was imperceptible. Since in our experiments, no voice
detection algorithm (VAD) was used to update the noise
covariance matrix, we expect further improvements in
performance if we use a reliable VAD algorithm to update
the noise covariance matrix.
V.

A speech enhancement for reducing undesired babble
noise, or background speech, that affects the desired speech,
using a generalized subspace approach was proposed. The
proposed approach is based on the simultaneous
diagonalization of the covariance matrices of the speech
signal and the colored noise signal. In case of the colored
noise, the corrupted signal is decorrelated with the non-KLT
matrix, it is modified by a gain matrix, and, finally, the
enhanced speech is estimated by inverse non-KLT matrix.
Better SNR and perceptual scores were obtained that
applying the standard KLT decomposition used by Ephraim
and Van Trees [3] for enhancing speech corrupted by white
noise.
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Abstract—University Timetabling Problem is an allocation or
subject to constraints, of given resources being placed in space
time, in such a way as to satisfy as nearly as possible a set of
desirable university schedule requirements. In this paper,
university timetabling algorithm is implemented, considering
lecturer’s workload in order to have a balance between
lecturer’s workload as a teaching staff of the university and to
actualize the obligation of Tridharma Perguruan Tinggi,
regulation issued by Indonesia’s Ministry of Education. The
implementation of faculty timetabling, the workloads
summation and the lecture-class timetabling has successfully
built in Java Netbeans Swing GUI.
Keywords - University Timetabling Problem; lecturer’s
workload; university schedule requirements; university
timetabling algorithm; Tridharma Perguruan Tinggi; Java
Netbeans Swing GUI.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Scheduling is a process or a way of organize time
according to arrangement of work order plan. It also means
a list or activity table or activity plan with a detailed
execution time [1]. In university terminology, this
scheduling problem is known as University Timetabling
Problem.
Every university has their own studying activities
organized in such a way to satisfy any requirements they
need. In schedule arrangement, universities tend to have a
system which can schedule all courses optimally. To have
such optimal condition of the course, a well-organized of all
scheduling components is needed.
A scheduling system is also the core of university
activities because it involves many elements in affiliations
to the university, that is human resources (lecturers and
students), time slot availability (length of lecture), type of
the activity (theory or lab practice), and the facility to
support those activities (classroom or laboratory) [6].
Bardadym (2006) classified the university timetabling
into five groups [4], they are:
• Faculty timetabling, assigns qualified teachers to
courses
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•

Class-Teacher timetabling, assigns courses with
the smallest timetabling unit being a class of
students
• Course Scheduling, assigns courses with the
smallest scheduling unit being an individual
student
• Examination Scheduling, assigns examination to
students such that students do not have two
examinations at the moment
• Classroom Assignment, assigns class-teacher
couples to classrooms
In fact, there are many algorithms used to organize
schedule in university timetabling. Algorithms such as
Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing and Tabu Search,
are commonly used in university timetabling research.
But, which one is the best algorithm to do university
timetabling? This question cannot be generally answered,
because the problem is highly institution-specific. Every
university has its own way in manage scheduling, with
different requirements and regulations. In other words,
managing timetable will be dependent on what regulation
they hold and what requirements they need.
That is why no specific answer for the question. The best
solution will be an algorithm that violate the least constraint
or satisfy the most requirements or preferences for a certain
university regulation.
One of the constraints in doing timetabling is
nonetheless the activity of the lecturer itself because
teaching is not always their only activity. Some regulations,
such as the one issued from the government, obligate
lecturers to do other things in order to dedicate and
contribute more in education. In this paper, Tridharma
Perguruan Tinggi, issued by Education Ministry of
Indonesia, is taken as reference in defining activities of
lecturer which will lead to some calculations to obtain
optimal university timetable.
The outline of this paper is: Section II explains theory of
timetabling, Section III describes methodology of workload
calculation, and Section IV shows design and
implementation of the algorithm.
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II.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. University Timetabling Problem (UTP)
University Timetabling Problem is an allocation or
subject to constraints, of given resources that is human
resources (lecturers and students), time slot availability (i.e.
length of lecture), type of the activity (theory or lab
practice), and the facility to support those activities
(classroom or laboratory) being placed in space time, in
such a way as to satisfy as nearly as possible a set of
desirable university schedule requirements.
Edmund Burke in his article titled ‘Applications to
Timetabling’ [6] specified the timetabling problem as a
problem with four parameters, T (a finite set of times), R (a
finite set of resources), M (a finite set of meeting) and C (a
finite set of constraints):
1. Times
A time t is an element of the set of times T of an
instance of the timetabling problem. A time slot is a
variable constrained to contain one time.
2. Resources
A resource r is an element of the set of resources R
of an instance of the timetabling problem. A resource
slot is a variable constrained to contain one resource.
What we called resources are teachers, rooms, items
of special equipment, students or group of students
that supports a meeting.
3. Meeting
A meeting m is a named collection of time slots and
resource slot. Assigning values to those slots means
that all of the assigned resources attend this meeting
at all of the assigned times.
4. Constraints
Constraints divided into two, hard constraint and soft
constraint. Hard constraint must be satisfied while
soft constraint is desirable, but not necessary, to
satisfy—more to optimization objective.
In university course timetabling, no-clashes
constraint would typically be a hard constraint for
lecturers but a soft constraint for student as far as
optional courses are concerned since it usually
impossible to satisfy every student.
B. Algorithms to Solve University Timetabling Problem
Algorithms had been developed and implemented in
building a timetable for universities. Literatures about
university course timetabling teach us that researchers
applied different approaches to tackle the problem [4].
Above many algorithms, there are three most applicable and
most widely used meta-heuristic algorithm to make an
optimal university timetabling:
1. Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing is a probabilistic method proposed
in Kirkpatrick, Gellat, and Vecchi (1983) and Cerny
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(1985) for finding the global minimum of a cost function
that may possess several local minima. It works by
emulating the physical process whereby a solid is slowly
cooled so that when eventually its structure is ’frozen’,
this happens at a minimum energy configuration [8].
Simulated annealing started with making the
mathematical formulation of the problem that is the hard
and soft constraints. After that, define properties of the
constraints such as teaching duration, available class,
etc. Then a lecture initially placed onto available
timeslot.
Energy function, cooling and acceptance probability
function also applied. The energy function is derived
from the main timetabling objective (considering times,
meeting, resource, and constraints), while cooling
schedule and acceptance probability function controls
accepting new solution with certain energy value. These
two functions used to reach the objective of building
optimized university timetable.
2. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm was founded by John Holland in
Michigan University, United State (1975) through some
researches and David Goldberg introduced [9].
Three main aspects in genetic algorithm are
definitions of fitness function, implementation of genetic
representation and genetic operation. If the three aspects
are defined, then the algorithm will be well-performed.
The algorithm started with a set of randomly selected
state called population. Each state defined as a string. It
combines two main parent populations. Through some
crossover, mutation and fitness function, new children
population will be defined as the solution.
3. Tabu Search
The basic concept of Tabu Search as described by
Glover (1986) is ‘a meta-heuristic superimposed on
another heuristic’ or a higher-level meta-heuristic
procedure for solving discrete and continuous
optimization problems.
The overall approach is to avoid entrainment in
cycles by forbidding or penalizing moves which take the
solution, in the next iteration, to points in the solution
space previously visited. The solution space that has
been visited therefore listed as ‘tabu’ [10].
Three main strategies of tabu search are [11]:
• Forbidding strategy, control what enters the
tabu list
• Freeing strategy, control what exits the tabu list
and when
• Short-term strategy, manage interplay between
the forbidding strategy and freeing strategy to
select trial solutions
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Between those three algorithms, Tunçhan CURA,
Istanbul University research group, compare the
performance by modify those three algorithms [5] into a
similar structure design to be proper with the IUFBA
requirements. The proposed algorithm has been tested with
the 2006-2007 academic year, first term course timetabling
data of IUFBA.
From the comparison, he found that simulated annealing
has been the best algorithm to solve university timetabling
problem. He concludes this based on his experiments in
having the three algorithms to do the same case.
Thus for the case of lecturer’s workload, simulated
annealing algorithm will be used and the equation
performed by [5] will be modified to satisfy requirements as
explained in the next section.
C. Lecturer’s Workload
Lecturers stated as a professional educator and a scientist
whose prime objective is to transform, develop, and publish
knowledge, technology, and art through education, research,
and dedication to public [7].
In Indonesia, lecturer’s performance of education always
obeying the rule of Tridharma Perguruan Tinggi which
consists of three dharma. They are Dharma of Education
and Teaching, Dharma of Research and Dharma of Public
Dedication. Detailed description explained on the
calculation part (section three).
III.

The hard and soft constraints defined as seen in table I.
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Hard Constraints

Soft Constraints

No resources (lecturer and a
class of students) may be
assigned to different events at
the same time
There is a maximum number
of time periods per day, that
may not be exceeded
More than one lecture can not
be assigned to a given class at
the same time slot
Each lecture may be assigned
to a lecturer that belongs to a
specific set of lecturers that
can deliver the lecture

Every lecturer has his/her own
availability schedule or submits
a plan with desirable time
periods that suits him/her best
Every lecturer has a minimum
and a maximum limit of weekly
work-hours

ISBN: 978-1-61208-139-7

Minimize the time gaps within
the schedule of each lecturer
Minimize the time gaps within
the schedule of each given class

2. Mathematical Formulation of the Problem
Meeting of lectures, lecturers and rooms that
available, denoted by J, I and L respectively. Lectures
can be assigned to any lecture day from Monday to
Saturday. Each day consists of 10 hours. Thus, D = 6, H
= 10, denote the number of days and hours of timetable.
Thus, the rules will be denoted as follow:
• The general mathematical model for satisfying
the lecturer desires represented as:
J

I

D

H

{(

∑X

ji

× Pidh × Ci × S jldh (1)

h* =h

j =1 i =1 d =1 h =1 l =1

•

) }

L min Y j + h , H

max ∑∑∑∑∑

METHODOLOGY

A. Formulation of the Problem
The following subsection explains the process of listing
obligatory rules and constraints and the mathematical
formulation of rules and constraints defined.
1. Defining Obligatory Rules, Hard and Soft
Constraints
The obligatory rules that generally overdue in
universities are:
• No. 1: Each lecture must be assigned to only
one class of student at one day and to a single
time slot
• No. 2: The lengths of the lectures hours must be
taken into consideration while assigning the
lectures. For example if the lecture hours are
from 9 am to 5 pm and the length of the lecture
is 2 hours, this lecture cannot be assigned to 4
pm since it would have exceeded the official
lecture hours
• No. 3: More than one lecture cannot be
assigned to a given class at the same time
interval
• No. 4: A lecturer cannot have more than one
lecture assigned in a given time interval

HARD AND SOFT CONSTRAINTS

TABLE I.

Obligatory rule 1 is imposed by:
L

D

H

∑∑∑ S

jldh

(2)

= 1, j = 1,..., J

l =1 d =1 h =1

•

Obligatory rule 2 is imposed by:
β jldh ≤ H

(3)

j = 1,...J ; h = 1,..., H ; l = 1,..., L; d = 1,..., D

•

Obligatory rule 3 is imposed by:

β jldh × S jldh ≤ β j ldh
*

•

(4)

*

Obligatory rule 4 is imposed by:

β jldh × S j l dh × X j i × X ji ≤ β j ldh
* *

*

*

*

*

(5)

Yj denotes the length of lecture j (j = 1,…, J). Xji is a
class of students with defined lecture j and lecturer i (i =
1,…, I). Pidh denotes the desire time slot (a higher value
indicating a higher preference) of lecturer i for day d (d
= 1,…, D) and hour h (h = 1,…, H). Ci denotes the
lecturer’s workload of lecturer i (i = 1,…, I). Sjldh is space
for lecture in the timetable. βjldh is a lecture with defined
length in hour (duration).
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B. Lecturer’s Workload Calculation
Based on Lampiran II Surat Dirjen Dikti No.
3298/D/T/99 issued on 29 Desember 1999 [7] about
lecturer’s workload evaluation, the details of workload
calculation is described on table II.
TABLE II.

No

Activity
(appropriate to ideal lecturer’s workload)

hour/week

2.

Writing papers to accredited journal, a title per 2
year as main author

1

Total of B

11

C.

LECTURER’S WORKLOAD IN DETAIL

Public Dedication
Giving a workshop for 1 topic per semester

No

Activity
Education

1.

Give a lecture ‘X’ (y credits)

2.

Assess final examination

4.

Assess thesis defense for 3
students
Thesis consultation to a
student
Student academic adviser for
20 students

B.

Research

2.
C.

Make one research topic per
year (as main researcher)
Writing papers to accredited
journal, a title per 2 year (as
main author)

1.
2.

0.5
2
1

∑ class
∑ exam
(∑ student ) ÷ 3
∑ student
(∑ student ) ÷ 20

10
1

∑ research
∑ paper

No

1

∑

1

C. Timetabling Solver
1. Defining the Number of b Vectors
Let X be the number of different lecture lengths.
Thus, each different length, the number of bk where
hourk equals this length are denoted by λx, δx, and µx (x
= 1,…, X) respectively.
For example, if there are 3 lectures and their
lengths are 2 hours, 2 hours and 3 hours respectively,
then the number of different lengths (X) will be 2 (λ1 =
2 hours and λ2 = 3 hours), and δ1 will be 2 and δ2 will
be 1. The number, K, of b vectors imposed by equation
(6).

0.5

WORKLOAD CALCULATION
hour/week

A

Education

1.

Teaching a lecture ‘X’ (3 credits)

9

2.

Teaching a lecture ‘Y’ (3 credits)

9

3.

Giving
consultation
to
students
for
(undergraduate) thesis, 3 student per semester

6

4.

Student advisor for 20 students per semester

1

5.

Assessing final examination or (undergraduate)
thesis defense , 3 students per semester

6.

Making one course dictate per year
Total of A

0.5
2
27.5

B.

Research

1.

One research topic per year, as the main
researcher

ISBN: 978-1-61208-139-7

10

x

(6)

x =1

workshop

∑ committee
∑ event

Activity
(appropriate to ideal lecturer’s workload)
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40.5

X

Table III describes the maximum workload can be hold
by a lecturer according to ministry’s regulation.
TABLE III.

1

Sum of Total

∑µ

Supporting Activities
Active in a committee during
a year
Attend
campus
event
(seminars, meetings, etc)

1

Supporting Activities

Public Dedication
Giving a workshop for 1 topic
per semester

D.

y
0.5

5.

1.

D.

Active in a committee during a year

A

3.

Multiplier
Notation

Hour/week

For this study, the sample data was taken from
Gunadarma University’s Faculty of Psychology for 4th
grade class in ATA 2008/2009. For this sample, we got
X = 3 with λ1 = 1, λ2 = 2 and λ3 = 3. Thus by equation
above, we got K = 7 with δ1 = 1, δ2 = 5 and δ3 = 1.
2.

Filling the b Vectors with Lectures
In this study, the process of assigning defined
lecture to b vectors using indirect representation. In
such representation, the encoded solution usually
represents an ordered list of events, which are placed
into the timetable according to some predefined
method, or so called timetable builder. The timetable
builder can use any combination of heuristics and local
search to place events into the timetable, while
observing the problem’s constraints.
For this work, the indirect representation encodes 3
fields for each event:
• Day and hour (time slot) to allocate the event
• Teacher (1 or more) to be assigned to the event
• Class of students that supposed to take the event
All fields are first encoded as integers and then
converted into appropriate variable type for further
process in the program. In generating the solution, the
solver first decodes it to gain these four fields for every
event in the schedule. Then it invokes the timetable
builder to works as in Figure 1.
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IV.

DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION

A. Lecturer’s Workload Implementation in Timetabling
Algorithm
In this study, lecturer’s workload divided into two
different workloads. First is teaching workload
(workload_teach) and the second is administration
workload (workload_adm). Teaching workload is the total
workload of assigned course calculated by the amount of
SKS per course for each class. Administration workload is
the total workload of activity but teaching, which is defined
in the Tridharma.
Pseudocode of Lecturer’s Workload implementation to
timetable is:
get lecturer’s workload_adm
get lecturer’s workload_teach
if workload_adm + workload_teaching < 40.5
then put lecturer into S(d,h) matrix
Do
insert lecture into S(d,h)
if any constraint violated
then search subsequent S(d,h) until no
violation
else continue inserting to S(d,h)
Until workload_teach = 0
else exceed lecturer’s max workload

2.

Teach a lecture ‘N’ (1 credit) @ 6 classes
y×

3.

∑ class = 1× 6 = 6

Teach a lecture ‘P’ (1 credit) @ 2 classes
y×

∑ class = 1× 2 = 2

Total teaching workload = 14 hours per week
From calculations above, we get the total result of 21
hours workload from administration workload plus teaching
workload (7+14). The value is below the maximum
workload of 40.5 hours per week. Thus, the lecturer can still
be assigned to another teaching assignment through the
timetable process (Figure 1) or other administration work.
While for some other that reach the total workload of 40.5,
they will have the opposite treatment such as workload
reduction either from administrational or teaching
assignment.

For describing how the algorithm works in such a real
data, table IV is sample input case of lecturer’s activity in a
semester:
TABLE IV.

LECTURER’S ACTIVITY AS INPUT TEST CASE

Administration Workload
Assess 3 final examination
(A2)
Give workshop for 3 topics
this semester (C1)
Write a paper to accredited
journal (B2)
Thesis consultation for 9
students (A3)

Teaching Workload
Teach a lecture ‘M’ (2
credits) @ 3 classes (A1)
Teach a lecture ‘N’ (1 credit)
@ 6 classes (A1)
Teach a lecture ‘P’ (1 credit)
@ 2 classes (A1)

From Table IV, we can calculate weights for
administration and teaching workload as follow:
Administration Workload
1. Assess 3 final examination
0 .5 ×

2.

Give workshops for 3 topics
1×

3.

∑ workshop = 1× 3 = 3

Write a paper to accredited journal
1×

4.

∑ exam = 0.5 × 3 = 1.5

∑ paper = 1× 1 = 1

Thesis consultation for 9 students
0 .5 × (

∑ students) ÷ 3 = 0.5 × (9 ÷ 3) = 1.5

Total administration workload = 7 hours per week
Teaching Workload
1. Teach a lecture ‘M’ (2 credits) @ 3 classes
y×

∑ class = 2 × 3 = 6
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Figure 1. Timetable Builder Algorithm

The constraints involved so far are the hard and soft
constraints as listed in Table I. According to the
pseudocode, lecturers with maximum workload cannot be
assigned to another event anymore. This condition verifies
the soft constraint. The time slot is set to be a unique S(d,h)
matrix including the unique day and hours per week.
Therefore, an event-clash for related resources (lecturer and
class of student) can be automatically avoided. The
treatment for any other constraint will be the same, i.e.
search for the next available S(d,h) slot.
B. Implementation on Java, Netbeans Swing GUI
University Timetabling Application is a desktop
application which is developed to facilitate computerization
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in solving the university timetabling problem. It is built in
Java programming language using Netbeans Swing GUI for
designing the graphical user interface and database, handled
by PostgreSQL.
This application built based on previous object-oriented
analysis through the system which also developed by the
algorithm already explained. The analysis then visualized
using Unified Modeling Language (UML), i.e. use case
diagram, class and activity diagram (Figure 2)
From the analysis, this application would contain five
modules. They are functioned to store subject’s data,
lecturer data, lecturer’s activity, to assign lecturers to
subjects and the timetable module.
The main parameter in this application is the credit of a
subject, number of class which should get the related subject
and the total credit taken by the lecturer. The total credit is

calculated by number of credits and class (as explained in
IV A) which provides total hours that should be taken by the
lecturers. The total hours considered as the lecturer’s
workload and determine whether the lecturer can still be
assigned to another event or not (Figure 1).
In Figure 3, the initial workload calculation of
administrative work is calculated by module ‘lecturer’s
activity’ (Figure 3a), while the assignment to teach a subject
organized by module ‘lecture assignment’ which shows the
detailed parameter of subjects (subject’s name, credit) and
also the initial administrative workload (Figure 3b).
The first four modules are already set and work
properly, while so far, the timetable module is still on
progress.

Figure 2. Unified Modeling Language for University Timetabling (a) Use Case for Assigning Lecture (b) Activity Diagram

Figure 3. Screenshot of University Timetabling Application’s GUI (a) Lecturer’s Activity Module (b) Lecture Assignment Module
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V.

CONCLUSION

In solving university timetabling problem, three
algorithms, Simulated Annealing, Genetic Algorithm, and
Tabu Search had been theoretically studied. Simulated
Annealing supports solving university timetabling problem
with consideration of additional variable, such as lecturer’s
workload, therefore selected for this case.
Lecturer’s activity had been categorized and being
weighted. It applied to an input test case, simulating
calculation of the lecturer’s workloads, together results the
output of calculation. This output will determine placement
of schedule onto the timetable, obeying the obligatory rule,
hard, and soft constraints.
However, the implementation of the algorithm using
GUI Swing Netbeans has only reached the process of
faculty timetabling, the workloads summation and the
lecture-class timetabling. Further refinement needed to be
done to get the optimal University Timetabling Application.
Cooling function for this application is to be considered for
the whole timetable because so far it only considers
individual lecturer’s workload.

[11] H. Zhang, “Artificial Intelligent: Tabu Search”, 22C:145 – Artificial
Intelligence, 24 October 2008, The University of Iowa, Fall 2008.
(http://www.cs.uiowa.edu/~hzhang/c145/notes/04ts-search-6p.pdf)
[accessed 19 August 2010]
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Abstract—With the growing interest in opinion mining from
web data, more works are focused on mining in English and
Chinese reviews. Product features extraction and
categorization are very important for feature level opinion
mining. In this paper, we propose a supervised product
features extraction method, regard it as an entity recognizing
process, and hope to transfer the effective NER techniques to
solve this problem. We propose an unsupervised method to
group the product features, mine the association of the product
features from the intra and inter relationship. With
experiments on Chinese reviews, the results show that
proposed techniques for product features extraction and
categorization are proved effective and promising. The opinion
words are very important features both in features extraction
and categorization.
Keywords- opinion mining; product features; categorization

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the growing of Web 2.0 platforms such as blogs,
forums and various other types of social media, it becomes
possible for people to find useful experience and advice from
reviews or comments on products or services. Opinion
mining has been proposed to analyze reviews and extricate
people from wading through a large number of opinions to
find their interest. People usually pay more attention to some
aspects of product, it is useful to extract and analyze product
features from the reviews. Product features extraction
belongs to feature level opinion mining, which is finergrained opinion mining compared with document and
sentence level opinion mining.
In recent years, some feature level opinion mining
systems have been presented to capture reviews’ opinions on
different product aspects. Opinion Observer [1] focuses on
online customer reviews and provides the visual comparison
of customer opinions of products on various product features.
Red Opal [2] offers to find products based on features and
scores each product on each feature. This information is
useful to both potential customers and product manufacturers.
In reviews, people usually describe the same product
features by different words. It is necessary to group them
together in order to analyze the overall sentiments on one
product feature. For example, “photo”, “picture” and
“image” all refer to the same aspect in digital camera reviews
and should be grouped together, otherwise it is too detailed
and tedious for customers and merchants to read and
summarize all these product features. It is also infeasible and
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time-consuming to group the massive product features
manually.
This paper focuses on extraction and categorization of
product features in Chinese reviews. We propose a
supervised product features extraction method, regard it as
an entity recognizing process, and hope to transfer the
effective NER techniques to solve this problem. We propose
an unsupervised method to group the product features, mine
the association of the product features from the intra and
inter relationship. In this stage, we focus on finding the good
indicators to reveal the association of product features and
show how their influence on the performance of grouping
results.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the related work on extraction and
categorization of product features. Section 3 describes
product features extraction. Section 4 presents product
features categorization. Section 5 gives the experiments and
results. Finally, Section 6 summarizes this paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

The techniques for identifying product features are
primarily based on unsupervised mining. The most
representative research is that of [3]. They adopt association
rule mining for extracting nouns as frequent features.
Compactness pruning and redundancy pruning are used to
filter the incorrect features. Popescu and Etzioni [4] utilize
relation-specific extraction patterns with web PMI assessor
to assess feature candidates. However, using frequency
measure tends to prefer to high frequency features. This
leads to the low frequency ones might be missed.
Different from their works, we adopt supervised method
to extract product features. We combine frequency, syntax
tokens and domain knowledge to find the product features.
The importing of domain knowledge is aimed to improve the
quality of extraction. With the manually tagged training
corpus, we transfer the task of product features extraction
into traditional information extraction task using CRFs
model.
Grouping product features with similar meaning together
is a recent focus in feature level opinion mining. Liu [1]
employs WordNet to find synonym groups/sets exist among
the features. The coverage of the lexicon is bottleneck of the
lexicon-based method. Su [5] proposes a mutual
reinforcement approach to clusters product features and
opinion words simultaneously and iteratively by fusing both
their content information and sentiment link information.
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The inter link between product features and opinion words
are mined to reinforce the clustering quality. Guo [6]
constructs latent semantic association model to group words
into a set of concepts according to their virtual context
documents, then categorizes product features according to
their latent semantic structures and context snippets in the
reviews. Su [5] and Guo [6] all choose words as the basic
smallest units.
Different from their methods, we adopt classical KMeans algorithm to group product features, pay more
attention to mine the association of product features. We
present morphemes as the smallest linguistic meaningful unit,
measure the intra relationship of the product features. We
mine different context information to measure the inter
relationship of product features.
III.

PRODUCT FEATURES EXTRACTION

In feature level opinion mining, the task is to extract
product feature associated with its sentiment orientation. The
task is typically divided into three main subtasks: (i)
identifying product features, (ii) identifying opinions
regarding the product features, and (iii) determining the
sentiment orientation of the opinions. This paper mainly
focuses on the first step to extract product features in
Chinese customer reviews.
A. CRFs Model
The product features are mostly noun or noun phrases. In
reviews, opinion words mostly appear around the product
features in the sentence. The product features are context
related, and for a given domain it has the lexical or syntactic
similarity. For example:
“
” (The camera has a big
screen, and photo is very clear.)
Here, “
”(screen) and “
”(photo) are product
features. “ ”(big) and “
”(clear) are opinion words
associated with product features.
We transfer the product features extraction to a sequence
tagging problem, and hope to utilize effective NER
techniques to solve this problem. Another reason for us to
adopt the supervised method to implement this task is that
the unsupervised frequency-based methods are dependent on
the statistic of the corpus, they couldn’t execute effectively
when given a single sentence.
Conditional Random Fields Model is proposed by
Lafferty [7], which has been proved well performance in
information extraction field. It has the advantages of relaxing
strong independence assumptions made in HMM [8], and
avoiding the label bias problem existed in MEMM [9]. We
adopt CRFs model to extract product features.
B. Feature Selection
Feature selection has been an active research pattern
recognition, statistics and data mining communities. It is
often the case that finding the correct subset of features is an
important problem. It may significantly improve the
performance of supervised learning algorithm.
In this paper, feature selection is based on some criterions:
product features are mostly noun or noun phrases, and more
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appear in an opinion expression. That means the structure
and opinion related semantic information are important. So
we utilize some shallow semantic features and domain
knowledge. The features are shown in the following, which
include word, POS and semantic information:
Word information: We consider the neighboring words
in a region with the max window 4 in order to get the context
information.
POS information: POS is annotated to capture the wordbuilding and simple syntax information. The noun phrase
could be exhibited in a neighboring window with the part-ofspeech tags--noun, verb, adverb, punctuation, etc.
Semantic information: we utilize some language
resource to get the semantic information, such as domain
feature lexicon, opinion lexicon, factor words lexicon.
We search whether the word is in product feature lexicon
or not, even whether it is the part of an item or not. Because
the product features might have the same or similar
component in a given domain. For example, “
”(optical zoom), “
”(digital zoom), and “
”(zoom lens) are all the product features of digital camera
domain, they have the same word “
”(zoom) as their
component.
The appearance of an opinion word or emotional adverb
is more likely to indicate the presence of an opinion. As
observed, people often like to express their opinions around
the product feature. In product reviews, especially in Chinese
reviews, people like to express their opinion in short and
simple sentence, like the form of “product feature” +
“opinion word”. The importing of opinion and adverb
lexicons aims to utilize more domain knowledge and opinion
information. Since we could catch the simple collocation and
pattern between the opinion word and the product features in
a window by these information.
IV.

PRODUCT FEATURES CATEGORIZATION

Product features categorization aims to group product
features with similar meaning together. The challenge in
product features categorization is how to capture the
association among product features from the review. In this
paper, we adopt traditional K-Means algorithm to cluster
product features, and focus on mining the association of
product features. We consider the association from two sides:
intra relationship and inter relationship among product
features. Intra relationship means the inner linguistic
meaningful unit relationship between two product features.
The inter relationship means the relationship of context
information of two product features.
A. Morpheme Based Intra Relationship
Most researchers choose words as the basic smallest units
in opinion mining. With words as basic units, it can’t capture
the similarity among some product features. For example, we
want to measure the intra relationship among product
features “
” (battery), “
” (power), and “
” (battery endurance). Among them, the pair (“
”
(battery), “
” (battery endurance)) has an intra
relationship for they have the same word “
” (battery).
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The pairs (“
” (battery), “
” (power)) and (“
”
(power), “
” (battery endurance)) have no intra
relationship as they have no same word. In fact, these
product features have the similar meaning in reviews.
Looking smaller units than words level, the above three
product features all contain the character “ ”. This is a good
indicator to reflect the association among them. Yuen [10]
infers semantic orientation of Chinese words from their
association with strongly-polarized Chinese morphemes. The
conclusion is that morphemes in Chinese, as in any language,
constitute a distinct sub-lexical unit, and have greater
linguistic significance than words.
So we choose the morphemes to be smallest linguistic
meaningful unit to mine the intra relationship among product
features, and calculate the inner characters similarity of
product features.
In Chinese, morphemes are mostly monosyllabic and
single characters, although there are some exceptional polysyllabic morphemes like “
”(grape), “
”(coffee),
which are mostly loanwords.
In reviews, morphemes reflect the core meaning of
product features clearly. For example, “
”(lens),
“ ”(screen) and “ ”(photo) are the important component
of product features in digital camera reviews.
B. Opinion Words Based Inter Relationship
Intra relationship only mines the association among
product features from their inner characters components.
This information is limited. It is not enough to capture the
underlying semantic association of various product features.
In feature level opinion mining, product features and
opinion words are basic element. The opinion words mostly
appear around the product features in the review sentences.
They are highly dependent on each other. It is obvious that
surrounding opinion words may play an important role in
clustering product features. So we mine the inter relationship
among product features utilizing the context information,
especially the opinion words associated with product features.
There are hidden sentiment association existing between
product features and opinion words. For example, “
”(shape) and “
” (appearance), they are not similar on
morphemes level, and could not be linked with intra
relationship though they refer to the same aspect in reviews.
However, they may be evaluated by similar opinion word
“
” (beautiful). The opinion words describing this aspect
of “appearance” are often using the words “
” (beautiful),
“
”(fashion), “
”(popular) etc. So the opinion
words around the product features really contain the
semantic information to reflect the inter relationship among
product features.
C. Representation
Product features categorization is conducted by
representing each data object instance by a feature vector.
We represent an instance as a set of following features.
Morphemes units M: all the characters contained by xi.
Opinion words units O: only the opinion words in the
given window size {-t, t} are considered.
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i

The weight of each features units f j is calculated by
Mutual Information.
P( f ji , xi )
(1)
PMI ( f ji , xi )  log 2
P( f ji ) P( xi )
i

i

Where, P ( f j , xi ) is the joint probability of xi and f j coi

i

occurred in the corpus. P ( f j ) is the probability of f j
P( x )

i is the probability of xi
occurred in the corpus.
occurred in the corpus. The ratio is a measure of the degree
i

of statistical dependence between the xi and f j .
V.

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the proposed methods and
analyze the performance of product features extraction and
categorization in detail.
A. Performance of Product Features Extraction
This experiment is conducted on the corpus provided by
the COAE (The first Chinese Opinion Analysis and
Evaluation), which was held in 2008, aims to enable
researchers to participate in large-scale experiments and
evaluations, make each researcher’s result comparable and
promote the related technique in Chinese opinion analysis.
The corpus contains automobile and electronic domains,
with about 1,500 sentences each. All product features have
been annotated by human.
The precision, recall and F-measure will be used to
measure the performance. We adopt strict matching, which
means the results submitted by systems are exactly same
with the human labels.
Table I and Table II present the evaluation results. For
the comparison with others, we also give the Avg. and Max.
values in the task. There are 13 participants in this task. Our
system is named as FRDC. We aim to testify the
performance of proposed method and its capability of
domain transplant.
TABLE I.

RESULTS OF PRODUCT FEATURES EXTRACTION

RunID

Precision

Recall

F-measure

FRDC

0.3798

0.4172

0.3976

Avg

0.2877

0.2270

0.2331

Max

0.5641

0.4172

0.3976

TABLE II.

DETAIL RESULTS ON DIFFERENT DOMAINS

RunID

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Automobile

0.2435

0.3326

0.2811

Camera

0.3512

0.3563

0.3537

Phone

0.3920

0.3539

0.3720

NoteBook

0.3782

0.3880

0.3830
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In Table I, compared with the average and maximum
value gotten in the COAE, the value of FRDC in F-measure
proves that CRFs-based feature extraction is feasible and
valid. Our system’s precision and recall are similar and not
inclined to one parameter excessively, which means our
method is more practical and feasible.
Table II shows the detail results of performance on
different domain. The test data include automobile and
electronic domains. The electronic domain has the Camera,
Phone and Notebook sub-domain. The performance on
electronic domain is better than that on automobile domain
on all parameters. However for the sub-domain on electronic
domain the performance is similar. So it could be concluded
that the performance of the system is affected by the domain,
but is not sensitive. When the difference between the two
given domain is not significant, the performance is similar.
One reason for low performance on automobile domain
might be caused by that the product features is longer and
more complex.
B. Performance of Product Features Categorization
With the limited of human efforts and time, we testify the
performance of product features categorization on digital
camera domain. The corpus contains about 22,000 posts,
extracted from the review websites. Three humans categorize
product features into the categories, and we choose the label
agreed by at least two humans as the standard. The detail of
the corpus is shown in Table 3. We suppose that product
features are extracted correctly.
TABLE III.

CATEGORIZATION EVALUATION SET

Category

Number of product features

Lens

56

Screen

62

Appearance

110

Battery

18

Photography

76

Total

322

The performance of product feature categorization is
evaluated using the measure of Rand Index. It is a measure
of cluster similarity.
2(a  b)
(2)
Rand ( P1 , P2 ) 
n  (n  1)
Where, P1 and P2 respectively represent the partition of
an algorithm and manual labeling. The agreement of P1 and
P2 is checked on their n  ( n  1) / 2 pairs of instances, where
n is the size of data set D. For each two instance in D, P1 and
P2 either assigns them to the same cluster or to different
groups. Let a be the frequency where pairs belong to the
same group of both partitions. Let b be the frequency where
pairs belong to the different group of both partitions. Then
Rand Index is calculated by the proportions of total
agreement.
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In our experiment, D contains the product features words
in the pre-constructed evaluation set. Partition agreements
between the pairs of any two product features are checked
automatically. This measure varies from 0 to 1. The score of
1 is the best.
We first testify the performance of the proposed
techniques from two perspectives:
1 The effectiveness of inducing morpheme as features to
measure the intra relationship among product features.
2 The effectiveness of opinion words as feature to
measure the inter relationship among product features.

Figure 1. Different feature chosen result.

In Figure 1, the experiment of No.1 group compares the
performance of method using full context as features with
that of opinion words. It is only considered the inter
relationship among product features, no consideration of
intra relationship. The left column is the method using full
context as features, which is much less than that of opinion
words as features (the right column) in accuracy value. That
proves the opinion words are good at indicating the semantic
similarity of product features associated with them.
Compared with opinion words, the full context more likely
induce some noise information.
Based on No.1 group, we induce intra relationship
measurement. The experiment of No.2 group induces the
intra relationship measurement based on word level. The
experiment of No.3 group measures the intra relationship
with morphemes. No.3 group achieve better accuracy than
both No.2 group and No.1. That proves morpheme features
are more effective than word features. The inducing of
morpheme features to measure intra relationship enhances
the performance.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we probe into the problem of product
features extraction and categorization. We propose CRFsbased method to extract product features in reviews. We
propose an unsupervised product features categorization
method. With the experiments in Chinese reviews, the
proposed methods achieve better performance. CRFs-based
product features extraction is effective and feasible.
Morphemes and opinion words are proved to be the
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important features to capture the semantic similarity among
product features in process of product features categorization.
However, the methods are only tested on Chinese
customer reviews. We will conduct experiments on different
languages and domains in future work.
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Abstract—Increasing the data density of two-dimensional
barcode symbology is an important area of research in Automatic Identification and Data Capture systems because it
provides significant improvements on the range and usefulness
of barcodes in different applications. The implementation of
error-correcting codes for such symbologies is crucial due to
the susceptibility of high-density barcode symbols to damage.
In this paper, we study the performance of Low-Density Parity
Check (LDPC) codes for a two-dimensional barcode symbology
with high data density. A high-density barcode symbology
is designed, and the characteristics of the communication
channel defined by commonly used printers and scanners are
modeled and observed. Additionally, the parameters of the
symbology are adjusted and the performance of LDPC codes
with different code rates is tested. Performance tests show
that LDPC codes are effective for certain parameters of the
high-density symbology, and limitations of the chosen printing
technology severely affect the robustness of the symbology.
Keywords-Two-Dimensional Barcodes; Low-Density Parity
Check Codes; Automatic Identification and Data Capture; Image
Processing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A lot of interest has been put on the study of twodimensional (2D) barcode systems, where data is represented
as a machine-readable symbol printed on a physical surface
called a barcode symbol [1]. In such systems, the symbol
represents data in a matrix of high and low reflectance
regions of the printing surface, and therefore able to carry
between 10 to 100 times more data than one-dimensional
barcodes. Continued development in this area revolves
around improving the symbology of 2D barcodes in order
to increase its data density; i.e., enhancing the structure and
processing methods of a barcode symbol to increase its data
capacity while retaining its compact size and portability.
Improvements in the symbology of 2D barcodes further
expand its application for different systems. Quick Response
(QR) Codes [2], created by Japanese company Denso-Wave
in 1994, are used for Medical Information Management
systems, where prescriptions are stored in a barcode to
reduce human error in the interpretation of handwritten
prescriptions and the administration of medicine [3]. In Fu et
al. [4], a study of tax-filing methods in Taiwan revealed that
the adoption of an electronic filing system which utilizes 2D
barcodes increased the processing efficiency of tax returns
and reduced error rates versus paper returns. In addition,
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barcodes also have applications in Mobile Commerce [5],
Multimedia Teachware [6] and many others. For these applications, the high data density of 2D barcodes is important
as they function not only as an index to external databases,
but can hold either files or databases themselves.
A number of 2D barcode symbologies have been proposed
so far, and while most are designed with reading speed in
mind, some of them are designed for high data capacity [7].
For example, Optar [8] can accommodate 200 kilobytes of
data in one A4-paper. PaperDisk [9] can contain 1 megabyte
of data in an 8.5 × 11 inch space. Laboratory tests for
High Capacity Color Barcode [10] using eight colors have a
capacity of 2,000 bytes of data per square inch in its highest
density. However, technical details of these technologies
are not disclosed so far. It will be useful if high data
capacity barcodes are realized using open technologies only,
and if these barcodes can be used with reasonably-priced
equipment found in office or home environments.
One disadvantage to increasing the data density of 2D barcodes is its increased susceptibility to errors. Physical damage or inaccuracies caused during the printing or scanning
process of the 2D symbol may cause erroneous reading of
the stored data bits. To recover from errors, most 2D barcode
symbologies use Reed-Solomon (RS) codes to encode data
prior to generating the symbol [11]. In recent years, it has
been shown that well-designed Low-Density Parity Check
(LDPC) codes [12] perform well compared to RS codes
for some communication channels. A remarkable aspect of
LDPC codes is that we can perform soft-decision decoding
for LDPC codes with almost linear-time complexity. Softdecision decoding is an algorithm for error correction in
which inputs to the algorithm can have continuous values.
It is more powerful than conventional (referred to as harddecision) algorithms in which inputs are quantized into
two level, but usually requires very large computational
complexity. For this reason, soft-decision decoding has been
considered as impractical for conventional error-correcting
codes including RS codes. On the other hand, this problem
can be mitigated with the use of LDPC codes. It has
been shown that the performance of appropriately designed
LDPC codes asymptotically approaches to Shannon limit
as we extend the code length [13], and that LDPC codes
with a practical code length show better performance than
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conventional error-correcting codes such as RS codes and
convolutional codes [14], [15].
This study investigates the error-correcting performance
of LDPC codes in a high-density 2D barcode symbology.
Given the advantageous properties of LDPC codes over RS
codes, our goal is to design a symbology capable of storing
large amounts of data, and determine appropriate symbology
parameters and LDPC codes to ensure robustness against
errors. In order to achieve this, the symbology was designed
to allow larger data block sizes (i.e., longer LDPC codes)
to be placed within the symbol. The performance of LDPC
codes were then tested with barcode symbols of different
data densities and geometric parameters. This symbology
also takes into consideration the limitations of printing and
scanning technologies present in most office environments
today.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II the design of the symbology is introduced.
Next, methods for evaluating the performance of LDPC are
described in Section III. Finally, Section IV discusses the
results of the evaluation.
II. S YMBOLOGY
The proposed barcode symbology for this study includes
common structural features found in other 2D barcode
symbologies, such as finder patterns and timing patterns.
However, the focus of the proposed symbology is to increase
data density, where the number of bits represented in a
given printing area is significantly greater than in other
2D barcodes designed for fast reading. Therefore, instead
of using traditional barcode printers and scanners with
limited resolutions and computing power, the symbology is
designed to work with equipment available in most office
environments; namely, a laser printer, a flatbed scanner, and
a desktop computer. The following subsections describe the
structure of the symbology and the processes involved in
generating and scanning symbols.
A. Data Area
A symbol is composed of a d × d matrix of data
cells printed as a monochrome image on approximately a
25.4 mm × 25.4 mm data area, where d is the dimension
or the number of cells per row, and d2 is the density of
the symbol. Each data cell represents a single bit of data,
printed as a solid square. For the purposes of this study, a
white cell is printed when a ‘0’ bit is required and a black
cell for a ‘1’ bit.
Because of the size restrictions for the data area, the
dimension d of the matrix determines the printing area
for a data cell. The cell size in millimeters is computed
as (25.4 mm/(d + 2 cells))2 . The additional 2 cells are
allocated for timing patterns, which will be explained in
the following subsection. Since data cells are small (around
0.257mm × 0.257mm for d = 97), it is probable that the
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Figure 1. Inter-pixel leakage for (a) black cells printed without adjustments
(mf = 1.0) and (b) with margin factor (mf = 0.6).

printer toner used to draw black cells “spill out” and blot
neighboring white cells. This is called inter-pixel leakage,
and this is mechanically unavoidable when laser printers
are used in printing. This may not be the case when using
professional-quality image setters, however as mentioned,
the environment considered is that of a typical office setting.
To reduce this effect, we propose that the printing size of
black cells is reduced to a certain percentage by a margin
factor. Figure 1 shows the effect of inter-pixel leakage and
adding a margin factor.
B. Timing and Finder Patterns
The data area is bordered by four timing patterns. A timing
pattern is used in most 2D barcodes as a way to calculate
the size and location of data cells. In this symbology, the
timing pattern is a consecutive series of data cells starting
and ending with a black cell, connected with alternating
white and black cells. Note that since timing patterns must
start and end with a black cell, the dimensions of the data
area must be odd.
In order to detect the location of the timing patterns,
finder patterns are positioned on the four corners of the
symbol. A finder pattern consists of three black rings which
are co-centric to the first cell of each timing pattern. The
rings intersect with the first three black cells of the timing
pattern. The diameter and thickness of the rings depend on
the dimensions and margin factor of the symbol. To improve
the detection of the finder pattern, a quiet zone of white cells
is placed around the location of the finder patterns. As a
result of placing quiet zones in the corners of the symbol,
the locations of overlapping data cells are adjusted. Figure
2 illustrates an example of a symbol with timing and finder
patterns, and a complete barcode symbol.
C. Encoding Procedure
Data in a barcode symbol is protected by an errorcorrecting code which is known as an LDPC code. LDPC
codes are a class of linear block codes that have very
sparse parity check matrices. The sparse structure of the
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Figure 2. (a) Construction of a finder pattern, quiet zone and two timing
patterns. (b) A complete symbol created using the symbology.

check matrix makes the “belief-propagation” principle very
effective for finding and correcting errors which are involved
in a received signal.
In this study, we consider to use LDPC codes which are
designed for IEEE 802.16e standard (also known as mobile
WiMAX). Using these codes is advantageous since they have
smaller complexity for encoding operation. In general, the
encoding operation of an LDPC code requires quadraticorder complexity in the code length; however, the IEEE
codes defined in the standard are designed so that they have
quasi-cyclic structure, which enables the realization a linearorder encoding algorithm.
Another advantage of these codes is that the code parameters can be changed in a flexible manner. The standard
defines several classes of LDPC codes with code rates 1/2,
2/3, 3/4 and 5/6, and code length ranges from 576 to
2304 bits. These parameters have a strong relation to the
efficiency and the error-correcting capability of the code
[16]. Generally, low-rate codes are more powerful than highrate codes, but more parity bits need to be added for such
codes. This implies that, with the same code length, high-rate
codes can accommodate more data than low-rate codes. It is
also known that long codes usually show better performance
than short codes even if they have the same code rate, but
the computational cost of longer frame-lengths need to be
considered. These parameters are adjusted according to the
dimension of barcodes and desired level of reliability.

2) Lines connecting the centers of adjacent finder patterns
are connected, and the resulting closed rectangle is
masked. This enhances the detection of timing patterns
in the following step.
3) The lines connecting adjacent finder patterns are
scanned through pixel by pixel (note that one cell
consists of several pixels). Given the position of the
finder patterns, the path each line passes through is
also the location of a timing pattern. When the value
of the pixel changes from white to black, this pixel is
marked as a transition point.
4) Transition points from opposite timing patterns are
connected, forming a grid of sampling cells. The ratio
of black pixels to the total number of pixels from each
sampling cell is computed.
5) The ratio r obtained from each sampling cell is
mapped to a soft value using the function f (r) =
−(2r − 1). Soft values are grouped into codewords,
which are passed to an LDPC decoder program.
E. Decoding Procedure
The decoding, or error correction, is performed by using
a belief-propagation algorithm for LDPC codes [13]. In this
algorithm, we consider representing the mathematical structure of the code with a bipartite graph whose incident matrix
coincides with the check matrix of the code. The nodes of
the bipartite graph are grouped to variable nodes and check
nodes. A variable node receives information from neighbor
check nodes, and it attempts to estimate which symbol (‘0’
or ‘1’ bit) has been transmitted. During the estimation,
the statistical information of the communication channel,
such as the variance of the Gaussian channel, is considered
to derive various probabilities. A check node receives the
estimated symbols from neighbor variable nodes, monitors
parity constraints, and gives check nodes suggestions for the
transmitted symbol. The accuracy of the estimation improves
as nodes exchange messages iteratively. It is known that,
in most cases, the decoding algorithm reaches the correct
codeword with a small number of iterations. The number of
iterations needed is rather independent from the code length,
thus the decoding algorithm can be regarded as “almost
linear-order” complexity.
III. E VALUATION

D. Symbol Processing
We refer to the process of printing and scanning barcodes
as symbol processing. During symbol processing, the symbol
is printed on a piece of paper using a laser printer. A flatbed
scanner scans the symbol and the resulting image is passed
to an image processing program. The program performs five
steps:
1) Finder patterns are located using a basic template
matching algorithm [17]. The centers of all finder
patterns are then computed.
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In order to evaluate the performance of the symbology,
two experiments were conducted on samples of barcode
symbols. The experiments assessed the behavior of the
communication channel from different perspectives.
All experiments used the same equipment and symbol processing steps for testing. First, a set of 24 barcode symbols
was generated using an encoder program written in the C
programming language. The symbols were then printed on
plain white bond paper using a Canon LBP3410 laser printer
with the default settings. Next, symbols were scanned using
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an Epson GT-F720 flatbed scanner at 720dpi. In both the
printing and scanning process, monochrome color settings
were used. Finally, each symbol was read using an image
processing and decoding program, also written in C.
A. Test 1: Analysis of Channel Characteristics
In the first experiment, the characteristics of the communication channel with respect to symbol processing were
investigated. The image data read by the scanner are not
identical to the virtually constructed barcode image. Many
factors, such as the inter-pixel leakage of printers or blobs
on bond paper, causing differences between the scanned
image and the ideal image. For reliable data recording, it is
essential to eliminate these effects or noises. Furthermore,
the communication channel which is defined by a printer
and a scanner is different from conventional communication
channels, therefore statistical analysis of the channel is
vital in determining how to implement LDPC codes for the
symbology.
As a result, a set of symbols with dimension d = 117
and margin factor mf = 0.6 were generated and sampling
cells were scanned. The computed ratios (before mapping to
a soft value) were separated into two groups, based on the
expected value (white or black) of the cell. Histograms for
both groups were then plotted to infer observations on the
channel model. From the distribution, we can observe how
the values in the sampling cells match the encoded data bits
after they have gone through symbol processing.

In the second experiment, the error-correcting performance of LDPC codes was evaluated against changes to
parameters of the symbology. To measure performance, the
bit-error rate (BER) [18] of each sample set was analyzed,
where
Number of erroneous bits after decoding
Total number of bits in the set

(1)

There are two phases in this experiment. In the first phase,
we wish to observe the error correction performance of
LDPC codes as data density increases. Sample sets with
increasing dimensions were created using LDPC codes with
code rates 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, and 5/6. As previously mentioned,
the LDPC codes used are those defined for IEEE 802.16e,
and the code rate indicates the error correction capability of
the code (lower code rate means stronger error-correcting
capability). The margin factor for all symbols was set at
mf = 0.6.
In the second phase, sample sets with different margin
factors were created using the same LDPC code rates as
above. The dimensions of all symbols was set at d = 127.
As discussed earlier, the printing size of a black cell affects
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the impact of inter-pixel leakage and the ability of the image
processing stage to identify the finder and timing patterns
correctly. It is therefore of interest to see how the printing
size of black cells affects error-correcting performance.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

B. Test 2: Performance of LDPC Codes

BER =

Figure 3. Histogram of ratios for black cells and white cells for symbols
with dimension d = 127 and margin factor mf = 0.6

The histograms generated for Test 1 are presented in
Figure 3. Statistical analysis of the distribution showed that
the channel can be modeled as an additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel, which is suitable for the softdecision decoding of LDPC codes. Also, by analyzing the
distribution, the AWGN variance which will be used for the
LDPC decoder in the subsequent test was determined to be
0.05637.
During the execution of the first experiment, it was
observed that the printing process had another effect on the
printing of the data cells. In addition to inter-pixel leakage,
cells along the same row are printed with similar sizes, but
cells in other rows may be printed with different heights. The
same effect was also observed for the widths of cells from
the same columns and cells in different columns. It is not
clear if this effect is caused by the mechanical constraints
of the printer or scanner, or other known factors; the printed
barcode image is not as precise and uniform as stated in
the specifications of the devices. Nevertheless, the timing
pattern considered in this study can cope with this effect;
since timing patterns are also printed on the same row or
column as data cells, the grid of sampling cells formed
by transition points adjusts to the changes in the printing
size of the rows or columns. However, this also means that
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Figure 4. (a) Timing patterns are too close and image sampling cells are
too small. (b) Timing patterns have no clear separation and creation of the
sampling cells fail.

margin factor is too small or too large. If the margin factor
is too small, then a small blot on the paper can cause more
white cells to be recognized as black cells. More importantly,
the printing process may fail to draw data cells and timing
patterns, as was observed in some cases. On the other hand,
if the margin factor is too large, then problems related to
inter-pixel leakage may arise. If these undesired phenomena
occur, then error-correcting codes would not be effective.
Indeed, there seems to be little relation between the BER
and the capability of codes for margin factors 0.50 and 0.60,
which are too small and too large, respectively. The margin
factor 0.55 is the best for this resolution, and we can see a
monotonic relation between the BER and the code rate.
Table II
BER FOR SYMBOLS WITH DIMENSION d = 127 AND INCREASING
MARGIN FACTORS

the accuracy of timing pattern detection is crucial to the
performance of the symbology.
In Test 2, the parameters for sample sets were varied
and the BER for each set was analyzed. The results of the
BER analysis for phase 1, where symbols with increasing
dimensions were tested, are presented in Table I. From the
results, it can be concluded that LDPC codes with different
code rates have similar performance for lower dimensions
of the symbol. All codewords from the set of symbols were
decoded correctly. For d = 117, errors appeared for the
symbols with LDPC code rate 5/6. This was expected, as
this code rate has the weakest error-correcting capability.
However, there is a rapid increase of bit-errors for d = 127.
Inter-pixel leakage of black cells caused timing patterns to
become too close to each other, thus the sampling cells
formed were too small and there were not enough pixels
to compute accurate soft values. Moreover, note that the
BER for d = 137 is “Undetermined”. Due to the high
density of cells in the symbol, some images were distorted
by inter-pixel leakage in such a way that transition points for
adjacent timing patterns could not be detected by the image
processing algorithms, and the creation of sampling cells
failed. Figure 4 shows some examples of image processing
errors encountered during the experiment.
BER FOR SYMBOLS WITH MARGIN FACTOR mf = 0.6 AND
INCREASING DIMENSIONS

1/2
0.000%
0.000%
0.000%
0.709%

Code rate
2/3
3/4
0.000%
0.000%
0.000%
0.000%
0.000%
0.000%
2.143%
5.674%
Undetermined

5/6
0.000%
0.000%
0.847%
1.429%

Table II shows the BER analysis for phase 2, where
symbols with different margin factors were tested. We can
see that the error-correcting performance degrades if the
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1/2
2.128%
2.128%
0.709%

Code rate
2/3
3/4
Undetermined
1.429%
8.511%
2.857%
3.546%
2.143%
5.674%
Undetermined

5/6
7.143%
3.571%
1.429%

Another remark is that the parameters chosen in this test
are close to the performance limit of commonly used laser
printers. For the symbols of d = 127, the printing size of
each cell is around 0.197mm × 0.197mm. Setting the margin
factor to 0.50 means that each black cell is drawn by the
size 0.098mm × 0.098mm. Due to the small size, a printer
may not be able to control the image. In a 600dpi setting,
the minimum unit a printer can control is 25.4/600 = 0.042
mm. Therefore, a black cell with size 0.098mm × 0.098mm
is composed of two by two units. Furthermore, with such
a small scale, the size of the toner particles used in laser
printers cannot be ignored. It is said that the diameter of
toner particles is around 0.005mm to 0.010mm, which is not
very small compared to the cell size. In addition, the toner
particle is firmly pressed on paper surface during the printing
process, and it is difficult to fully control the position of
toner particles on the paper.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

Table I

d
97
107
117
127
137

mf
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65

ISBN: 978-1-61208-139-7

In order to evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of
LDPC for high-density 2D barcodes, we first designed a new
symbology. Two types of experiments were conducted on the
symbology; these were done to observe the characteristics
of the channel, and to analyze the changes in the BER of
different LDPC codes as the parameters of the symbology
were adjusted.
This study has concluded that LDPC codes are feasible
for our proposed symbology. The results showed that the
communication channel defined by printing and scanning
the barcode symbols can be modeled as an AWGN channel, which is suitable for soft-decision decoding of LDPC
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codes. Also, the error correction performance of LDPC
codes defined in the IEEE 802.16e standard are effective
on the channel for certain symbology parameters. Finally,
properties of laser printing technology severely affect the
performance of the symbology, particularly with regards to
the small printing size of data cells. In these cases, LDPC
codes were not effective in error correction.
Future work includes performance evaluation of RS codes
for the same high-density barcode symbology, and rigorous
testing of the robustness of the symbology against physical
damage to the symbol.
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Abstract—The paper discusses an application of multi-agent
based on theory of argumentation-based on negotiation, and
provides adaptive concession strategy model for beginning a
negotiation. Firstly, this paper defines hypotheses of model and
a frame of negotiation based on argumentation. Secondly, for
comparing purpose, two generating models of concession
strategy are also studied as:model based on time constraint
and model based on opposite’s preferences, the process of
demonstration and result of experiment has been shown that
the latter designed by PSO-RBFNN (RBF Neural Network
optimized by Particle Swarm Optimization) algorithm has
better abilities of learning and reasoning, which is dominant
strategy in bilateral negotiations,and has a certain feasibility
and application value.
Keywords-Multi-Agent; Self-Learning; Argumentation-based
Negotiation; Adaptive Concession Strategies.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the process of e-commerce industrialization,
Multi-Agent technology is crucial to the big change of
e-commerce, and negotiation as a process of dynamic
interaction is considered to be an important factor in
multi-agent system. At present, some researches in the
technology of automated negotiation based on multi-agent
have been pursued and some achievements have also been
developed. These researches often have been made in many
different aspects, which are the design and implementation
of automated negotiation system, the model of negotiation
support system and the key technologies in automated
negotiation based on multi-agent, etc. In accordance with
difference of research methods, three types of negotiation
have been presented, which are the negotiation based game
theory, the negotiation based on heuristic algorithm and the
negotiation based on argumentation, respectively. In recent
years, argumentation-based negotiation has been accepted as
a promising alternative to game-theoretic or heuristic-based
negotiation [1]. In a argumentation-based negotiation, the
problem of conflict must been brought up because of the
different beliefs between buyer and seller, so that one of the
main goals of negotiation is to make one negotiator agent
has the ability to infer opposite negotiator ’s thinking, and
revise own belief through learning opposite’s preferences
during the process of interaction to avoid negative dialogue
between both parties, which make agent be able to adjust
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negotiation strategies to changing environment. Up to this
point, the problem of adaptive strategy has become a new
topic in the field of argumentation-based negotiation.
While many researchers had developed some
achievements in the field of adaptive negotiation strategies,
there are two main problems with current researches, which
are largely based on on-line learning. Usually, the large
numbers of negotiated transaction records in history are not
used effectively. At the same time, the mechanism of
argumentation are not fully introduced into current most
adaptive negotiation strategies. Consequently, if a negotiator
can offer a proposal with argumentation based on concession
strategies according to opposite’s preferences reasoned from
negotiating records in history, then persuasiveness of the
proposal will be improved and process of negotiation will be
advanced effectively. In this paper, the generating model of
concessional strategies in the argumentation-based
negotiation is discussed. Firstly, the paper defines
hypotheses of model and a frame of argumentation-based
negotiation. Secondly, the model based on time constraint
and model based on opposite’s preferences are presented
respectively, and the latter designed by PSO-RBFNN
algorithm can be demonstrated to be dominant strategy in a
negotiation. Finally, the model based on opposite’s
preferences which can be proved to have a certain feasibility
and application value via experiment.
II.

MODEL HYPOTHESES AND FRAMEWORK

The paper will conduct the research on adaptive
concession strategies in argumentation-based negotiation
based on the following hypotheses and framework.
A. Model Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1.Agent is completely selfish, i.e., agent
will pursue individual maximum utility.
Hypothesis 2.Agent has limited rationality, i.e., agent
can change the mental state of the other party through
offering proposal with argumentation.
Hypothesis 3.Agent with incomplete information don’t
know the other Agent's preference information, i.e., one
agent will can not directly control other agent unless
through negotiating between both parties.
Hypothesis 4.Time is precious to both parties.
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Hypothesis 5.The both negotiating parties are sincere to
reach agreement through negotiations, that is to say there
isn’t deceit during negotiation process.
Hypothesis 6.The failure of the negotiation is the worst
result of negotiations between both parties.
B. Framework
In the accordance with hypotheses above, a framework
of bilateral multi-issue negotiation based on argumentation is
constructed (see Figure 1), which make agents have ability of
self-learning. For example, in a negotiation, if there is a
obvious differences between information of buyer
agent( ai )’s order and expectation of seller agent( a j ) after
the seller agent offers a proposal, then ai asks a j to
accept the proposal, but a j will can not accept it in order to
keep individual utility at maximum. Meanwhile,
intermediary agent can acquire ai ’ s satisfaction degree of
issue in the proposal through neural network module, and
then the satisfaction degree will be transformed into the
information that understood by a j through the model of
output processing. Further, a j can acquire the preference
condition of the buyer according to the received information,
generate concessional strategy, and determine the content of
argumentation to improve the persuasiveness of new
proposal and advance the process of negotiation.

Agent can take advantage of these records to learn
negotiators’ private information (e.g., preference) .
Knowledge Base: This base is used for storing
negotiators’ private information for different negotiating
mission, in which one negotiating mission is stored for each
record, and each record includes the important parameters
needed by Neural Network Module.
Training and Learning Module: Finished negotiating
records stored in Negotiation Case Base can be processed in
this module. This processing is also the process of learing
negotiators’ private information to adjust the important
parameters needed by Neural Network Module, and results
will be put into Knowledge Base.
Neural Network Module: During the process of
negotiation, Neural Network Module can obtain important
parameters of neural network from Knowledge Base, and
then reason negotiators’ private informtion through
processing input data information (have been pretreated
through Pretreatment Module) from Negotiator Agent.
Pretreatment Module: The input data from Negotiation
Case Base or Negotiator Agent can be normalized in this
module so that input data fit the constraints of format
required by Neural Network Module and Training and
Learning Module.
Output Processing Module: Through this module,
negotiators’ private information reasoned by Neural
Network Module will be tranferred into the information
easily unstandable for Negotiator Agent.
III. CONCESSION STRATEGIES IN
ARGUMENTATION-BASED NEGOTIATION
Next this paper will discuss adaptive concession strategy
model in argumentation-based negotiation.
A. Parameters Settings

Figure 1. Framework of argumentation-based Negotiation

where dotted line show the training process of network, and
solid line show the reasoning process of network.
Negotiator Agent (Seller/Buyer Agent): During the
process of negotiation, Negotiator Agent make seller and
buyer acquire data information that reflect interaction event
in negotiation, and carry out some action that affect the
negotiation process.
Intermediary Agent: Intermediary Agent is introduced
into this research in order to ensure authenticity of the
interaction event and avoid fraud in negotiating environment,
which make Negotiator Agent acquire more effective and
operational information from Intermediary Agent compared
with information obtained directly from the opposite
negotiator.
Negotiation Case Base: This base is used for storing
finished negotiating records in history, and Intermediary
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1) Let Ag{a1 , a2 , a3 ,..., at } denotes negotiator agents vector,
where at is the negotiator agents, t is the number of Agent,
i.e., “t=2” denotes bilateral negotiation.
2) Let r , r ∈ N denotes the current round of negotiation.
Let R denotes time constraint of negotiation. One
negotiator offer a proposal and the opposite offer a
counter-proposal, or the one side agent only sends “Accept”,
which denotes completing a round of negotiation and then let
r = r + 1 . Let rend denotes the total rounds of completed
negotiation. Therefore the following conditions hold
0 ≤ r ≤ rend ≤ R .
3) Let Q =< qs , qx > denotes the information of
negotiating mission participated by both agents in a
negotiation, where qs consists of main information of
negotiation mission, e.g., the name and identity of goods, etc.
The elements in qx =< qx1 , qx 2 , qx 3 ,..., qxu > denotes u issues
of the goods involved in the negotiation.
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4) Let C( ai , r, qx ) =< c( ai , r, qx1 ) , c( ai , r, qx2 ) ,..., c( ai , r, qxu ) >, ai ∈ Ag,0 ≤ r ≤ rend
denotes the issues vector of Agent ai in the ( r )th round,
where c ( ai , r , q xu ) denotes the value of issue.
5) Let
Cr ( ai , qx ) = C ( ai , r , qx ) , ai ∈ Ag , qx ∈ Q,0 ≤ r ≤ rend
denotes the vector of issues in current round of negotiation,
where cr ( ai , qxu ) ∈ Cr ( ai , qx ) represents the current value of
issue qxu .
6) Let

h
Crend
( ai , qx ) = C ( ai , rend , h, qx ) , ai ∈ Ag, qx ∈ Q,0 ≤ rend ≤ R,1 ≤ h ≤ n de

notes the vector of final deal agreed by both parties during
the ( h )th negotiated transaction in history, where n is the
number of negotiated transaction about goods Q in
h
h
history, and crend
( ai , qxu ) ∈ Crend
( ai , qx ) represents the final
value of issue qxu in the ( h )th negotiated transaction in
history.
B. Description of Definition
Definition 1(Satisfaction Degree). A contrast of buyer’s
feelings generated by purchasing a goods and their own
expectation(preference), which is a relative concept. It can be
used to assist the seller to investigate the match condition
between seller’s goods and buyer’s expection, and can also
be quantized through reasoning in accordance with initial
information of goods’issues. The range of satisfaction degree
is [0,1], and the greater value, the better degree of
satisfaction.
Definition 2(Preference Coefficient). Representing a
negotiator’ s favorable attitude toward negotiating goods. A
negotiator can sort the important degree of negotiating issues
in accordance with own expectation. The sorting order can
reflect the needs, interests and hobbies of negotiators. The
range of preferences coefficient is [0,1], the greater value,
the more important for negotiators.
The formal description of satisfaction degree and
preferences coefficient is as follows.
1) Let
S( a , r ,qxu ) =< s( a , r ,qxu ) , s( a , r ,qxu ) ,..., s( a ,r ,qxu ) >,ai ∈Ag, h =1,2,...,n
h
i end

1
i end

2
i end

n
i end

denotes the vector of satisfaction degree about single issue
qxu during the ( h )th negotiated transaction in history,
where n is the number of negotiated transaction about
goods Q in history.
2) Let s ( ai , r , qxu ) , ai ∈ Ag denotes the value of the
satisfaction degree about issue qxu in current round of
negotiation.
3) Let
h
1
2
n
S( ai,rend
,∑qxu) =<s( ai,rend
,∑qxu ) ,s( ai,rend
,∑qxu) ,...,s( ai,rend
,∑qxu ) >,ai ∈Ag,h=1,2,...,n

denotes the vector of satisfaction degree about all issues
∑ qxu during the ( h )th negotiated transaction in history.
4) Let s ( ai , r , ∑ qxu ) , ai ∈ Ag denotes the value of the

satisfaction degree about all issues
of negotiation.
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∑q

xu

in current round
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{

}

5) Let α qx = α qx1 , α qx 2 ,..., α qxu denotes the information
of preferences about issue qxu , where α qxu is the preference
coefficient of issue qxu , which is acquired through
reasoning based on negotiated transaction records about
issue qxu in the past. α qx1 < α qx 2 < ... < α qxu can be
explained that a negotiator agent will lay too much stress on
the value of issue qxu , while just the opposite for qx1 .
C. Concession Strategies
In a argumentation-based negotiation, no matter which
form of argumentation (Reward, Threat, Defense) is
presented [6], negotiator agent should consider to make
concession on proposal at first. During the process of
practical negotiation, a concession strategy based on time
constraints may make negotiator loss opportunities for
reaching an agreement because both sides are in a hurry to
complete negotiation within the time constraint, while
concession strategy based on opposite’s preferences can help
negotiator agent to have a definite object in view generate
new proposal in accordance with the least action principle of
belief revision, which will improve the efficiency of
negotiation. This strategy is dominant strategy in a bilateral
negotiation. By compared with concession strategy based on
time constraint, the concession strategy based on opposite’s
preference has the high feasibility and application value.
This conclusion will be formalized through the following
propositions.
Under Hypothesis 1, agent will pursue individual
maximum utility. The individual utility of a negotiator agent
ai in the r th round of negotiation is as follow,
U r ( ai , qx ) = ∑U r ( ai , qxu )

⑴

where U r ( ai , qxu ) represents the utility what Agent ai
acquire from the value of issue qxu .
But if take the inherent correlation between two issues
into consideration (e.g., price and quality: the higher price,
the better quality), then ⑴ can be corrected through
introducing a correlative coefficient as show below,
U r ( ai , qx ) = ∑ U r ( ai , qxu ) + ∑ U r ( ai , qxu ) (1 + ∑η )
u∈K

⑵

u ∈G

where K is independent set of issues, G is the set of
issues associated with other issues, η is the correlative
coefficients. Besides, the utility value of single issue can be
clarified as the following formula,
if the utility value of single issue increases with the
increase of cr ( ai , qxu ) , then the formula is
Ur ( ai , qxu ) = ( cr ( ai , qxu ) − cmin ( ai , qxu ) ) / ( cmax ( ai , qxu ) − cmin ( ai , qxu ) )

⑶
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Proposition 1. At the beginning of a negotiation, the
initial proposal given by a negotiator agent is the proposal
that make the individual utility value of negotiator reach
maximum. The initial proposal is the following,
Ur ( ai , qxu ) = ( cmax ( ai , qxu ) − cr ( ai , qxu ) ) / ( cmax ( ai , qxu ) − cmin ( ai , qxu ) ) ⑷
if the utility value of single issue increases with the
increase of cr ( ai , qxu ) , then
where c min ( ai , qxu ) represents the minimum value of
max
⑸
cr =1 ( ai , qxu ) = c ( ai , q xu )
issue q what agent a would accept, c max ( a , q ) represents

if the utility value of single issue decreases with the
increase of cr ( ai , qxu ) , then the formula is

xu

i

i

xu

the maximum value of same issue what opposite negotiator
agent would accept that is considered by agent ai . Then the
Lemma can be presented through analyzing as show below.
Lemma 1. In the generating models of concession
strategy based on single time constraint, the individual
utility value of agent ( U r ( ai , qx ) ) will increase with the
increase of the value of single issue ( U r ( ai , qxu ) ).
Proof. The following conditions hold in accordance
with ⑵,
Ur ( ai , qx ) = f (Ur ( ai , qxu )

u∈K

,Ur ( ai , qxu )

u∈G

)

= ∑Ur ( ai , qxu ) + ∑Ur ( ai , qxu ) (1 + ∑η )
u∈K

u∈G
u

u

u

u

= ∑Ur ( ai , qxu ) + ∑Ur ( ai , qxm ) + ∑∑Ur ( ai , qxm )Ur ( ai , qxn )ηmn + ∑Ur ( ai , qxn )
u∈K

m=1

m=1 n≠ m

n=1

Demanding U r ( ai , qx ) on the U r ( ai , qxu )

u∈K

, U r ( ai , qxm )

and U r ( ai , qxn ) partial derivatives as follow,
∂U r ( ai , qx )

∂U r ( ai , qxu )
∂U r ( ai , qx )

∂U r ( ai , qxm )
∂U r ( ai , qx )

∂U r ( ai , qxn )

=1> 0

u∈K

= 1 + ∑ U r ( ai , qxn )η mn > 0
m =1
n≠m

= ∑ U r ( ai , qxm )ηmn + 1 > 0
m =1
n≠m

if the utility value of single issue decreases with the
increase of cr ( ai , qxu ) , then
cr =1 ( ai , qxu ) = c min ( ai , qxu )

⑹

Proof. Under Hypothesis 1, negotiator agent will pursue
individual maximum utility. In the generating models of
concession strategy based on single time constraint, the
individual utility value of a negotiator agent is relevant to
the current round of negotiation and the value of issue qxu .
Obviously, at the beginning of negotiation, if let

⎧⎪cmax ( ai , qxu ) ,Utility of single issue increases with the increase of cr
cr=1 ( ai , qxu ) = ⎨ min
⎪⎩c ( ai , qxu ) ,Utility of single issue decreases with the increase of cr
then U r =1 ( ai , qxu ) ≡ 1 according to ⑶ and ⑷, i.e., the utility
value of single issue reaches maximum, at the same time,
the individual utility value of agent ai can also reach
maximum in accordance with Lemma 1. Up to this point,
⑸and⑹are proved to be reasonable. Proof finished.
Proposition 2. In the generating model of concession
strategy based on single time constraint, the negotiator agent
should generate new proposal in next round of
negotiation( Cr+1 ( ai , qx ) =< cr+1 ( ai ,qx1 ) ,cr+1 ( ai ,qx2 ) ,...,cr+1 ( ai , qxu ) > )when
the negotiation comes to a deadlock, where cr +1 ( ai , qxu ) is as
follows,
if the utility value of single issue increases with the
increase of cr ( ai , qxu ) , then

therefore,
∂f (U r ( ai , qxu )

u∈K

∂f (U r ( ai , qxu )

u∈K ,U r ( ai , q xu )

,U r ( ai , qxu )

∂U r ( ai , qxu )

∂U r ( ai , qxu )

u∈G

) >0

u∈G

) >0

u∈K

u∈G

The process above indicates the individual utility
function ( f (U r ( ai , qxu ) u∈K ,U r ( ai , qxu ) u∈G ) ) is a increasing
function for U r ( ai , qxu ) , i.e., U r ( ai , qx ) will increase with
the increase of U r ( ai , qxu ) . Proof finished.
Further, the following proposition hold in accordance
with ⑶ and ⑷.
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cr+1 ( ai , qxu ) = cr ( ai , qxu ) −ξ ( r) ( cmax ( ai , qxu ) −cmin ( ai , qxu ) )

⑺

if the utility value of single issue decreases with the
increase of cr ( ai , qxu ) , then

cr+1 ( ai , qxu ) = cr ( ai , qxu ) +ξ ( r) ( cmax ( ai , qxu ) −cmin ( ai , qxu ) )

⑻

where ξ ( r ) is the time strategy function based on single time
constraint.
Proof. Time is precious to both parties from Hypothesis
4. When both parties can not reach an agreement after the
current round of negotiation( r ), one negotiator agent firstly
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need to reduce the individual utility value( U r ( ai , qx ) )in
order to break a deadlock and complete negotiation within
time constraint( R ), So the negotiator should make
concession in certain issues. The new proposal should be
made certain concession based on the value of issue
( cr ( ai , qxu ) ) in the current round of negotiation, which meet
the description about limited rationality of agent in
Hypothesis 2. Besides, the individual utility value reduction
through concession should be as small as possible after each
round of negotiation in order to make the individual utility
of negotiator keep on a high level.
In accordance with Lemma 1, the individual utility value
reduction of agent relates to the utility value reduction of
single issue. So the individual utility value reduction can be
determined by the utility function of single issue, see Figure
2, where the solid lines denote the utility function of single
issue, the utility value reduction of single issue ( ∆U )
depends on the length of line segment d , d is determined
by c max ( ai , qxu ) − c min ( ai , qxu ) (i.e. AB ) and the time
strategy function( ξ ( r ) ) based on single time constraint, i.e.,
d = ξ ( r) OB − OA = ξ ( r) (cmax ( ai , qxu ) − cmin ( ai , qxu )) = cr+1 ( ai , qxu ) − cr ( ai , qxu ) .

Further, ⑺ and ⑻ are proved to be reasonable through
combining with typical time strategies in the process of a
pratical negotiation (uniform, radical and conservative).

concession in the next round of negotiation according to the
opposite’s preferences. cr +1 ( ai , qxu ) is as follows,
if the utility value of single issue increases with the
increase of cr ( ai , qxu ) , then

( ) (c ( a , q ) − c ( a , q ))

cr +1 ( ai , qxu ) = cr ( ai , qxu ) − E crhend

max

min

i

xu

i

xu

⑼

if the utility value of single issue decreases with the
increase of cr ( ai , qxu ) ,then

( ) (c ( a , q ) − c ( a , q ))

cr +1 ( ai , qxu ) = cr ( ai , qxu ) + E crhend

( )

where E crhend

max

min

i

xu

i

xu

⑽

denotes step size of concession.

Proof. The both parties are sincere to reach agreement
through negotiations, and there is not deceit during
negotiation process from Hypothesis 5. Besides, in
accordance with Hypothesis 3, the negotiator agent with
incomplete information don’t know the opposite’s
preferences information, and the preferences information
can be acquired only through learning and reasoning based
on negotiated transaction records in history. In the
negotiation, if one negotiator agent can determine own
behaviors according to the opposite’s preferences, determine
issue of concessionand step size of concession, and further
generate a new proposal with argumention, then deceit in
the negotiation can be avoided. In particular, after

( )

determining the issue of concession, E crhend

can be

classified into two categories, relative step size of
concession and absolute step size of concession, which are
formally represented as follow,
1) Relative step size of concession,
Figure 2

h

In particular, three typical time strategy function can be
used in a negotiation based on single time constraint, as
follows,
1) Uniform type. It is the time strategy function that
make uniform concession with advance of negotiating
1
process, e.g., ξ ( r ) = .
R

2) Radical type. It is the time strategy function that
make monotonic increasing concession with advance of
negotiating process, e.g., ξ ( r ) =

1
2(

R −r)

,2≤r ≤ R .

3) Conservative type. It is the time strategy function that
make monotonic decreasing concession with advance of
negotiating process, e.g., ξ ( r ) = (1r −1) , 2 ≤ r ≤ R .
2

Proof finished.
Proposition 3. In the model of concession strategy
based on opposite’s preferences, when the negotiation come
to a deadlock, one negotiator agent can deduce the
opposite’s preferences from negotiated transaction records
in history, and then determine issue and floting value of
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( )=
h
rend

E c

∑

h=h−k

crhend ( ai , qxu )
k

denotes the average concessional range of the
issues’value( crend ( ai , qxu ) )of k records before the( h )th
negotiated transaction records in hitory, where 1≤ h−k < h ≤ n.
2) Absolute step size of concession,

( )

E crhend =

crhend= last ( ai , qxu ) − crhend= first ( ai , qxu )
n

where crhend= last ( ai , qxu ) denotes the value of issue qxu in
final round of the ( h )th negotiated record in history,
crhend= first ( ai , qxu ) denotes the value of issue qxu in first round
of the ( h )th negotiated record in history, n denotes the
length of negotiated records in history which must meet the
following condition, n > 3 .
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Besides, when a negotiation come to a deadlock, one
negotiator agent can sort the preference coefficient of all
issues after determining opposite’s preferences of all issues,
make concession in the certain issue with minimal priority
among α qx1 , α qx 2 ,..., α qxu according to principle of utility
maximization, and then offer a new proposal in the next
round of negotiation. If the new proposal is rejected, then
the agent can adjust the proposal according to following
steps,
1) Determining whether the preference coefficient ( α q )

network are searched by using PSO algorithm to improve
speed and accuracy of training. The convergence situation of
key parameters is as shown in Figure 3 (via Matlab2010).
The MMSE (Minimum Mean-Square Error) decreases with
the increase of iteration times, finally the error converge to
10-3 in the 40462th generation. Then the RBF neural network
that is used to fit negotiators’ preferences can be constructed
by using these optimum key parameters.

xu

of certain issue ( qxu ) has minimum priority or not, if so, the
issue with the second-smallest priority will be used as new
issue of concession.
2) The belief of issue with the second-smallest priority
should be revised according to function of concession;the
negotiator agent should make concession the issue with the
second-smallest priority.
Facts show that agent can acquire much more individual
utility if the agent comply strictly with the process of
revising belief[5]. Up to this point, ⑼and⑽is proved to be
reasonable.
Besides, the value of every element in the preference
coefficient set is determined by satisfaction degree in
historical negotiated transaction records, so this paper will
fit the mapping relation from satisfaction degree to
preferences coefficient through PSO-RBFNN with the
ability of approximation to random nonlinear functions in
order to adapt to environmental changes.
IV.

Figure 3 Process of parameters convergence

B. Testing
A group of testing samples including 11 records (see
Table 1) are inputted into the neural network. The
comparation between predictive output and ideal output of
the testing samples is shown in Figure 4.
TABLE 1 TESTING SAMPLES

EVALUATION OF MODEL

The main task of this concessional strategy model is to
determine the opposite’s preferences to help agent to
generate proposal with argumentation and further advance
the process of negotiation. The preferences information can
be acquired through PSO-RBFNN, so the neural network
module in Figure 1 is the core module in the framework of
argumentation-based negotiation. And this paper will select
the following simulation experiment to demonstrate the
feasibility of this module design.
A. Traning
Firstly, using a group of historical negotiated transaction
records(including 21 records) that have been normalized as
training samples of the RBF neural network. And only 4
typical issues (i.e., price, warranty, delivery date and method
of payment) will be involved in the following experiment
In the training samples, the values of the 4 issues are
used as input( crh ( ai ,qx1) ,crh ( ai ,qx2 ) ,crh ( ai ,qx3 ) and crh ( ai , qx 4 ) ),
i.e., there are 4 input neurons, the satisfaction degree of each
issue and the global satisfaction degree of 4 issues are used
as
h
h
h
h
, qx1 ) , s ( ai , rend
, qx 2 ) , s ( ai , rend
, qx 3 ) , s ( ai , rend
, qx 4 )
output( s ( ai , rend
end

end

end

end

h
and s ( ai , rend
, ∑ qxu ) ), i.e., there are 5output neurons. So the

structure of the neural network is “ 4 − l − 5 ”, and l is the
number of hidden nodes which can be adjusted during the
process of learning. Optimum parameters of this neural
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In Table 1, qx1 , qx 2 , qx 3 and qx 4 represent price ,
warranty, delivery date and method of payment ,
respectively. d and χ represent original value and
normalized value. P.S represents predictive output. In
column of payment method, “1~4” represent delivery on
pay(D.O.P), upfront payment,credit card and pay on
delivery(P.O.D), respectively.
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Figure 4 Comparation between predictive output and ideal output

In accordance with the output result of testing samples
above, when the ideal(actual) output value of whole
satisfaction degree is beyond 0.7, the predictive output value
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of whole satisfaction degree is also beyond 0.7, thus the
predictive effect is good. Besides, the preferences’
characteristics shown in the testing samples are similar to
the preferences’characteristics shown in the training
samples, e.g., the whole satisfaction degree decreases with
the increase of price, the buyer negotiator set a high value
on other issues when the price has begun to level off. So the
effect of simulation for preferences is good, this model has a
certain feasibility and application value. Then negotiator
agent can sort the preferences coefficient of all issues after
determining opposite negotiator’s preferences information,
result as follows, α qx 3 < α qx 4 < α qx 2 < α qx1 . Next, agent can
determinate concessional issue ( qx 3 ) through adhering to
principle of individual utility maximization, and make
concession on the issue in accordance with the model of
concession strategy based on opposite’s preferences
mentioned above, further generate a new proposal with
argumentaion and advance the process of negotiation.
V.

RELATED WORK

In recent years, there is an increasing amount of works
on adaptive strategy in negotiation. Richter, Klusch and
Kowalczyk suggested an adaptive strategy that bases on
multistage fuzzy decision making. The bilateral negotiation
strategies can allow agent to adapt its negotiation strategies
and improve its individual payoffs by constructing a
modelling of individual preferences as fuzzy goal and fuzzy
constraints [4]. Wong and Wang proposed an ontologymediated approach to organize the agent-based supply chain
negotiation. Through equiping the agents with sophisticated
negotiation knowledge that is structured by the usage of
ontology, agents’ negotiation behaviors will be more
adaptive to various negotiation environments [5]. A number
of researchers had attempted to use machine learning
methods to optimal adaptive interaction strategies and their
researches have several similarities to our own (e.g., each
negotiator agent is given ability to reason opposite
negotiator’s private information). Oliverira and Rocha
designed a virtual market and generate negotiation proposal
by using a continuous reinforcement learning algorithm to
enable agents to adjust themselves to the changing
environment, including the opponent agents [6]. Sim and
Guo presented a method that use the synergy of Bayesian
learning (BL) and genetic algorithm (GA) to determine an
agent's optimal strategy in negotiation (N) with incomplete
information, called BLGAN. One agent can learn
opponent’s researve price (RP) and deadline through BL,
reduce the size of search space for GA, then search and
generate a optimum strategy at each negotiation round [7].
Although there are several similarities, our research differs
in that we construct a concessional strategy model designed
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by PSO-RBFNN to allow negotiator agent to reason
opposite negotiator’s preferences information, determinte
concessional issues and adapt negotiation strategies.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes some hypotheses that support
argumentation-based negotiation at first, then presents the
generating model of concessional strategy based on single
time constraint and the model based on opposite’s
preferences, respectively, the process of demonstration and
result of experiment show that the latter designed by
PSO-RBFNN has better abilities of learning and reasoning,
which is dominant strategy in bilateral negotiations, and has
a certain feasibility and application value. But the research
in this paper is only a preliminary result, there are a lot of
works to do in the future, and the emphasis is on appliance
of the model to the environment of pratical business
negotiation. In addition, how to introduce the factor of credit
and trust into the model mentioned above to evaluate
argumentation based on negotiation transaction records in
history is also an important research direction in the future.
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Abstract— The paper presents and analyses the new elements
of instruction which have recently appeared as a consequence
of the development of ICT (Information and Communications
Technology) such as interactive and mobile communication
tools or the applications contributing to 3D visual viewing at a
university of significant traditions. The author also deals with
the use of the special environment of networked learning based
on atypical learning modes, the possibilities of instructional
material and management development issues in details, as
well as its typical effects on the active participants paying
special attention to the forming new teaching and learning
styles. Some extremely important parameters and their
tendencies during the development decision making processes
have been considered as essential by the lecturers involved by
means of the application of different statistical algorithms and
the webmining technology. Examining the learning activity of
students of mainly traditional full-time courses in atypical
learning environments, the possibilities of effective learning,
network-based cooperation, students’ attitudes and the
development of key qualifications were evaluated in connection
with our blended learning courses supported by electronic
learning management systems. (An example of such a course is
Digital Pedagogy.) By introducing this course attracting a high
number of students (3-400 students per course), we wish to
present our latest experimental developments, such as course
topics, students’ assignments, microcontent, blogs, and eportfolio. The learning patterns of the present – day student
popular on demands the integration of the atypical modes in to
the teaching/ learning process. Such as electronic new
generation learning environment is Moodle (Modular Object Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment), whose selection was
supposted by its open source character modular structure to be
easily further – developed and its word wide popularity. The
popular on using the atypical learning environment presented
in the paper cannot be considered to be representative,
however, can be the starting point of the further - development
of our learning environments.
Keywords - ICT; learning support systems; Moodle eportfolio; web 2.0; online learning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The mathematical model of the description of network
structures, such as the Erdős - Rényi model of the 1960s,
has been known for a long time [1]. This model was used
for the description for random networks consisting of nodes
and the connecting lines, and could be describe by means of
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Poisson distribution. The BACON game [1], mainly popular
in the US, was based on such an algorithm.
In accordance with Albert - László Barabássi’s theory
based on recent researches [1], the operation of complex
networks can only be understood through the structures,
which implies the interpretation of complex systems and the
preparation of maps. All these, require the paradigm shift of
human thinking to be able to interpret the available
databases appropriately. The complex systems are more
than the behaviour of a network. Such a system can be the
human mind or an economic system, or the systems of
learning processes. Furthermore the given complex systems
changes with time, and we need to understand how it
changes. The measurement and study of human behaviour
patterns, learning behaviours can help to achieve this goal. It
can also imply the measurement of human mobility or
learning environments. The study of up-to-date ICT tools
(as like smartphones, interactive systems, pc-s, multimedia
systems), social webpages or electronic learning
environments contribute to these measurements. These
complex systems can be interpreted as scale independent
networks, an example being the worldwide web or the
learning network, whose understanding requires modern
theories in addition to the already existing up-to-date ICT.
So our task is to create such models. This is the science of
the future. Our paper wishes to present on one hand the ICT
environment, on the other hand student behavior patterns
[1].
The classic educational environments have radically
changed. It could be best characterized by the increasing use
of atypical learning modes. The learning environments these
learning modes rely on are supported by ICT technologies in
a great degree. The ’learning space’ can be compared to the
physical behavior of light. Encouraging learning by
activities can be considered as such impulses whose effects
have been examined in the case of learning networks in the
Moodle environment for a relatively great population of
students. The impulses are such “flashes” which result in
significant, although short student activities. It is supposed
that the “flashes” can be developed into a flow of steady
light in the learning space by means of appropriate
techniques especially by encouraging horizontal activities.
The paper calls attention to the above mentioned
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phenomenon and formulates statements concerning the
sustainability of the active phases of learning based on
Moodle statistical analyses. The intensive growing of the
students’ horizontal communication (use of forums, chat
rooms) and the increase of the frequency of learning
communication in the informal learning space directly
related to the formal learning process can have such a
stabilizing effect on formal learning that can lead to the
recognition of design and methodological relationships [2].
II.

PROPOSAL

A. ICT tools supporting instruction and learning
The new strata of the information society grow up in the
environment of the most up-to-date technology, so they
might be called digital natives. They are familiar with IPTV,
smart mobiles and homes, 3D TV, IPv6 network, thin client
terminals, network communities (facebook, twitter, hi5) and
Web 3.0 protocols [3]. This fact has such important
potentials from the viewpoint of teaching and learning that
should be relied on when designing and implementing
courses. However, to be able to realize it successfully and
effectively, we need to analyse the available results and
experiences.
One of the new and at present innovative fields is the
world of 3Ds. The problem of how 3D reality can be
illustrated in one dimension has long been studied. The
main goal of the technique is to provide an exact
representation, a geometrical analysis, interpretation of
spatial figures. In this sense, the two most important forms
of visual communication are the representation and the
interpretation of figures. Cognition, thinking and creation
are interrelated in both forms of visual communication.
Visual cognition means using pictures, images, that is, we
wish to understand the ability of visual thinking starting
from basic procedures. They imply such mental activities as
analysis, synthesis or abstraction. Visual images are made
dynamic by means of such procedures [4].
A classic example is the visionary turning,
transformation of a spatial figure. Procedures by means of
mental images can be interpreted as analogical processes of
thinking, as opposed to the logical processes of conceptual
thinking. If these procedures can become experience-like in
a real physical environment, then the above mentioned
thinking can be developed. Such a real environment is
provided by the ICT system, the “Leonardo3Do”, whose
development increases Hungary’s reputation. Students are
able to create, formulate, cut off, and distort spatial figures,
then improving their abilities of visual thinking and spatial
visual abilities. In addition to it, the most important tool of
visual seeing is the so-called bird, which is directly
connected to its operator. In addition, the realization of
visual thinking is strengthened by the so called active eye
glasses the camera system and the control PC, most
important tool of visual seeing (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Leonar3Do [17]

Smart phones, IPADs and kinect units providing real lifelike simulation, as well as kinect units, games, and the
network-based web 2.0 and its applications (Google
documents, Google, slide share, Google questionnaires,
Google mobiles, Google calendars, Goggle blog, (Facebook,
Twitter, Hi5, LinkedIn), whose peripheries are replaced by
human fingers. The group of interactive online integrated
tools (6th sense technology), in which peripheries are
replaced by human fingers is also a new direction of
developments, equipped with a mobile small monitor
instead of the traditional monitor, the PC by a PDA (See
Figure 2) [15].

Figure 2. Interactive mobile system [18]

B. Networked learning and its characteristics
Having taken into consideration student attitude,
learning characteristics, platform independence and the
possibilities of development, the Department of Technical
Education decided on introducing Moodle LMS system a
few years ago. The word Moodle is an acronym of the
notion Modular Object - Oriented Dynamic Learning
Environment. Moodle is actually a kind of LMS (Learning
Management System) application, more exactly a learning
management system or an e-learning system shell integrated
into the web 2.0 environment. The general task of the LMS
is to identify its users and to match them with the adequate
subject-matters (courses) according to their roles and rights.
The network servers of these systems provide the right
databases for system users and simultaneously log their
activities and relevant learning data that can be used for
generating statistics in the future. This data provide
important information on the proficiency of students and
also suitable for evaluation of the curricular effectiveness
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[16]. Moodle is a web-based system, as it was mentioned
before, so its use requires a PC with Internet/intranet and a
browser access, a server and its URL given by the service
provider. For example: http://mpt.moodle.appi.bme.hu/ (See
Figure 3).

Figure 3. Opening page of the Moodle LMS of the Department, Source: own
photo

The main page of the Department’s Moodle LMS
provides a list of all the courses of the Department
structured by different categories such as academic years,
types of programmes and whether the course is mandatory
or optional.
The Moodle platform of the Department offers learning
management services for 3,869 participants at present, and
their number is increasing semester by semester.
The LMS provides detailed statistical data about the
activity of the participants. The following figure shows the
activity tendencies covering the past three years, with the red
curve presenting the learners’ activities. It is to be seen that
the maximums of the amplitudes overlap with the dates of
performance measurement, that is, the dates of assignment
submission or test writing.
The paper presents the structure, characteristics, and the
students’ activities of an optional course, Digital Pedagogy
preferred by the students and attracting a huge number of
students. The course has been supported by the Moodle
LMS for four years. The course is offered in a blended
learning mode, as in addition to the face-to-face lectures, the
students are provided the opportunity of networked content
creation and that of synchronous communication.
As the above suggests networked communication starts
at the beginning of the semester to harmonize topics, to have
it approved by the lecturer and to have it assessed on both
the students’ and the lecturer’s side. For this purpose, the
system provides a set of activities, such as tests, activities,
forums. The communication carried out on these channels
can be followed in Moodle, but the participants also get a
copy of each via e-mail, which makes the flow of
information faster in a great degree [5].
It is possible to prepare log files of a given course – the
last lesson of the course, activities, participation, as well as
simple statistical curves - by means of the reporting motor
of the electronic learning environment.
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Figure 4 shows all the activities of all participants
(teachers, students, and administrators) in a given semester,
which well illustrates that the activity levels are the highest
around the dates of assignments submission and tests (see
Figure 4).

Figure 4. Activities of one semester of Digital Pedagogy course, Source:
own photo

Out of the administration blocks of a given course the
points report is an excellent way of having information
about the full performance of a student in a given semester
in a given course – assignments, topic selection, on-line
tests, - with given points and comments. It also provides an
opportunity of monitoring the student-student and studentlecturer horizontal and vertical communications. All student
activities can also be summarized.
Our experiences of several years show that while the
lecturers are mainly active in the daytime, the students are
active more often than not late in the evening or at night.
Since the system is connected to the participants’ e-mail
systems, most of the students stay online for 10-12 hours a
day, so interactivity and quick feedback can be realized. The
scope of activities to be carried out suggests that the
students prefer the new generation activities, such as
microcontent/related activities or the e-portfolio. The
assignments are stored by the system, consequently they can
be found any time. The following figure is an example of
microcontent. The students’ activities are stored at a
delegated page, and are used to prepare an illustrative
collection of them (see Figure 5).
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requirements, solutions related to the course with their peers
and their lecturers as well.

Figure 5. An example of microcontent

The e-portfolio integrated into the Moodle system is
very popular among the students. Each student was required
to log in and join the group of students of Digital Pedagogy.
After entering, the participants could share the uploaded
materials and their contributions. The e-portfolio group was
used by 253 students in a course, and each of them prepared
4-5 files and introductory portfolios in their profiles.
Both the e-portfolio and the profile editions are userfriendly, as they can be prepared easily and fast, e.g., by
means of the clicking and dragging technique (see Figure 6).

C. Web Mining Algorithms
The main objective of the investigation was to explore
the most important characteristics of student behaviour or,
in other words, the learning activity over the semester by
means of web mining methods. The results presented in the
previous chapter do not describe classic e-learning but
blended learning integrating networked learning phases into
the mainstream face to face education and combining the
best of both forms of teaching and learning.
In introducing learning activities, two approaches were
followed. On one hand, the role of the students’ learning
process was explored (macroanalysis), and on the other
hand the microstructure of processing electronic syllabuses
was investigated (microanalysis).
So-called offline web mining methods such as Google
Analytics and SPSS Web mining for Clementine [7] and its
web mining node are able to provide the possibility of a
more profound, more comprehensive and more scientific
analyses, far beyond descriptive statistics. It is an
aggravating circumstance for the application of online tools
that within the virtual learning environment several
simultaneous courses are running. The isolation of related
results as well as their survey is often too complicated. It is
also difficult to perform analyses concerning the levels of
the objects comprising the module and the pages comprising
SCORM module and the html - based syllabus. Clementine
is also capable of extracting related data from the log file.
[9].
The application of web mining in VLE is an iterative
cycle in which the excavated information and data should
“enter the loop of the system and guide, facilitate and
enhance learning as a whole, not only turning data into
knowledge, but also filtering mined knowledge for decision
making”.
The CRISP-DM (CRoss Industry Standard
Process for Data Mining) as a well-known process model
consists of six phases (See Figure 7) [12], [14].

Figure 6. Editing e-portfolio profiles

The students can view their own uploaded and edited
contents, on the other hand their own introductory profiles
with the photos, as well as the students’ acquaintances,
groups, notice boards, which are the main forces of the new
connectivity learning theories for the participants. By using
them, the students can discuss important questions,
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Figure 9. Student activities of one semester of Digital Pedagogy course with
google analytics

Figure 7. The CRISP-DM model [13]

III.

CONCLUSION

The tracking of the work during the semester is
supported by log files of Subject sheets. The tracking tools
are ready-made and partly built into the learning
environment; users’ activities, their completed tasks and
indices of achievements can be monitored by using statistics
and graphs. Moreover, we carried out additional data
analyses to obtain information on the progress in reaching
the pedagogical goals connected with the course sheet
usage. The Google statistical analyzer was used to prepare
Figure 8 and Figure 9). The following table shows that how
many students visited the the webpage of the course of
Digital Pedagogy, how often and the amount of time spent
there.

Figure 8. Participant activities of one semester of Digital Pedagogy course
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The report on one single student’s performance is an
interesting and useful set of statistical data, as it contains the
student’s points collected during the course on the basis of
his/her performance. By means of this, student performance
can be evaluated individually and in a realistic way.
Both the students and the lecturers have the opportunity
to have access to the detailed report of a student’s activity in
the function of actual measurements and their points and
total points. This is also useful from the viewpoint of the
students and the lecturers.
When running a course, all activities of the learning
environment are recorded and stored in an appropriate
database. Thanks to this data mass, the learning environment
becomes suitable for preparing simple statistics without
involving any special knowledge. For obtaining reports
based on more complex data-correlations, additional data
filtering and data combinations need to be done. Therefore,
we used data mining techniques for deeper data analyses
(SPSS Clementine 12.0 software with WebMining for
Clementine) [7].
Using the SPSS Clementine data mining software the
content of the log files produced during the use of course
sheets can be processed. By doing so, more information can
be obtained on the students’ behaviour, their learning
patterns and the usability of the interface to the electronic
learning environment. By means of data mining it is possible
to obtain information that could not be gained through other
usability tests or queries. By the utilization of the results
coming from data mining supported analyses of course
sheets and curricula usage we are likely to identify effective
education and learning processes and we will able to use the
outcome during the development of the electronic curricula
as well.
First of all, we formulated questions that could not be
answered by means of integrated statistical tools of the
learning environment. Then we attempted to answer these
questions by using the appropriate data mining software
(SPSS Clementine 12.0 software with WebMining for
Clementine).
Most LMS have a built - in statistical module which
makes possible the fixing of particular items of user
activities. Such items can be entry data or download figures
per subject item. However, these analysing methods are not
qualified for revealing deeper relations or prediction of
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learning/related events. This latter fact is of utmost
importance for us, as it makes the learning process more
predictable pedagogically. The user interface and usage of
the program do not require IT or mathematics skills but that
scope of interest could be an advantage (see Figure 10) [8],
[10].

patterns of students, which can contribute to the orientation
in the field of defining future routes of educational
development. Educational policy could lead to the formation
of a new learning model to be adapted to the new learning
environment, based on networks and taking into
consideration the learners’ characteristics as well.
Educational institutions could adopt this model.
Our experiences and our students’ opinion suggest that
this new – type networked learning support is needed log
the present – day student population. Its signs are to be scan
in the greatest student activity and in the continuous student
– teacher interaction, which had a positive impact on student
performance.
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Abstract—Execution
of
software
Development
and
Enhancement Projects (D&EP), particularly those delivering
Business Software Systems (BSS) as a product, encounters
many problems, which still makes fulfilling of client
requirements appear a big challenge for BSS providers. This
may be proved by numerous analyses indicating exceptionally
low effectiveness of BSS D&EP as compared to other types of
IT projects, what - with their significant costs being considered
- leads to the substantial financial losses. Author’s analysis of
fundamental BSS D&EP success factors indicates that one of
the most important of them is objective and reliable
measurement of such projects’ product size, with particular
consideration given to client’s perspective. Further analyses led
author to the conclusion that these conditions are only met by
the software product size measure based on its functionality,
what is confirmed by the acknowledgement of the so-called
software Functional Size Measurement (FSM) concept along
with several FSM methods by the ISO and IEC. The paper
analyzes and evaluates the potential of effective usage of FSM
with regard to BSS, with particular consideration given to the
two most popular normalized FSM approaches, namely
International Function Point Users Group (IFPUG) method
and
Common
Software
Measurement
International
Consortium (COSMIC) method. This issue is important not
only for practical, but also for theoretical reasons, which are
caused by the need to satisfy requirements of software
engineering as a knowledge discipline having scientific
grounds.
Keywords-business software systems development and
enhancement projects; functional size measurement; IFPUG
method; COSMIC method; software engineering

I.

TABLE I.
COMPARISONS OF RESOLUTION RESULTS,
COST OVERRUN, TIME OVERRUN, AND EXPECTED ROI
FOR THREE TYPES OF ORDER PROCESSING APPLICATION

D&EP
Resolution

Successful
Challenged
Failed

INTRODUCTION

Majority of application Development and Enhancement
Projects (D&EP) fail to meet criteria of their execution
effectiveness. As indicated by the results of the Standish
Group analyses, success rate for such projects has never
gone beyond 35% [1]. It means that majority of them either
end up with total failure, or they exceed costs and/or time
estimated as well as they lack critical functions/features.
Analyses by T.C. Jones plainly indicate that those
application D&EP, which are aimed at delivering Business
Software Systems (BSS), have the lowest chance to succeed
[2]. The Panorama Consulting Group, when investigating in
their 2008 study the effectiveness of ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) systems projects being accomplished
worldwide revealed that 93% of them were completed after
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the scheduled time while as many as 68% among them were
considerably delayed comparing to the expected completion
time [3]. Comparison of actual versus planned expenses has
revealed that as many as 65% of such projects overran the
planned budget. Only 13% of the respondents expressed
high satisfaction with the functionality implemented in final
product while in merely every fifth company at least 50% of
the expected benefits from its implementation were said to
be achieved. Interesting comparisons of resolution results,
cost overrun, time overrun, and expected ROI, made by the
Standish Group with regard to three types of order
processing application D&EP, are presented in Table 1 [4].
All these sample analytical results unequivocally indicate
that, from the provider’s perspective BSS D&EP are
particularly difficult in terms of management.
Meanwhile BSS are not only one of the fundamental IT
application areas; also their development/enhancement often
constitutes serious investment undertaking: spending on
BSS may considerably exceed the expense of building
offices occupied by companies commissioning such
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Below 20%
20% to 50%
51% to 100%
Over 100%
Avarage overrun
Below 20%
20% to 50%
51% to 100%
Over 100%
Avarage overrun
High
Average
Low

New
Package
application
application with
development
modifications
Resolution results comparison
4%
30%
47%
54%
49%
16%
Cost overrun comparison
43%
22%
21%
36%
10%
29%
26%
13%
44%
47%
Time overrun comparison
38%
27%
19%
32%
30%
31%
13%
10%
44%
45%
Expected ROI comparison
11%
34%
66%
57%
23%
9%

Application
modernization
53%
39%
8%
46%
29%
14%
11%
34%
59%
21%
12%
8%
29%
52%
37%
11%

Source: [4, pp. 4-6].
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systems, and in extreme cases, even 50-storey skyscraper,
roofed football stadium, or cruising ship with a
displacement of 70.000 tons [5]. Yet quite often client
spends these sums without supporting his decision on
getting engaged in such investment by proper analysis of the
costs, based on the rational, sufficiently objective and
reliable basis. The above situation manifests itself in the
difference in costs spent by various organizations on similar
applications that may be even fifteen fold [6]. It comes from
the fact that objective and reliable BSS D&EP effort
estimation still appears to be a great challenge to the
software engineering. Thus rational ex ante as well as ex
post pricing of BSS, being of key significance to clients,
encounters serious problems in practice. In the author’s
opinion the main reason of that problem is effort calculation
on the basis of resources, while such activity should ground
on the required (ex ante pricing) and actually delivered (ex
post pricing) BSS size, which determines work effort, what
was proved in [7].
Exceptionally low effectiveness of BSS D&EP as
compared to other types of IT projects (e.g., maintenance,
support, package acquisition, implementation projects,
projects delivering other types of software), especially with
their costs being considered, leads to the substantial
financial losses, on a worldwide scale estimated to be
hundreds of billions of dollars yearly, sometimes making
even more than half the funds being invested in such
projects (see e.g., [8][9]). What is more, analyses of The
Economist Intelligence Unit indicate that there is strong
correlation between delays in delivery of software products
and services and decrease in profitability of a company
therefore failures of BSS D&EP, resulting in delays in
making new product and services available and in
decreasing the expected income, represent threat also to the
company’s business activity [10].
Author’s analysis, which concerned numerous studies on
factors of BSS D&EP effectiveness, available in the subject
literature, leads to the conclusion that among fundamental
factors are [11]:
1) Realistic planning, with particular consideration
given to the reliable and objective estimates for key project
attributes (work effort, execution time and cost), what
requires BSS size measurement (see e.g., [12]).
2) Proper project scope management, above all
consisting in undertaking small projects, that is projects
whose product is characterised by relatively small size
(expressed in appriopriate software product size units), what
also requires BSS size measurement.
3) Authentic involvement of client in the project (both
users and managers) - thus BSS size measurement should be
carried out by taking into consideration mainly the
perspective of the client, that is with the use of software
product size units that are of high significance to him.
The above considerations lead to the conclusion that
significant factor of BSS D&EP effectiveness is objective
and reliable measurement of their product size, with
particular consideration given to client’s perspective. As
proved in [11], these conditions are being fulfilled only by
the measure of product size based on its functionality.
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What underlay the search for the right measure of
software product size, having been undertaken for several
decades already, was not only the need to increase the
effectiveness of software D&EP execution but also the
requirements of software engineering as a discipline of
knowledge where quantifiable approach to software
development/enhancement should be of key significance.
Definition of software engineering adopted by the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) reads that it
is „the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable
approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of
software” [13]. Quantifiable approach means that the
measurement of software processes and products should
constitute immanent feature of this discipline of knowledge.
That’s why over the last couple of years significant
intensification of works could have been observed, which
aimed to standardize the best practices, especially with
regard to software products. Various ISO/IEC (International
Organization
for
Standardization/
International
Electrotechnical Commission) norms have been developed
as a result of these works, filling an important gap in the
software engineering [14]. One of the most important
groups of ISO/IEC standards concerns software product size
measurement.
STANDARDIZATION OF FUNCTIONAL SIZE
MEASUREMENT
Many years’ verification of reliability and objectivity of
various approaches towards software size measurement
showed that what for now deserves standardization is just
the concept of software size measurement based on its
functionality – being an attribute of first priority to the
client. The concept of the so-called software Functional Size
Measurement (FSM) was normalized in the six-part
standard ISO/IEC 14143 [15]. First of all, this standard
specifies definition of functional size, which is understood
as „size of the software derived by quantifying the
Functional User Requirements”, while Functional User
Requirements (FUR) stand for the „sub-set of the User
Requirements describing what the software does, in terms of
tasks and services” [15, Part 1]. Hence functional
requirements in this norm, due to their importance and need
to ensure objectivism of measurement, are treated disjointly
when combined with other requirements of non-functional
character. The elementary unit of FUR used for
measurement purposes is called Base Functional
Component (BFC). The example of a FUR could be
“Maintain Customers”, which may consist of the following
BFC: “Add a new customer”, “Change customer details”
and “Delete a customer” [15, Part 1]. On the other hand,
Functional Size Measurement Method (FSMM) in the
discussed standard was defined as a specific FSM
implementation defined by a set of rules, which conforms to
the mandatory features of such measurement.
According to the ISO/IEC 14143 norm the process of
using FSMM should comprise the following steps [15, Part
1]: (1) defining the scope of FSM, (2) identifying the FUR
contained within the scope of FSM, (3) identifying the BFC
contained within the FUR, (4) classifying the BFC with
II.
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regard to their type, (5) assigning appropriate value to each
BFC, and (6) calculating functional size.
There are about 25 variants of the FSM techniques
having been developed, however only five of them have
been now acknowledged by the ISO/IEC as conforming to
the rules laid down in the ISO/IEC 14143 norm and certified
as international standard, namely: (1) International Function
Point Users Group (IFPUG) method, which is approved in
the ISO/IEC 20926 standard [16]; (2) Mark II (MkII)
function point method proposed by the United Kingdom
Software Metrics Association (UKSMA), which offers more
detailed measurement comparing to the IFPUG method and
is normalized in the ISO/IEC 20968 standard [17]; (3)
Netherlands Software Metrics Association (NESMA)
function point method, being the simplified version of
IFPUG method, which is approved in the ISO/IEC 24570
standard [18]; (4) Common Software Measurement
International Consortium (COSMIC) method, which is
certified in the ISO/IEC 19761 standard [19]; and (5) FSM
method developed by the Finnish Software Metrics
Association (FiSMA), which is normalized in the ISO/IEC
29881 standard [20].
The first three methods listed above are accepted by the
ISO/IEC not in full versions, as proposed by the
organizations developing them, but in part, however in the
most important part with respect to the software functional
size measurement [15, Part 6] – that is why they are called
the first-generation FSMM. In the approaches proposed by
IFPUG, UKSMA and NESMA these methods involve also
delineating of the so-called Value Adjustment Factor
(VAF), which is supposed to adjust functional size being
measured with the use of Unadjusted Function Points (UFP)
to the environment of specified project by taking technical
and quality requirements (i.e., requirements of nonfunctional character) into consideration [21, Part 5]. Yet this
part of these methods has not been approved by the ISO and
IEC – as these organizations’ assumptions exclude the fact
of FSM depending on requirements of this type. On the
other hand, the COSMIC and FiSMA methods were
recognized as international standard entirely [15, Part 6][20]
– that is why they are called the second-generation FSMM.
FSM methods accepted by ISO/IEC differ in terms of
software measurement capabilities with regard to various
categories of software (i.e., so-called functional domains).
Thus prior to choosing given method one should assess its
adequacy to the type of software product. In the ISO/IEC
14143 norm it is stated, that [15, Part 6]:
• There are no functional domains constraints for the
accepted part of the IFPUG and NESMA methods,
although they were developed as intended for
measurement of BSS functional size, nor for the
FiSMA method.
• The UKSMA method is adequate for the
measurement of any type of software provided that
the so-called logical transactions may be identified in
it. The rules were developed as intended for BSS
therefore the method supports neither complex
algorithms characteristic of scientific and
engineering software nor the real-time systems.
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The COSMIC method is adequate for: data-driven
systems (i.e., BSS), time-driven systems (i.e., realtime systems), and hybrid solutions combining both
the above (e.g., real-time systems of airline tickets
booking). On the other hand there are constraints for
software with complex mathematical algorithms or
with other specialized and complex rules (e.g.,
expert, simulation, weather forecasting systems) and
for software processing continuous variables (e.g.,
computer games, musical instruments software).
The ISO/IEC 14143 norm adheres to the ISO/IEC 15939
standard [22], determining general rules and procedures for
the software measurement process in compliance with the
ISO/IEC 15288 norm [23], which, on the other hand,
defines processes of the system’s life cycle. One of the steps
of the size measurement process defined in the ISO/IEC
15939 standard is procedure of selecting a method that will
be used to measure its size. According to this procedure,
selection of FSM method being best tailored to the client’s
needs should consist of the following activities: (1)
characteristics of organizational units of software user with
regard to the measurement process, (2) identification of their
information needs towards measurement process, and (3)
selection of appropriate FSMM on the basis of prospective
methods identification (for more details see [24]).
Requirements towards appropriate FSM method vary
depending on the organization’s character. For example,
financial institutions usually choose the method, which
correctly measures the BSS while chemical company, by
reason of its basic activity, would rather require
measurement method being suitable for the real-time
systems. Choosing method adequate to the needs would also
depend on how its result is planned to be used. If an
organization intends to use the measurement results also for
the purpose of comparing its productivity against industry
data, it is recommended to choose the method being
relatively popular in the given industry, for which such data
exist. In the case it only needs cursory, rough estimation of
functional size, the requirements towards appropriate
method of its measurement will get reduced (see also [24]).
ISO and IEC allow for selecting method other than the
methods approved by them yet they recommend that it
conforms to definitional part of the ISO/IEC 14143 norm. It
is also recommended to carry out measurement with the use
of relevant supporting tools (see e.g., [12]).
•

III.

FUNCTIONAL SIZE MEASUREMENT OF BUSINESS
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

Thus to measure BSS functional size one may use all
FSMM normalized by the ISO/IEC. What’s more, this is the
need to measure BSS size that was at the basis of FSM
concept and methods development. In the context of their
FSM it is assumed that software systems of this type are
characterized by the following properties [25]:
• Basic purpose of BSS is to acquire, collect and make
available data concerning business activity to
support this very activity by: keeping data in the
ordered way, enabling execution of various inquiries
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and delivering information supporting the decisionmaking.
• Functionality of BSS usually is dominated by the
need to collect business data of differentiated level
of structure complexity and to ensure their integrity
and availability in the long run.
• Overwhelming majority among the so-called
functional users of BSS are persons (in contrast to
things: other software, devices, hardware) who
usually enter into direct interaction with the system
through the input/output devices. It means that
considerable part of functionality is directed towards
right proceedings in case of mistakes being made by
this type of users and towards helping to use BSS
efficiently. If other, equivalent applications or their
components cooperate with the measured system,
then they also – next to persons – are functional
users of this application.
• Different BSS may cooperate (e.g., exchange data)
either on-line or in a batch mode.
• In BSS data are usually collected historically, i.e.,
after the events that took place in real world, taking
into consideration the time of current answer and the
fact it is given by a person. Data may be processed
also in the batch mode. As a rule BSS do not include
software used to drive the real-world events in the
real time, which is characteristic of real-time systems
although it happens that they receive data in the real
time (e.g., prices on the market) – as a result they are
forced to respond in similar way.
• Business rules governing data manipulation may be
sometimes complicated however BSS rarely include
a large number of complex mathematical algorithms.
• BSS usually reside in one layer of software, however
application layer software depends on software
located in other layers (e.g., operating system, device
drivers) – otherwise it could not have been used.
• BSS perceived by functional users being persons as
an individual application in fact may consist of
several equivalent components. Thus separate
measurement for each of them may turn out
necessary. This applies to the situation where the
goal of the product FSM is to get its size for the
effort estimation while each component is based on
different execution technology.
All FSM methods normalized by the ISO/IEC allow,
among others, for:
• Expressing BSS size from the perspective of its
functionality - software attribute being of first
priority to the client, what promotes his involvement
in the project – and this is a fundamental factor of
BSS D&EP success (see e.g., [1][8][9]).
• Comparing the actually delivered BSS size with the
size required by client, what enables to evaluate the
realized project with regard to the actual value of
product delivered (for more details see [7]).
• Making BSS size independent of technology used in
the project execution – since functional size reflects
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IV.

actual capabilities of the system, which are
independent of programming language used.
The way of calculating BSS size that is independent
of the development methodology and of the project’s
life cycle models as well as of project constrains and
developer’s experience [26].
Obtaining sufficiently objective and reliable
estimates not only for BSS size, but also for D&EP
work effort, cost and completion time relatively
early in the project’s life cycle [27] – since early
estimates of BSS functional size can be based on
incomplete FUR (see e.g., [12][26]).
Estimating size, effort, cost and time of each change
to the BSS functional user requirements.
Determining the effort, cost and time of all project
stages - since the BSS size is based on FUR and
these are them that decide on the effort.
Obtaining appropriate economic indicators - since
the use of BSS functional size indicates increased
productivity in case of the reduction of total costs,
resulting from using more efficient programming
language (withdrawing the paradox of software size
programming units).
Supporting CMMI-DEV (Capability Maturity Model
Integration for Development [28]) - since the FSM is
a factor that makes it easier for an organization to
achieve subsequent levels of maturity [29].
THE IFPUG METHOD VERSUS COSMIC METHOD

The two most popular normalized FSMM dedicated to
business software systems are IFPUG method and COSMIC
method. There are obviously certain similarities between
them, which most of all include (see e.g., [30][31][32]):
• Common FSM concept, based on similar
understanding of the measurement purpose and
scope as well as definition of the measured software
boundaries.
• The rules of both methods are based on similar, yet
not identical, meaning of the terms related to data.
What also is convergent is the concept of data
transformation as well as of users perceived as
recipients of the measured software functionality.
• Occurrence of two phases of measurement:
identification of elements, on the basis of which the
functional size is determined, and actual
measurement, in which they are mapped into this
numerically-expressed size. In the IFPUG method,
the first of these phases is not described explicite yet
it assumes that the measurement is based on the FUR
- data models, functions/processes models or
windows, screens, forms and reports designs may
also be used for this purpose. In the phase of actual
measurement, the explicitly described rules of this
method are employed towards these elements. In the
COSMIC method, the measurement phase proceeds
solely on the basis of FUR.
• Similar way of expressing FUR. In both methods,
FUR are expressed by means of BFC. In the
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approach developed by IFPUG there are 5 types of
BFC: Internal Logical Files (ILF), External Interface
Files (EIF), External Inputs (EI), External Outputs
(EO), and External inQuiries (EQ) [16], whereas in
the COSMIC method there are 4 types of BFC:
entry, exit, read, and write [19]. However, there is no
simple analogy between them as in the COSMIC
method data are not measured explicite and they are
not distinguished as a type of BFC.
• Both approaches, although in a different way, meet
the requirements imposed on FSM methods in the
ISO/IEC 14143 norm therefore both were recognized
as international standards of FSM (the IFPUG
method not in full version - see [16] vs. [21]).
Differences between the discussed methods mostly
concern the following:
• Rules of measurement. Fundamental difference in
this respect is the fact that the IFPUG method
includes general system characteristics (VAF),
representing the influence of technical and quality
requirements (i.e., requirements of non-functional
character) on functional size. This is the reason why
this approach has not been approved by ISO/IEC
entirely, however taking them into account in
calculations is not necessary. What’s more, studies
have revealed low practical usefulness of VAF to
increasing the quality of prognoses. Characteristics
of this type do not exist in the COSMIC method
where measurement is based solely on FUR.
• Size boundaries for processes/functions. In the
IFPUG method, the size of all five BFC is arbitrarily
limited thus the software size depends on their
number. While in the COSMIC approach there is no
upper limit for the process size as it is determined by
the number of data movements. On the other hand,
the size of COSMIC data movement is 1 CFP
(COSMIC Function Point) and does not depend on
data to which it pertains, which is the case of
processes in the IFPUG method.
• Data inclusion manner. In the IFPUG method, data
are included in calculations in a twofold way:
separately as internal/external logical files and as file
type referenced affecting the process size. In the case
of COSMIC method, data are included with each
data movement of read or write type of BFC. Thus
the use of IFPUG method requires constructing of
data model, which in the COSMIC approach is not
indispensable however proves useful. In the IFPUG
method, data model also provides basis for early
estimates while in the COSMIC approach this is
process model that is employed for the
approximation purposes.
• Benchmarking data resources. Current version of the
largest repository with benchmarking data
concerning software FSM, that is repository of
International Software Benchmarking Standards
Group (ISBSG) [33], includes data in nearly 80%
pertaining to the software products being measured
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with the use of IFPUG method while in only 8% to
those measured with the use of COSMIC method.
Moreover, in the subject literature, however, in most
cases being supported by COSMIC, the following features
of this method are pointed out as deciding on its advantage
over IFPUG method:
• Broader range of application. The IFPUG method
was developed in order to measure BSS, however in
its current version no constraints with regard to the
measurement of other functional domains were
imposed by ISO/IEC. Meanwhile it is often argued
that this method does not prove useful in the case of
real-time systems size measurement – unlike
COSMIC method [31]. According to the author of
this paper, such conclusion goes too far both from
theoretical and practical point of view although
measurement of this type of software using IFPUG
method undoubtedly is more complicated as
compared to the COSMIC method and therefore it
may be less accurate. In publications on the IFPUG
method one may find not only the rules but also the
examples of employing it in the measurement of
real-time systems size (see e.g., [34]).
• Compliance with object-oriented analysis and
programming. In this case it is argued that if the
COSMIC method was developed much later than
IFPUG method it then takes into account modern
techniques of FUR description and systems
construction, paying attention mostly to the objectoriented approach [35]. However, this in no way
proves that there is no possibility to calculate
functional size using object-oriented approach to the
development based on the IFPUG method – rules of
the method and practical examples do indicate such a
possibility exists (see e.g., [36]).
• Broader measurement perspective. With the use of
IFPUG method, functional size is measured from the
perspective of end user while with the use of
COSMIC method – from the point of view of the socalled functional user that next to an end user
includes also developers, who perceive other
applications and devices interacting with the
measured software [31]. Perspective limited to an
end user only carries some danger of skipping in the
calculations of such functionality, which is
imperceptible to an end user, however on condition
that it is assumed that only a user being a person can
be a recipient of functionality. Meanwhile,
recognizing the IFPUG method as complying with
the ISO/IEC 14143 standard means that definition of
user it currently employs is consistent with this
notion’s definition included in this norm, wherein a
user is understood not only as a person but also as a
thing (e.g., other applications, devices) that interacts
with the measured software [15, Part 1].
• COSMIC approach assumes that typical software is
made of layers, for which the rules of proceedings
were expressed explicite therefore this method can
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be used to measure complex, layered architectures
[26].
• In COSMIC approach there are no artificial limits
imposed on the size of functional process, that’s why
the integrity of measure is very good, while in the
IFPUG method artificial limits (e.g., weights) limit
the size of BFC, so the integrity is limited [26].
• Possibility of faster delivery of results. COSMIC
method happens to be regarded as more intuitive,
more concise and simpler than IFPUG approach,
which should result in quicker delivery of the
measurement outcome. Yet this has not been
confirmed by the surveys, which indicated that there
are no significant differences in the quickness of
measurement made with the use of both methods
[32]. What is more, even authors of the COSMIC
method admit that in case one needs quick
measurement with low-quality user requirements, it
is simpler (and quicker) to employ IFPUG method –
which results from the limited scope of its BFC size,
which are easier to be predicted correctly [35]. In
this situation using the COSMIC method would
require an expert in order to obtain result on the
same level of reliability, while this would increase
the effort of measurement process. It is worth noting
that it applies to the possibility of employing both
methods for the estimation purposes: in the original
COSMIC method there are limited possibilities to
carry out approximate calculations at the early stage
of the project’s life cycle, or the way of obtaining
such calculations is time-consuming, which results
from the necessity to base on FUR specification of
high level detailness. However, there are some its
variants that allow for early estimates of functional
size on the basis of incomplete FUR (e.g., ObjectBased Approach, Story-Based Approach, and EventBased Approach) [26].
Organizations employing IFPUG method may face the
need to converse results obtained with the use of this
method into the results expressed in COSMIC function
points (CFP), e.g., due to client’s requirements or because of
this other method being recognized as more adequate in
specific application conditions. And inversely: it may
happen there will be the need to converse sizes expressed in
CFP into the functional size expressed in IFPUG function
points, e.g., due to the need to use generally available
benchmarking data for comparison purposes as a serious
argument in negotiations with client. However, there is no
possibility of exact conversion of the results of both
methods using mathematical formula. This results from the
fact that BFC of the IFPUG method cannot be exactly
translated into BFC of the COSMIC method, and inversely,
as well as from the above mentioned differences in
measurement rules.
One of the approaches towards conversion is conversion
based on statistical formula. Many studies have been
initiated in this area, which aimed at gaining adequate
statistical formula that would be expressing correlation
between the sizes obtained with the use of both methods,
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TABLE II.
EXAMPLES OF STATISTICAL FORMULAS FOR THE
CONVERSION OF THE IFPUG/NESMA METHOD RESULTS INTO
A
THE COSMIC METHOD RESULTS

Fetcke
(1999)

4

Size
range
(UFP
IFPUG/
NESMA)
40–77

Vogelezang

11

39–1424

6

103–1146

14

111–647

26

61–1422

Author
(year)

Sample
size

Lesterhuis
(2003)

Abran,
Azziz,
Desharnais

(2005)
Desharnais,

Abran
(2006)
Van
Heeringen
(2007)

Formula (regression
analysis)

R2

CFP = 1.1 × UFP – 7.6
(UFP – number of IFPUG
Unadjusted Function
Points)
CFP = 1.2 × UFP – 87
CFP = 0.75 × UFP – 2.6
(≤200 UFP)
CFP = 1.2 × UFP – 108
(>200 UFP)
(UFP – number of
NESMA Unadjusted
Function Points)
CFP = 0.84 × UFP + 18
(UFP – number of IFPUG
Unadjusted Function
Points)
CFP = 1.0 × UFP – 3
(UFP – number of IFPUG
Unadjusted Function
Points)
CFP = 1.22 × UFP – 64
(UFP – number of
NESMA Unadjusted
Function Points)

0,97

0,99

0,91

0,93

0,97

A

R2 is a coefficient of determination describing degree to which the model
explains the shaping of the variable being explained – in this case
expressing the proportion of deviation in the COSMIC size (in CFP) being
explained by the change in the IFPUG/NESMA size.
Source: Author’s own analysis based on [32] and [37].

however their outcomes differ to a large extent, which may
be seen in the examples shown in Table 2. Thus it is advised
that an organization facing the need of conversing sizes of
its applications makes its own analysis using the regression
method in order to derive equation specific to itself, at the
same time relying on the right size of the sample of
benchmarking data concerning measurement as well as on
statistically representative examples, being specific to given
organization.
The issue of conversion of the results of both methods
requires further investigations, even more as there are no
works concerning their latest versions.
Naturally, the discussed methods are not devoid of
shortcomings, though. Among objections being most often
raised towards both approaches is their relatively high
complexity. In fact, when analyzing the rules of both
methods (see [21] and [25]) it is hard not to agree with this
argument, even despite the existence of various tools
supporting them (see e.g., [12]). However, the studies reveal
that the time devoted by a specialist (the so-called scope
manager) to the delineating of functional size is estimated to
be less than 1% of the project life cycle duration [38]. As
specialist makes use of the information, which is collected
within any methodically-conducted project (especially of
data model and functions/processes model), regardless of
whether or not the estimation of its attributes is intended.
Whichever option is used, the work effort, cost and time
involved in the execution of functional size measurement is
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meager comparing to these attributes for the entire life cycle
of BSS D&EP, not to mention comparing them with
possible effects of erroneous decisions. What’s more, it’s
hard to expect that measurement of products of high
complexity - and BSS undoubtedly are such products – is
going to be effective yet simple task. Other methods of
product size measurement are either simple and ineffective
(methods based on programming units) or they are neither
simple nor effective, especially with regard to the planning
purposes (methods based on construction complexity units),
not to mention that they lack usefulness from the client’s
perspective (see also [11]). Hence it is worth to treat the
costs of employing FSMM as an investment in the
improvement of the software processes in an organization.
V. THE OBJECTIVITY AND RELIABILITY OF BUSINESS
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FUNCTIONAL SIZE MEASUREMENT
FSM methods, despite relatively high complexity, are
used worldwide more and more often (see e.g., [39]), clearly
due to their proved effectiveness, especially in case of BSS.
For instance, in UK, the Mark II method is a method
recommended in the execution of D&EP for the needs of
public administration. On the other hand, COSMIC method
is a national standard in Japan and in Spain. What’s more,
these methods are widely employed not only by providers
but by clients as well [26].
Research into the objectivity and reliability of software
size estimation in functionality units early in D&EP life
cycle was carried out by the ISBSG [27]. It analyzed data
for 130 projects having product size ranging from 11 to 20
000 function points – and the method decidedly most often
used for calculation purposes was the IFPUG method. The
researches concerned both prognosis of thus expressed size
on the basis of data model as well as methodical calculation
of the size on the basis of FUR specification. The ISBSG
argued that the product size expressed in functionality units
in both cases is estimated in sufficiently objective and
reliable way comparing to the calculations made on the
basis of end product, whereas estimates derived on the basis
of FUR specification are characterized by higher reliability
than those obtained on the basis of data model: in the first
case 70% of estimates proved not lower than actual product
functional size while in the second case this coefficient
amounted to 62% of such estimates. In both cases allowable
estimation error was assumed only at the level of ±10%.
With regard to the objectivity of product size estimation
using functionality units it is stated that two specialists
obtain results that differ only by ±10%, however on the
condition that requirements are specified properly [40].
Conclusions coming from the ISBSG research are also
confirmed, among others, by M. Parthasarathy [41, p. 292],
who
pointed out objectivity and relatively high
reliability of the product size estimation based on FSM.
Attempt to carry out similar research was also made by
the author of this paper. Within the surveys that aimed at
analysing the level of FSMM usage by the Polish BSS
providers as well as the reasons behind this status quo, she
managed to obtain data, which in the case of three BSS
providers (small IT company, medium-sized IT company
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and IT department in a bank) allowed for the IFPUG
method reliability analysis (for more details see [39]). For
this method the analysis of prognoses accuracy was made in
comparison with actual end product size based on the
number of unadjusted function points: (1) estimated on the
basis of data model and function model, with average
complexity being assumed for the function depending on its
type; (2) calculated in accordance with method’s
recommendations on the basis of FUR specification. All
products considered in the analysis (provider 1: 11 products,
provider 2: 14 products, provider 3: 11 products) are rather
relatively small business applications (up to 600 IFPUG
UFP). When analyzing reliability, prediction accuracy
indicator PRED(RE) was employed, which serves to express
what in the surveyed cases is the percentage share of these
projects/products whose estimates are contained within the
assumed estimation Relative Error (RE) related to the
actually received value [42]. Thus in order to consider a
method reliable the PRED(30) was assumed on the level not
lower than 80% [43]. What also was calculated is the
PRED(10), in order to compare prediction accuracy level
with surveys conducted by the ISBSG, in which allowable
estimation error was assumed on the level of ±10%.
As indicated by the author’s analysis, the IFPUG method
in the case of calculations made - according to method’s
recommendations - on the basis of FUR specification meets
the assumed reliability condition. Yet this method does not
meet the prediction accuracy condition in any of the
analyzed cases, if estimation is made on the basis of data
model and function model with average complexity being
assumed for the functions. Thus the research results confirm
that better effects may be achieved if calculations are made
on the basis of FUR specification, which is consistent with
the conclusion coming from the ISBSG analyses. Yet the
obtained results appear worse in comparison with the
ISBSG report - this may result from the fact that in the
survey the Polish providers presented the author with data
coming from BSS D&EP chosen by chance (not from the
best projects, which was probably the case of ISBSG) as
well as from scantier experience in using FSMM in Poland.
The FSMM standardized by the ISO/IEC provide also
sufficiently objective and reliable basis for BSS D&EP
effort, budget and time frame estimating. Results of
numerous surveys, including, e.g., those carried out by the
State Government of Victoria [44] and International
Software Benchmarking Standards Group [27], indicate that
BSS D&EP in case of which the FSMM were used for effort
planning, are characterized by relatively accurate
estimations. Studies by the State Government of Victoria
indicate that pricing of BSS on the basis of product size
expressed in functionality units results in reducing the
average budget overrun to less than 10%. The ISBSG report
confirms these results: in the situation where the methods
based on product functional size are employed in making
cost estimation, in 90% of cases the estimates differ from
the actual costs not more than by 20%, and among these
very cases 70% are accurate to within 10%. Also analysis of
the results of 25 studies concerning the reliability of the
most important BSS D&EP effort estimation methods, made
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by the author on the basis of the subject literature, revealed
that currently the highest accuracy of effort estimations is
delivered by the effort estimation methods based on BSS
size expressed in functionality units [12].
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The measurement of software products is an area of
software engineering, which cannot be considered as
sufficiently mature not only in terms of practice, but also in
terms of knowledge maturity [45]. That’s why over the last
couple of years significant intensification of works could
have been observed, which aimed to standardize the best
practices of software products measurement. Some of the
undertakings have only just gained recognition, which may
be proved by the fact that the latest version of the CMMIDEV model was strongly focused on measurement. Also
various ISO/IEC norms have been developed as a result of
these works, filling an important gap in the software
engineering (for more details see [14]). One of the most
important groups of ISO/IEC standards concerns the
software product FSM. Normalization of such measurement
is aimed mainly at reducing unnecessary diversity in the
area of software size measures, ensuring compatibility
between the standardized approaches as well as their
usefulness, especially for business software systems.
The ISO/IEC standards for the FSM methods, like the
ISO/IEC 14143 norm for the FSM concept, adhere to other
standards. The ISO/IEC 15939 offers help in defining the
set of measures being adequate to the specific informational
needs yet it neither provides the list of such measures nor it
recommends specific set of measures for the D&EP.
Therefore one may find the opinion that although employing
of rules described in this standard is necessary for the
measurement process implementation in the organization,
these rules per se, however, are not sufficient for this
purpose [46]. Thus this standard should be linked with other
normalized measurement approaches, e.g., the IFPUG
method or the COSMIC method.
As indicated by the above analyses, it is hard to
unequivocally decide on the advantage of the COSMIC
method over the IFPUG method (or inversely) – both have
strengths and drawbacks, coming up in the specified
problem areas, both have supporters and adversaries. Most
probably, COSMIC approach will not totally replace the
IFPUG method in the nearest future as this first-generation
method has proved being sufficiently objective and reliable
approach, at least with regard to the business software
systems [47]. Since both approaches prove useful to BSS,
this is not the author’s intention to solve this dilemma. In
any case, from the perspective of requirements made for the
methods of BSS size measurement there are no significant
differences between the COSMIC and IFPUG method.
Generally speaking, functional size obtained with the use of
both methods constitutes sufficiently appropriate measure of
BSS size and the basis for the estimation of BSS D&EP
work effort, cost and duration. These methods, however, are
not free of disadvantages therefore they need further
improvement, which should benefit to higher accuracy of
prognoses being obtained through the methods. Yet the
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differences between them are significant enough so that they
cause problems in proper conversion of their results.
That’s why in further works attention should be mostly
paid to the possibility of working out the rules of conversion
between the results gained with the use of various FSMM,
especially these two most popular methods of BSS size
measurement. Also surveys that aimed at analyzing the level
of using the FSMM by the Polish BSS providers as well as
the reasons behind this status quo [39] will be continued to
keep observing the changes while the research area will be
extended as much as possible to other Polish dedicated BSS
providers and other BSS D&EP scope management aspects,
with particular consideration of the FSMM reliability.
Undoubtedly, the issue of BSS size measurement is
important both for pragmatic as well as for theoretical
reasons. Pragmatic reasons rise from the need to increase
effectiveness of the execution of BSS D&EP. On the other
hand, theoretical reasons are provoked by the need to satisfy
requirements of software engineering as a discipline of
knowledge – without the possibility of measurement of its
basic objects, ensuring objective and reliable analytical
criteria, it is hard to regard it as a discipline having scientific
grounds. Hence strong significance of appropriate software
products’ size measurement methods arises, especially with
regard to BSS having the lowest chance to succeed.
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Abstract— The main purpose of this research is to develop and
implement a metamodel process (Metaprocess) that serves as a
repository to be reused in TeleHealth domain specific
processes, being therefore identified as a useful tool for the
development of agile and efficient applications. The work will
be well justified as it will allow the efficiency validation of
metaprocesses use and its reuse in the early stages of software
application development in the field of Telemedicine. The
intent is to provide a response to the research question
regarding how to enhance reusability during the early stages of
software development through the use of Meta-processes as
software assets, in the particular domain of Tele-Health. This
question stems from evidence that even through the great
boom of business process system specifications and business
process services, these systems have a great number of
problems such as the lack of formal standards and appropriate
specification metamodels in the business processes logic to
meet their rules and specifics domains. Likewise, the existence
of multiple work schemes and Metaprocesses representations
do not consider the planned reuse of software assets in the
early stages of development and formalization schemes that
enable its validation for different domains.
Keywords- Metaprocess; Software Assets; Telehealth.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The utilization of meta-processes as software assets that can
be used in early stages of software development according
to [6] [9] and [26], requires methods and models of
formalization and validation that take into account the
supported development process, as the intent is to develop
them into frames of reference that facilitate the agile
construction of software through the use of metamodels
without departing from the knowledge of domain specific
rules that need to be systematically arranged.
In recent years, meta-process, software assets and reuse
have become increasingly popular as an inexpensive and
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promising means for software development methods.
However, without creating a new set of issues and tradeoffs. The performance and resource management of
software development are becoming a very crucial phase for
future generation of applications.
Now, in the framework for the development of this work,
progress has been made on the bibliographical review and
comparative analysis on the use of Metaprocesses as
software assets, resulting in the development of a first article
on thematic literature review. Lastly, progress has been made
in the Metaprocesses conceptual review and software assets,
as well as in the knowledge of the chosen Telehealth domain,
particularly information regarding the study of protocols and
guidelines for cardiovascular risk programs.
First, Section 2 describes the conceptual background
about business process, software assets, business
metaprocess, business process modeling and process models
automation. Section 3 explains the background research
about principal topics in the work and Section 4 presents our
work in progress with some results so far.
II.

CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide the relevant definitions for the
state of the art research in the context of business processes
and metaprocesses as software assets and provide a better
understanding of the research problem.
A. Business Processes
As outlined in [1], [2] [3] [4] and [5], a business process can
be defined as an organizational entity that exists depending
on the occurrence of events to accomplish a specific purpose,
it is governed by rules that allow the control and monitoring
of the activities that shape it, the latter are assigned resources
and roles to help meet the corporate objective for which they
are defined.
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B. Software Assets
In [6] [7] [8], software assets are software components that
meet the following criteria: a) They are a collection of
artifacts to provide a solution to a problem b) They may be
used and reused in different contexts c) They can be
extended and customized in several places.
C. Business Metaprocesses
Rolland et al. [9] proposes that business metaprocesses can
be defined as process models that serve as benchmarks to be
instantiated in different domains.
D. Business Process Modeling
Basu et al. [10] show that the business processes are usually
represented as flows or flow charts or activity charts,
sometimes as nodes or rules for execution of tasks or
activities.
E. Process Models Automation
In [11] [12], a business process system is designed as a
generic type of software supported by design techniques
focused on operational business processes management, it is
known by the requirements that must support the process and
it is represented by a graphical scheme.
III.

BACKGROUND RESEARCH

Some research studies on business process modeling
techniques show us the impact they have had on the
construction of business metamodels as representational
frameworks and business process building models for their
use and implementation at the organizational level.
Along these lines, the approaches described in the work
of [13], [14] [15] and [16] present to us how modeling
techniques utilize a wide variety of symbolic and
representational constructors to model integrated work
systems at the conceptual level. While each technique uses a
unique method for proposing what it believes to be the
essential elements of an integrated work system, many of
the concepts used in these techniques are very common:
goals, roles, actors (or agents), activities (process tasks),
interactions (or conversations), workflow, resources,
information and resource interdepencies are primarily based
on the concept of interaction or exchange. However, these
common elements give us the fundamental components of
the proposal and construction of Metaprocesses as
frameworks grounded in the use of business process models
to instantiate in different domains.
Moreover, the techniques described in [17], [18] and
[19] demonstrate that the proposed business process
modeling, if indeed they propose common work schemes for
business process modeling, exclusively of the platforms
used and oriented to specific domains, they mostly lack
from mechanisms of validation and transformation of
models originating from the definition of business rules to
the construction of domain-specific metamodels, that
contribute to the construction of metaprocesses, which is
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also accompanied by the absence of formalisms to propose
strategies and domain model validation to ensure
consistency between the model and its domain without
losing the level of reference to be achieved using
metaprocesses. The proposals presented by [17], [18] and
[19] focus specifically on the following aspects: [17]
recognizes the importance of developing software based on
software product lines, whose cornerstone should be the
reutilization of previously developed components or
software assets that can be instantiated for different
domains, although the research conceptually structures the
development framework and software evolution towards a
more adaptive, reusable and agile process, it does not
deliver a schematic framework that allow us to address the
problem of reusability at the early stages and especially
validation as the key to verify the quality of
the
software. Meanwhile, [18], as it well indicates that a
suitable scheme of work in our case could be (MDE) modeldriven engineering, focusing our attention primarily on the
use and validation of models, combining the concepts of
domain specific languages and models transformation
engines to completely cover the life cycle of a software
system, it does not go any further than the construction and
transformation of application models independently of the
platform used; therefore not addressing the issue of
validation or the reuse in an appropriate scheme of quality
assurance software during the early stages. Finally, [19]
along with the above mentioned and including the proposal
of [18] on the use of BPMN as a standard notation for
modeling construction, it ends up proposing the use of
design patterns through language definition of software
architectures or ADLs mixed with the use of attribute based
architecture styles (ABAS) and ISO quality schemes to
ensure software quality of the end product, it primarily
focuses in the final stages of construction and ignores the
issues of software evolution and quality assurance from the
early stages, it also lacks clear verification, validation and
reuse mechanisms that would allow the proposed patterns to
be software construction metaprocesses.
In addition to the above mentioned and reviewing the
contributions of [20], [21] [22] [23], [24] and [25] we see
how business process modeling proposals for specific
domains such as Metaprocesses, mostly lack from clear
validation and formalization mechanisms independently
from the use of standards and tools for the representation of
multiple domains, leaving aside the principle of models
reusability and expression thereof.
Finkelstein et al. [26] show some methodologies of
software development focused on processes as: EPOS:
Expert System for Program and System Development [27],
SOCCA: Specifications of Coordinated and Cooperative
Activities [28], MERLIN: Supporting Cooperation in
Software Development Through a Knowledge-Based
Environment [29], OIKOS: Constructing Process-Centred
SDEs [30], ALF: A Framework for Building Process –
Centred Software Engineering Environments [31], ADELETEMPO: An Environment to Support Process Modeling and
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Enaction [32], SPADE: An Environment for Software
Process Analysis, Design, and Enactment [33], PEACE:
Goal –Oriented Logic – Based Formalism for Process
Modeling [34], E3: Object – Oriented Software Process
Model Design [35], PADM: Towards a Tool Process
Modeling System [36]. Once the methodologies have been
verified, it could be concluded that the EPOS, PWI and
PEACE methodologies are the most well rounded
methodologies, in terms of the factors such as software
process modeling approach, process modeling languages, use
of metaprocess and engines. And evaluating elements such
as purpose, core component types, modeling core component
types, languages, property modeling language, tools as
support of software process models, analysis and design
process modeling, customization, instantiation and evolution,
support for rendering, internal representations and process
engine architecture.
Given the above, it is necessary that the proposal to be
developed on methodologies and processes as software
assets gather the earlier results, in the sense that it must meet
primarily but not exclusive to the most relevant parameters
presented in the studied methodologies, meaning it should be
focused on their implementation and interaction with
computerized and human agents, considering the existing
relations and entities, having fundamentally a formal and
object-oriented component, being expressive and
representative, easy to interpret and compiled, also allowing
a syntactic definition of the models, presenting a method,
allowing through its concepts and mechanisms pave the way
to go from a generic model to a model adapted to a specific
domain and presenting meta-activities that allow its
instantiation, as well as being fundamentally deterministic,
that it cannot be affected by the human agents intervention,
preserving consistency and allows to easily identify
inconsistencies, it also should allow the use of external tools
to be integrated and keep the model objects consistency,
likewise allow the internal representation of software process
modeling and allow the use of several engines for process
management.
IV.

RESEARCH

The main purpose of this research is to present a strategy by
which Meta-processes are developed into Software Assets in
the Tele-Health domain. The intent is to provide a response
to the research question regarding, How to enhance
reusability during the early stages of software development
through the use of Meta-processes as software assets in the
particular domain of
Tele-Health? This question stems
from evidence that even through the great boom of business
process system specifications and business process services,
these systems have a great number of problems such as the
lack of formal standards and appropriate specification
metamodels in the business processes logic to meet their
rules and specifics domains. Likewise, the existence of
multiple work schemes and Metaprocesses representations
do not consider the planned reuse of software assets in the
early stages of development and formalization schemes that
enable its validation for different domains.
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This research has a social impact in terms about: Health
crisis-solutions for resource optimization, possible reduction
of medical errors and ease at notational level. And scientific
impact in: Reuse in early stages, metaprocess instantiation
in different domains and oriented software development
models.
This research has specific objectives as: Consider
proposals for use of Metaprocess as assets and reuse
software in early stages. Conceptualize on the use of
Metaprocess methodologies as software assets and its reuse
in early stages. Identify the components of telehealth
processes for the construction of a Metaprocess. Define the
Metaprocess in the context of model driven software
development in the field of telehealth and Validate the
applicability of the proposed Metaprocess in the reusability
of the components in the specific domain of Telehealth.
Now, in the framework of the proposed strategic solution
for the development of this research, progress has been
made on the bibliographical review and comparative
analysis on the use of Metaprocesses as software assets,
resulting in the development of a first article on thematic
literature review. Progress has been continuously made in
the review of some aspects related to the Metaprocesses
domain; therefore, presenting a first draft of conceptual
scheme based on the metamodel of the proposed
metaprocess.
Lastly, progress has been made in the Metaprocesses
conceptual review and software assets, as well as in the
knowledge of the chosen Telehealth domain, particularly
information regarding the study of protocols and guidelines
for cardiovascular risk programs.While there are existing
medical protocols and guidelines for patient care, our
research have allowed us to evidence the absence of
standard protocols to triage patients with cardiovascular
risk; therefore, the metaprocesses proposal along with its
respective metamodels allow from its instantiation and
personalization, according to the patients characteristics,
adapt to the requirements and needs thus contributing to
reduce medical errors that may occur in this first phase of
telecare.
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Abstract—In the past decade the mobile communication data
rate is increased dramatically. Therefore, mobile terminals
must have enough processing capability by migrating to multicore processors. To exploit the multi-core processing power,
we focus on a critical component in the future mobile terminal
which is the load balancer. Its main role is to partition and
balance the load so as to achieve an optimal sharing of load
between cores and to eventually reduce power consumption.
In this paper, we show how a model driven layered protocol
stack can be parallelized and run on a multi-core modem. For
instance, we illustrate how the Extended Finite State Machines
(EFSMs) concurrency is employed to achieve the protocol
stack parallelism. Furthermore, we move the load balancer
to the modem subsystem layer by using the EFSM migration
between cores. The proposed migration scheme during run time
replaces the classic thread migration scheme and reduces the
thread context switching overhead which definitely improves
the performance. In addition, we present a semi-dynamic load
balancer implementation accompanied with customized data
pipeline scheduler for future multi-core LTE smart phones.
Keywords-LTE protocol stack, multi-core mobile terminal,
parallel embedded software, load balancing, model driven
development.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Long Term Evolution (LTE) is the enhancement
of Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)
and is optimizing its radio access architecture. The targets
of LTE are to increase the data rates to 100 Mbit/s in
the downlink and 50 Mbit/s in the uplink. Due to the
exponential growth of data rate in the mobile communication
systems during the past decade, more efforts have been
invested in order to achieve the required performance that
satisfies the increasing processing demand for computational
intensive applications. The computational power provided by
single processing units, at reasonable power consumption,
seems to grow slower compared to the application needs.
Therefore, research is focused on migrating to multi-core
architectures which can provide a better balance between
performance, power consumption, flexibility and scalability.
For instance, multi-cores can provide the required computing
performance while allowing lower clock rates to achieve
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power efficiency and offer a second dimension in resource
allocation.
Developing next generation mobile communication protocol can gain by reusing established approaches and best
practices like Model Driven Development (MDD). For instance, the Specification Description Language (SDL) is
commonly used in the previous mobile communication
protocols. The dynamic behavior in an SDL system is
described in processes using Extended Finite State Machines
(EFSM) [1].
Data pipeline scheduling is accomplished by apportioning protocol functionalities into a series independent steps,
where the output of one step is the input to the next.
However, each step can be executed on a different core
in order to constitute separated steps in a pipeline. These
parts might be different protocol stack layers or specific
protocol functions depending on the design. Pipelining can
be very powerful if the degree of parallelization is high. Even
though, it may take some efforts in order to fill the pipeline
and generate a constant throughput. For instance, pipeline
steps should have the same execution time and they must be
tuned such that one stage does not become a bottleneck.
A load balancer is a component that distributes the
computational load between two or more entities such as
cores, clustered computer systems, network links or other
resources, in order to get optimal resource utilization. In
the embedded domain, load balancing provides an efficient
execution of multiple threads on processors with multiple
cores for concurrent and parallel applications. Depending
on the implementation of the decision making of the load
balancer, it can be a static, dynamic, or combination of
them [2].
In this paper, we present the parallelization of model
driven LTE protocol stack. In addition, we illustrate the
design and implementation of a semi-dynamic load balancer
accompanied with data pipeline scheduling for future multicore LTE modems. It is moved to the modem subsystem
layer by migrating the EFSMs between cores depending on
the required data rate. For example, at very low data rates
all protocol EFSMs should run on single core. If the data
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rate is increased some of the EFSMs are moved to a second
core in order to provide enough processing power. While
increasing the data rate further, the load balancer distributes
the EFSMs on more cores as needed.
This paper is organized such that, Section II shows the
previous work done in this field. The smart phone system
architecture is presented in Section III including the software stack and the hardware platform. The data pipelining
scheduler for LTE protocol stack is discussed in Section IV.
In Section V, the load balancer design and implementation
is presented followed by the conclusion in Section VI.

the ARM11 core is representative for a mobile terminal
state-of-the-art hardware platform [12]. Therefore, we have
chosen ARM RealView R base board including the ARM11
MPCoreTM to be our hardware platform. More details on
the base board can be found in [13], [14]. In addition the
L4/Fiasco microkernel is selected as an operating system.
Moreover, the modem subsystem layer is composed of the
load balancer and LTE protocol stack as illustrated in Fig. 1.
In the next subsections, more details are given about the
operating system and the modem subsystem layers.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Embedded multi-core scheduling is investigated by researcher from different perspectives. For instance, the time
server technique was developed in order to cope with
scheduling several applications on the same platform [3].
This solution is used extensively for single core embedded systems and was also extended for multi-processor
systems [4], [5]. Some power-aware scheduling algorithms
utilize Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) so as to optimize the
power consumption [6], [7]. Moreover, in [8], a scheduling
solution was used to achieve fault-tolerance for embedded
systems with soft and hard timing constraints.
In [9], an efficient, optimal pipelining algorithm for
associating a task chain with a chain of processors was
explained. The pipelining algorithm is based on new data
structure, called the layered assignment graph. A flow graph
scheduling algorithm which considers pipelining, retiming
and hierarchical node decomposition is presented in [10].
Research on pipeline scheduling is at a significantly less
mature state than on the classical scheduling problem [11].
Researchers investigated load balancing for embedded
multi-core systems on the operating system’s level using the
thread migration technique. However, most of the embedded
multi-core system load balancing techniques used the thread
level migration. For instance, based on the virtualization
concept, the most common approaches in scheduling techniques and load balancing for embedded mobile communication systems are discussed in [2]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, researchers have not used the EFSM migration
for load balancing. In contrast to the other researchers, we
develop an innovative EFSM migration scheme in order to
minimize the thread context switching frequency. In addition, we customize data pipeline scheduling and integrate it
with our load balancer in the modem subsystem layer so as
to have a parallel execution of LTE protocol stack on the
multi-core modem of a mobile terminal.
III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
A mobile terminal architecture depicted in Fig. 1 is
divided into three main parts: the hardware platform, the operating system layer and the modem subsystem layer. ARM
processors are widely used in mobile phones and specifically
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Figure 1.

The system architecture of the future mobile terminal.

A. The Operating System’s Layer
The L4/Fiasco Microkernel operating system is composed
of two layers, the L4/Fiasco microkernel and the L4 runtime
environment (L4Re) [15] as shown in Fig. 1. The selection of
such a modern operating system is done because it represents
a robust Real Time Operating Systems (RTOSs) as well
as utilizes the concepts of microkernels [16]. The services
of each layer of the deployed OS are illustrated in the
following.
The L4/Fiasco microkernel is running in processor privileged mode and is responsible for controlling the underlying hardware. It provides a minimal set of mechanisms
like tasks, threads, and Inter-Process Communication (IPC).
Fiasco kernel services are implemented in terms of kernel
objects. A task constitutes of an address space where one or
more threads can execute. Multiple threads are scheduled
by Fiasco’s priority-based and preemptive scheduler. The
scheduler is controlled by the timeslice length, priority and
the maximum controlled priority. Each thread is scheduled
for maximum time equal to the associated timeslice length.
The kernel uses multiple-level round-robin queues such that
there is a queue associated with each priority level. The
combination of all the queues represents the kernels ready
queue. Unlike the timeslice length and priority, the maximum controlled priority is not thread based but rather task
based. It is specified for every task at the creation time and
all threads in the task will have the same value. In addition,
an IPC kernel object provides the basic communication
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mechanism in L4-based systems and is used mainly for
transmitting arbitrary data between threads.
On the other hand, the L4Re offers a basic set of abstractions and services, which are useful to implement user-level
applications on top of the L4/Fiasco microkernel. It consists
of a set of libraries mainly responsible for memory and IO
resource management. The kernel does not migrate threads
dynamically, but only supplies needed functionalities for its
applications.
B. Load Balancer
The main job of the load balancer is to monitor the
execution of applications and share the load between the
available cores. In addition, it should decide where application components are initially started and when they need
to be migrated in order to satisfy an optimum criterion
like performance, power consumption, etc. Only the load
balancer has a global view on the total load of the system
and can thus distribute it on cores according to the previously
specified requirements.
The load balancing is achieved within the modem subsystem layer by utilizing the EFSM migration scheme. It’s
design and development procedure can be divided into two
main steps offline analysis and online processing. The first
step (i.e., offline analysis) is accomplished at compile time
to collect the information about LTE protocol stack and
generate LTE scheduling tables which include the processthread mapping tables and LTE configuration table prior to
system execution. The process-thread mapping tables define
the association of the EFSMs to threads depending on LTE
states. LTE states are identified according the required data
rate and how many cores should be involved in order to
achieve this data rate. On the other hand, during system’s run
time the online processing includes all the actions needed to
reconfigure the system when the LTE state changes. For example, when the load balancer detects an LTE state change,
it will flush the pipeline by processing all the scheduled task.
Then reconfigure the thread activation scenario and migrate
the EFSMs between cores depending on the new LTE state in
order to balance the load between cores. In Sect. V detailed
explanations of the load balancer design and implementation
are given.
C. LTE Protocol Stack
Developing software for LTE mobile terminal can greatly
benefit from reusing prevailing approaches and best practices. For over a decade, most global installations have
taken advantage of Model Driven Development (MDD) for
communication products; oftentimes with tools using the
Specification Description Language (SDL). Therefore, an
SDL tool is selected to develop the access stratum part of
LTE protocol stack in the mobile terminal side. Since the
user plane is more computational intensive, the modeling
targeted only the user plane part.
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The access stratum part of LTE protocol stack includes
layer 2 which is divided into three sublayers: Medium Access Control (MAC), Radio Link Control (RLC), and Packet
Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) [17]. Fig. 2 illustrates
the LTE data flow from the mobile terminal perspective. In
the uplink direction the mobile terminal generates packets
and sends them through the air interface to an evolved
base station (eNodeB). The building of packets payload
and header as well as the downlink processing are modeled
according to the 3GPP standard of LTE [18], [19], [20].
On the other hand, the mobile terminal receives Transport
Blocks (TBs) in the downlink direction from the air interface
and processes them through the MAC, RLC, PDCP and
IP layers. The functionalities of the mentioned layers are
modeled as described in more details in [21], [22].
The dynamic behavior in SDL systems is described in
the SDL processes using EFSMs. Processes in SDL can be
created at system start, or created and terminated dynamically at runtime. The concept of process instances that work
autonomously and concurrently makes SDL a true real time
language. The other advantage of the processes concurrency
is making the parallelism easier to identify and exploit in
contrast to pure C programming. It is clear, from Fig. 2, that
the processing of packets in each layer should be done after
the previous layer in a sequential manner. Therefore, the
LTE protocol stack is modeled by dividing its functionalities
into several EFSMs, which are communicating using the
SDL asynchronous messages communication facility. For
instance, the output from an EFSM is the input to the
next EFSM and the latter’s output represents the input to
the one after, and so on, formulating a chain of EFSMs.
Even though, the protocol stack processing is parallelized by
exploiting EFSMs concurrency together with data pipeline
scheduling.
IV. P IPELINE S CHEDULING
In general, scheduling algorithms suitable for embedded
systems are mapped to two major classes: static and dynamic. The scheduling involves three steps: assigning tasks
to processors, ordering execution of these tasks on each
processor, and determining when each task fires such that all
data precedence constraints are met. To reduce the run-time
computation, all the three steps are performed at compile
time by a static scheduler. On the other hand, the scheduler
which accomplishes these steps during run time is called a
dynamic scheduler.
Generally, pipeline schedulers aim to efficiently divide a
task into stages, allocate some cores to stages, and create
schedules for each pipeline stage. As a consequence, the
stage with the longest execution time in the pipeline determines the throughput of the multi-core system. In general,
pipelining can considerably increase the throughput beyond
what is obtainable by the classical (minimum-make-span)
scheduling algorithms. However, this increase in throughput
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Figure 2.

The LTE protocol data flow in the mobile terminal side.

may cost a significant increase of latency compared to the
classical (minimum-make-span) schedulers [11].
The new direction that is relevant to embedded multicore scheduling is the exploration of pipeline scheduling
algorithms, which concentrate on throughput as the main
performance metric. Hence, the presented data pipeline
scheduler is adopted and customized for LTE protocol stack
in order to improve the performance of the multi-core
hardware platform. In addition, the scheduler is implemented
on the SDL level by exploiting the message communication
between EFSMs for several thread activation scenarios depending on number of needed cores.
As an example, a thread activation scenario of the LTE
protocol running on four cores is depicted as a message
sequence chart in Fig 3. All LTE EFSMs are distributed on
four cores in such a way that processing a packet within
the same core is illustrated as one task before the control is
given to the other core for further processing of the same
packet. For instance, the first packet (P1 ) is processed by
the first core (i.e., Core0 ) while other cores are idle. After
that, Core0 sends the packet P1 to Core1 for activating
the thread on Core1 to do further processing and sends
the message T rigger to itself in order to start processing
the second packet (P2 ). consequently, both packets P1 and
P2 are processed in parallel on cores Core1 and Core0 ,
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respectively. After processing P1 , Core1 and Core2 hand
it over to the next core and send the T rigger message to
Core0 to start working on a new packet. The last core
Core3 sends a T rigger message to Core0 when ever it
finishes processing a packet in order to keep the pipeline
full all the time. The only exception arises when there is
an LTE state change and the pipeline should be cleaned
thus it should not send this message. This technique of
asynchronous SDL message communication is used for
multi-core synchronization at a high abstraction level. One
of the disadvantages of this scenario is the long latency of
filling the pipeline (i.e., from start processing P1 on the first
core up to finish processing of the same packet on the last
core). However, the throughput will increase if the load is
distributed evenly between cores.
V. L OAD BALANCER D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
Power consumption and performance are very important
factors for embedded multi-core systems dedicated to wireless communication protocol processing. Thus, in order to
have an efficient multi-core mobile modem we concentrate
on the load balancer which is one of the most critical
components of the system. For example, a load balancer
aims to share the load evenly between cores in order to
ensure an optimal performance as well as to reduce power
consumption. According to the load balancer design, it can
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A. Offline Analysis

Figure 3. The message sequence chart of a thread activation scenario with
four cores.

be a static, dynamic or combination of them. In this work,
the load balancer development is divided into two main
steps: offline analysis and online processing as depicted in
Fig. 4. In the next sub-sections, more explanations of these
steps are given.

The LTE protocol stack design is accomplished using
the hierarchical decomposition of SDL with system, block,
sub-block and process as the main building blocks. Every
protocol sublayer is realized by a sub-block (that is MAC,
RLC,PDCP and IP). The latter is divided into sub-sub-blocks
or processes depending on role or mode of the target layer.
The behavior of the protocol is implemented in the SDL
process level using concurrent EFSMs. Each EFSM is idle
in the current state until it is triggered by an event to execute
a transition and move to the next state. This event can be
a message from another EFSM or even itself, an expiration
of a timer or a change of internal variable.
A directed multi-graph is an ordered pair (A, E), where
A is a set of actors (sometimes called nodes or vertices) and
the set E is order pair of nodes called edges. Graphically,
actors are represented by circles and edges are represented
by arrows connecting the circles. Each edge is an ordered
pair (a1 , a2 ) where a1 , a2 ∈ A. If e = (a1 , a2 ) ∈ E, we say
that e is directed from a1 to a2 ; a1 is the source actor of e,
and a2 is the sink actor of e. In a directed multi-graph two
or more edges can have the same source and sink actors and
loops from the actor itself are allowed.
The data-flow graph is a directed multi-graph which is a
conceptual notion for expressing the function of a system.
The actors are the computations and the edges are First-InFirst-Out (FIFO) queues. The latter direct the data (or token)
as an output from one computation to be an input to another
one. In terms of SDL and EFSMs, an actor is an EFSM (e.g.,
the active transition of a state machine form current state to
the next state), an edge is an SDL queue and a token is an
SDL message. Therefore, the collection of all EFSMs that
constitutes the LTE protocol can be represented by data-flow
graphs.
During offline analysis, the LTE protocol stack is profiled
to measure the cost of every EFSM. Afterward, the EFSMs
are ordered depending on which one will be executed first
according to the data precedences to look like the data-flow
graph example depicted in Fig 5. In the example, a data-flow
graph is illustrated by a set of pairs (A, E), where set A is
bounded by the big circle and E is not shown for sake of
clarity. The set A includes all the nodes which are part of
LTE protocol models where:
A =

N
[

ai .

i=1

Figure 4. The offline analysis and online processing to balance LTE
protocol load.
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The execution time of each actor is represented by Ci
where i = [1, 2, 3, ..., N ] is computed so as to calculate the
cost of a group of actors or even the total cost of the system.
For simplicity, we assume that the cost Ci includes the edges
delay (i.e., the transition time between actors when running
on the same core). Therefore, the cost of the chain of actors
between actor ax and actor ay can be calculated by the delay
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Figure 5. The data-flow graph example illustrates the mapping of actors
into different sets in order to allocate them to one, two or three cores.

Dxy where:
Dxy =

y
X

Ci ; where 1 ≤ x, y ≤ N and x ≤ y .

i=x

Since the ARM RealView R base board, which is used
as a hardware platform, has four cores, the costs Ci are
used to partition the set A in order to share the load evenly
when one, two, three or four cores are needed. For example,
subsets A1 and A2 in Fig. 5, which are bounded by octagons
with dashed lines, are chosen in such a way that they should
have almost equal costs (i.e., delay D1n3 is equal to delay
D(n3 +1)N ). Furthermore, the intersection between both sets
should be equal zero and the union of them is equal to set
A (or mathematically, A1 ∩ A2 = φ and A1 ∪ A2 = A). The
same conditions are valid for sets A3 , A4 and A5 bounded
by the octagons with dotted lines. The work can be extended
to distribute the load on four cores by dividing the set A into
another four sets by applying the same rules.
The system has only four threads which are created at
the system startup and associated to each core. As a consequence, the process-thread mapping table for every LTE
state in addition to the configuration tables are generated.
The process-thread table illustrates which EFSM will run on
which thread (core). The LTE state defines the number of
cores needed according to the targeted data rate in addition to
some other configuration parameters. For instance, a mobile
terminal working at low data rate (like voice calls) leads to
only one core that should be active. On the other hand, while
streaming a very big video file, the system should utilize all
the available four cores.
B. Online Processing
The SDL SuiteTM tool is equipped with a deployment
editor where the SDL system can be divided into separate
threads. For example, at the design time the user can
decide how many threads will be included and which EFSM
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will run in which thread. Therefore, at system start SDL
system’s run time kernel creates threads and associates
different EFSMs with different threads according to the
created deployment diagram. If an EFSM receives a message
or other event occurs, the associated thread will be woken up
to execute the transition. In this paper we develop a method
to modify the EFSM parameters and move it from one thread
to another during run time. In addition, this is also possible
even if the two threads are running on different cores.
In this setup, at system start, four threads are created and
each ARM11 core processor is allocated to each thread using
L4/Fiasco’s thread migration facility. When the LTE state
changes during the LTE protocol execution, the SDL system
will report the situation to the load balancer by calling a load
balancer utility function to reconfigure the system. First of
all, the load balancer flushes the pipeline by finishing all
the scheduled tasks. After that, it reconfigures the thread
activation scenario according to the new LTE state. Finally,
it migrates some EFSMs depending on the process-thread
mapping tables which are generated offline at compile time
so as to balance the load between cores before restarting the
LTE system processing of a new packet.
The EFSM migration is tested and the thread activities are
monitored and printed in Fig. 6. The LTE threads with the
names lte ps-main, lte ps10001, lte ps10002, lte ps10003
and lte ps10004 are executed on cores Core0 , Core1 ,
Core2 , Core3 and Core0 respectively. The main thread of
the system (i.e., lte ps-main) includes the SDL system’s run
time kernel as well as the load balancer. At the beginning,
all EFSMs are associated to thread lte ps10001 and run on
Core1 . Then, for increasing LTE data rate some EFSMs
are moved to thread lte ps10002 in order to distribute the
load between Core1 and Core2 and the system output is
verified. The number of used cores is increased to three and
four while higher data rates are achieved.
In order to compare the performance of system when using EFSM migration with same system employing classical
thread migration, assume the EFSMs are statically associated
to different threads. Fig. 7 illustrate how the system load
can be divided to threads which are distributed on multicore. The X-axis represents the number of active cores in
each case. On the other hand, the Y-axis shows the portion
of the load on each core and the partitioning into threads.
It is clear that, the minimum number of threads needed to
distribute the load when activating one, two, three and four
cores is six threads.
For example, at low data rate all threads should be
migrated to run on only one core. As a consequence, the
processing time of a TB, on uplink and downlink together,
includes thread context switching costs due to the transition
from one thread to the other. In contrast, no thread context
switching occurs when using our EFSM migration scheme
which definitely improves the performance. Moreover, this
is still the case while running the LTE protocol on more than
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Figure 6.

The monitoring of thread activities on ARM11 multi-core.

the LTE protocol on one, two, three cores respectively.
In addition, in the four cores situation 104 µs from the
execution time of processing one TB is reduced.
VI. C ONCLUSION

Figure 7. The system load partition into threads and distribution on one,
two, three and four cores.

one core. More precisely, six, three and two thread context
switches are avoided on one, two and three cores situation
respectively. When four cores are active, four threads will
execute on two cores (i.e., two threads for each core), thus
introduces two thread context switches which can be avoided
by employing EFSM migration. After measuring the thread
context switching overhead, we found that it costs about
52 µs per switch. As a consequence, by utilizing EFSM
migration we save around 312, 156, 104 µs when executing
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A light version of the LTE protocol stack for the access
stratum user plane is modeled using the SDL SuiteTM tool.
The SDL model is composed of several EFSMs which are
associated with four threads to enable execution in a multicore platform. The generated code is executed on ARM
RealView R baseboard on top of an L4/Fiasco based RTOS.
In this paper, we investigate load balancing and scheduling
of LTE model driven protocol stack on a state-of-the-art
multi-core mobile terminal. In addition, we show how the
SDL EFSMs concurrency is exploited in order to achieve a
parallel execution of the LTE protocol. As a result, we offer a
parallel software architecture for LTE which is not existing
today to the best of our knowledge. A new technique for
load balancing in the modem subsystem level using EFSM
migration is presented and successfully implemented. Moreover, the load balancing is accompanied with an adopted
and customized data pipeline scheduling in order to make it
suitable for the LTE protocol stack. In addition, we employ
the thread activation scenario as a high level synchronization
technique for multi-core mobile modem platform by utilizing
the asynchronous message communication facility of SDL
SuiteTM tool. Last but not least, we prove that our innovative
EFSM migration technique avoids the thread context switching and therefore, improves the performance in contrast to
the thread migration counterpart. For future work, we are
planning to continue enhancing the LTE mobile terminal
performance by optimizing the IPC cost and decreasing its
frequency. Even more, we will consider power consumption
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as a parameter for scheduling in order to increase the battery
life time of the LTE mobile terminal.
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Abstract—Simulation serves as a third way of doing science, in
contrast to both induction and deduction. The web based modeling may considerably facilitate the execution of simulations by
other people. We present examples of agent-based and stochastic
models of competition and business processes in economics. We
start from as simple as possible models, which have microscopic,
agent-based, versions and macroscopic treatment in behavior.
Microscopic and macroscopic versions of herding model proposed
by Kirman and Bass diffusion of new products are considered
in this contribution as two basic ideas.
Index Terms—agent-based modeling; stochastic modeling;
competition models; business models.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Statistically reasonable models of social systems, first of
all stochastic and agent based, are of great interest for wide
community of interdisciplinary researchers dealing with diversity of complex systems [1]. Computer modeling serves as a
technique in the for finding relation between micro level interactions of agents and macro dynamics of the whole system.
Nevertheless, some general theories or methods that are well
developed in the natural and physical sciences can be helpful
in the development of consistent micro and macro modeling of
complex systems [1]. Our own modeling of financial markets
by the nonlinear stochastic differential equations is based
on the empirical analysis of financial data and power law
statistics of proposed equations [2]. Reasoning of proposed
equations by the microscopic interactions of traders (agents)
looks as a tough task for such complex system. Apparently
the development of macroscopic descriptions for the well
established agent based models would be more consistent
approach in the analysis of micro and macro correspondence.
For such analysis one should select simple enough agent
based models with established or expected corresponding
macroscopic description. In this contribution we discuss few
examples of agent based modeling in business and finance with
corresponding macroscopic description of selected systems.
Kirman’s ant colony model [3] is agent-based model, which
explains the importance of herding and individuality inside the
ant colonies. As human crowd behavior is ideologically very
similar, this model can be applied to and actually was built
as framework for financial market modeling [3], [4], [5]. On
our website, [6], we have presented interactive realizations of
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the original Kirman’s agent-based model (see [7]) and of it’s
stochastic treatment by Alfarano et al. [4] (see [8]). Further
we follow the works by Alfarano et al. [4], [5] and introduce
our own model modifications in order to obtain more sufficient
agent-based models of financial markets, which would have an
alternative macroscopic description in the terms of Stochastic
Calculus.
Diffusion of new products is a key problem in marketing
research. Bass Diffusion model is a prominent model in
diffusion theory introducing a differential equation for the
number of adopters of the new products [9]. Such basic macroscopic description in marketing research can be studied using
microscopic agent-based modeling as well [10]. It is a great
opportunity to explore the correspondence between the two
micro and macro descriptions looking for the conditions under
which both approaches converge. Bass Diffusion model is of
great interest for us as representing very practical and widely
accepted area of business modeling. Web based interactive
models, presented on the site [11] serve as an additional
research instrument available for very wide community.
Our web site [6] was setup using WordPress webloging
software. WordPress is user-friendly, powerful and extensible
web publishing platform, which can be adapted to scientist’s
needs. There is a wide choice of plugins, which enable writing
of equations (mostly using LaTeX). Though bibliography
management is not as well covered.
Interactive models themselves are independent from WordPress framework. They were implemented using Java programing language [12], which is better suited for stochastic
modeling, and AnyLogic multi-paradigm simulation software
[13], which provides convenient tools to implement agent
based models. Either way by compiling appropriate files one
obtains Java applets, which can be included in to the articles
written using WordPress. This way articles become interactive
- user can both theoretically familiarize himself with the
model and test if the claims made in the article describing
model were true. This happens in the same browser window,
thus, transition between theory and modeling appears to be
seemless. As models are implemented as Java applets all
computation occurs on client machine, user must have Java
Runtime Environment installed (it is available free of charge
from Oracle Corp.), and server load stays minimal.
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In Sections II and III, we present web-based micro and
macro modeling of selected social systems in more details.
Conclusions and future work are given in the Section IV.

E and E−1 introduced in [15]. Thus, Master equation can be
compactly expressed as

∂t ω(x, t) =N 2 (E − 1)[π − (x)ω(x, t)]+
+(E−1 − 1)[π + (x)ω(x, t)] .

II. K IRMAN ’ S MODEL FOR FINANCIAL MARKETS AND ITS
STOCHASTIC TREATMENT

There is an interesting phenomenon concerning behavior
of ant colony. It appears that if there are two identical food
sources nearby, ants exploit only one of them at a given time.
The interesting thing is that food source which is in use is
not certain at any point of time. As at some times switches
between food sources occur, though the quality of food sources
remains the same. One could imagine that those different
food sources are different trading strategies or simply actions
available to traders (i.e., buy and sell). Thus, one could argue
that speculation bubbles and crashes in the financial markets
are of similar nature as explotation of food in ant colonies
- as quality of stock and quality of food in the ideal case
can be assumed to be constant. Thus, model [3] was created
using ideas obtained from the animal world in order to mimic
traders’ behavior in the financial markets.
And actually Kirman, as an economist, developed this
model as rather general framework in context of economic
modeling (see [3] and his later bibliography). Though recently
his framework was also used by other authors who are
concerned with the financial market modeling (see [4], [5]).
Basing ourselves on the main ideas of these authors and our
previous results in stochastic modeling (see [2]) we introduce
specific modifications of Kirman’s model providing a class of
nonlinear stochastic differential equations [14] applicable for
the financial variables.
Original Kirman’s one step transition probabilities [3],
p(X → X + 1)=(N − X) (σ1 + hX) ,

(1)

p(X → X − 1)=X (σ2 + h[N − X]) ,

(2)

can be rewritten for continuous x = X/N as

σ
1
+ hx ,
(3)
π + (x)=(1 − x)
N
σ

2
π − (x)=x
+ h[1 − x] ,
(4)
N
where X is a number of agents exploiting chosen trading
strategy, N is a total number of agents in the system. Here the
large number of agents N is assumed to ensure the continuity
of variable x, expressing fraction of selected agents, X, from
whole population. Note that the transition probabilities depend
on σ1 , σ2 parameters, which govern individual switches between trading strategies (thus, appropriate terms depend only
on the size of the opposing group), and h parameter, which
governs recruitment (thus, appropriate terms depend on both
sizes - size of the current and opposing groups). Evidently
these probabilities are interrelated
p(X → X ± 1) = N 2 π ± (x).

(5)

One can write Master equation for the probability density
function of continuous variable x by using one step operators
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(6)

With the Taylor expansion of operators E and E−1 (up to the
second term) we arrive at the approximation of the Master
equation
∂t ω(x, t) =−N ∂x [{π + (x) − π − (x)}ω(x, t)]+
1
+ ∂x2 [{π + (x) + π − (x)}ω(x, t)].
2
By introducing custom functions
A(x) =N {π + (x) − π − (x)} = σ1 (1 − x) − σ2 x,
+

(7)

(8)

−

D(x)=π (x) + π (x) = 2hx(1 − x)+
σ1
σ2
+ (1 − x) + x,
(9)
N
N
one can make sure that the above approximation of the Master
equation is actually Fokker-Planck equation (first derived in a
different way in [4])
1
∂t ω(x, t) = −∂x [A(x)ω(x, t)] + ∂x2 [D(x)ω(x, t)]. (10)
2
It is known, [16], that the above Fokker-Planck equation can
be rewritten as Langevin equation (this equation was also
presented in [4])
p
dx=A(x)dt + D(x)dW =
p
=[σ1 (1 − x) − σ2 x]dt + 2hx(1 − x)dW, (11)
here W stands for Wiener process.
By assuming that market is instantaneously cleared Alfarano
et al. [4] have defined return as
r = r0

x(t)
η(t),
1 − x(t)

(12)

where x(t) is assumed to be fraction of chartist traders in
the market, while other traders in the market, 1 − x(t), are
assumed to follow fundamentalist trading strategy, η(t) is the
change of chartist mood defined in the same time window as
return, in the most simple case it could be assumed to be a
random variable [4], and r0 scaling term. Using Ito formula
for variable substitution [16] we obtain nonlinear SDE for the
x(t)
middle term, y(t) = 1−x(t)
,
p
dy = (σ1 − y[σ2 − 2h])(1 + y)dt + 2hy(1 + y)dW. (13)
Agreement between agent-based model and stochastic model
for y is demonstrated in Fig. 1.
Note that the above derivation, and thus, the final equations,
does not change even if σ1 , σ2 or h are functions of x
or y. Thus, one can further study the possibilities of the
model by checking different scenarios of σ1 , σ2 or h being
functions of x or y. Nevertheless, the most natural way is to
introduce a custom function τ (y) as inter-event time. In such
case the switching probabilities above can be interpreted as
probability fluxes per time unit. And thus, one can divide the
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Fig. 1. Agreement between statistical properties of y, (a) probability density function and (b) power spectral density, obtained from stochastic (blue and
magenta curves) and agent-based (red and green curves) models. Two qualitatively different model phases are shown: red and blue curves correspond to herding
dominant model phase (σ1 = σ2 = 0.2, h = 5), while green and magenta curves correspond to individual behavior dominant model phase (σ1 = σ2 = 16,
h = 5).

aforementioned constants by τ (y). We have chosen the case
of
s


2h − σ2
2hy
dy = σ1 + y
(1+y)dt+
(1+y)dW, (14)
τ (y)
τ (y)
as nonlinear SDE driving statistics of return in financial
market. We did not devide σ1 by τ (y) on purpose as one
could argue that individual behavior of fundamentalist trader
does not depend on the observed returns.
In Fig. 2, we have shown statistical properties of the
stochastic model (14) with different τ (y) scenarios in use.
Note that while obtained stochastic model appears to be too
crude to reproduce statistical properties of financial markets
in such details as our stochastic model [2] based on empirical
analyzes, it contains long range power-law statistics of return.
Obtained equations are very similar to some general stochastic
models of the financial markets [14], [17] and thus, in future
development might be able to serve as microscopic justification for them and maybe for our more sophisticated modeling
[2].
III. T WO TREATMENTS OF THE BASS D IFFUSION MODEL
The Bass model introduces a differential equation for the
diffusion rate of new products or technologies [9]
dN (t)
q
=[M − N (t)][p +
N (t)],
dt
M
N (0) =0.

(15)
(16)

where N (t) denotes the number of product users at time t;
M is a market potential (number of potential users), p is
the coefficient of innovation, the likelihood of an individual
to adopt the product due to influence by the commercials
or similar external sources, q is the coefficient of imitation,
a measure of likelihood that an individual will adopt the
product due to influence by other people who already adopted
the product. This nonlinear differential equation serves as a
macroscopic description of new product adoption by customers
widely used in business planning [10].
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Another approach to the same problem is related with
agent based modeling of product adoption by individual users,
or agents. The diffusion process is simulated by computers,
where individual decisions of adoption occur with specific
adoption probability affected by the other individuals in the
neighborhood. It is easy to show that Bass diffusion process
is a specific case of Kirman’s herding model [3]. Indeed, lets
define x(t) as x(t) = N (t)/M and in analogy with Kirman’s
model probability that new user will adopt the product as


h
σ1
+
+
x .
(17)
π (x) = (1 − x)
M
M
In the case of Bass diffusion process is of one direction and
π − (x) = 0. Note that we assume an extensive herding in
equation (17) as only in this case the stochastic term in corresponding Langevin equation vanishes with M → ∞. Then
the functions defining the macroscopic system description are
as follows
A(x) =M π + (x) = (1 − x) (σ1 + hx) ,
(18)
(1
−
x)
D(x)=π + (x) =
(σ1 + hx) .
(19)
M
In the limit M → ∞ one gets Bass diffusion equation (15)
with p = σ1 and q = h instead of Langevin equation. This
proofs that Bass diffusion is a special case of Kirman’s herding
model. Though this simple relation looks straightforward,
we derive it and confirm by numerical simulations in fairly
original way.
In Figure 3 we demonstrate the correspondence between
macroscopic and microscopic Bass diffusion description.
Agent based and continuous descriptions of product adoption
∆N per time interval ∆t converge when number of potential
users M or time interval ∆t increase.
One of the goals of developing these models on the web site
[11] was to provide theoretical background of Bass diffusion
model and practical steps how such computer simulations can
be created even with limited IT knowledge and then used for
practical purposes. Thus, we target small and medium enter-
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Fig. 2. Statistical properties, probability density functions (sub-figure (b)) and power spectral density (sub-figure (c)), obtained while solving (14) with
different τ (y) scenarios (sub-figure (a)) being in use. Model parameters were set as follows: σ1 = σ2 = 0.009, h0 = 0.003.

Fig. 3. Comparison of Bass diffusion, ∆N/∆t versus t, in macroscopic description (red line) and agent based model (blue points) shows convergence when
time interval ∆t or number of potential users M are increasing. (a) M = 1000, ∆t = 0.1; (b) M = 1000, ∆t = 1; (c) M = 10000, ∆t = 0.1; (d)
M = 10000, ∆t = 1. Other parameters are as follows p = 0.01, q = 0.275.
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prises to encourage them to use modern computer simulation
tools for business planning and other purposes.
Computer models published at the [11] provide a relatively
easy starting point to get acquainted with computer simulation
and enables portal visitors to use these computer models interactively, running them directly in a window of web browser,
changing parameters and observing results. This significantly
increases accessibility and dissemination of these simulations.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Reasoning of stochastic models of complex systems by the
microscopic interactions of agents is still a challenge for researchers. Only very general models such as Kirman’s herding
model in ant colony or Bass diffusion model for new product
adoption have well established agent based versions and can
be described by stochastic or ordinary differential equations.
There are many different attempts of microscopic modeling in
more sophisticated systems, such as financial markets or other
social systems, intended to reproduce the same empirically
defined properties. The ambiguity of microscopic description
in complex systems is an objective obstacle for quantitative
modeling. Simple enough agent based models with established
or expected corresponding macroscopic description are indispensable in modeling of more sophisticated systems. In this
contribution we discussed various extensions and applications
of Kirman’s herding model.
First of all, we modify Kirman’s model introducing interevent time τ (y) or trading activity 1/τ (y) as functions of
driving return y. This produces the feedback from macroscopic
variables on the rate of microscopic processes and strong
nonlinearity in stochastic differential equations responsible for
the long range power-law statics of financial variables. We do
expect further development of this approach introducing the
mood of chartists as independent agent based process.
One more outcome of Kirman’s herding behavior of agents
is one direction process - Bass diffusion. This simple example
of correspondence between very well established microscopic
and macroscopic modeling becomes valuable for further description of diffusion in social systems. Models presented on
the interactive web site [6] have to facilitate further extensive
use of computer modeling in economics, business and education.
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Abstract — This paper presents the concept and initial results
of an European research project called In Time, regarding the
integration via unified interfacing and the intelligent
management of Multimodal Real time Travel and Traffic
Information (MRTTI). The cooperation of different
technologies, telematics applications and data fusion is used to
produce more efficient travel management, with the final goal
to reduce the energy consumption and emissions in urban
areas, across the different modes of transports, by changing
the mobility behaviour (modal shift) of the single traveller.
Keywords – mobile real-time traffic and travel information;
services; reliability; operability.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Efficient transport and travel are two components without
which a modern society cannot be conceived. Recently, the
increased growth of traffic demand in major urban areas lead
to increased usage of intelligent transport systems and
technologies, especially those related to traffic management
and information systems [2] (pp. 1-2). Different applications
were developed lately for modern mobile devices, running
on different operating systems (e.g., Windows Mobile,
Windows Phone, Android, Symbian, Apple iOS etc.). These
help people in finding their location, points of interest, routes
or nearby facilities. But these applications only relate to the
producer’s software, quality of maps and/or static
information. The idea of the In Time project [1] (Description
of Work, pp. 9-38) was to develop a standardised interface,
as a start point in conceiving a unified platform for the
management of global mobile, real-time travel and traffic
information for urban areas. The common interface will help
a traveller across Europe to easier find his way and needed
travel information, based on real-time information, no matter
what the traffic information service provider would be. The
usage of real-time information adds a lot of value to the
efficiency of the information system, due to its possibility to
re-configure routes, helping the user to avoid congested
areas. One of the benefices is that it also helps users to
change their modal transport behaviour, improving the usage
of the public transport versus private cars. These actions
finally produce less emissions and energy consumption in
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traffic, helping in obtaining greener cities. The In Time
solution, with the commonly agreed standardized interface is
now under testing in six European pilot sites to ensure the
easy access of real-time multimodal traffic data for external
Traffic Information Service Providers (TISPs) and to check
several impacts: users’ impact, traffic impact or the
environmental one. This model already ensures the easy
access to all urban traffic-related data within a larger region,
resulting in the distribution to the end-users via several
consistent information channels and in parallel enhancing the
user acceptance.
The paper presents the concept and architecture of the
system, the benefits, initial results of the first tests and
possible future development of the applications.
II. THE NOVELTY OF THE IN TIME CONCEPT
The mobility is one of the attributes of a modern person.
This is why the project In Time is focused on increasing the
mobility of people in urban areas. In Time (acronym for
Intelligent and Efficient Travel Management) is an EU
funded project that aims at drastic reductions of energy
consumption in urban areas, employing dynamic information
for improving route guiding, transport and traffic information
(using information related to multiple modes of transport).
Until present, no such wide-scale system and service for
collecting, integrating, converting and delivering real-time
traffic information has been implemented. This system is
required to ensure interfacing with different information
systems, collection, processing and effective transport of
data to final, either mobile or fixed users. Due to the fact
that, at the present moment, there are no standardised
interfaces to traffic and travel information systems or local
relevant authorities (such as Traffic Control Centres, Road
Police, parking management, weather information providers,
port, airport or railway operators etc.), the In Time platform
had to face a consistent challenge of how to unify the
formats and contents of relevant information from these
various sources. Requirements related to mobile real time
travel and traffic information services [1] (WP3.2.1, pp. 1038) have been identified on the basis of previous research
projects (such as eMOTION, i-Travel, LINK, KITE etc.) and
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were grouped in several categories, that helped the design of
the system architecture, presented further in Figure 1.

Table 2 Meta-data categories of the unified data platform and service
quality indicators
Crt.
No.

User needs

Legal
Policy

Organisational
aspects
Regulations
Standards

Service
features

Data
Format &
Contents

System
architecture

Security

1
2

Geo-referencing availability

Y/N

3

Regional-related
availability

Y/N

4

Content/service type

5

Max. update rate for dynamic
content

6

Content / service availability

Crt.
No.

Service interaction and design

Figure 1 Factors that influenced the In Time system architecture design

Based on large market studies performed [1] (WP2.2, pp.
45-49 and WP.3.4.1., pp. 11-33) in the first stage of In Time
project, on the interviewing with the relevant stakeholders
and users, a set of services has been identified. A selective
list, containing the most relevant of them, is the following:

2

Geo-referenced data quality

3

Data completeness

Table 1 List of main services developed in the In Time project
Services
Crt.
No.
Service name
Service type
1

Static road traffic information

2

Dynamic
information

3

Static parking information

Static, core

4

Static
public
information

Static, core

5

Walking information

6
7
8

traffic

transport

Static, core
Dynamic, core

Static, core

Dynamic road traffic routing
information
Dynamic
public
transport
information
Dynamic
public
transport
journey routing

Dynamic, core
Dynamic, core
Dynamic, core

9

Dynamic parking information

Dynamic, core

11

Dynamic cycling planning

Dynamic, core

14

Dynamic
information

15

Dynamic weather information

17

Comparative pre-trip dynamic
multimodal journey planning

traffic

event

Dynamic, add-on
Add-on
Core, main mobile
application

Taking into consideration the above services mentioned,
a set of quality indicators related to the service itself and the
connected meta-data have also been analysed. On its initial
launch, the data management platform of the In Time
services is able to process various information and data from
various sources. Therefore, the quality of some meta-data
categories is particularly important (as presented in the
following Table 2):
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5

Static / dynamic
Time interval
Public / restricted

Service quality indicators

1

4

Always/seasonal/on
request

information

Dynamic
accuracy

Users

road

Meta-data categories
Availability of information in
time

data

update

time

Matching with existing interface
standard
Failure
/
error
handling
capability and reporting

[s]
[lat/lon]
-

As described above, the In Time data-fusion platform
needs information from heterogeneous sources, with
different timelines, formats, standards or interfacing
requirements. Therefore, the design of the system’s
architecture had to take into account all these requirements.
It is a difficult task to adapt into a single system so many
components and to make it usable in an efficient manner.
Therefore, it is expected that the services provided by this
unified platform will achieve:
 Business-to-business services, enabling European-wide
TISPs1 to get access to regional traffic and travel data
and services in pilot cities via a harmonised
standardised open interface; this will also enable the
TISPs to provide interoperable and multimodal realtime traffic and travel services (e-services) to their endusers; e-services will influence the on-trip travel
behaviour by optimising journeys, taking into account
the energy consumption; typical users foreseen: all
persons employing mobile navigation devices;
 Web-based interoperable and intermodal pre-trip
information will be provided by the pilot operators and
will have the potential to influence the travel behaviour
in the trip planning stage by taking into account the
environmental aspects. Typical users foreseen: persons
planning an urban trip for short term.
The initial research and design phase has now presently
come to end and the integrated platform architecture has
been successfully developed in six European pilot cities:
Vienna, Munich, Florence, Bucharest, Brno and Oslo. The
current phase is designed to perform wide testing of the
system and its impact, both on social and environmental
aspects.
1

Traffic Information Service Providers
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III.

IN TIME PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE

A. Building the In Time platform architecture
Due to its complex tasks, the In Time integrated data
management platform has to rely on a concept such as the
multimodal Regional Data/Service Server (RDSS), which
has to act as a service-oriented middleware infrastructure,
providing a specific set of services and data management
operations designated to cover: individual traffic
information, public transport information, location based
services, intermodal transport planning and/or weather
information. The core of this concept is the design of a
commonly agreed standardised interface that must satisfy all
the requirements of standards and data formats, permitting
the management of various types of information from
various providers. Using such a unified interface, the users
are expected to gain access to real-time multimodal data
from external traffic information providers. The principles of
interoperability are shown in the figure below (Figure 2):
TISP 1

Data format 1

TISP 2

Data format 2

TISP 3

TISP n

Data format 3

Data format n

GPS

RDSS 1

RDSS 2

RDSS 3

n service

s

Commonly agreed interface

RDSS m

Locatio

Wireless access
points

Internet

Trav
e

l/tra

ffic s
ta

tic/d

yn a m

ic in

fo

In Time portal

Mobile users
(On trip)

Fixed user (pre-trip info)

Figure 2 Principle of interoperability

The designed structure of the Commonly Agreed
Interface (CAI) and the related reference standards and
protocols took into account specific requirements of
integration and harmonisation:
 Harmonisation of standards used by each TISP for each
single domain of the integrated data management platform;
 Harmonisation across domains.
The first element means that each of the domains of In
Time platform (traffic, public transport, parking etc.) in
existing pilot systems usually make use of proprietary
standardised interfaces. In the most common cases the
situation is different from pilot to pilot and therefore the need
for harmonisation. The second item means that, in order to
achieve the goal of providing data and services really
suitable for the implementation of the applications by TISPs
(which integrates those data and services coming from
different domains and different RDSSs) it is necessary to
take into account the dependencies between the different
domains.
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Figure 3 The “bi-dimensional” harmonisation of technical standards

Using a Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach the
specifications of the system have been designed based on the
following operations:
 Modelling of data and services based on existing
domain standards;
 The existing domain standards are selected and
harmonised for the design of a conceptual model;
 A Geography Markup Language (GML) Application
Schema and Web Service Definition Language
(WSDL) were generated for obtaining exact
specifications.
The CAI includes a single information space, based on a
conceptual data model obtained by harmonising several
international and European standards along ISO 19100
Geographic Information Standards. It includes domains such
as: individual traffic (based on DATEX II2), public transport
(Transmodel 3 , IFOPT 4 , SIRI 5 , TPEG 6 ), location based
services, weather reporting, inter-modal transport planning.
B. Ensuring the Path for Information Provision and Use
The internal services of the application must ensure the
correct information flowing between the different
architecture entities and terminals. Amongst these, the Data
Services and the Mapping Services are the most often used
resources, due to the intensive employment of location based
and routing information in the application. These services
expose In Time standard interfaces for the provision of data
(WFS7) and the maps (WMS8).
2

DATEX II – a standard for the exchange of traffic related data.
Transmodel – a reference data model for the public transport.
4
IFOPT (Identification of Fixed Objects in Public Transport)
defines a model and identification principles for the main fixed
objects related to public access to public transport.
5
SIRI (Standard Interface for Real Time Information) – an XML
protocol which allows distributed computers to exchange real-time
information about public transport vehicles and services.
6
TPEG (Transport Protocol Experts Group) – a standard for
delivering traffic information via digital formats such as DAB,
DMB, DVB or over the Internet.
7
WFS – Web Feature Service – a standard interface for providing
requests for geographical features over the Internet
8
WMS – Web Map Service – a standard protocol for serving
georeferenced map images generated by a map server over the
Internet
3
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Figure 4 below shows this process.

Table 3 Availability and interfacing with services in Bucharest, compared
with other pilot cities

Service

Bucharest

Brno

Florence

Vienna

Routing

Proprietary
(+WDSL9)
Proprietary
Proprietary
(+WDSL)
WMS

TMC 10

Proprietary

Proprietary

TMC
TMC

WFS
WFS

Proprietary

WMS

WFS
Proprietary
(XTIS11)
WMS

Location
Messaging
Mapping

Table 4 Contents and standards available in BTMS compared to other pilot
cities

Content
Traffic
Data
Public
transport
Map data

Bucharest
DATEX

Brno
AlertC12

Florence
DATEX

Vienna
TICXML 13 ,
DATEX

Proprietary

Proprietary
Proprietary

Proprietar
y
Images
through
OGC
WMS

Proprietary

Images
through
OGC WMS 14

Images
through OGC
WMS

Figure 4 Integrated platform components for information provision and use

IV.

LOCAL PILOT CITY IMPLEMENTATION AND INITIAL
TESTS

Bucharest (Romania) is one of the pilot cities to
demonstrate the In Time integrated platform functionalities.
Here, the road traffic signalling and the public transport are
managed by a common system [5] (pp.3-4), the Bucharest
Traffic Management System (BTMS). This infrastructure
incorporates local equipment and outstations (traffic
detectors, traffic controllers, WiFi hotspots, CCTV, fibre
optic communication network etc.) and central computers in
the traffic control centre. The In Time system interfaces with
BTMS and collects dynamic information from this
traffic/travel information provider. As expected, the BTMS
employs proprietary and in general different standards from
the systems in other cities (Tables 3 and 4). The service
provider (TISP) can request an In Time service already
available at the RDSS or in case this In Time service is not
available at the RDSS, it can request the required content
from the RDSS, to allow him to create this In Time service
himself. The quality of the services offered is one of the most
important factors that define the utility of the system. This
feature may be considered from a dual point of view: the
quality of the information offered by local systems and the
quality of service offered by the In Time system. Only the
second one is important for this analysis. Of course, in the
quality of the In Time service also has to be considered the
delay in delivering real-time information from the local
systems. The local tests performed in Bucharest showed the
critical influence of traffic congestion in estimating the
correct time of arrival at destination (ETA), especially for the
“car” and “public transport” modes. Thus, the quality of the
dynamic information delivered to the In Time system proved
crucial. For example, Table 5 shows differences in ETAs and
time lags recorded for some tests performed in Bucharest.
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As it can be observed from the above Tables 3 and 4,
different formats and standards had to be feed in a single
database, via a commonly standardised interface. The
Bucharest system’s architecture is presented in a simplified
manner in the Figure 5. The main sub-systems of the BTMS
are PTM (Public Transport Management) [3] (pp. 2-5) and
UTC (Urban Traffic Control). These sub-systems form an
integrated component for obtaining dynamic traffic/travel
information. The BTMS is connected to the RDSS via a
VPN tunnel, in order to protect the information and the
traffic management system. Traffic messages and other
information is converted into the needed format by the CAI
and then delivered to the users via RDSSs.
These tests of the In Time system include:
 Checking the existence and correct operation of all
available services in the pilot city (functional testing);
 Checking the quality of the services provided
(validation testing);
 Checking the impact of the services:
o Social impact over the users;
o Traffic impact;
o Environmental impact.

9

WDSL – Web Service Definition Language – a specification for
describing network services as a set of endpoints operating on
messages, containing either document-oriented or procedureoriented information
10
TMC – Traffic Message Center
11
XTIS – Extended Tool Integrated Services
12
Alert-C – European standard for language independent exchange
of traffic information via a RDS-TMC channel
13
TIC-XML – common XML schema containing already
translated and coded data from a traffic information centre (TIC)
14
OGC (WMS) – Open GIS (Geographical Information System)
for the web
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database. In a similar way can be defined the other quality
parameters of the model. Beside the quality parameters of the
model itself, when testing such a complex system it is
important to also determine, from the users’ point of view,
the responsiveness of the information chain. Because the In
Time system and services have been started very recently,
only preliminary tests have been carried on in Bucharest. In
the table below there are shown some of the time lags
determined on different mobile devices (time measured
between sending the command and receiving the answer –
tested on 3 devices, information updated via GPRS/3G
network) and estimations of arrival time at destination, that
the mobile application delivers to the user.

Specific applications

COMMONLY AGREED STANDARDISED INTERFACE

Bucharest/Turin
RDSS

VPN – data transfer interface

PTM
subsystem

UTC
subsystem

BTMS

Figure 5 The Bucharest pilot In Time physical architecture

After the successful testing of the existence and correct
operation of the In Time system functionalities, one of the
most difficult problems is to determine the quality
parameters. This is particularly difficult as the test operator
has to determine if the poor response time, for example, is
due to the In Time system or to the data service provider.
Generally speaking, the existing quality concepts are close to
the quality model of ISO 19113. This concept is
unfortunately not exactly usable in this case, because the
scope of that procedure is to use a quality model within the
whole information chain and not only for a dataset from data
producers. The quality characteristics availability, up-todatedness, completeness and correctness define the
connection between the geographic data and the final mobile
user. The computation of availability can be effected by
failure rate in the physical support. It indicates that the
degree of probability of a failure of a dataset within an
assumed period and can be measured by the function:
(1)
where the quotient is the number nzv of missing entities at the
moment t and the number N of entities in the system.
The concretion of the “up-to-dateness” can be effected
by comparing the rate of update with the rate of change:
comparison of how the dataset is changing and how the
content in accordance with the universe of discourse is
changing. This quality parameter can describe whether the
geo-information is actually valid or not.
The omission rate is a quality parameter for completeness
and can be described by the following equation:
(2)
where N is the number of entities in the modelled reality and
nIC the number of correspondent missing entities in the
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Table 5 Initial results for time lag measured at the information request
Test type / mobile
Apple iOS
Symbian OS
Windows
platform
5th edition
Mobile 6.x
Time
lag
for
presenting selected
1-2 s
1-2 s
1-2 s
dest.
Max. time lag to
determine routes to
14 – 80 s
20 – 82 s
17 – 55 s
destination
Max. ETA error,
5 min
5 min
5 min
“Pedestrian” mode
Max ETA error,
10 – 18 min
10 – 15 min
n/a
“Car” mode
Max ETA error,
- 5 min... +
- 5 min... +40
“Public Transport”
25 min
hours (!)
n/a
mode

The maximum ETA error for “Public Transport” mode
for the Symbian application showed strange figures in some
isolated cases (see Table 5), due to possible mistakes in
selecting the public transport lines, but this is probably a
software issue that is to be solved in the next project steps.
V.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The services that the In Time integrated platform is
providing include a large number of physical and virtual
entities: local systems/interfaces, local software applications,
fixed or mobile communication networks, data processing
and converting etc. Therefore, in order to ensure a good
operation time and presence of these services especially to
mobile users, several communication methods are to be
taken into consideration. Moreover, for obtaining a good
“visibility” of these services, they have to be expanded in the
near future, integrating more and more applications from the
transport field: expansion to other transport modes
information/routing (trains, airplanes, ferries etc.) and
coverage expansion (covering not only urban areas, but also
interurban). In the local pilot of Bucharest city, several tests
have also been performed in order to determine the usability
of different WiFi hot spots for obtaining dynamic MRTTI
also in bus stations, parks, street junctions etc. In this spirit,
the tests took into consideration also the usability of some
WiFi special hot spots, such as the ones used by the public
transport. The local BTMS communication infrastructure is
comprised of 150+ Access Points installed in intersections of
Bucharest and WiFi clients installed on each public transport
vehicle. Therefore, several tests were performed in order to
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determine the availability and some communications’
parameters, like delay and throughput, by using these WiFi
Acces Points, on the 2,4 GHz and 5 GHz bands [4] (pp.3-5).
The measurement area was selected in central Bucharest.
There were chosen two types of intersections: busy ones
(from the RF communications point of view) and free ones,
with few interference and usage of WiFi spectrum. We
present further the results in the junction with the most busy
RF environment (many governmental buildings and
public/private Access Points) – Victoriei Square. Spectrum
analyses in both bands have also been performed, seeking for
an observation regarding the usage of WiFi protocol in the
mentioned locations. While both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands
are installed, the most significant activity was detected in 2.4
GHz band. This is why we considered presenting only the
results regarding this band. The Victoriei Square area of
study had the following characteristics (Figure 6):
 High usage of the 2.4 – 2.5 GHz spectrum, very low in
5 GHz spectrum; beside the WiFi and Bluetooth, high
power CW continuous carrier transmitters have been
detected;
 A large number of Access Points (over 40) have been
identified in the area; WiFi channel utilization reaches
in some moments 90%, especially in the zone of
channels 1 to 5.
 There have been identified many interferences due to
adjacent WiFi channels and also to the powerful RF
continuous carrier transmitters in the area;

In the future it will be also possible to deliver In Time
content via any other WiFi access points in urban areas.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of In Time system’s performances
performed in Bucharest showed several critical aspects:
 The errors in the ETAs depend more on the quality of
the real-time traffic information (for the car and public
transport modes) and less on the mobile communication
network quality, although it is important to have good
GPS and communication channels coverage [4] (pp. 23);
 The accuracy of the real-time information delivered by
local traffic information providers is crucial for the
precision of ETAs.
 The tests demonstrated the concept is valuable also for
fuel consumption / pollutant emissions reductions,
delivering better routes and therefore diminishing
congestion in traffic.
It is expected that the usage of the In Time services will
increase in the future, employing also available urban hot
spots in support of the information broadcasting. The
integrated services that the In Time project introduces will
increase in usefulness and will constitute a tool to easily find
traffic/transport related information anywhere. In the future,
the expansion of these services will help the urban society in
reducing the emissions and fuel, or energy consumption by
choosing more appropriate modes for urban transport or
saving time and fuel when travelling.
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Abstract—One of the most important characteristics of a
developed country is to take care and promote the life quality
of handicapped people. There are more than 55,000 registered
visually impaired people in Taiwan, and the population is
growing year by year. The amount of the assistive devices or
systems for the visually impaired people, which are designed
and made locally in Taiwan, are very few. Most of the assistive
devices and systems available to the vision-impaired people in
Taiwan are imported and expensive. It means that more and
more visually impaired people in Taiwan have to face various
difficulties in life, which are difficult to handle by themselves,
without any help from assistive devices or systems. Therefore,
it is important to develop assistive devices and systems for the
visually impaired people in Taiwan. It is very difficult, or
impossible, for blind persons to identify object's color. The
problem might cause inconvenience or further serious danger
in life, for example, wearing wrong-color cloth or taking wrong
drugs. The problem on color identification can be simply
solved by the assistance from sighted people. But, it is an
infeasible solution because of the heavy loads and cost in
human resources. In this paper, a color recognition system for
blind people will be developed. The system is built on the smart
phones with a camera device, and, therefore, is very portable.
With an accessible user interface and the text-to-speech
technology, the blind people can easily access the color
information from the system. The blind people can identify
object's color anywhere and anytime by using the color
recognizer. The developed system provides a feasible solution
to the problem of color identification that the blind people
faced before. Moreover, the developed system will help the
blind people to increase their life quality and decrease their
need for scarce sighted assistance. The color recognizing
system can help the blind people identify object's color
themselves.
Keywords- Visually Impaired People; Text-To-Speech
Technology; Color Recognizer; Mobile Assistive System.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Vision is an important and natural way for humans to
receive information from the environment. We rely on vision
to handle most things in daily life. Due to the defect in vision
caused by congenital disease or accidental injuries, visually
impaired people, especially totally blind people, have to face
lots of inconvenience in their daily life. Therefore, it is an
important issue to develop assistive devices or systems for
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blind people. The assistive technology for the blind has been
developed for a long time in some developed countries, such
as those in Europe and America. Their functions are
appropriate and useful. However, the assistive devices for
blind people are very few in Taiwan. In Taiwan, the assistive
devices available to the blind people from Europe and
America are too expensive.
A day in our life, we often faced with many choices, such
as pick out an object with correct color to use from many
objects. It is really common for us which have normal vision
function. For visually impaired people, they face the problem
again and again every day. For example, a cup, a book,
maybe visually impaired people can touch their shape to
know what it is and guess function. But, the blind people are
still unable to know the object’s color. It is too difficult to
know what the object’s color is it if he or she wants. To solve
the problem, listen to other people is a way to help blind
people know whether it is a white cup, or that a book’s front
cover is red. But they still can not complete the work by
themselves. When blind people go to school or go to work or
attend meetings, they need to use conveniently wear lounge
suit, about white shirt, black suit trousers, purple tie. It is
very easy for most people to pick it with correct color. But,
this is very difficult for visually impaired people. As a result,
family members must be a role of the eyes and stay with
visually impaired people to help them. In this way, family’s
burden will increase. The government must to prepare a
budget and train many people who to help visually impaired
people. It consumes considerable money and human
resources. This paper focuses on assisting visually impaired
people for self-management their daily life. We develop a
mobile color recognizer (MCR) for blind people. They can
use it to recognize object’s color correctly. To use it
conveniently, MCR must have portability and practicality.
Therefore, we built the system on the smart phone which has
a camera device. Consider the person who is usual Chinese,
we use text-to-speech (TTS) technology [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] with
Chinese voice. MCR will work and output Chinese voice
message, the visually impaired people can easily control the
system to obtain the information which they need anywhere
and anytime.
II.

COLOR RECOGNIZER

Color recognizer [6] is a software which people can use
to identify object’s color. The recognizer is a system that
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combines the computer, camera device and recognizer
application. There are many similar products and
technologies nowadays, such as face recognition system,
picture recognition. Image identification applications have
been used universal in daily life. However, building a color
recognizer in the computer or laptop still has some problems.
It is too large and weight to take along. Therefore, some
products have built the color recognizer on the smart device.
In this paper, we refer to the color recognizer developed by
CodeFactory company [7]. Provide a new way for visually
impaired people to obtain colors information around. But,
this product also has some shortcomings, for example, it just
work on nine kind of cell phone which use Symbian system.
Moreover, the assistive system uses the English voice textto-speech engine. It is inconvenience for many visually
impaired people which use others language.
III.

STATE OF ART

The color recognizer from the CodeFactory company is
a mobile assistive software which developed for blind
people to recognize object’s color. It uses a camera device
to capture images and feedback voice to user. The
software’s main functions have:

It can recognize eleven kinds of colors.

It has a simple function that determines with the light
level, such as bright, dark or normal.

Support voice feedback, the software can read the
recognition results by voice.
However, the color recognition system from the
CodeFactory has the following drawbacks:

The software just can work on few phones which use
Symbian OS. It is inconvenience, if I use others
platform, such as Android, Windows Mobile.

The software is too expensive, for Taiwan people, the
blind people must cost 4000NTD to buy it. And, it just
can use on the only one phone.

It is only available for English voice output; for
visually impaired people who usual Chinese, maybe it
is unfriendly for them.
Ours system can reduce the expenses for blind people
who use Chinese. Because we can product this assistive
system ourselves, it is cheaper than import it from other
countries.
The MCR system uses the text-to-speech engine with
Chinese voice. For people who are Chinese, they can accept
and control the MCR system easily.
IV.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The mobile color system is a convenience assistive
device for blind people. The blind people can use the
camera device which is on the smart phones to take photos
from the object and save it in memory. It could be a JPEG
or a BMP format file. When the system gets a picture, it will
analyze the picture automatically and identify the object’s
color. Then output the text-based messages to the TTS
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Figure 1. The system architecture

engine. TTS engine transforms the text-based message that
becomes an audio-based message, and play it, providing the
blind people another way to get information of colors
without other people’s help.
The MCR system is composed of three modules: the
smart device, color recognizer and TTS. The MCR system is
implemented in Java-based technology. We use the TTS
with Chinese voice, which can be on the smart phones. The
system architecture is presented in Figure 1.
The smart devices must have the camera because the
users need to control the camera device to take photos.
Considering the assistive devices’ price and the available
tools for blind people, we choose the smart phones from
NOKIA to be the platform for our system. The smart phones
use the Symbian S60 series operating system [8,9,10]. The
Mobile Speak for Symbian which is a widely known screen
reader software, which works on the Symbian operating
system. This software can access most of information in
operating system. On the other hand, the blind people can
use this software to control the system easily.
We use the Java language to develop the MCR system.
Java ME [11, 12, 13] is a kind of language which provides
the developers with programming tools for the mobile
devices. We can implement a program to drive the camera
and take object’s photos. When users take the photos, the
system will save them in JPEG or BMP format in the
memory.
The MCR system gets the images from memory and
recognizes the color information automatically. Then the
MCR system output the text-based message to the TTS
engine with Chinese voice. TTS engine handles the textbased message and convert it to the audio-based message.
As a result, the blind people can hear the audio-based
message to know what the color of the objects is. In fact,
they can identify the object’s colors by themselves.
When this system is implemented, we hope to achieve
the following results:

Because we use Java language, the MCR system can
easier transplant to other smart phones which unused
Symbian operating system.
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Color recognition is the main function of this system,
and the visually impaired people can use the system to
identify their cloths color.
Have a special and easier user interface for the blind
people to control the MCR system, and they can use
the system without other people’s help.
The price is cheaper, so the blind people can reduce
expenses to buy the MCR assistive system.
We hope the system is able to reduce human resources.
The system is able to work on the mobile devices. Let
the system has provided with portable property and
make the life be convenience for the visually impaired
people.
With the text-to-speech function that the MCR system
can output recognition result in Chinese voice
message. It lets the visually impaired people who use
Chinese to easily to control this system.
V.

REAL IMPLEMENTATION

When we get pictures from a camera device and save
them in memory, the developers are able to use the Java
APIs that number JSR-135 package to drive the camera
device. The MCR system will access memory to take the
pictures and call the program of color identification. After
that, the color recognition algorithm analyzes the pixels
which a block in the pictures, and compute the RGB values.
Because we hope the MCR system can work on the different
platforms, we use the Java language to develop it. After
obtaining the computed RGB values (which can compare
with color space to know the colors information), the system
provides the text-based results, and then, the Mobile Speak
for Symbian screen reader software (which runs on the
background) is able to access the text-based messages and
provide them to TTS engine. The TTS engine converts the
text-based messages to the audio-based messages, and
feedback to the users.
VI.

RESULTS

We are going to implement a mobile color recognizer
prototype with Chinese TTS on the smart phones to support
and solve the difficult problems of object’s color
recognition. Via the camera device, we can take the photos
and save them in smart phone’s memory. The color
recognizer will analyze when it got the photos. Last, the
text-based recognition results will be output to the TTS
engine. The TTS converts the text-based message to the
audio-based in Chinese voice, and play it.
We have driven the camera device successfully. Using
the camera device to take photos and save them in smart
phone’s memory. Currently, we focus on the
implementation of the color recognition algorithm. We
survey some literatures about image processing or color
identification. We should to know how to apply these
technologies?

In the future, we face some problems when we
designing the MCR system; we must to solve these
problems:

Because the assistive system is designed in Java
language, we must search some APIs that the smart
phones support (to read the APIs documents to know
the functions and how to use them).

We must to understand the property of the smart
devices. And attempts to drive the camera device.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, we use the NOKIA’s smart phones,
NOKIA 5800 to equip the MCR system. We have been
completed to drive the camera device which use the JSR135 package, and a really simple color recognition function.
The color recognition algorithm analyzes the pixels and
compute the RGB values to compare with the color space.
At now, the color recognition function has been completed
to recognize red, blue, green three basic colors. On the other
hand, the screen reader software, we can download the
Mobile Speak for Symbian from the Internet and use it.
Currently, we survey literatures about image processing and
color identification. We fix the programs and enhance the
color recognition ability. When the color recognition
algorithm is implemented, the MCR system is able to work
well.
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Abstract—In this paper, the single machine job shop scheduling
problem is studied with the objectives of minimizing the tardiness
and the material cost of jobs. The simultaneous consideration
of these objectives is the multi-criteria optimization problem
under study. A metaheuristic procedure based on simulated
annealing is proposed to find the approximate Pareto optimal
(non-dominated) solutions. The two objectives are combined in
one composite utility function based on the decision maker’s
interest in having a schedule with weighted combination. In view
of the unknown nature of the weights for the defined objectives, a
priori approach is applied to search for the non-dominated set of
solutions based on the Pareto dominance. The obtained solutions
set is presented to the decision maker to choose the best solution
according to his preferences. The performance of the algorithm
is evaluated in terms of the number of non-dominated schedules
generated and the proximity of the obtained non-dominated front
to the true Pareto front. Results show that the produced solutions
do not differ significantly from the optimal solutions.
Keywords-Multi-criteria optimization; Simulated annealing;
Metaheuristic procedures; Pareto optimal; Job shop scheduling.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Real industry problems require simultaneous optimization
of several incomparable and conflicting criteria. Often, there
is no single optimal solution; rather there is a set of alternative
solutions. In joinery manufacturing, the decision maker aims
at simultaneously minimizing the tardiness and the material
cost for the produced jobs. Jobs with similar materials have
a savings factor when scheduled together. On the other hand,
the customer requires fast delivery once the order is confirmed.
Therein lies a dilemma: scheduling jobs with similar materials
would help control the material cost, but this would definitely
increase the tardiness. Minimizing the tardiness will meet the
customer’s requirements, but does not generate higher revenue.
A proper balance would minimize the material cost while
simultaneously finishing all the jobs in a timely manner. In
other words, a trade-off must be made between the material
cost and a timely completion of all the jobs. Hence, in most
real industry scheduling problems, we encounter the multiobjective optimization.
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A general multi-objective optimization problem can be formulated in the following way. Given an n-dimensional solution
space S of decision variables vector X = {x1 , . . . , xn }, it
is required to find a vector X ∗ that satisfies a given set
of criteria depending on K objective functions Z(X) =
{Z1 (X), . . . , ZK (X)}. Finding the ideal vector X ∗ that minimizes all objective functions simultaneously is usually unfeasible. The solution space S is generally restricted by a series
of constraints, such as gj (X ∗ ) = bj for j = 1, . . . , m, and
bounds on the decision variables. Objectives under consideration always conflict with each other, hence, optimizing vector
X with respect to a single objective often results in unacceptable results with respect to the other objectives. Therefore, a
perfect multi-objective solution that simultaneously optimizes
each objective function is almost impossible. A reasonable
solution to a multi-objective problem is to investigate a set
of solutions, each of, which satisfies the objectives at an
acceptable level, and without being dominated by any other
solution. Marler and Arora [1] summarize the multi-objective
optimization area within the following definitions:
1) Dominant solution: If all objective functions are used for
minimization, a feasible solution X is said to dominate
another feasible solution Y (X ≻ Y ), if Zi (X) ≥
Zi (Y ) for i = 1, . . . , K and Zi (X) < Zi(Y ) for at
least one objective function.
2) Pareto optimal (Efficient) solution: A solution is said
to be Pareto optimal if it is not dominated by any other
solution in the solution space. A Pareto optimal solution
cannot be improved with respect to any objective without
worsening at least one of the other objectives.
3) Pareto optimal set: The set of all feasible non-dominated
solutions in S is referred to as the Pareto optimal set. For
many problems, the number of Pareto optimal solutions
is enormous (perhaps infinite). Therefore, the problem of
reducing Pareto optimal sets by obtaining the additional
information is very important.
4) Pareto front: For a given Pareto optimal set, the corresponding objective function vector values in the objec-
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tive space are called the Pareto front.
Scheduling problems are combinatorial optimization problems. In most cases, they are NP hard for even a single
criterion optimization and are therefore unlikely to be solvable
in polynomial time. The approaches are classified, Nagar et
al. [2], into two groups: (1) finding the exact optimal solution
using implicit enumeration methods based on either branchand-bound or dynamic programming techniques; (2) finding a
near optimal solution using heuristic methods. Heuristics are
either constructive (e.g., Panneerselvam [3]) or improvement
derived from metaheuristic approaches, such as genetic algorithm (GA) and simulated annealing (SA) (e.g., Sridhar and
Rajendran [4], Suman [5]).
SA has become very popular for solving multicriterion optimization problems [6][7][8]. The increasing acceptance of this
technique is due to its ability to: (1) find multiple solutions in a
single run; (2) work without derivatives; (3) converge speedily
to Pareto-optimal solutions with a high degree of accuracy;
and (4) handle both continuous function and combinatorial
optimization problems with ease. There have been a few
techniques that incorporate the concept of Pareto-dominance.
Some such methods are proposed in [9][10][11] and [12],
which use Pareto-domination based acceptance criterion.
In this paper, the concept of Pareto-dominance is incorporated into the SA procedure to find the non-dominated set of
solutions required by the decision maker. We start by briefly
discussing the problem and the methodology of combining
the objectives into a single weighted composite function in
Section II. In Section III, we describe the Pareto archived
simulated annealing (PASA) algorithm, and in Section IV, the
computational study carried out to show the performance of
the algorithm. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section V.
II. T HE P ROBLEM UNDER S TUDY
In the joinery domain, the cost of products, such as kitchens,
is largely determined by the number of material sheets used in
manufacturing. Jobs with similar materials can be scheduled
together to decrease the amount of material waste. This leads
to minimizing the production cost and therefore increase in
the profit; however, not without affecting the tardiness of the
jobs. The goal is to find the proper balance between these
objectives.
The deterministic job shop scheduling problem considered,
in this paper, consists of a finite set J of n jobs to be processed
on a single machine. It is desired to find the order (schedule)
in, which these n jobs should be processed to maximize the
total cost savings C and minimize the total tardiness time T .
Every two jobs, j and k, with the same material have a
savings factor Sjk , which shows the reduction in material that
can be achieved when producing the two jobs in sequence
(Sjk = Skj ). Given the number of material sheets N and the
cost of a material sheet M , the cost savings CSjk is calculated
as:
CSjk = CSkj = Mj ∗ (Nj + Nk ) ∗ Sjk
(1)
where j = 1, . . . , n,

k = 1, . . . , n
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The total cost savings C is defined by:
1 ∑∑
CSjk
2 j=1
n

C=

n

(2)

k=1

Each job is to be processed for an uninterrupted processing
period of pj . The process time pj is assumed to be known
in advance, and necessary setup times are included in the
processing times. The tardiness T of job j is determined by
the completion time cj . It is calculated as:
T =

n
∑

max(0, cj − dj )

(3)

j=1

where dj is the due date and cj is the completion time of job
j.
It is worth to note that in general, we may have to minimize
all the objective functions, maximize them all, or minimize
some functions and maximize others. However, any objective
function can always be converted from the minimization form
to the maximization form, and vice versa since:
max(f (a)) = − min(f (a)) and
min(f (a)) = − max(f (a))
This conversion is applied to the total cost savings C
objective to transforming it to a minimization objective.
An attractive approach adopted by several investigators
[13][14][15][16] is to combine the objectives into a weighted
sum:
K
∑
E(x) =
wi fi (x)
(4)
i=1

The composite objective is used as the energy to be minimized in a scalar form. Therefore, the two objectives (1) the
cost saving C and (2) the tardiness T are combined in one
energy function as:
E = w ∗ T − (1 − w) ∗ C

(5)

where w (0 ≤ w ≤ 1) is the weight assigned to each objective
during the search process.
It is clear that SA with a composite energy as in (4) and
(5) will converge to points on the Pareto optimal front where
the objectives have ratios given by wi−1 , if such points exist.
However, it is unclear how to choose the weights in advance.
Recognizing this, w is initialized to 0 and is increased by
0.1 at each search process in order to realize various search
directions to uncover more non-dominated solutions in the
solution space.
The notations used throughout this paper are given below.
n: Number of jobs;
pj : The processing time of job j;
dj : The due date of job j;
σ: The current schedule;
T : Tardiness of the schedule σ;
C: Total cost savings of the schedule σ;
σ ′ : The candidate schedule;
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T ′ : Tardiness of the schedule σ ′ ;
C ′ : Total cost savings of the schedule σ ′ ;
σb : The best solution obtained during the search;
Tb : The best tardiness obtained during the search;
Cb : The best total cost savings obtained during the search;
w: The non-negative weight of the objectives;
Z: The weighted sum of the objectives for the schedule
according to (5);
III. T HE PARETO A RCHIVED S IMULATED A NNEALING
A LGORITHM (PASA)
SA is a metaheuristic algorithm based on the basic idea of
neighborhoods. It was derived from the analogy between the
simulation of the annealing of solid and the strategy of solving combinatorial optimization problems [17]. A neighboring
solution is derived from its originator solution by a random
move, which results a new slightly different solution. This
increases the chance of finding an improved solution within a
neighborhood more than in less correlated areas of the search
space. Also, SA overcomes the problem of getting stuck in
local minima, by allowing worse solutions (lesser quality) to
be taken some of the time (i.e., allowing some uphill steps).
The simplicity of the approach and its substantial reduction
in computation time [18][19] has made it a valuable tool for
solving multi-objective optimization problems [13][15][16].
In this section the main components of the PASA algorithm are presented. The implementation of the algorithm is
described in Figure 1. To preserve the non-dominated solutions
obtained during the search process, an archive is maintained
for storage. The Pareto search and archiving procedure, as
well as the procedures followed for setting the parameters are
explained below.
A. Pareto Search and Archiving
The PASA algorithm starts its search with a randomly
generated solution σ. This solution is added to the Pareto
archive and the objectives T and C and the weighted sum,
based on w, of the two objectives are calculated. A neighbour
solution σ ′ is generated from the current solution σ using
the Randomly Pairwise Interchange mechanism. The candidate
solution σ ′ is then compared to σ for non-domination. In case
of the two objectives T and C, a solution σ ′ is said to dominate
a solution σ, if the following condition is satisfied:
[((T ′ ≤ T ) AN D (C ′ ≥ C))
AN D ((T ′ < T ) OR (C ′ > C))]

(6)

If the candidate solution σ ′ dominates σ, then σ ′ becomes the
current solution. Otherwise, the dominated candidate solution
is accepted with the acceptance probability Paccept as given
in (7).
Paccept = exp−(△Z/T ) ,

△Z = Z ′ − Z
′

(7)

Whenever a candidate solution σ is accepted, it is compared
with every member of the archive. Once any solution in the
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archive is identified as a dominated solution, it is removed
from the archive. If σ ′ is dominated by any existing solution,
then it is discarded and comparison is terminated. After all
comparisons, non-dominated solutions will be left in the
archive and σ ′ is added to the archive, if those within the
archive and σ ′ are not dominating each other. Irrespective of
whether the candidate solution is added into the archive or
not, the search process is continued with the current solution.
B. Parameter Settings
The value of the initial temperature is chosen by experimentation. The range of change ∆Z in the value of the objective
function with different moves is determined. The initial value
of temperature to is calculated based on the initial acceptance
ratio λo , and the average increase in the objective function,
∆Z0 :
∆Z0
to = −
(8)
ln(λo )
The following steps describe the method used to calculate
the value of to . Non-improver solutions are accepted with a
probability of about 95 percent in the primary iterations (i.e.,
λo = 0.95).
Step 1:
/* Q represents the number of samples */
for q = 1 to Q do
repeat
Generate two solutions X1 and X2 at random
until Z(X1 ) ̸= Z(X2 )
1 )−Z(X2 )|
tqo = − |Z(Xln(0.95)
end for
Step 2:
to =

1
Q

∑Q

q
q=1 to

Enough number of iterations at each temperature are carried
out to ensure that all represented states are searched and
to enable reaching the global optimum. For our problem,
a 150 non-improving iterations are used to terminate the
current temperature level. The temperature is decremented in
a proportional manner using the relationship ti+1 = α ∗ ti ,
where α is the cooling factor constant and chosen to be
0.98. A final temperature value tf equals to 5 percent of the
initial temperature to is used for stopping the algorithm (i.e.,
tf = 0.05 ∗ to ).
The re-annealing procedure restarts the SA process with
the best solution obtained during the previous run as the
seed solution. The search direction is changed by changing
the weight coefficient w to uncover more non-dominated
solutions. Initially, w is set to 0 and is changed with increments
of 0.1 for every search process. During, the re-annealing, the
temperature and other parameters are re-set to their initial
values. The re-annealing process is carried until w reaches
the value 1.0.
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Algorithm PASA
Calculate the initial temperature t0.
Initialize the Archive.
Initialize w = 0, non-improving iterations at each temperature (nt = 150), cooling factor  = 0.98 and
final temperature tf = 0.05 * t0 .
Generate a random solution (σseed), add σseed to the Archive, and let σb= σseed.
while (w ≤ 1.0)
t = t0.
σ = σseed.
Calculate T, C, and Z.
Let Tb = T, Cb = C, and Zb = Z.
while (t ≥ tf)
k=1
while (k ≥ nt)
Generate a neighbour solution σꞌ from σ.
Calculate Tꞌ, Cꞌ, and Zꞌ.
if (σꞌ dominates σ) OR (σꞌ and σ are non-dominating to each other)
σ = σꞌ, T = Tꞌ, C = Cꞌ, and Z = Zꞌ.
Check dominance of σꞌ w.r.t all solutions in the Archive and update the Archive.
if (σꞌ dominates σb)
σb = σꞌ, Tb = T, Cb = C, and Zb = Z.
End if
else
Generate a random number U.
if (U <   ∆⁄ )
σ = σꞌ, T = Tꞌ, C = Cꞌ, and Z = Zꞌ.
Check dominance of σꞌ w.r.t all solutions in the Archive and update the Archive.
End if
End if
k=k+1
End while
 = ∗
End while
w = w + 0.1
σseed = σb.
End while
Return the Archive containing the generated non-dominated solutions.
Fig. 1.

The PASA algorithm

IV. C OMPUTATIONAL R ESULTS
In this section, effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in
obtaining the Pareto front is measured by considering the
extreme solutions, i.e., the best tardiness and the best total cost
savings, of the Pareto optimal solution set as the reference.
The performance is verified using a number of numerical
examples, inspired by the real data and generated randomly
with pre-defined parameters. The problem sets used for testing
consist of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 jobs. Processing times for jobs
are generated based on the job size, while the due dates are
generated with different levels of tightness as proposed in [20].
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∑n
The total processing time P =
i=1 pi is computed first,
then the due date for each job is generated from the uniform
distribution:
[P (1 − T F −

RDD
RDD
)), P (1 − T F +
))]
2
2

(9)

where T F is the average tardiness factor and RDD is the
range of due dates. The settings of T F = 0.6 and RDD = 0.4
are used.
The relative percentage deviation (RPD), defined by (10), in
the objective value of the obtained non-dominated front with
respect to the objective value of the extreme solution is used
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as the main quality metric. Additionally, the mean relative
percentage deviation (MRPD) is calculated for each problem
set.
RP D =

Net Non-dominated Solutions

True Pareto Front
13500

Cost Savings

Cost Savings

True Pareto Front
14000

Oobtained − Oextreme
∗ 100
Oextreme

(10)

Fig. 3.
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criteria will be considered as well as problems with dynamic
and stochastic data.
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE OF THE PASA

ALGORITHM , COMPARED TO THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION OBTAINED BY ENUMERATION , MEASURED IN TERMS OF THE
RELATIVE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION (RPD) IN TARDINESS T AND TOTAL COST SAVINGS C

Problem
no.

n

Optimal
T

PASA
T

RPD
T

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
28
30

5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10

5
4
5
1
2
4
15
11
12
13
25
18
21
24
22
15
18
13
49
22
33
32
36
25
26
62
32
33
36
38

5
4
5
1
2
4
15
11
12
13
25
18
21
24
22
15
18
13
49
22
33
32
36
25
26
62
33
34
38
39

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.13
3.03
5.56
2.63

MRPD in
T

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.87

Optimal
C

PASA
C

RPD
C

9523.04
4702.88
1850.37
8106
8633.12
15691.5
5512.56
5687.64
15420.24
14578.83
6203.12
10756.8
17698.68
7284.69
18127.56
20439.54
23523.98
7512.15
10909.92
8081.01
28511.82
13960.54
24160.38
23490
20104.14
17372.08
13083.84
10876.74
5484.2
11345.43

9523.04
4702.88
1850.37
8106
8633.12
15691.5
5512.56
5687.64
15420.24
14578.83
6203.12
10756.8
17698.68
7284.69
18127.56
20439.54
23523.98
7512.15
10909.92
8081.01
28511.82
13909.94
23958.06
23490
20104.14
17330.28
12774.96
10681.86
5365.2
11190.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.36
0.84
0.0
0.0
0.24
2.36
1.79
2.17
1.37

TABLE II
T HE NET NON - DOMINATED FRONT OBTAINED BY THE PASA ALGORITHM
Prob. 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

T

C

T

5
6
11

7979.68
9336.48
9523.04

4
5
7
8

Prob. 6
C
13988.7
14176.8
14731.2
15691.5

T
25
26
27
28
29
32
42

Prob. 11
C
5430.04
5436.2
5855.08
5861.24
6024.48
6113.8
6203.12
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a tool for solving multiobjective combinatorial decision problems,”
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T
15
16
18
22
25
26
27
34

MRPD in
C

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.24

1.59

FOR INSTANCES OF THE PROBLEM SETS

Prob. 16
C
16117.2
17609.04
18541.44
18714.6
19174.14
19467.18
20439.54
20439.54

T
32
36
38
40
43
44
45
48
49
53
57
58
61
63
76

Prob. 22
C
10489.38
11202.84
12068.1
12477.96
12811.92
13054.8
13363.46
13414.06
13424.18
13479.84
13581.04
13768.26
13854.28
13909.94
13909.94

T
33
34
35
36
37
43
45
47
50
54
58
62

Prob. 27
C
9995.04
10375.2
10577.16
11099.88
11951.28
11986.92
12169.08
12418.56
12675.96
12723.48
12743.28
12774.96
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Abstract—Based on algorithmic differentiation, we present
a derivative code compiler capable of transforming implementations of multivariate vector functions into a program
for computing derivatives. The resulting values are accurate
up to machine precision compared to the common numerical
approximation by finite differences. This paper gives a short
mathematical background of algorithmic differentiation while
focusing on the user’s perspective of applying derivative generation tools on an already implemented code. This process is
illustrated by a one dimensional implementation of Burgers’
equation in a generic optimization setting using for example
Newton’s method. In this implementation, finite differences are
replaced by the computation of adjoints, thus saving an order
of magnitude in terms of computational complexity.
Keywords-Algorithmic Differentiation; Source Transformation; C/C++; Optimization; Numerical Simulation;

I. I NTRODUCTION
A typical problem in fluid dynamics is given by the
continuous Burgers equation [1]
∂u
∂u
∂2u
(1)
+u
=ν 2 ,
∂t
∂x
∂x
describing shock waves moving through gases. u denotes
the velocity field of the fluid with viscosity ν. Similar
governing equations represent the core of many numerical
simulations. Such simulations are often subject to various
optimization techniques involving derivatives. Thus, Burgers’ equation will serve as a case study for a compiler-based
approach to the accumulation of the required derivatives.
Suppose we solve the differential equation in (1) by
discretization using finite differences on a equidistant onedimensional grid with nx points. For given initial conditions
ui,0 with 0 < i ≤ nx we simulate a physical process by integrating over nt time steps according to the leapfrog/DuFortFrankel scheme presented in [2]. At time step j we compute
ui,j+1 for time step j + 1 according to
ui,j+1 = ui,j−1 −

∆t
(ui,j (ui+1,j − ui−1,j ))
∆x

(2)
2∆t
(u
−
(u
+
u
)
+
u
)
,
i+1,j
i,j+1
i,j−1
i−1,j
∆x2
where ∆t is the time interval and ∆x is the distance
between two grid points. In general, if the initial conditions
ui,0 cannot be accurately measured, they are essentially
+
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replaced by approximated values. To improve their accuracy
additional observed values uob ∈ Rnx ×nt are taken into
account. The discrepancy between observed values uob
i,j and
simulated values ui,j are evaluated by the cost function
n

y=

n

t
x X
1X
2
(ui,j − uob
i,j )
2 i=1 j=1

,

(3)

allows us to obtain improved estimations for the initial
conditions by applying, for example, Newton’s method [3] to
solve the data assimilation problem with Burgers’ equation
as constraints [4]. The single Newton steps are repeated until
the residual cost y undercuts a certain threshold.
In Section II, we introduce algorithmic differentiation as
implemented by our derivative code compiler dcc covering both the tangent-linear as well as the adjoint model.
Section III provides a user’s perspective on the application
of dcc. Higher-order differentiation models are discussed
in Section IV. Finally, the results of our case study are
discussed in Section V.
II. A LGORITHMIC D IFFERENTIATION
The minimization of the residual is implemented by
resorting to Newton’s second-order method for minimization. In general, Newton’s method may be applied
to arbitrary differentiable multivariate vector functions
y = F (x) : Rn → Rm . This algorithm heavily depends on
the accurate and fast computation of Jacobian and Hessian
values, since one iterative step xi → xi+1 is computed by
xi+1 = xi − ∇2 F (xi )−1 · ∇F (xi ) .

(4)

The easiest method of approximating partial derivatives
∇xi F uses the finite difference quotient
F (x + h · ei ) − F (x)
,
(5)
h
for the Cartesian basis vector ei ∈ Rn and with x ∈ Rn ,
h → 0. In order to accumulate the Jacobian of a multivariate function the method is rerun n times to perturb each
component of the input vector x. The main advantage of
this method resides in its straightforward implementation;
no additional changes to the code of the function F are necessary. However, the derivatives accumulated through finite
differences are only approximations. This represents a major
∇xi F (x) ≈
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drawback for codes that simulate highly nonlinear systems,
resulting in truncation and cancellation errors or simply
providing wrong results. In particular by applying the Taylor
expansion to the second-order centered difference quotient
we derive a machine precision induced approximation error
of hǫ2 , with ǫ being the rounding error.
Algorithmic differentiation (AD) [5] solves this problem analytically, changing the underlying code to compute
derivatives by applying symbolic differentiation rules to
individual assignments and using the chain rule to propagate
derivatives along the flow of control. The achieved accuracy
only depends on the machine’s precision ǫ. There exist
two distinct derivative models, differing in the order of
application of the associative chain rule. Let ∇F be the
Jacobian of F . The tangent-linear code
 dcc

↓
↓ ↓
F x, y −→ Ḟ x, ẋ, y, ẏ ,
↓

↓ ↓

where

(6)
ẏ = ∇F (x) · ẋ

and

y = F (x)

,

of F computes the directional derivative ẏ of the outputs y
with respect to the inputs x for a given direction ẋ ∈ Rn ,
while arrows designate inputs and outputs. By iteratively setting ẋ equal to each of the n Cartesian basis vectors in Rn ,
we accumulate the entire Jacobian. This leads to a runtime
complexity identical to finite differences of O(n) · cost(F ),
where cost(F ) denotes the computational cost of a single
function evaluation.
By exploiting the associativity of the chain rule, the
adjoint code
↓
 dcc
↓
↓ ↓
F x, y −→ F̄ x, x̄, y, ȳ ,
↓ ↓

↓

where

(7)
y = F (x)

and

⊺

x̄ = x̄ + ∇F (x) · ȳ

,

of F computes adjoints x̄ ∈ Rn of the inputs x for given
adjoints ȳ ∈ Rm of the outputs. To accumulate the entire
Jacobian we have to iteratively set ȳ equal to each Cartesian
basis vector of Rm yielding a runtime complexity of O(m) ·
cost(F ). Note that for scalar functions with m = 1 the
accumulation of the Jacobian amounts to the computation
of one gradient yielding a runtime cost of O(1) · cost(F )
for the adjoint model compared to O(n) · cost(F ) for the
tangent-linear model. In this particular case, we are able to
compute gradients at a small constant multiple of the cost
of a single function evaluation. The reduction of this factor
down toward the theoretical minimum of three [5] is one
of the major challenges addressed by ongoing research and
development in the field of AD [6], [7], [8].
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III. D C C - A D ERIVATIVE C ODE C OMPILER
Numerical optimization problems are commonly
implemented
as
multivariate
scalar
functions
y = F (x) : Rn → R, describing some residual y of a
numerical model. We assume that the goal is to minimize a
norm of this residual y by adapting the inputs x. Therefore,
for better readability and without the loss of generality, in
this paper, we will only cover multivariate scalar functions.
The main link between dcc and the mathematical models
of AD is the ability to decompose each function implementation into single assignment code (SAC) as follows:
for j = n, . . . , n + p
vj = ϕj (vi )i≺j .

(8)

The entire program is regarded as a sequence of p + 1 elemental statements. In each statement an elemental function
ϕj is applied to a set of variables (vi )i≺j yielding the unique
intermediate variable vj with i ≺ j denoting a dependence
of vj on vi . The independent inputs are given by vi = xi
for i = 0, . . . , n − 1 while the dependent output of F is the
final value y = vn+p . When dcc applies the tangent-linear
model to each of the p + 1 assignments, we obtain
for j = n, . . . , n + p
X ∂ϕj
v̇j =
· v̇i
∂vi
i≺j
vj = ϕj (vi )i≺j

(9)

.

Considering the j-th assignment in (9), the local k-th entry
∂ϕ
of the gradient ( ∂vkj )k≺j is provided in v̇j by setting v̇k
to one and all (v̇i )k6=i≺j to zero. The gradient component
∂y
)k∈{0,...,n−1} is obtained by evaluating (9) and setting
( ∂x
k
ẋk to one and all other (ẋi )k6=i∈{0,...,n−1} to zero. To get
the whole gradient we have to evaluate (9) n times letting
ẋ range over the Cartesian basis vectors in Rn . The adjoint
model is acquired by transforming (8) into:
for j = n, . . . , n + p
vj = ϕj (vi )i≺j
(10)
for i ≺ j and j = n + p, . . . , n
∂ϕj
v̄i = v̄i +
(vk )k≺j · v̄j .
∂vi
The first part consists of the original assignments j =
n, . . . , n + p and is called forward section. The reverse
section follows with the computation of the adjoint variables
in the order j = n + p, . . . , n. Note the reversed order of the
assignments as well as the changed data flow of the left and
right-hand sides compared with the original assignments. To
∂ϕ
compute the local gradient ( ∂vkj )k≺j we have to initialize
(v̄i )i≺j with zero and v̄j with one. The initialization with
zero is mandatory because (v̄i )i≺j occurs in (10) on both
sides of the adjoint assignment. According to (7), the adjoint
variable v̄j is an input variable. Therefore it is initialized
with the ”Cartesian basis vector” in R.
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The important advantage of the adjoint model is that by
∂y
evaluating (10) only once we obtain the full gradient ∂x
in x̄i = v̄i for i = 0, . . . , n − 1. To achieve this we have
to initialize (x̄i )i=0,...,n−1 with zero and ȳ with one. As
mentioned above x̄ must be zero because it occurs not only
on the left-hand side in (7) and y is initialized with the value
of the Cartesian basis vector in R.
In (8), we assumed that the input code is given as a
SAC. This is an oversimplification in terms of real codes.
The adjoint code has to deal with the fact that real code
variables are overwritten frequently. One way to simulate the
predicate of unique intermediate variables is to store certain
left-hand side variables on a stack during the augmented
forward section. Candidates for storing on the stack are
those variables that are being overwritten and are required
for later use during the computation of the local gradients
and associated adjoints. Before evaluating the corresponding
adjoint assignment in the reverse section the values are
restored from the stack.
For illustration purposes we consider Listing 1 showing anQimplementation of the non-linear reduction
n−1
y(x) = i=0 sin(xi ). dcc parses only functions with void
as a return type (line 1). All inputs and return values are
passed through the arguments, which in turn only consist
of arrays (called by pointers) and scalar values (called by
reference). Additionally we may pass an arbitrary number of
integer arguments by value or by reference. We assume that
all differentiable functions are implemented using values of
type double. Therefore, only variables of type double are
directly affected by the differentiation process.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

void f ( i n t n , double ∗x , double &y )
{
i n t i =0;
y =0;
f o r ( i =0; i <n ; i ++) {
y=y∗ s i n ( x [ i ] ) ;
}
}

Listing 1: dcc input code.
Using the command line dcc f.c -t, we instruct the
compiler to use the tangent-linear (-t) mode in order to
generate the function t1 f (tangent-linear, 1st-order version
of f ) presented in Listing 2. The original function arguments
x and y are augmented with their associated tangent-linear
variables t1 x and t1 y. Inside a driver program this code has
to be rerun n times letting the input vector t1 x range over
the Cartesian basis vectors in Rn to accumulate the entire
gradient. Listing 3 shows how to use the generated code of
Listing 2 in a driver program. Lines 2 and 5 let input variable
t1 x range over the Cartesian basis vectors. By setting t1 x[ i ]
to 1 the function t1 f (line 3) computes the partial derivative
of y with respect to x[ i ] .
The command line dcc f.c -a tells dcc to apply
the adjoint mode (-a) to f.c. The result is the function
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

void t 1 f ( i n t n , double∗ x , double∗ t1 x
, double& y , double& t1 y )
{
...
f o r ( i n t i =0; i <n ; i ++) {
y=y∗ s i n ( x [ i ] ) ;
t1 y = t1 y ∗ s i n ( x [ i ] ) +y∗ cos ( x [ i ] ) ∗ t1 x [ i ] ;
}
...
}

Listing 2: Tangent-linear version of

1
2
3
4
5
6

f

as generated by dcc

f o r ( i n t i =0; i <n ; i ++) {
t1 x [ i ] = 1 ;
t 1 f ( n , x , t1 x , y , t1 y ) ;
g r a d i e n t [ i ]= t1 y ;
t1 x [ i ] = 0 ;
}

Listing 3: Driver for

t1 f

a1 f (adjoint, 1st-order version of f ) shown in Listing 4.
As in the tangent-linear case each function argument is
augmented by an associated adjoint component, here a1 x
and a1 y. As mentioned above we need a stack in the
adjoint code for storing data during the forward section.
The augmented forward section uses stacks to store values
that are being overwritten and to store the control flow. The
actual implementation of the stack is not under consideration
here; therefore we replaced the calls to the stacks with macro
definitions for better readability. By default, dcc generates
code that uses static arrays which ensures high runtime
performance. There are three different stacks used in the
adjoint code. The stack called CS is for storing the control
flow, FDS takes floating point values and IDS keeps integer
values. The unique identifier of the two basic blocks [9] in
the forward section are stored in lines 6 and 9. For example,
after evaluating the augmented forward section of Listing 4,
the stack CS contains the following sequence

0, 1, . . . , 1
| {z }

(11)

n times

In line 10, variable y is stored onto the stack because it
is overwritten in each iteration although needed in line 21.
Hence, we restore the value of y in line 20. For the same
reason we store and restore the value of i in line 11 and
19. The reverse section consist of a loop that processes
the control flow stack CS. The basic block identifiers are
restored from the stack and depending on the value, the
corresponding adjoint basic block is executed. For example,
the sequence given in (11) as content in the CS stack leads
to a n-times evaluation of the adjoint basic block one and
afterward one evaluation of the adjoint basic block zero.
The basic block one in line 9 to 11 has the corresponding
adjoint basic block in line 19 to 22. In contrast to (7), in
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

void a1 f ( i n t n , double∗ x , double∗ a1 x ,
double& y , double& a1 y )
{
i n t i =0;
/ / augmented fo r w a r d s e c t i o n
CS PUSH( 0 ) ;
y =0;
f o r ( i =0; i <n ; i ++) {
CS PUSH( 1 ) ;
FDS PUSH( y ) ; y=y∗ s i n ( x [ i ] ) ;
IDS PUSH ( i ) ;
}
/ / reverse se cti o n
while (CS NON EMPTY) {
i f (CS TOP==0) {
a1 y =0;
}
i f (CS TOP==1) {
IDS POP ( i ) ;
FDS POP( y ) ;
a1 x [ i ]+= y∗cos ( x [ i ] ) ∗a1 y ;
a1 y= s i n ( x [ i ] ) ∗a1 y ;
}
CS POP;
}
}

Listing 4: Adjoint dcc output

line 22 the adjoint a1 y is not incremented but assigned.
This is due to the fact that y is on both hand sides of
the original assignment in line 10. This brings an aliasing
effect into play. This effect can be avoided with help of
intermediate variables; making this code difficult to read.
For that reason we show the adjoint assignment without
intermediate variables. dcc generates adjoint assignments
with intermediate variables and incrementation of the lefthand side as shown in (7). The dcc-generated code and the
one shown here are semantically equivalent. To accumulate
the gradient using the function a1 f, we again have to write
a driver, presented in Listing 5. It is sufficient to initialize
the adjoint variable a1 y and call the adjoint function a1 f
only once to get the whole gradient (line 2), illustrating the
reduced runtime complexity of the adjoint mode.
1
2
3
4

a1 y =1;
a1 f ( n , x , a1 x , y , a1 y ) ;
f o r ( i n t j =0; j <n ; j ++)
g r a d i e n t [ j ]= a1 x [ j ] ;

Listing 5: Driver for

↓
 dcc

↓ ↓
↓ ↓ ↓
˜ y, ỹ , ẏ , ẏ˜ ,
Ḟ x,ẋ, y, ẏ −→ Ḟ˜ x, x̃, ẋ, ẋ,
↓ ↓

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

where
⊺
˜ ,
ẏ˜ = ∇2 F (x) · ẋ · x̃ + ∇F (x) · ẋ
ẏ = ∇F (x) · ẋ ,

(12)

ỹ = ∇F (x) · x̃ and
y = F (x) .
Again, dcc generates exactly the implementation of the
˜
mathematical model. As we see in (12), the term ∇F (x) · ẋ
must be equal to 0 in order to accumulate the entries of
˜ must be set to 0 on
the Hessian ∇2 F . As a consequence,
ẋ
⊺
2
input. The product ∇ F (x) · ẋ · x̃ represents a projection
of the Hessian, determined by the vectors ẋ and x̃. In our
case with m = 1 the Hessian ∇2 F ∈ Rn×n has n2 entries.
To compute the entry ∇Fi,j of the Hessian the vectors
x̃ and ẋ have to be set to the i-th and j-th Cartesian
basis vectors, respectively. In order to accumulate the whole
Hessian this step has to be repeatedfor each entry, yielding a
computational complexity of O n2 ·cost (F ). Taking either
adjoint or tangent-linear first-order input code, we reapply
dcc by invoking dcc -t -d 2 t1_foo.cpp. This tells
dcc to generate second-order (-d 2) tangent-linear (-t)
derivative code while avoiding internal namespace clashes.
Looking at the possible combinations of the two differentiation models, there exist another three second-order
models. We may either apply the adjoint model to the
tangent-linear code or apply the adjoint mode to the adjoint
code. We will focus on the model where tangent-linear mode
is applied to the adjoint code, called tangent-linear over
adjoint mode.
This time the adjoint code (7) is taken as the input for the
reapplication of the tangent-linear mode, obtaining
↓ ↓
↓  dcc
↓ ↓
↓ ↓ ↓
F̄ x, x̄, y, ȳ −→ F̄˙ x, ẋ, x̄, x̄˙ , y , ẏ, ȳ, ȳ˙
,
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

↓ ↓

where
ẏ = ∇F (x) · ẋ
a1 f

IV. H IGHER O RDER D IFFERENTIATION
Numerical optimization algorithms often involve higherorder derivative models. Thus, the need for Hessians is
imminent. With this in mind, dcc was designed to generate
higher-order derivative codes effortlessly using its reapplication feature. dcc is able to generate jth-order derivative
code by reading (j − 1)th-order derivative code as the input.
In this section we will focus on second-order models.
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,

y = F (x) ,
⊺
x̄˙ = x̄˙ + ẋ⊺ · ∇2 F (x) · ȳ + ∇F (x) · ȳ˙
⊺

x̄ = x̄ + ∇F (x) · ȳ

and

.
(13)

The generated implementation computes the term
ẋ⊺ · ∇2 F (x) · ȳ. This time we do not end up with
one single entry, but we are able to harvest one complete
˙ To achieve this, the term
row ∇2 Fi of the Hessian in x̄.
⊺
∇F (x) · ȳ˙ and thus ȳ˙ must be set to 0 on input. The
scalar ȳ must be set to 1. Finally to compute a row of the
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n
f (s)
TLM (s)
ADJ (s)
TLM-ADJ (s)
IDS size
FDS size
CS size

250
0.03
33
0.21
150
7500502
5000002
7500503

500
0.08
109
0.43
587
15001002
10000002
15001003

1000
0.15
457
0.85
2286
30002002
20000002
30002003

2000
0.32
1615
1.82
8559
60004002
40000002
60004003

Table I: Time and memory requirements for gradient computation

Hessian ∇2 Fi , ẋ must be set to the i-th Cartesian basis
vector. As such, we have to rerun this model n times in
order to accumulate the whole Hessian, yielding only a
linear increase in runtime complexity of O(n) · cost (F ).
The desired dcc command is dcc -a -d 2
t1_foo.cpp resulting in the file a2_t1_foo.cpp. The
option -a instructs dcc to generate adjoint code.
V. C ASE S TUDY
As discussed in Section I, we run a test case on an inverse
problem based on Burgers’ equation (1). As a start we take
the code presented in [2] implementing the original function
with the signature of
1

2
3
4

v o i d f ( i n t n , i n t nt , double& cost , double∗∗
u , double∗ u i . . . )
{
...
}

Listing 6: Signature of Burgers’ function
Taking n grid points of ui as the initial conditions we
integrate over nt timesteps. The values are saved in the two
dimensional array u for each grid point i and time step j .
To solve the inverse problem we need the derivatives of
cost with respect to the initial conditions ui .
The results in Table I represent the runtime of one full
gradient accumulation as well as the memory requirements
in adjoint and tangent-linear mode. Additionally one Hessian
accumulation is performed using the tangent-linear over
adjoint model (13). Different problem sizes are simulated
with varying n. We also mention the different stack size
shown in Section III.
If we assume four bytes per integer and control stack
element plus eight bytes for a floating data stack element
we end up with a memory requirement of ≈ 610 MB for
the Hessian accumulation. The tests were running on a
GenuineIntel computer with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU
and with 2000.000 MHz cpu.
The execution time of the tangent-linear gradient computation is growing proportionally to the problem size nx and
the execution time of f :
cost(F ′ )
∼ O(n).
FM :
cost(F )
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The single execuiton of t1 f takes approximately twice so
much as the execution of f.
The execution time of the adjoint gradient computation is
growing only proportional to the execution time of f :
AM :

cost(F ′ )
∼ O(1).
cost(F )

Finally we accumulate the Hessian using tangent-linear
over adjoint mode. Here, the runtime is growing linearly
with respect to n as well as f since the dimension of the
dependent cost is equal to 1.
F M − AM :

cost(F ′′ )
∼ O(n).
cost(F )

For scalar functions in particular, the runtime complexity
for accumulating the Hessian using AD is the same as the
runtime complexity of the gradient accumulation using finite
difference. This enables developers to implement a secondorder model where a first-order model has been used so far.
VI. O UTLOOK & C ONCLUSION
We have presented a source transformation compiler for
a restricted subset of C/C++. As such, dcc runs on any
system with a valid C/C++ compiler making it a very
portable tool. Its unique reapplication feature allows code
to be transformed up to any order of differentiation.
Additionally, several extensions were implemented. As
these programs run on cluster systems, they often rely on
parallelization techniques. The most widely used parallelization method is MPI. Hence, there is a need for adjoint MPI
enabled code [10]. This feature has been integrated into dcc
using an adjoint MPI library [11]. Additionally there are
attempts to achieve the same goal with OpenMP [12]. For
the sake of brevity we did not mention the program analysis
dcc performs. For better efficiency, dcc uses activity and
TBR analyses [13].
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Abstract—Peer-to-peer systems have emerged as an
attractive alternative to client/server approaches. By
efficiently leveraging the upload bandwidth of the end users,
BitTorrent becomes a standard for scalable content
distribution. In this paper, we concentrate on the overall
performance of BitTorrent, in particular on impact of
physical media distribution, such as fluctuations in cable and
inside protocol parameter configuration. It is concluded that
the decrease of the default optimistic un-choking time has a
highly positive impact on the protocol performance.
Moreover, it is shown that the delay of the client’s network
connection has also remarkable impact on the performance
of the BitTorrent protocol.
Keywords- network traffic; peer-to-peer network; network
protocol; simulation experiment; efficiency.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the past few years we can observe growing
popularity of peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. One of the
peer-to-peer protocols is the BitTorrent (BT) [1], released
ten years ago [2]. A recent analysis of the latest P2P
trends word-wide shows that BT is still the most popular
file-sharing protocol being recognized as the king of P2P
traffic, because of generating approximately 45-78% of
all P2P traffic, and 27-55% of all Internet traffic [3]. In
our opinion, such a big popularity of this protocol is
caused mainly by relatively simple architecture and socalled tit-for-tat mechanism. Tit-for-tat (TFT) policy [4] is
used in BT to encourage each peer to upload to other
peers while downloading [5]. Dongyu et al. [6] showed
that with TFT a peer with a smaller upload rate will get
slower download speed.
In this paper, we do make an attempt of some-aspects
analysis of the BT protocol on the basis of results of
simulation experiments. The simulation environment may
have some advantages in comparison to the real network.
Firstly, we can manage the peers in swarm parameters that
in the real environment are random, e.g., the number of
peers in swarm. Secondly, the whole experiment in the
real environment would last days, weeks or even months
[7], when using BIT-SIM it takes up to couple of minutes.
Thirdly, in simulation environment we have an
opportunity to create a proper scenario, proper bandwidth
and type of internet connection that would be in real
world also very time-consuming activity.
Our experimentation system was implemented in
OMNeT++ simulation environment. This implementation
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was based on De Vogeleer, Erman, and Popescu ideas
described initially in [8] and next, developed as BIT-SIM
simulator [9]. After analysis of the obtained results of
preliminary experiments, we stated the following research
theses: (i) that optimistic un-choking session times have a
big impact on overall BitTorrent performance, (ii) that
link delay fluctuations may have a negative influence on
BitTorrent downloading mechanism of efficiency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides a review of simulators used for modeling and
P2P network and BitTorrent file-sharing system. This
review is based on the related works. In Section III the
simulation environment is described, including models of
network processes. In Section IV, we present the concept
of research and an experiment design. The results of
investigations are presented and discussed in Section V in
correspondence to our research theses. Final remarks and
some ideas for future research appear in Section VI.
II.

RELATED WORKS

There are number of existing P2P simulators. In this
section, we will overview some of these simulators.
Traditional packet-level network simulators provide
accurate low-level models of the network hardware
and protocols but are too detailed to be effective in
analysis of large scale P2P networks. For example, the nsfamily environment, including the most widely used ns-2
simulator [10]. However, ns-2 and ns-3 simulators have
weaknesses: (i) they are too detailed to be effective in
analysis of large scale P2P networks, and (ii) they are
very troublesome in adapting to P2P simulation because
of the complexity and interdependency between
simulation modules (scheduler, core simulator models,
protocol models, and application level models). These
disadvantages cause difficulties in attempt to extend the
functionality of simulator with new models.
Many research teams have created their own overlay
simulators. Some of them are used by experimenters,
including PeerSim [11], P2PSim [12], OverSim, TOSim
(Trust Overlay Simulator) [13]. Some of them are for only
specific purposes and, thus, they are not efficient for
general P2P protocol evaluation. NeuroGrid Simulator
[14] is focused on simulating searches over content
distribution network. Query-Cycle Simulator [15] is a
cycle-based simulation framework for file-sharing P2P
network. However, CANSimulator [16], FreeNet
Simulator [17] may support network protocols, including
BT protocol, either.
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There is an existing implementation of BT in GPS
(General P2P Simulator) environment [18]. Moreover,
validation of this BT model was made by comparison it to
a small scale network, also performance of the simulator
is not so good, even the current version [19]. The other
known implementation of BT protocol is in OMNET++
simulator [9]. This BT model was composed from three
basic modules, including Tracker, Tracker Client, and
Peer-wire. These modules correspond to the principles of
BT actions.
The performances of many various P2P file sharing
systems and BT system have been modeled in various
ways. Qiu and Srikant [6] constructed a simple fluid
model based on the Markov chains [20] describing the
dynamics of the BT system. In [21], a statistical
mathematical model is presented, which describes the
evolution of BitTorrent.
In [22], Jun and Ahamad discussed the properties of
the incentive mechanism of BT. Their analysis, based on
the experimental results, showed that the original
incentive mechanism of BT can induce free riding. They
proposed a game theoretic framework that is more robust
against free riders than the original mechanism.
Also several analytical studies of BT incentive
mechanisms are presented in [23][24][25]. It was shown
in [23] that BT mechanisms cannot prevent a systematic
fairness through a set of simulations. Tian, Wu, and Ng
[25] found that the standard tit-for-tat strategy cannot
improve file availability. They proposed an innovative titfor-tat strategy.
This brief review might show that various aspects of
P2P networks and properties of BT protocol have been
just discussed, analyzed and described in literature. The
objective of this paper is checking the impact of some
mechanisms on efficiency of BT, and making an attempt
in finding some improvement of tit-for-tat mechanism.
III.

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The implementation of the BT protocol in OMNeT++
environment was based upon the mainline client version
4.0.2 presented in [26]. The mainline client is considered
as the reference implementation of the BT protocol. The
choking and rarest first algorithms are implemented just
as they have been presented in [27].
The algorithms associated with BT, e.g., the peer
selection and the piece selection can be implemented in
different ways. Creating simulation environment, we take
into consideration the following assumptions:
• All messages are responded immediately.
Processing time for a message is zero (in
simulation time), except for piece requests,
which have a configurable response delay.
• Leecher starts downloading from another peer at
the moment it is un-choked by that specific peer.
• A new block is requested immediately after a
block has arrived from a peer, provided that the
client is not choked in the meantime by that peer.
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•

Handshakes and bit-fields are exchanged without
processing delay.
• Response delay is used only when handling piece
requests.
• Piece selection algorithm can be configured from
the default *.ini file.
• Swarm sizes are easy configurable by changing
only one parameter in the default *.ini file.
• BitTorrent clients are created dynamically upon
start-up of the simulation.
• Maximum swarm size of a simulation is not
explicitly defined - it can be altered by
configuring two parameters: the amount of
clients connecting during the simulation run and
the session inter-arrival time.
Many of the parameters of a BitTorrent swarm have
not been previously considered that is why some
assumptions regarding the input distributions of these
parameters were necessary, including the exponential
seeding time which was taken as proposed in [19].
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The main part of experiment design – parameters
used for the simulation scenarios - is presented in Table I.
TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR SCENARIOS

Parameter
Number of seeds
Number of peers
Max number of connections
Number of peers requested
Session inter-arrival time
Link delay
Bandwidth throughput
Asymmetric link
Initial piece distribution
Request waiting time
Block size
Simulation runs
TABLE II.

Value
1
200
200
50
Exponential, µ = 12,395s
Uniform, [50, 400]ms
Asymmetric - 4Mbps/1Mbps
Yes
0%
Exponential, µ = 100ms
215 (32768)bytes
20

PARAMETERS OF TORRENT FILES

Parameter
Number of pieces
Piece size
Download piece size

Value
1205
62144 bytes
74825472 bytes

Choosing the number of peers equal to 200 and the
number of repeating simulations per scenario equal to 20
represent an acceptable trade-off between simulation time
and the number of resulting data to be obtained. The
reason of taking a single seed is giving opportunities for
starting to upload a new content in the network. The
maximum number of connections equal to 200 is the sum
of 199 peer connections and the single tracker connection.
The value of the swarm inter-arrival time was selected at
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random from the results reported in [28]. The distribution
parameters for link delay and bandwidth were selected to
cover a large spread of possible link types. However, it
may be observed that with this chosen data the session
and message dynamics correspond to real-world
environment. The initial piece distribution of each peer
was chosen to be uniformly distributed. The parameter
represents the ratio of pieces available at a joining
peer when it enters the swarm (the initial seed always
has all pieces). Which specific pieces are available is
selected randomly. This was done to reflect the fact that
the measurements reported in [28] were performed on
swarms that already contained active peers already in
possession of pieces of the content. Request waiting time,
generated by different delay created processes, was taken
as of exponential distribution with mean value equal to
100 [ms]. The block size of 32768 bytes was selected,
following default size recommended in [26]. Remark: The
experiment design does not take into consideration any
information below the application layer, such as host
names, IP addresses, or port numbers, thus, meta data
required to join a swarm were proposed (Table II) for
characteristic of the torrent file.
V.

INVESTIGATIONS

A. Link delay
It is well-known that the throughput in TCP protocol
depends strictly on the RTT - the elapsed time for transit
of a signal over a closed circuit, or time elapsed for a
message. Thus, if two TCP flows compete for the
resources of the same bottleneck link, the connection with
a smaller RTT can receive a higher bandwidth share than
the other. Since a BT peer uploads to those peers from
whom it downloads with high rates, peers on links with
large delays may be characterized with the worse
performance. To confirm this thesis we made the
simulation experiment. The cumulative distribution
functions for 20 runs are shown in Figure 1.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 1. CDF for download time: (a) 10[ms] delay, (b) 100[ms] delay.

It may be observed that the download time for the case
with 10 [ms] delay (Figure 1a) is of 290 [sec] and is less
than 430 [sec] in the case with 100 [ms] delay (Figure 1b).
Therefore, the mean download performance deteriorates
by 33% for peers with greater delays.
It may be also observed, that the seeds and peers
behaviors (see Figure 2) are different in relation to the
delay. For delay of 10 [ms], the number of peers is
changing in dynamical way. This is the result of the fast
message exchange between users. In seed case two plots
are almost identical and no major differences are
observed.
B. Modified default tit-for-tat mechanism
The second scenario provides some minor changes in
default tit-for-tat mechanism, exactly in optimistic unchoking. The default un-choking times in optimistic unchoking mechanism is 30 [sec].
In order to check the relation of optimistic un-choking
time to other parameters, the value of optimistic unchoking time was lowered to 10 [sec].

(a)
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Measurement results are presented in Figure 3 and
Figure 4. When we compare the plots from Figure 3(a)
and 3(b), we can observe some minor improvement. The
mean value of 50% for Figure 3(b) is equal to 580[sec] in
turn in the optimistic un-choking mechanism with 10 [sec]
un-choking times.

(b)
Figure 2. Seed vs peer session: (a) 10[ms] delay, (b) 100[ms] delay.

This parameter was not configurable from the default
*.ini file in BIT-SIM simulator (some minor interference
in source code was necessary).
(a)

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. P-P plot for share ratio: (a) with tit-for-tat change, (b) without
tit-for-tat change.

In Figure 3(a), the considered value is equal to 425
[sec], resulting in profit (improvement) of 27%. It may be
observed that the share ratio value shown in Figure 4 is
almost the same in two plots presented in 4(a) and in 4(b).
Thanks to that, the change does not affect tit-for-tat in
overall negative way.

(b)
Figure 3. CDF for download time: (a) with tit-for-tat change, (b) without
tit-for-tat change.
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C. Overall conclusion
In Table III, the main results of experiments have been
gathered. In the table, in the fourth column, the ‘change’
is referring to percentage gain which resulted after
changing the values of the considered parameters: link
delay and optimistic un-choking time from the ‘old’ one to
the ‘new’ one.
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TABLE III.

[6]

MAIN RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT

Value

Parameter
Old
Link delay

Change

10 [ms] 100 [ms]

Optimistic unchoking time

30 [s]

[7]

New

10 [s]

33%
27%

VI. FINAL REMARKS
In this paper, we consider the two theses formulated in
Section I, concerned performance and behavior of
BitTorrent protocol according to (i) its internal tit-for-tat
mechanism changes and (ii) its external one like link
delay (independent of protocol).
In the case (i), we confirmed that even small
appropriate changes in the internal protocol (like change
of optimistic un-choking time) can ensure more efficient
data exchange. That is why some further investigations
should be made with adjusted parameters inside
BitTorrent mechanism configurations and using the idea
of multistage experiments as proposed in [30].
In the case (ii) concerning link delay, we have shown
that TCP protocol (which is used in BitTorrent) is not a
most efficient which can be used. The link delay
fluctuations can cause a visible protocol performance
decrease. Improvement can be made by possible using
the UDP protocol - to which the BitTorrent is migrating
right now. The prototype of that can be treated as a kind
of protocol already created in the µTorrent client and from
the name of the client can be named µTP. Although all the
BitTorrent protocol codes are open to the Internet
community, the µTP protocol is closed for now.
It also should be mentioned that the simulator used in
this paper, may be regarded as a useful tool for
conducting experiments, however, in limited range
because there are some functionalities not available such
as modular peer selection and peer snubbing, (i.e.,
dropping peers that do not respond quickly enough),
trackerless Distributed Hash Table (DHT) protocol,
encryption and super seeding. Moreover, torrent file used
in simulation does not use additional information like
current download status, connected peers and QoS
information. The investigations in the nearer future should
take into consideration these aspects to allow making
detailed analysis of BitTorrent efficiency.
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Abstract — An autonomic framework for service configuration
functionality is proposed. The framework has goals and
policies. Goals express required performance and income
measures. Policies define actions in states with unwanted
performance and income measures. All functionality is
executed by autonomic elements (AEs) that have ability to
download and execute behavior specifications during run-time.
An AE has several generic functionality components. Two
important generic components of an AE are Judge and
Strategist. A Strategist selects actions in a state with unwanted
performance and income measures to reach a state defined by
goal performance and income measures. A Judge gives
rewards to actions based on the ability to move towards a state
with goal performance and income measures. The Strategist’s
selection of actions is based on the rewards given by the Judge.
AE functionality is realized by the combination of Extended
Finite State Machines (EFSM), a Reasoning Machine (RM)
and a Learning Machine (LM). A case study of an adaptable
streaming system is presented. Using the proposed model, the
streaming system can select actions for capability allocation
adaptation more appropriately as evaluated by the
performance and income measure results.
Keywords-Autonomic;
Autonomic Elements.

I.

Service

configuration;

Policy;

INTRODUCTION

Networked service systems are considered. Services are
realized by service components, which by their interworking provide a service in the role of a service provider to
service users [1]. Service components are executed as
software components in nodes, which are physical
processing units such as servers, routers, switches, PCs and
mobile phones. A service framework is here defined as the
overall structural and behavior framework for the
specification and execution of services. Service
configuration comprises capability configuration, capability
allocation, service deployment and instantiation, system
performance diagnosis, fault diagnosis and service
adaptation. A capability is an inherent property of a node
required as a basis to implement services [1]. Capabilities
can be classified into resources, functions and data.
Examples are CPU, memory, transmission capacity of
connected transmission links, available special hardware, and
available programs and data.
The service configuration is done with respect to
required capabilities and capability performances as well as
required service performances. In this paper, we focus on
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service configuration of adaptable service systems, here
defined as a service system that can adapt by itself related to
changes by users, nodes, capabilities, system performances
and service functionalities.
In this paper, an autonomic approach to adaptable service
systems is proposed. Autonomic systems have ability to
manage themselves and to adapt dynamically to changes in
accordance with given objectives [2, 3]. The autonomic
system is constituted by distributed components denoted as
autonomic elements (AEs). An AE is the smallest entity that
can manage its internal behaviors and relationships with
other entities in accordance with its defined behavior. A
service component as already defined is realized by one AE.
An AE is constituted by several generic functionality
components. Two important components are Judge and
Strategist. The Judge and Strategist apply defined goals and
policies. Goals express required performance and income
measures. A policy is defined by conditions, constraints and
actions, and defines accordingly actions to adapt the system
in states with unwanted performance and income measures.
The Judge gives rewards to actions based on the ability to
move towards a state with goal performance and income
measures. The Strategist selects actions based on the rewards
given by the Judge.
The reasons behind the Autonomic Element model and
the AE functionality components’ specifications (see Section
III) are service components based on the classical Extended
Finite State Machine (EFSM) approach can provides the
software update flexibility [4], and Reasoning Machine
(RM) using the policies can add the ability to cope with
various situations more flexible [5, 6].
This paper is organized as follows. Section II defines
autonomic properties. Section III defines the main concepts
of what is denoted as the Goal-based Policy Ontology. The
details of the Autonomic Element Model are described in
Section IV. Section V describes how AEs are used to realize
service functionalities that are necessary for the service
configuration. Section VI presents a case study, related
works are presented in Section VII, and finally, summary
and conclusions are presented in Section VIII.
II.

PROPERTIES OF AUTONOMIC ELEMENTS

An autonomic system consists of a set of decentralized
autonomic elements (AEs), as defined in Section I. AE
functionality is realized by the combination of Extended
Finite State Machines (EFSM), a Reasoning Machine (RM)
and a Learning Machine (LM). An AE is a generic software
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component that can dynamically download and execute
EFSM, RM and LM specifications. Properties can be
classified as individual AE properties and shared AE
properties, i.e., properties of the AEs constituted by the
cooperation of AEs. AEs have the following individual
properties:
 Automaticity: An AE can manage its EFSM states,
variables, actions and policies.
 Awareness: An AE is able to monitor its own EFSM
states and performances.
 Goal-driven: An AE operates and/or controls its
functions towards goals.
AEs have the following shared properties:
 Automaticity: AEs can manage capabilities and nodes,
i.e., capabilities and nodes can be added and removed.
 Adaptability: The goals, policies and EFSM behavior of
an AE can be changed.
 Awareness: An AE is able to monitor available nodes
and capabilities. Information about EFSM states and
performance measures can be made available to other
AEs.
 Mobility: An AE can move to a new node and resume
its operation.
III.

GOAL-BASED POLICY ONTOLOGY

An ontology is a formal and explicit specification of a
shared conceptualization [7] containing both objects and
functions operating on instances of objects. We can define
independent concepts and relational concepts defined by
mathematical logics, e.g., if-then-else. In applications with
reasoning capability, the logic concepts can be represented
and processed flexibly as rules [1].
Figure 1 presents a simplified diagram of the concepts in
the Goal-based Policy Ontology. At the top level we have
goal, policy and inherent state, which all are related to
service and capability as defined in Section I. The
instantiated AEs have inherent states that can comprise
measures related to functionality and performance of
services and capabilities as well as income. System
performance is defined as the sum of capability performance
and service performance.
As a basis for the optimal adaptation, service level
agreements (SLA) are needed between the service users and
the service provider. An SLA class defines service
functionalities, capabilities, QoS levels, prices and penalty.
Service income includes the estimated income paid by the
users for using services in normal QoS conditions and the
penalty cost paid back to the users when the service qualities
and functionalities are lower than defined by SLA. In
general, goal, policy and inherent state concepts have the
SLA class as a parameter.
The goal is defined by a goal expression and a weight.
The goal expression defines a required system performance
or service income measure. A goal example is: “Service
response time of premium service SLA class < 2 secs”. The
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goal weight identifies a goal's importance. A goal can be
associated with a set of policies.
A policy is defined by conditions, constraints and
actions. The condition defines the activation of the policy
execution. The constraint restricts the usage of the policy,
and is described by an expression of required and inherent
functionality and performance of services and capabilities,
required and inherent service incomes, available nodes and
their capabilities, as well as system time. An action has an
estimated operation cost and accumulated reward.

Figure 1. Goal-based Policy Ontology.

A policy example related to the goal example given
above is: “If CPU utilization > 95% and the time is between
18:00-24:00, ignore new service requests of users of
ordinary SLA classes that request service time > 2 mins”. It
is expressed with Conditions: CPU utilization > 95%,
Constraints: system time between 18:00-24:00 and service
time request > 2 mins, and Actions: ignore new service
requests of users of ordinary SLA classes.
Table I lists notations used for capability, service and
income concepts.
TABLE I. THE CAPABILITY, SERVICE AND INCOME CONCEPT NOTATION
ĈR

Required capability performance set

ĈI

Inherent capability performance set

C
¯¯R

Required capability functionality set

¯¯
CI

Inherent capability functionality set

ĈA,n

Set of available capabilities in node n; n=[1, N]

ŜR

Required service performance set

ŜI

Inherent service performance set

¯¯
SR

Required service functionality set

¯¯
SI

Inherent service functionality set

IR

Required service income

II

Inherent service income

IV.

AUTONOMIC ELEMENT MODEL

An AE is composed of four functional modules: i) Main
Function, ii) Strategist, iii) Judge and iv) Communicator, as
illustrated by Figure 2. The behaviors of the various modules
are explained in the following subsections IV.A-IV.D. The
life-cycle of an AE is described in Section IV.E.
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Main Function and from other AEs, and available nodes and
their capabilities.

  (¯¯,
SI ŜI, ¯¯,
CI ĈI, II, ĈA,n; n=[1, N])
P  { pi }
pi  (Σi, Xi, Ai)
SI ŜI, ¯¯,
CI ĈI, II)
Σi  Expression(¯¯,
Xi  Expression(S
¯¯,
¯¯,
R ŜR, C
R ĈR, IR,
¯¯,
CI ĈI, II, ĈA,n; n=[1, N], G)
SI ŜI, ¯¯,
Figure 2. Autonomic Element Model.

A. Main Function
Main Function coordinates the functionality of an AE.
An AE has some general behavior which is common for all
AEs, and some behavior depending on the specific role of
the AE (see Section V). In general, an AE will have
requirements with respect to capabilities and capability
functionalities and performances. The specific need depends
on the specific functionality of the AE. The Main Function
behavior is based on an Extended Finite State Machine
(EFSM) model E defined () as:
E  { SM, SI, SS, V, M, O, Q, FS, FO, FV }

(1)

where SM is a set of all states, SI is an initial state and SS is a
set of stable states. V is a set of variables including the
inherent state variables. M is a set of input messages, O is a
set of output messages and Q is a message input queue. FS
is a state transition function (FS: S x M x V -> S), FO is an
output function (FO: S x M x V -> O) and FV is a set of
actions performed during a specific state transition.
An AE can move to a new node. A stable state is a state
of the Main Function where an AE’s functionality can move
safely and be re-instantiated in a new node based on the
restoration of EFSM state, variables, and queued messages.
Strategist is used by the Main Function to select appropriate
actions. The Main Function will regularly
 Compare the condition part of the policies with inherent
state variables, and will
 Activate the Strategist if a condition is met, which
returns an action to be used by the Main Function
B. Strategist
Strategist selects appropriate actions to be used by the
Main Function. The Strategist behavior is based on a
Reasoning Machine (RM) model, extended from [5, 6]. It can
be triggered by one condition at a time. It will execute all
policies related to a condition. The RM model R is defined
as:
R  { Q, F, P,  }
(2)
where Q is a set of query expressions containing variables, F
is a generic reasoning procedure, P is a set of policies, and
 is the strategist data including the inherent states from the
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(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

A policy pi has conditions Σi, constraints Xi and actions
Ai. The condition is an expression of the inherent states from
the Main Function and from other AEs. The constraint is an
expression of required functionality and performance of
services and capabilities, required service incomes, the
inherent states from the Main Function and from other AEs,
available nodes and their capabilities, as well as system time
(G).
The reasoning procedure is applied to select appropriate
actions with maximum accumulated rewards. It is based on
Equivalent transformation (ET) [8], which solves a given
problem by finding values for the variables of the queries.
The conditions, constraints and actions can have variables.
The result of the reasoning procedure can, in addition to
actions, give instantiated variables.
C. Judge
Judge gives rewards to actions to be selected by the
Strategist. The reward is a numeric value based on the ability
to move towards a state with goal performance and income
measures. The rewards will be accumulated over a period of
time. The Judge behavior is based on a Learning Machine
(LM) model L defined as:
L  { , , ,  }

(8)

where  is a set of goals,  is a generic rewarding
procedure,  is a reward database storing the accumulated
rewards of actions, and  is the judge data including the
inherent states from the Main Function and from other AEs.
We further have:

  (¯¯,
SI ŜI, ¯¯,
CI ĈI, II)
  { gk }
gk  (dk, wk)

(9)
(10)
(11)

A goal gk has goal expression dk and weight wk. The sum
of the goal weights is equal to 1. At time t, the rewarding
procedure will calculate the reward of an action ai, which
was applied at time t-1 as:
reward(ai,ik,t-1,dk) =
((ik,t,ik,t-1)/(dk,ik,t-1)) * wk - cost(ai)

(12)
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where ik,t-1 and ik,t are an inherent state measure before and
after applying the action for an monitoring interval [t-1, t],
ik   and dk is an associated goal required measures.
(ik,t,ik,t-1) is the difference between ik,t and ik,t-1. (dk,ik,t-1) is
the difference between dk and ik,t-1. wk is the goal weight and
cost(ai) is the operation cost of ai.
The accumulated reward of an action ai, accumulated_reward(ai,ik,t-1,dk), is then the sum of the rewards of ai, for
an inherent state measure ik,t-1 and a goal required measure
dk.
D. Communicator
Communicator handles message sending and receiving
on behalf of the Main Function. The Communicator behavior
is based on the EFSM model in (1). Other AEs can subscribe
to the inherent state variables of an AE. The Communicator
will manage subscription messages and will send inherent
state variables to other AEs on behalf of the Main Function.
The Communicator also handles the registration function
on behalf of the Main Function. Registration message is sent
to Registry (REG) (see Section V) that is an important AE
that records the life-cycle state of AEs. The registration
message contains IP address of the AE.
The Communicator will regularly broadcast heartbeat
message, which is used to indicate that an AE is alive. The
heartbeat messages are monitored by Life Monitor AE
(LMO) (see Section V). In addition, the Communicator will
inform REG about changes in the life-cycle state of the AE
(see Section IV.E). REG will broadcast the changes to other
AEs that subscribe to such updates.
E. Autonomic Element Life Cycle
The combined states of an AE during its life-cycle are
defined follows:
 Initial state: An AE is instantiated in a node where
there are capabilities and capability functionalities and
performances as required.
 Registering state: An AE registers to REG.
 Normal-Active state: An AE provides services with
normal functionality and QoS level.
 Degraded-Active state: If in the Normal-Active-State
the capabilities are less than required and results in
degraded functionality and QoS, the life-cycle state will
change to Degraded-Active state. In this state, some
actions selected by the Strategist can be taken to
upgrade the capabilities and performances. From both
the Normal-Active state and the Degraded-Active state,
the life-cycle state can change to Moving, Suspended or
Terminated.
 Moving state: An AE’s functionality is being moved
and re-instantiated in a new node. A move can only
take place if the EFSM states are stable (see Section
IV.A).
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Suspended state: An AE is suspended, i.e., by an action
selected by the Strategist, which means that it stops
executing current behavior specifications. An AE will
release its allocated capabilities. At this state, an AE
can start executing new behavior specifications. This
makes an AE goes back to the Normal-Active state.
Terminated state: Other AEs detect that an AE’s
heartbeat message is lost or an AE could not be reached
because of some unintentional reasons, e.g., the
hardware failure. REG is informed about this by LMO
or the other AEs, then REG records that an AE is
terminated.
V.

AUTONOMIC ELEMENT-BASED SERVICE
FUNCTIONALITY ARCHITECTURE

The service functionalities required for service
configuration are constituted by AEs and repositories, as
illustrated in Figure 3. The AE responsibilities and the
repositories are described below.

Figure 3. Autonomic Element-Based Service Functionality Architecture.
Solid arrows indicate the physical connections of AEs and dashed arrows
represent the message flows between AEs.









Primary Service (PRS) provides ordinary user services.
Registry (REG), as already mentioned in Section IV.D,
is responsible for AE registration.
Goal and Policy Distribution Manager (GPM)
distributes goals and policies to corresponding AEs.
Life Monitor (LMO) observes the liveness of AEs by
listening to heartbeat messages from AEs. LMO
regularly updates the liveness of AEs to REG.
Capability Administrator (CPA) maintains and provides
data about capabilities and their functionalities and
performances in available nodes.
Capability Monitor (CPM) monitors capabilities and
sends updates to CPA.
Capability Allocation Manager (CAM) generates (re-)
configuration plans for AEs to be instantiated in nodes.
CAM fetches the capability requirements and retrieves
the capabilities from CPA. A configuration plan defines
in which node an AE should execute. Configuration
plans are generated based on capability requirements
and policies. In addition, CAM allocates capabilities to
AEs. The allocation depends on the capability structure
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and optimization criteria which can be specified in the
policies.
Deployment and Instantiation Manager (DIM) executes
the configuration plan. It creates AEs in the defined
nodes and assigns the behavior specifications.
Mobility Manager (MOM) supports an AE when it is
moved and re-instantiated in a new node. The move can
be related to failures or insufficient capability
performances. MOM broadcasts messages to inform
other AEs when an AE’s functionality is suspended or is
resumed. MOM also handles an AE’s connections by
getting input messages on behalf of an AE and
forwarding them to such AE when it is already reinstantiated.
Ontology Repository (OntRep) stores the goal and
policy concepts as well as the related capability and
service concepts.
Service Specification Repository (SpcRep) stores the
AE behavior specifications and the capability
requirements.
Capability Repository (CapRep) stores data about
available nodes and their capabilities.
VI.

CASE STUDY

A music video streaming system is presented with the
intention to demonstrate the Strategist and Judge solution in
the proposed autonomic framework. The system is
constituted by the AEs as defined in Section V. The Primary
Service AEs are Streaming Manager (STM) and Streaming
Client (STC). An STM, executing on a media streaming
server (MS), streams the music video files to STCs. An STC
is associated with an SLA class, which defines required
streaming throughput, price for the service and service
provider penalties if the agreed QoS cannot be met. Two
SLA classes are applied: premium (P) and ordinary (O). An
STC is denoted by its SLA class as STCP or STCO. Each
SLA class has different required throughput (X); the STCP
required throughput (XP) can be 1Mbps or 600Kbps for highresolution and degraded fair-resolution videos, while the
STCO required throughput (XO) is 500Kbps for lowresolution videos. Prices and penalties will be defined later.

Figure 4. Streaming system example.
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Figure 4 illustrates the streaming system. In this case
study, CAM will accept the streaming requests on behalf of
STMs. CAM will decide which an STM can serve the
requests, or CAM may put them in waiting queues. CAM
can also instantiate a new STM in an available MS that
there is no executing STM.
The MS’s required access link capacity (CR,AL) is set to
100 Mbps. The number of STCs that can use the service at a
time is limited by the MS access link capacity. When the
required streaming throughput cannot be provided, a STC
needs to wait until some connected requests have finished
using the service. An STCO can be disconnected, while an
STCP may have to degrade the video resolution. The service
provider will pay penalties in case of waiting and
disconnection of the STC. These penalty and price functions
are given in Table II. A cost unit is the price paid by an
ordinary client for one second streaming of the rate 500Kpbs.
The price function for using the service is M(SLA_Class,X)
(cost units/second). The penalty function for waiting is
PWAIT(SLA_Class) (cost units/second), and the penalty
function for disconnection is PDISC(SLA_Class) (cost
units/connection).
Note that, the case study and all values, set in Table II,
are same as our previous work [5, 6] in order to compare
between the proposed and the previous model. The
comparison results are in subsection VI.B.1.
TABLE II.

THE PRICE AND PENALTY FUNCTIONS
STCO

STCP

STCP

(XO=500Kbps) (XP=600Kbps) (XP=1Mbps)
M(SLA_Class,X)/s

1

1.875

2

PWAIT(SLA_Class)/s

5

10

10

PDISC(SLA_Class)/
Connection

10

-

-

The complete set of actions A in this case study is:
A = {aD, aB, aN, aI, aR, aT, aM}

(13)

A subset of A, Á, is defined as: Á = A – {aM}. aD is to
disconnect the ordinary clients, aB is to decrease the
throughput of the premium clients, aN is to instantiate a MS,
aI is to instantiate a new STM, aR is to disconnect a MS, aT
is to terminate an STM and aM is to move connected client
sessions from an STM to another STM. These actions are
selected by the Strategist of CAM. CAM executes aN, aI,
aR and aT, while CAM suggests aD, aB and aM to STMs.
In this case study, the considered capability is the MS
access link. The required and inherent capability
performance sets are denoted as ĈR  {CR,AL} and ĈI 
{CI,AL}, where CR,AL is the required access link capacity, and
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CI,AL is the available access link capacity. The inherent
service performance set ŜI consists of the number of
connected and waiting premium and ordinary clients (NCon,P,
NCon,O, NWait,P, NWait,O), the number of disconnected ordinary
clients (NDisc,O), the number of MS (NNode), the service time
and waiting time of premium and ordinary clients (TServ,P,
TServ,O, TWait,P, TWait,O). These values as well as the inherent
service income (II) are observed per a monitoring interval ∆.
The service income is defined as:
II = M(STCO,XO)*TServ,O + M(STCP,XP)*TServ,P –
PWAIT(STCO)*TWait,O – PWAIT(STCP)*TWait,P –
PDISC(STCO)*NDisc,O – PSer*NNode*∆
(14)
where PSer is the cost function for adding a new MS which is
150 units/second per node, while M(SLA_Class,X),
PWAIT(SLA_Class) and PDISC(SLA_Class) are as already
defined in Table II.
A. RM and LM Specification
In this case study, CAM plays an important role. Its RM
specification is defined as follows:
(15)
RCAM  { QCAM, F, PCAM, CAM }
PCAM consists of five policies (p1-p5) as presented in
Appendix. A policy defines some actions in the set A in
(13).
The LM specification of CAM is defined as follows:
LCAM  { CAM, , CAM, CAM }
(16)
CAM  { g1, g2}
(17)
(18)
g1  (d1: IR > 0, w1: 0.8)
g2  (d2: TWait < ∆, w2: 0.2)
(19)

The monitoring interval ∆ is 1 minute. The STCs will stop
waiting and there is no penalty for waiting after 10 minutes.
The number of available MS = 3. Initially, only one STM is
instantiated.
1) Comparison between the proposed and a previous
model
Our previous work [5, 6] presented an adaptation
mechanism executed by a Reasoning Machine, which uses
policies and goal to manage the adaptable systems. In the
previous model, a policy consists of constraints and actions,
and it is not associated with any specific conditions. So all
defined policies will be executed when the systems are
entering a reasoning condition. There is only one reasoning
condition defined, i.e., the number of waiting clients > 0. In
addition, only one goal based on the service income is used.
The action is then rewarded by the goodness score (QoX )
that is calculated by the percentage of the increased or
decreased service income.
In this section, three different cases of ρ are illustrated:
a) ρ<1, b) ρ=1 and c) ρ=1.15 (ρ>1). The STCP request
arrivals intensity (λP) is set to 25%, 50% and 80% of the total
arrival intensity.
For case a) ρ<1, both models have the same behaviors. If
ρ>0.5, they used {aN, aI} to instantiate a MS and to
instantiate a new STM, otherwise they just disconnected the
ordinary clients or decreased the throughput of the premium
clients. The accumulated service income and waiting time of
both models are almost the same.
i

where IR is the required service income, and TWait is the sum
of the waiting time of premium and ordinary clients. These
goals are set in order to gain high income and to avoid high
waiting time. The policy p1-p5 can be used when the
required service income is not met, while the policy p1-p3 are
used when the waiting time is higher than expected.
B. Experiments and Results
Two set of experiments are presented. In B.1) Á is used
for the comparison between the proposed and a previous
model. In B.2) different action sets A and Á are used to
study the proposed model. The accumulated service income
and the accumulated waiting time results are illustrated in
both experiment sets.
The request arrivals are modeled as a Poisson process
with an arrival intensity parameter λSLA_Class. The duration of
streaming connections dSLA_Class is constant and is set to 10
minutes. The traffic per MS access link ρ is defined as:
ρ = ((λP*dP*XP) + (λO*dO*XO))/ (NNode*CI,AL)

Figure 5. The accumulated service income when ρ = 1.

(20)
Figure 6. The accumulated waiting time when ρ = 1.
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For case b) ρ=1, the proposed model produced higher
accumulated service income and lower accumulated waiting
time independent of λP, as depicted in Figure 5 and 6. This is
because in the previous model {aT, aR}, which terminate an
STM and disconnect a MS consecutively, was used when
the number of waiting clients was little more than zero. So
that, the number of MS was lower than proper required
amount. It results in decreasing service income and
increasing waiting time. In the proposed model, {aT, aR}
might be used only if the inherent service income <= 0;
however, it does not happen when ρ = 1.
For case c) ρ=1.15 (ρ>1), the proposed model also
produced higher accumulated service income and lower
accumulated waiting time. Figure 7 and 8 illustrates the
accumulated service income and the accumulated waiting
time for this case. The proposed model produced better
results, because it took the actions to adapt the system more
often than the previous model. When ρ>1, the service
income could be less than 0 because of the waiting penalty.
So that, in the proposed model the actions were applied both
when the service income < 0 and when the waiting time > ∆,
while the previous model the actions were applied only when
the number of waiting clients > 0. However, when λP = 80%
the traffic was too overloaded, and the accumulated service
income was less than zero in both models.

2) Comparison between different action sets
In this section, we compare three cases (I-III) of the new
proposed model. In Case I the complete set of actions A is
used, while in Case II the subset Á is used. For the last case,
the complete set of actions A is also used, but there is no
Judge component in the AEs so the actions are not rewarded.
The traffics that were simulated for this scenario are relative
to a function of time. The time with ρ at a fixed level,
denoted as the ρ period, is set to 30 minutes. ρ varies from
0.2 to 1.2. λP is set to 50% of the total arrival intensity.
Figure 9 and 10 shows the accumulated service income
and the accumulated waiting time of three cases. The brown
line in these figures shows the variation of ρ. In Case I, the
system learned that {aM, aT and aR}, which move connected
STC sessions, terminate an STM and disconnect a MS
consecutively, is efficient to adapt the system when ρ drops
and then the required service income is not met. As a result,
Case I could produce the highest accumulated service
income and the lowest accumulated waiting time. For the last
case, the actions were selected randomly and they were not
appropriate to the states of unwanted service income and the
waiting time. So, the accumulated service income of Case III
was the lowest, while the accumulated waiting time was the
highest.

Figure 9. The accumulated service income for various ρ.
Figure 7. The accumulated service income when ρ = 1.15.

Figure 10. The accumulated waiting time for various ρ.
Figure 8. The accumulated waiting time when ρ = 1.15.
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VII. RELATED WORK
Existing service system frameworks that support runtime self-management and adaptation can be classified based
on the way in which the management and adaptation
functionalities are specified. The functionalities can be
statically or dynamically specified. Some works propose to
use templates [9] or adaptation classes [10] to statically
specify these functionalities. However, the static approach
lacks flexibility. All the possible adaptation must be known a
beginning, and if new adaptations are required, the systems
must be re-complied. Our work expresses the service
management functionality for the adaptable service systems
in the form of the EFSM, RM and LM specification, to be
dynamically modified, added and removed at run-time.
When using the EFSM specification, an update of changes is
done by deployment of the whole specification. When using
the RM and LM specification, only incremental changes of
the policies and goals are deployed. However, the complete
policy and goal based functionality need to be validated offline before the deployment of the incremental changes.
There are several works that use the policies to specify
the adaptation, such as [11], [5, 6], [12-15]. Accord [11] is a
framework that can formulate autonomic applications as
dynamic composition of AEs, with the use of policies to
describe the adaptation of functional behaviors of AEs and
interactions between them. However, our approach and the
rest go beyond the use of policy for the specification by
adding mechanisms to adapt policies or the way of using
policies. Such policy adaptation can be grouped into three
categories: 1) changing the policy parameters, considered in
[5, 6, 12, 13]; 2) enabling/disabling a policy, found in [5, 6,
12]; 3) using techniques to select the most suitable policy
and action; for instance, rewarding policies and their actions,
presented in [14, 15].
Our approach is an instance of the first as well as the
third category as [14, 15]. Tesauro et al. [14] presented a
hybrid reinforcement technique used for resource allocation
in multi-application data centers. This technique is to select
optimal policies that can maximize rewards. Mesnier et al.
[15] used decision trees to select accurate policies in storage
systems. These policy adaptation techniques have only been
applied to a single element, while our approach is potentially
used in multi-autonomic elements.

Machine (RM) and one Learning Machine (LM). EFSM
behavior, as well as goals and policies can be modified
flexibly during run-time. For attaining a specific
functionality, specific EFSM, RM and LM functionality
must be defined. In this paper, specific AEs handling service
management functionality is proposed.
A case study is presented with focus on the Capability
Allocation Manager (CAM). The experimental results show
that the proposed model can produce higher service income
and less waiting time than a previous model. In the proposed
model, the actions are used appropriately under the
associated goals and required goal measures. Moreover, it is
possible to apply several goals, which each are weighed
differently, depending on its importance. New actions can be
added, and when there are more actions the system may
reach the goals quicker.
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APPENDIX
The appendix includes the policy specifications and a list
of mathematical expressions found in this paper.
A: POLICY SPECIFICATIONS
The policies as well as goals are expressed in OWL (Web
Ontology Language) [16] and OWL/XDD (XML Declarative
Description) [17], where the variables can be integrated with
ordinary OWL elements. The variables are prefixed with the
$ sign. In this paper, the policy is written in the form:
Conditions: Expressions_for_conditions,
Constraints: Expression_for_constraints,
Actions: {Action_ID},
Operation cost: Expression_for_operation_cost

Five policies (p1-p5) used in the case study are listed in Table
III. The conditions can be the inherent service income $II <=
0 and the waiting time $TWait >= ∆, where $TWait = $TWait,P +
$TWait,O.
TABLE III.

THE POLICY SET

Conditions: $II <= 0 or $TWait >= ∆,
Constraints: PWAIT(STCO) < PWAIT(STCP),
Actions: {aD},
Operation Cost: PDISC(STCO)
p1 This policy can be read as: aD should be used to disconnect a list of
STCO when PWAIT(STCO) < PWAIT(STCP), and the number of STCO
being disconnected is calculated from XP,1Mbps * $NWait,P / XO. aD
costs PDISC(STCO) units.
Conditions: $II <= 0 or $TWait >= ∆,
Constraints: PWAIT(STCO) > M(STCP,XP,1Mbps)-M(STCP,XP,600Kbps),
Actions: {aB},
Operation Cost: M(STCP,XP,1Mbps) - M(STCP,XP,600Kbps)
This policy can be read as: aB should be used to decrease the
p2 throughput of a list of STC when P (STC ) >
P
WAIT
O
M(STCP,XP,1Mbps) - M(STCP,XP,600Kbps), and the number of STCP to
decrease the throughput is calculated from XO * $NWait,O / (XP,1Mbps XP,600Kbps). aB costs M(STCP,XP,1Mbps) - M(STCP,XP,600Kbps).
Conditions: $II <= 0 or $TWait >= ∆,
Constraints: (XP, 1Mbps * $NWait,P + XO * $NWait,O) / CR,AL > 0.1,
Actions: {aN, aI},
Operation Cost: PSer * ∆
p3 This policy can be read as: aN and aI should be used to instantiate a
MS and to instantiate a new STM consecutively, when (XP, 1Mbps *
$NWait,P + XO * $NWait,O) / CR,AL > 0.1. These actions {aN, aI} cost
PSer * ∆.
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Conditions: $II <= 0,
Constraints: (XP, 1Mbps * $NWait,P + XO * $NWait,O) / CR,AL < 0.1,
Actions: {aT, aR},
Operation Cost: PDISC(STCO) + PWAIT(STCP) – PSer * ∆
p4 This policy can be read as: aT and aR should be used to terminate an
STM and to disconnect a MS consecutively, when (XP, 1Mbps *
$NWait,P + XO * $NWait,O) / CR,AL < 0.1. These actions {aT, aR} cost
PDISC(STCO) + PWAIT(STCP) – PSer * ∆.
Conditions: $II <= 0,
Constraints: (XP, 1Mbps * $NWait,P + XO * $NWait,O) / CR,AL < 0.1,
Actions: {aM, aT, aR},
Operation Cost: - PSer * ∆
p5 This policy can be read as: aM, aT and aR should be used to move
connected STC sessions, to terminate an STM and to disconnect a
MS consecutively, when (XP, 1Mbps * $NWait,P + XO * $NWait,O) / CR,AL
< 0.1. These actions {aM, aT, aR} make profit = PSer * ∆.

B: MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS
Table IV lists all mathematical expressions. This table
also expresses the relations to others expressions (Rel. to
exp.) as well as the references to table (Ref. to tab.), where
the notification used in the expression are defined.
TABLE IV.
No.
1

MATHMATICAL EXPRESSIONS.

Mathematical expressions
E{ SM, SI, SS, V, M, O, Q, FS, FO, FV }

Rel. to exp. Ref. to tab.
-

2

R{ Q, F, P,  }

-

3

(¯¯,
SI ŜI, ¯¯,
CI ĈI, II, ĈA,n; n=[1, N])

2

I

4

P{ pi }

2

-

5

pi(Σi, Xi, Ai)

4

-

6

ΣiExpression(¯¯,
SI ŜI, ¯¯,
CI ĈI, II)

5

I

7

XiExpression(S
¯¯,
¯¯,
SI ŜI,
R ŜR , C
R ĈR, IR, ¯¯,
CI ĈI, II, ĈA,n; n=[1, N], G)
¯¯,

5

I

8

L  { , , ,  }

-

-

9

  (¯¯,
SI ŜI, ¯¯,
CI ĈI, II)

8

I

10

  { gk }

8

-

11

gk  (dk, wk)

10

-

12

reward(ai,ik,t-1,dk) =

8

13

A = {aD, aB, aN, aI, aR, aT, aM}

5

-

14

II = M(STCO,XO)*TServ,O +
M(STCP,XP)*TServ,P –
PWAIT(STCO)*TWait,O – PWAIT(STCP)*TWait,P

3, 6, 7,

II

-

((ik,t,ik,t-1)/(dk,ik,t-1))*wk -cost(ai)

9

– PDISC(STCO)*NDisc,O – PSer*NNode*∆
15

RCAM  { QCAM, F, PCAM, CAM }

2

-

16

LCAM  { CAM, , CAM, CAM }

8

-

17

CAM  { g1, g2}

10, 16

-

18

g1  (d1: IR > 0, w1: 0.8)

11, 17

-

19

g2  (d2: TWait < ∆, w2: 0.2)

11, 17

-

20

ρ = ((λP*dP*XP) + (λO*dO*XO))/ (NNode*CI,AL)

-

-
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Abstract— For testing the automatically generated C compiler for
embedded systems on the simulator, it is necessary to have
corresponding support in the simulator itself. Testing programs
written in C very often use I/O operations. This can not be done
without support of C library. Hence the simulator must provide
an interface for calling the functions of the operation system it
runs on. In this paper we provide a method that enables
programs to run, which use functions from the standard C
library. After the implementation of this approach we are able to
use the function provided by the C library with limitations given
by the hardware.
Keywords - Porting of a library; C library; compiler testing;
simulation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the goals in our research group is an automatic
generation of C compilers for various architectures. Currently,
we are working on Microprocessor without Interlocked
Pipeline Stages (MIPS). To minimize the number of errors in
the automatically generated compilers, it is necessary to put the
generated compilers under test. Because the whole process of
compiler generation is highly automatic and we do not have all
the platforms, for which we develop, available for testing, we
use simulators for compiler testing instead of the chips or
development kits. If one wants to test the C compiler within
any simulator, it is necessary to add the support for the C
library functions into the simulator, which is used for testing.
The support of the library is crucial in our project. We need
to use tests written in C for the compiler testing and the tests
commonly use I/O functions, functions for memory
management, etc. This paper presents the idea of fitting the
simulator, where the testing is performed, with support of the C
library and later on the implementation of this method.
The paper is organized in the following way; the second
section provides the position of the testing in the Lissom
project, then a short overview of related work is given, section
four discusses the reasons for choosing the library. Sections
five and six discuss the theoretical and practical side of
adding the library support into the simulator. Section seven
concludes the paper.
II.

POSITION IN LISSOM PROJECT

In the Lissom project [1], we focus mainly on hardware
software codesign. In order to deliver the best possible services
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we want to provide the C compiler for a given platform as C is
one of the main development languages for embedded systems.
The C compiler is automatically generated from the description
file. Besides the C compiler there are a lot of tools that are also
generated from the description file. The tools include mainly:
•

simulators,

•

assembler,

•

disassembler,

•

profiler,

•

hardware description.

Simulators can be either cycle accurate or instruction
accurate. The profiler was thoroughly described in this article
[2].
The description file is written in ISAC [3] language. The
ISAC language is an architecture description language (ADL).
It falls into the category of mixed architecture description
languages.
We would like to produce the whole integrated
development environment (IDE) for hardware software
codesign. This IDE should provide all the necessary tools for
developers when designing embedded systems from the
scratch. The simulators are part of the IDE and the C library is
part of the simulators.
The tool for generating compilers is called backendgen and
is also embedded in the IDE. The backendgen was
programmed manually; it is not generated. The quality of a
compiler is crucial for the quality of software that is compiled
by the compiler. Hence it is very important to test the compiler
that is generated by the backendgen. Through locating the
errors in the compiler itself we can afterwards identify and fix
problems in the generation tools and in the whole development
process.
The primary role of the C library is to enlarge the range of
constructions that can be used during the process of testing.
Without all doubts it is important to test the basic constructions
such as if statement loops, function calls, etc. On the other
hand it is highly desirable to have a possibility of printing
outputs or the exiting program with different exit values and
this can not be done without C library support. Exit values are
the basic notification of program evaluation and debugging
dumps are also one of the core methods of debugging. Note
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that all the tests are designed for the given embedded system,
and the tests are run on the simulator.
Secondary role of the library in the whole process of
development is providing additional functions for writing
programs. One of the most used groups of functions are
functions for allocating memory, string comparison and
parsing, input/output methods, etc.
As it is possible to generate several types of simulators in
Lissom project, it will be necessary to add the library support
into all types of simulators. It should not include any
substantial changes to the process of generation.
III.

RELATED WORK

Simulators in general are one of the most popular solutions
as far as embedded system development is concerned. They are
very often used for testing. We tried to pick up several
examples that are connected to embedded systems
development, and were published in the form of an article. The
Unisim project is not aimed at embedded systems but provides
an interesting idea.
In [4], a system very similar to the one that is developed
within our project is suggested. It is called Upfast. The article
describes system that generates different tools from a
description file such as we do. The article mentions that C
libraries were developed, but no closer information is given. It
seems that in the simulator of the Unisim project the support
for C language library has been right from the beginning.
Unfortunately, this is not our case. Porting of the library is
critical for us, because without the support it is very difficult to
test and evaluate the results of any tests.
Another interesting system including a simulator is
described in [5]. The project is called Rsim and is focused on
the simulation of shared memory multiprocessors. The Rsim
project works under Solaris. The Rsim simulator can not use
standard system libraries. Unfortunately, it is not explained
why. Instead the Rsim provides commonly used libraries and
functions. The Rsim simulator was tested for support of a C
library. All system calls in the Rsim are only emulated, no
simulation is performed. In our system we will simulate the
calls when necessary. The Rsim does not support dynamically
linked libraries and our system also does not consider dynamic
linking at the current state. Unfortunately, in the article [5] is
not mentioned how the support for C library functions was
added into the simulator.
The Unisim project [6] was developed as an open
simulation environment which should deal with several crucial
problems of today simulators. One of the problems is a lack of
interoperability. This could be solved, according to the article,
by a library of compatible modules and also by the ability to
inter-operate with other simulators by wrapping them into
modules. Though this may seem to be a little out of our
concern, the idea of an interface within the simulator that
allows adding any library, is quite interesting. In our case we
will have the possibility to add or remove modules from the
library in a simple way. But the idea from the Unisim project
would make the import of any other library far easier than it is
now.
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The articles above are all related to simulations. The C
programming language is not a new one and it is not possible
to list all the articles that are in any way related to any library
of C language. The simulator is either created in a way that it
already contains the library or it has at least some interface
which makes it easier to import the library in case it is wrapped
in a module. Unfortunately, our simulator does not contain
such an interface.
IV.

CHOOSING THE LIBRARY

As we are focused mainly on embedded systems and we
design the whole process of compiler development for them we
dedicated quite a lot a time to choosing the correct library. It
was clear right from the beginning that glibc is needlessly large
and therefore not suitable for use in embedded systems. We
need a library that satisfies the following criteria:
•

minimalism,

•

support for porting on different architectures,

•

well-documented,

•

new release at least once a year,

•

compatibility with glibc,

•

modularity.

All these conditions were satisfied by very few libraries.
Amongst those we chose uClibc [7]. This library is largely
minimalistic. It does not contain certain modules, because,
according to the authors, it would be against the principle of
minimalism. In certain areas it sacrifices better performance in
favor of minimalism. For example, functions for I/O could be
optimized for different platforms, but there is just one version
for all platforms written in portable C that is optimized for
space.
V.

THEORY OF PORTING

The main reason for porting the library into a simulator is
the fact that we need to add the support for C functions into the
simulator itself. To be precise, we want to use the libc
functions such as printf, malloc, free, etc. in the programs that
will be used for testing of the compiler. And because we do not
posses the development kits for all the platforms on which we
run our tests we use simulators instead.
If one does not grant libc library support in the simulated
environment, the number of constructions we can use and test
is very limited.
Consider the following simple example written in C:
int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
if(strcmp(“alpha”,”beta”)==0)
{ return 1;}
else
{ return 0;}
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}
Even this simple program can not be executed, because it
uses function strcmp that is part of the C library. This program
can not be compiled unless the inclusion of string.h and
possibly some other header files is performed.
On the contrary the main aim of testing is to cover as wide
an area as possible and also try as many different combinations
of functions as we can. However, this goes against the idea of
embedded solutions. And because we focus especially on
embedded systems, we do not even try to cover all the
functions provided by glibc, or in our case, uClibc. In fact we
will use and hence test only functions that can run under the
simulated environment and are useful for the programs that
will be executed on the given platform. Moreover embedded
systems are not designed for use of vast numbers of
constructions that programming languages offer. Typically
there is just one task, usually quite complicated, that is
launched repeatedly. The functions we will use forms just a
small part of uClibc. The functions that are not important to us
can be easily removed via a configuration interface or
manually. The following categories are examples of
unimportant functions:
•

threads, we assume that in simple programs for
embedded systems one will not use threads,

•

locales, all the locales were removed from the library,

•

math, functions for computing sin, cos, etc.

•

inet module, even though networking plays an
important part in modern embedded systems the
whole module was removed,

•

files and operations with files, our application does
not need an interface for working with files.

Now we come to the important parts of the library. Simply
spoken all that really has to remain from the library are the
sysdeps, this is the core of the whole system (how to allocate
more memory, etc.), then important modules such as stdio (for
outputs, inputs) and other modules we wish to preserve. In our
case we wished to preserve the following parts of the uClibc
library:
•

stdio, this was the main reason for porting the library,
to get in human readable form output from the simulator,

•

a module for working with strings and memory, in our
applications we would like to use functions such as
memcpy, strcpy, strcat, etc.,

•

memory functions, for example malloc, free, realloc,

•

abort, exit,

•

support for wchar, but without support of different
encodings.

Some parts of the library could not be removed because of
the dependencies. According to our estimations nearly 40
percent of the library was disabled or removed, measured by
the size of the library.
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There are several ways of building the library and also
different methods of using it. There is a possibility of building
a position independent code (PIC). Even though this is an
interesting solution we decided against it. Instead of PIC we
are going to compile the library into a single object and then
link it to the program statically. The position of the library in
the whole process of testing is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Position of the library in testing system.
Let’s return to the functions that remain in the library. They
can be divided into two groups. The first group consists of
functions that are completely serviced within the simulated
environment. For example, function strcmp falls into this
category. This function and its declaration remain unchanged
within the simulator if it is written in portable C. These
functions are not tied with kernel header files so there is no
need to change them.
The second group of functions consists of functions that are
translated to the call of system function. Function printf can be
used as an example of this group of functions. The call of printf
function can be divided into three phrases that are illustrated at
the following picture.
In the beginning the call of printf function is translated into
the call of the system function, with the highest probability it is
going to be the call of function write. Write, being the POSIX
function is offered by the operation system. But as we want to
use the simulator on Unix platform as well as on Windows
systems we have to get rid of these dependencies. To do so we
will use the special instruction principle.
A. Use of ported library of Unix and Windows systems
Before we get to the principle of a special instruction
method we should explain why we need to use this method.
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The main reason why we should oust the dependencies on the
kernel header files is the fact, that we must be able to use the
library under Unix like, and also under Windows like operation
systems.

mechanism in special source file. This syscall mechanism
differs, as they usually are platform dependent. So i386
architecture will have different syscall mechanism than arm.

Figure 3. Scheme of calling the simulator via uClibc layer

Figure 2. Scheme of calling the printf function
As long as we use the library under Unix systems
everything should be all right. Though even on Unix systems
there might be differences amongst the different versions of the
header files. But once we use the Windows based system we
can not use header file functions any more. It would almost
certainly result in a crash of the system.
In our project we currently support several Unix
distributions as well as Windows. Use of other operating
systems is not considered.
B. Special instruction principle
The special instruction principle means, that we will use
instruction with the operation code (opcode) that is not used
within the instruction set of given microcontroler for the
special purpose. We can do so, because we design the chip
from the scratch. Usually the microcontroler has a given set of
instructions. There is a defined bahaviour for each instruction.
We describe the instruction set by our language ISAC. In
ISAC, every instruction has an opcode and defined behaviour.
So if there is any spare opcode we can model a new instruction
with behaviour that suits our needs.
So far, all architectures that were modeled within the
Lissom project had several free opcodes. It is typical that the
instruction sets do not use all operation codes that are provided.
But in case of no free opcode this method can not be used. The
special instruction principle will be used for ousting the
dependencies on kernel header files.
Functions provided by operation system are called by the
system call (syscall) mechanism. The system calls can be quite
easily detected. Each library should have defined the syscall
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We wish to preserve the mechanism. The syscalls will
remain in the library, but with a different meaning. The file
containing syscall will be changed in the following way: in the
beginning the parameters of the syscall will be placed at the
given addresses in the memory and we will also define where
the syscall return value will be placed. Afterwards the call of
the instruction, which was designed for this purpose, will be
performed. It is also possible to put the parameters into
registers, but some platforms have a limited number of
registers, hence this method could cause problems.
C. Simulators
This brings us back to the simulators. As was mentioned
before, all the simulators, where the testing is performed, are
generated automatically. The generation is based on the
instruction set description file, where our special instruction is
modelled. In the beginning all the source files are generated by
specialized tools. When the generation phase is finished the
simulator is built by a Makefile from the generated files. It will
be necessary to add into this process the following information:
•

information about which instruction (opcode) calls the
system function,

•

the simulator will have to know the convention for
storing parameters,

•

the simulator will have to recognize which system
function is going to be called,

•

the simulator will have to perform the call of the
correct system function.

The first three points will be solved within the model of
an instruction set. The instruction with the opcode that is not
used will be declared. The instruction behavior will be defined
in the following way: it will locate the position in the memory
where the parameters are stored and according to the value of
one of the parameters it will call the corresponding system
function. The simulator will have to recognize the system it
runs under and call the correct function. For example, in Unix
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system, it will be function 'write', and in Windows system,
WriteFile. This should be solved by the libc library of the given
platform. The following figure demonstrates the call of special
instruction.

words, if we want to create a library for testing a C compiler on
a given platform we need a compiler for the same platform that
is already created. The compiler will be used for building the
uClibc. Moreover the compiler must have exactly the same
instruction set. In the future we would like to use the generated
compiler for building the library. This requires a high quality of
backendgen and generated backend.
Because we are going to use the library in the simulator and
the simulator can handle only instructions of the specified
instruction set, then the library must be translated to the
instruction set that is recognized by the simulator. For building
the simulator, we can use common gcc for Windows or Unix,
because it runs under common system such as Windows or
Unix.
This may be the first big problem in the whole process of
porting. It is not hard to find a compiler for a given platform.
Nowadays, there are specialized compilers for nearly all
architectures used in embedded systems. The buildroot for
uClibc contains more than a dozen different architectures such
as MIPS, arm, mipsel, sparc, etc. There are even different
versions of the micro-architectures in case of Microprocessor
without Interlocked Pipeline Stages (MIPS), for example.

Figure 4. Calling sequence of specialized instruction
The parameters that were placed at the given position on
the simulated memory can remain unchanged. They will later
be passed to the specific system call.
One important issue is connected with the simulated
memory. As we would like to correctly simulate the operations
with memory such as malloc, realloc, etc. we need to tell the
simulator how much memory it can simulate. This will be
done most probably by the special file that will be passed to the
linker. This file will contain symbols that will declare how
much memory can be used. It is necessary to state how much
memory can be allocated. The symbol that denotes the heap
end will be used in the sbrk function.
VI.

PROCESS OF PORTING

Before the whole process of porting begins we need to
download the uClibc. There are two possibilities. It is possible
to download only the library or there is a whole toolchain for
development of embedded system for a given architecture, the
so-called buildroot.
The main advantage of downloading the whole buildroot is
that once it is built you get a whole set of development tools
including various compilers, linkers, debugers, strip programs,
etc. You also get the build of uClibc. These tools are quite
useful in the beginning when you remove useless modules
from the library, because they can be used for rebuilding the
library.
One of the problems we faced is that we need to have the
compiler for the architecture we are developing for. In other
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The problem is that, thanks to the aim of the whole Lissom
project, we usually use specialized instruction sets or we use
some generic instruction set and add certain specialized
instructions. After this customization it is usually impossible to
use a generic compiler for building the library.
We could use the compiler that we want to test for building
the library but currently it is not stable enough for building
large programs. The best solution of this problem is usually
building a specialized toolchain including GNU binutils and
GNU compiler collection [8]. As it was mentioned, once the
generated backend is stable enough it will be used for building
the library.
Several issues we faced during the process are closely
related to the buildsystem of the library. The library contains a
system of makefiles. This system is hierarchical and usually the
makefiles from the upper levels are included. So, if for
example we would like to compile any test examples that are
included in the uClibc we switch to the given directory and call
make. This will call all the makefiles from the above directory.
This is very effective, because only the makefile in the root
directory contains variables defining which compiler,
assembler, linker will be used. On the other hand, it is very
difficult to modify this system in case we want to build the
different parts of the library using different tools.
Currently, we are using for development the set of our tools
containing archiver, linker, asembler and compiler. The
currently used compiler is called mips-elf-gcc. It is not
generated automatically but was created specially for this
purpose as our generated compiler is not stable enough for
compiling the library. Our compiler has in the current version
problems with floating point number, so it usually fails to
compile them. Linker and archiver are not generated
automatically for each platform but were developed in the
Lissom project.
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Our tools are not compatible with the tools that were
originally used for building the library. Our tools do not
support such a wide variety of parameters so some of them had
to be erased from the configuration files and some were just
changed to suit our needs. There are two main reasons for this.
The first is that we simply do not need all the parameters. For
example we always build files in elf format, so we do not need
parameter to specify this. The second reason is that our files
have different (usually text) format, that allows us to debug
more effectively.
Currently, we use a set of scripts, which preprocess the
flags. In the scripts we erase the flags we do not need and make
necessary substitutions.
The buildsystem of the library starts by parsing the
configuration file and accord to the content of the file are set
different macros and variables. When doing manual changes to
the buildsystem we have basically two possibilities:
•

change the configuration file or,

•

do the changes later in the Makefiles.

The first possibility is cleaner but the Makefiles often check
if the option is present in the configuration file and ends with
an error if the option is missing. Hence it is more convenient
to make the necessary changes in the Makefiles. Thanks to the
hierarchical structure it is in most cases sufficient to make the
change in just one place.
In the theoretical part, we mentioned the need to link a
special file containing information on how much memory can
be used. The file will contain symbols defining the beginning
and the end of memory space that can be used. It will have the
following syntax:

simulator. Unfortunately, there are steps that need to be
performed manually, for example, we need to provide the
runtime file for the simulators and the corresponding sections
need to be specified in the ISAC file.
File with the runtime is also one of the files that is written
by hand in the assembler. There are also other files written in
assembly language and hence are platform dependent. In case
of mips platform there were 8 files that contained assembly
language. For example syscalls or memcpy functions are
implemented in the assembler. In order to minimize number of
files written by hand we decided to provide as many files
written in portable C as possible. We managed to replace all
but two files by C implementations. All that has to be provided
is the runtime and syscall mechanism.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, was sketched the idea of porting the library
into the simulator. The motivation is quite clear: to be able to
use the library functions in the tests that are run on the
simulator of the given micro-controller. The special instruction
principle was proposed which enables us to forward the call of
system function. It also allows us to identify which system
function is called. This principle is quite universal and can be
used for the majority of platforms. After implementation of this
method, we are able to run all the functions that are commonly
used, such as I/O functions, memory management and string
functions, etc. Moreover we can adjust the library according to
our needs. Thanks to the modularity we can enable or disable
any module. This may turn out to be an advantage, because the
complete library has tens of megabytes and compilation and
linking such a library can be time consuming.
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A. Automation of the porting process
For the first time, all the steps were performed manually. In
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possible. Without doubt we could remove the needless parts of
the library automatically. The needless parts would be
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spare instruction we will choose it and compose it into the
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Abstract—This paper describes a procedure to automatically
solve misalignments between inventories by means of expert
agents. We apply this mechanism to maintain the repository of
a etwork Manager System (MS), which allows executing
different tasks over a transmission network in a
Telecommunication Operator: fulfillment, supervision, etc.
The consistency in the MS inventory is maintained by means
of connections to corporate systems (repository, planning, and
assignment systems) and operations over etwork Element
Managers (EMs) regarding to deployment of etwork
Equipments (Es) or cards, setting up of circuits, paths and
physical links. This repository contains data about managed
elements, Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH), Ethernet and
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) components, and
not managed elements: Radio, Plesiochronous Digital
Hierarchy (PDH), fibers, etc. Sometimes misalignments occur
between the corporate inventory and the repository in MS.
These misalignments have to be solved by the technicians. Our
method incorporates the necessary intelligence to analyze
failures and the mechanisms to solve them in expert agents,
therefore preventing technicians from checking and solving
main errors. It reduces Operating Expenditures (OPEX).
Keywords - Transmission etwork, MS, EM, E, Expert
Agents, CLIPS

I.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we describe a method to solve
misalignments between inventories by means of intelligent
agents. This procedure is applied to a Transmission etwork
Management System (NMS) where the agents incorporate
business information used by technicians when they do tasks
manually. The solution both improves reliability and reduces
human intervention (lower Operating Expenditures).
In a Telecommunication Operator, the NMS executes all
business processes related to the transmission network [8]
and its services across different vendors: fulfilment,
supervision and performance monitoring in the network. It
connects to corporate systems in order to automate routine
tasks for fulfillment and to update the information about not
managed elements. It also connects to vendor-specific
etwork Element Managers (NEMs).
This NMS manages Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
(SDH), Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) and
Ethernet over both SDH and Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM) networks. Other elements included in
the transmission network but not related to management
technologies (Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy network
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elements, routers, fibres and radio elements) are also
registered in the NMS to provide end-to-end vision.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
details relevant related works, Section III gives an overview
about the NMS inventory and its current situation. Proposed
technical solution is described in Section IV. Section V
summarizes the results of applying this solution while
Section VI describes main conclusions and areas for future
works.
II.

RELATED WORKS

There are not previous works on applications using expert
agents to solve inventory problems on the transmission
network from a NMS. Nevertheless, similar methods have
been developed in others areas such as:
• Plant asset management where various research
approaches and systems in this area exist [3].
• Detecting and preventing SQL injection attacks using
Gene Expression Programming (GEP) with intelligent
agents in Web applications [9].
• Supply chains where a community of autonomous,
intelligent, and goal oriented units cooperate and
coordinate their decisions to reach a global goal [7].
• Studies to identify key concepts in different expert agent
frameworks [10].
III.

OVERVIEW

The main features of this NMS are:
•
•
•

•
•

Network model based on standards like ITU-T G.803,
ITU-T G.805, ITU-T G.709.
It provides a vendor-neutral unified network
management.
It connects to the vendor etwork Element Managers
(NEMs). The interaction within the plant is carried out
using the northbound interfaces offered by the NEMs
which in turn deal with the etwork Equipments (NEs).
End to end control of the whole transmission network.
Network inventory, which establishes relationships
between the network vision in the network managers
and the existing one in corporate systems. It also offers
auditing and discovery mechanisms.
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•

Complete functional support in the following areas:
fulfillment (network deployment and provisioning),
supervision and performance monitoring. The
fulfillment function allows executing operations over the
NEMs regarding NEs, cards, circuits, paths and physical
links.

•

Simple user interface, based on well-known web
technologies, defining operating profiles adapted to each
user and enforcing a strict security policy.

•

Connection to corporate systems in order to automate
most routine tasks for fulfillment and to update
information about not managed plant.
Corporate Systems
(repository system, assignment system, planification system, etc)

NMS

This repository is a network inventory which uses
proprietary operator names to label its elements.
In order to update the NMS inventory, a database-todatabase interface has been implemented between the
corporate repository and the NMS (fig. 2). This interface
works the following way:
• The corporate repository captures each update
generated in its database and inserts it into an
intermediate database through ORACLE Net.
• A process in NMS reads the updates from this
intermediate database and transforms it according to
the NMS model.
• A NMS interface process establishes the operation to
be performed. If the update affects to a not managed
element, the NMS inventory is updated. Otherwise,
it determines if received data is consistent with
stored data in its inventory. If it is inconsistent, an
error is generated and inserted into a misalignments
database.
• NMS provides functions to search misalignments
and find relationships among them. By means of this
set of operations, misalignments are solved manually
by technicians. There is a big delay until a
misalignment is solved and further misalignments
caused by it may appear. Moreover, some operations
in the NMS are not executed (remain pending) until
the misalignment is solved.

NEM n

NEM 2

NEM 1

NE

NE

NE

NE

Figure 1. Transmission NMS

A. Inventory interface between the MS and corporate
system
The NMS is a system built upon a standards-based
network model, backed by an ORACLE DBMS [2], with a
business logic layer that allows interacting with the core
applications through a CORBA bus.
The NMS receives information about transmission
network elements, ports, paths, circuits, link connections,
fibers and administrative data from a corporate repository,
which contains all deployed plant, managed or not by NMS.
Intermediate
database
Corporate
Repository
database

NMS
inventory
updates
Non-managed
elements updates

updates

NMS Interface
process

misalignments

Misalignments
database

Figure 2. Inventory interface
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B. Current situation in the MS inventory
After analyzing misalignments in this interface between
the NMS and the corporate repository during two months,
1300 errors were found. The percentage of each class error
over the total failures is showed bellow (per entity basis).
1. Misalignments in circuits,
• Link capacity is not registered in the NMS (30%):
It does not exist in the path; has different structure
or administrative properties.
• Port is not assigned to the circuit in the NMS
(30%): circuit is incomplete or has different
administrative properties.
• Link capacity is not assigned to the circuit in the
NMS (22%): circuit is incomplete or has different
administrative properties.
• Port is not registered in the NMS (5%): card or port
has different number, tasks have not been done in
the NMS or port is in a card depending on other
one.
• Link capacity is not assigned to the circuit in the
corporate system (4%): circuit is erroneous in the
NMS.
• Port is not assigned to the circuit in the corporate
system (2%): circuit is wrong in the NMS.
• Circuit does not exist in the corporate repository
(0.5%): some operations were not done in the
NMS.
• Others (6.5 %)
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Misalignments in paths,
• Path does not exist in corporate repository (30%):
some operations over the path were not done in the
NMS.
• Port is not assigned to the path in the NMS (18%):
path is incomplete or has different administrative
properties.
• Port is not registered in the NMS (18%): card or
port has different number, tasks have not been done
in the NMS or port is in a card depending on other
one.
• Link capacity is not assigned to the path in the
NMS (15%): path is incomplete or it has different
administrative properties.
• Link capacity is not assigned to the path in the
corporate system (10%): path is erroneous in the
NMS.
• Port is not assigned to the path in the corporate
system (5%): path is erroneous in the NMS.
• Link capacity is not registered in the NMS (2%):
Link capacity does not exist in the path; has
different structure or administrative properties.
• Other (2 %)
Misalignments in link connections,
• Link connection does not exist in the NMS (42%):
it has different structure.
• Link connection does not exist in the corporate
system (34%): it has unlike structure.
• Link connection is occupied in the NMS and not in
the corporate system (7%): occupancy is
incoherent.
• Link connection is occupied in the corporate
system and not in the NMS (10%): occupancy is
incoherent.
• Different link connection type in the corporate
system and in the NMS (6.5%): it has different
structure.
• Link connection is not in service in the NMS
(0.5%): it is included in a pending operation.
Misalignments in cards,
• Card does not exist in the NMS (60%): card
number is different or some operations have not
done in the NMS.
• Card in service in corporate system (21%): it is
include in a pending operation.
• Card does not exist in corporate system (18%):
some operations have not done in the NMS.
• Different card number in the NMS and in corporate
system (1%): some tasks have not done in NMS.
Misalignments in ports,
• Card does not exist in the NMS (42%): card
number is different or some operations have not
done in the NMS.
• Port does not exist in the NMS (31%): card has
unlike number, some tasks have not done in the
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•
•
•
•

NMS or port is in a card which is depending on
other card.
Port does not exist in corporate system (19%):
tasks have not done in the NMS.
Different port position (6.5%): some operations
have not done in the NMS.
Port in different card (1%): port is assigned to a
depending card.
Port in service (0.5%): port is included in a
pending operation.

Depending on the error, a technician needs to execute
some tasks:
• Get additional data from the corporate repository,
the NMS inventory and NEMs.
• Analyze obtained data.
• Decide which operations to perform in the NMS
inventory.
The actions which can be executed in the NMS inventory
are: modify (change its link connections, ports, structure,
state) or remove the circuit or path, create or remove the
card, change the number of the card, modify the state of the
card, create or remove the port, change the number of the
port and modify the state of the port.
Technicians have to spend much time analyzing error
causes, comparing both inventories and solving
misalignments. On a daily basis, the average spent time is
about several minutes per failure depending on the error
type.
TABLE I.
TIME FOR ANALYZING AND SOLVING
MISALIGNMENTS BY TECHNICIANS
Paths and Circuits
Misalignment type

Link capacity does not exist or is not
assigned in NMS
Port does not exist or is not assigned in
NMS
Circuit or path does not exist in the
corporate repository
Link capacity is not assigned to the circuit
path in the corporate system
Port is not assigned to the circuit or path in
the corporate system
Cards
Misalignment type
Card does not exist in NMS

Average time
(minutes)

13.70
13.70
7.30
11.30
11.30
Time
(minutes)
15

Card in service in corporate system

3

Card does not exist in corporate system

1.10

Link Connections

Average
Time
(minutes)

All types

6.10
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Ports

Average
Time
(minutes)

All types

4.90

IV.

SOLUTION

The proposed solution in this paper, allows supervising
the errors in the interface between the NMS and a corporate
repository.
Our technical solution uses a knowledge base which
contains rules to represent the actions executed by a
technician when an error occurs. A method based on
ORACLE queues is used to capture and notify asynchronous
errors in NMS. In the NMS, CORBA operations are
implemented to get data from NEMs and to perform tasks in
the NMS inventory.
The advantages of the implemented solution are:
• Changes are not required in the interface between
the NMS and the corporate repository. Errors are
processed in background mode and there are not
delays by the processed failures.
• Errors are processed as soon as they happen.
Further misalignments are not generated by a
previous one.

Manager (with CLIPS embedded) is connected to database
through ORACLE Net. It executes the following tasks:
• Read an event from ORACLE queue. The format of
the message in ORACLE queue is:
message_type|entity_type|Id_entity|entity_name|t
ext|element_type|Id_element|report_name

•

Generate a fact and add it to the Fact Base which, is
used by the Inference Engine. A fact has the
following format:
(deftemplate misalignment
(slot entity_type (type STRING))
(slot Id_entity (type STRING)))
(slot name (type STRING))
(slot text (type STRING))
(slot elem_type (type STRING))
(slot Id_element (type STRING))
(slot report_name (type STRING))
)

•

The architecture of the solution is shown in Fig 3.

Run the Inference Engine which decides the actions
to be performed based on facts contained in the Fact
Base and the knowledge base. It contains different
types of rules:
o

Correlation rules: to establish relations
between facts and to construct new ones.

o

Decision rules about the actions: to
establish the specific criteria to shoot
actions.

Metacontrol: to fix priorities in the rules
according to their relevance.
Send the action to an ORACLE queue. It will be
processed by the Action Manager.
o

•

The event format is:
Action_type|entity_type|Id_entity

Intelligent Agent: Action Manager

Figure 3. Architecture of the technical solution

C Language Integrated Production System (CLIPS) is an
open source expert system tool developed by NASA-Johnson
Space Centre [1]. It is fast, efficient, free and updated and
supported by the original author, Gary Riley.
The components in the architecture are: intelligent agents
(Event Manager and Action Manager) and a Knowledge
Base which contains different rules.
Intelligent Agent: Event Manager
In the NMS, a trigger is fired by an error in the interface
and it writes an event in an ORACLE queue. The Event
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This agent executes the actions generated by the
Inference Engine and interacts with the NMS to perform
the suitable operations. This intelligent agent read the
actions from ORACLE queue and executes the specific
tasks in NMS. There are different operations:
• Data acquisition operation: It is executed to get data
from the corporate repository, the NMS inventory
or NEMs. It can be a search in database or a
complex CORBA operation.
• Final operation: It is a task to solve an error or to
require a technician. It can be a transaction in a
database or a complex CORBA operation.
In case of data acquisition operations, when the task is
finished, the Action Manager sends a message to the
Event Manager to inform about the result of the task. The
message format is:
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Message_type|entity_type|Id_entity|action|value

When the Event Manager receives this message, a new
fact is generated and added to the Fact Base. The format
of this fact is shown below:
(deftemplate condictions
(slot entity_type (type STRING))
(slot Id_entity (type STRING))
(slot type (type STRING))
(slot value (type STRING))
)

4.

This process of adding facts to the Fact Base is repeated
until a final action is obtained.

5.

A particular case is shown below: misalignments due to
a port not assigned to the path in the corporate system
1.

The Event Manager receives the following
event from the ORACLE queue:
6.

MISALIGNMENT|CIRCUIT|265792011|2/AB.
LL
ETH 7/2/AB.PA008ETH 1/ETH0/
0001/NIGCM /|Port is not assigned to the
circuit
|020001003000089S000189|MISALIGNEMT
IN CIRCUIT
2.

7.

The Event Manager adds a fact to the Fact Base:

The Inference Engine decides the required
actions to be sent to the Action Manager
(defrule misalignemt_circuit
?h1 <- (misalignment (entity_type
?ent_type) (Id_entity ?Id) (entity_name
?name) (text " Port is not assigned to the
circuit " )(type_element
"Port")(Id_element ?elem)(report_name
?report_name))
(not(process_misalignment
(entity_type ?entity_type) (Id_entity
?Id_ent) (name ?previous_name) (type
?type) (pending_elem_number ?number)
(depending_entity_type
?depending_ent_type)
(depending_entity_Id ?depending_ent_Id)
))
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The Inference Engine decides the required
actions to be sent to the Action Manager
(defrule misalignment_no_request
?h1 <- (process_misalignment (entity_type
”CIRCUIT”) (Id_entity ?Id_ent) (name
?name) (type ?type)
(pending_elem_number ?number)
(depending_entity_type
?depending_ent_type)
(depending_entity_Id ?depending_ent_Id))
?h2 <- (conditions (entity_type ”CIRCUIT”
) (entity_Id ?id_ent) (type
“there_is_request”) (values NO))
=>
(send_action "modify_circuit" ?ent_type
?Id)
(retract ?h1)
(retract ?h2)

misalignment(entity_type
"CIRCUIT")
(Id_entity
265792011)
(entity_name "2/AB.LL
ETH
7/2/AB.PA008ETH 1/ETH0/ 0001/NIGCM
/|") (text " Port is not assigned to the
circuit " )(type_element "Port")(Id_element
"020001003000089S000189")(report_name "
MISALIGNEMT IN CIRCUIT")
3.

=>
(retract ?h1)
(assert ( process_misalignment
(entity_type ?entity_type) (Id_entity ?Id)
(name ?name)( adaptation type)
(pending_elem_number 0)
(depending_entity_type "")
(depending_entity_Id "") ))
(send_action "there_is_request"
?entity_type ?Id)
The following message is read from the
ORACLE queue by the Action Manager :
there_is_request|CIRCUIT|265792011
The Action Manager executes the necessary
actions in the NMS and sends a new message to
the Event Manager through the ORACLE
queue:
CONDITION|CIRCUIT|265792011|there_is_
request|NO
A fact is generated and added to the Fact Base:
condition (entity_type "CIRCUIT")
(Id_entity 265792011) (action_type
"there_is_request") (value "NO")

8.

The Inference Engine generates an action to
modify the circuit and puts the following
message in the ORACLE queue:
modify_circuit|CIRCUIT|265792011

9.

The Action Manager reads the message from the
ORACLE queue and modifies the circuit.

.
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V.

applied the method to solve the problems between a
corporate repository and an inventory of a NMS in a
Telecommunication Operator.
This method reduces operating expenditures because
it is not necessary to hire technicians to resolve main
errors and a solution is provided as soon as a problem is
detected. The few unsolved problems can be addressed
by those technicians in charge of fulfilment operations in
the NMS.
The procedure can be applied to other areas:
• Adaptive graphical user interface [4], [5].
• Diagnosis of problems in different networks [6], [7].

RESULTS

The solution was implemented in the production
environment over 600 misalignments obtaining the
following results:
TABLE II.
TIME FOR ANALYZING AND SOLVING
MISALIGNMENTS BY EXPERT AGENTS
Paths and Circuits
Average time
(seconds)

Misalignment type

Link capacity does not exist or is not
assigned in NMS
Port does not exist or is not assigned in
NMS
Circuit or path does not exist in the
corporate repository
Link capacity is not assigned to the path in
the corporate system
Port is not assigned to the path in the
corporate system
Cards
Misalignment type
Card does not exist in NMS

169
169

139
139
Time
(seconds)
185

Card in service in corporate system

36

Card does not exist in corporate system

10

Link Connections

Average
Time
(seconds)

All types

42

Ports

Average
Time
(seconds)

All types

63

The solution reduces the time needed for analyzing
and resolving problems. Therefore, technicians are
required only when the solution depends on pending task
in the NMS or produces a loss of quality of service, as
shown in Table III.
TABLE III.

STATISTICS

Solution

Percentage

Misaligments solved by agents
Misalignments where technicians
are
required in final stages. Technicians decide
when the tasks have to be done in network
equipments in order to maintain the quality
of service.
Misalignments where technicians are
required to perform pending tasks in NMS
(routing, programmed jobs, etc.)
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When we apply this method to resolve all
misalignments, it can be necessary to add new rules and
actions in the expert agents.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper described a good solution to solve
misalignments between inventories. In particular, we
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Abstract—Due to the fact that Internet is widely
developed, more and more people learn through
network. Traditionally, an e -learning system is usually
cooperated by Learning Management System (LMS),
which is convenient for administrators to manage the
course but difficult to get information there through.
Until now, e-learning2.0 has become the main trend of
current study. It indicates that users are being more
interactive with each other. In this paper, we propose a
novel information-on-demand e-learning system. The
proposed system provides an audio-based information
learning service, which lets us learn not only depend on
text reading but auditory and visual learning. The
proposed system searches and converts the customized
information or user-specified articles on the Internet to
audio, and no assistive tool is required on user sides. Via
modern text-to-speech technology, the conversion can be
done automatically. Moreover, our system provides the
self-learning areas, in which the users can choose
whatever material they like to upload. Our e-learning
online platform has a large number of advantages
including customized learning, convenience of acquiring
information and abundant resources. The proposed
system realizes the goal of ubiquitous and friendly access
of the Internet for anyone from anywhere. We can learn
wherever without time limitation.

to say, if people are not motivated, people would not have
interests to learn actively and automatically.
The term ―Web2.0‖ was brought up by Tim O'Reilly [5]
with four concepts, which are:
 All the functions are operated through the browser.
 Users can distribute their own information.
 In-time sharing and interaction between users.
 User-centered.
Currently, Web2.0 [6] is changing the learning and
teaching methodology. Interactive web technology helps
people to communicate easily. Suppose e-learning can make
people connect to the issues they concern and be
momentarily updated with latest information, it will provide
a preferred and motivational environment for learners. On
the other hand, Web2.0 [7] also emphasizes personalization,
which everyone can pick subjects they are interested in and
arrange the layout as per their preference.
RSS [8, 9] (Really Simple Syndication) adopts these
concepts of Web2.0 and become a main technique of
information exchange. RSS is used to share news and
content of Internet and interchange information for people
who follow XML [10, 11] standard format.
In this paper, we build an automatic web-based
information-on-demand e-learning system (ODES) to assist
the learner to learn the latest information through RSS.
Computer science is the main learning resource of our
system. First of all, we acquire the news information from
RSS and we convert the information into audio type and
capture the images through Google API. Then we can fulfill
the requirement of e-learning with daily updated
information.
With the new e-learning method of our system, we hope
to turn the traditional face to face instruction into a
worldwide web learning platform, so as to make the user be
more active in learning activities, and thus to effectively
increase the interaction with the digital learning and realize
the goal of learning everywhere and smart living. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss the present
weakness of e-learning and the development of RSS service
in Section 2. The implementation of information-on-demand
e-learning system is presented in Section 3. The comparison
of our ODES and other e-learning system is described in
Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

Keywords - e-Learning2.0; information-on-demand; selflearning; text-to-speech
I.

INTRODUCTION

E-learning [1, 2] was proposed by CEO forum [3] on
education and technology (ET CEO) in June, 1998. Since
then, governments, enterprises and schools began to take part
in online courses and distance learning [4]. Nowadays, more
and more people get the latest information from the Internet
anytime, anywhere. Nevertheless, the development of elearning is still slow, because people do not adapt themselves
to the new way of learning and working. Therefore, the
quality of e-learning is doubted no matter in academia and
enterprises as a result e-learning still plays an assistant role.
Even though the government offers large quantities of
resources to develop e-learning and apply the system
somehow, but they still ignore the most critical point that
how to make people want to use e-learning to learn. That is
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II.

GROWTH OF E-LEARNING

A. Traditional teaching and e-learning
In the past, the learners must stay in the same space, face
to face with their teacher in traditional instruction, and the
learners have no freedom, which raise their spiritual pressure.
The learners have less chance to arrange the time they want
to spend on learning not to mention choosing places to learn
for themselves. Nowadays Internet has been regarded as an
interactive area for human to exchange their news and
information. World Wide Web is also increasingly widely
applied to teaching and learning. Learners do not have to go
to school, not only stay at home, anyone can learn at any
place. E-learning [12] has one of the best advantages is that
people learn wherever without time limitation. When we use
the Internet as a medium, we can reach any place in the
world through web. Owing to our network, we can learn a lot
of information by surfing the Internet. This will be the
mainstream of education mode in the future. Users can build
their own custom-made platforms according to their
requirements. In addition, users can break the limitation of
where they are, perfectly using their free time to learn. There
are some benefits as follows: Reducing learning cost,
resources being reused, and no spacious space needed.
The platform of e-learning1.0 [13, 14] usually includes
LMS (Learning Management System) and LCMS (Learning
Content Management System). LMS is an online teaching
platform for learner to manage their learning conditions.
LMS provides a catalogue of online courses [15, 16] to
control the learning schedule, a registration system to help
learners record their learning conditions, and useful tools to
assist learners, such as a test system which gives the learners
a test on the platform, e-mail groups and forum services for
learner to communicate with each other. LCMS is also a
platform and used to manage or modify the teaching
materials. The resource of elearning1.0 is provided by
supplier. Due to the provision of teaching materials are
unidirectional, which require abundant of time to pre-make
those teaching materials. Then, learners may acquire the
content of courses through LMS. E-learning2.0 was
proposed by Stephen Downs [17] in 2006. E-learning
changed the method of traditional instruction. The
information was not unidirectional provided by teacher.
Learners can also provide the information to others. This
pattern will establish great interaction. E-learning2.0 [18] is
composed of many primary elements such as wiki, blog,
RSS, social networking, mash up, Ajax [19, 20]. Because
the information relies on global digital resources it is
updated with a high speed.
B. RSS of e-learning
In traditional web pages, learners only can learn from
static web pages. Learners need to find significant resources
in disordered data, so that they spend so much time filtering
resources. These resources are scattered therefore learners
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cannot organize all the web content effectively. RSS is an elearning resource that uses technical framework of XML.
This technology allows learners to subscribe the information
they want to acquire so as to get the learning resources, and
reduce the time of searching in unprocessed data. In
tradition, if people want to know whether there is any new
information in the websites or blogs, they have to link to the
URL and check the information on the web in person.
Suppose people want to obtain the information in more than
one website, they have no choice but to check all the web
pages one by one. Eventually, RSS was created by Netscape
that can be used to integrate the significant information from
webs and blogs. When information is updated by web
administrators, RSS will automatically notify the
subscribers of new information. The subscribers can easily
learn the content of web pages without linking to the URL.
RSS is also widely used on blogs. When authors of blogs
write new articles, RSS will notify the subscribers of new
articles in blogs.
RSS gradually developed many new services, such as
podcast [21]. The podcast is an audio-based online service.
The podcast is, normally, a series of periodically released
digital media files with some attributes, such as date, title
and description. Users pick programs they like and decide
when to listen or watch these programs through the
podcasting service. In addition, any individual can create a
podcast and make people who are interested in to subscribe.
The subscriber can automatically receive new podcasts,
without going to a specific site and downloading it there
from. Podcasting is a broadcasting service on demand. Elearning2.0 [22, 23, 24] brings a different method for users
to learn. It focuses on interaction between people for
building the best learning experience and result. Podcasting
service can be described as a RSS link with media files. All
of the content provided to the services must be pre-made by
human beings. Therefore, podcast offers a learning method
just like users listening to the Internet radio, they can only
get information provided by other distributors, but not
themselves. If one wants to find some certain specific
information, it will be not easy to obtain the information he
really needs. He still has to download the media files and
check it one by one until the information be founded.
In this paper, our system provides a search tool helping
users to find the information they exactly want. It will be
much better for users to spend their precious time learning
than checking through all materials they do not need.
III.

THE INFORMATION-ON-DEMAND E-LEARNING
SYSTEM

The information-on-demand e-learning system (ODES)
is composed mainly of ﬁve modules. The system structure is
presented in Figure 1.
These five modules include information capturer,
information parser, text-to-speech (TTS) engine [25], photo
search engine and e-learning platform.
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operating XML documents, because the files are analyzed
right upon SAX reading the files. SAX is event-based
processing model and functions with the generations of
events. After processing via event handler, SAX changes the
XML files into a series of events. When the events generate,
only single corresponding event handler will be called to
deal with them. Compared to parsing methods of DOM,
SAX is more suitable for the system. The output of the
module is in text format, and is delivered to both the TTS
engine and e-learning platform.

Figure 1. The architecture of the ODES system.

E-learning platform module is an initial area that links
the user and information. Here we provide two novel models
for users to get their information.
All of the modules are implemented in JAVA-based
technology and techniques. The following introduces these 5
modules and two learning models:
A. Information capturer
Really Simple Syndication (RSS) is a standardized
format of web information, and our system will
automatically capture the specific link so as to make our
website updated immediately with latest news and
information, such as blogs, news headlines, audios, and
videos. Our system collect full text with publishing dates of
RSS document from other website, RSS can be a
transmitting agent via which people communicate with each
other. Therefore, our system captures the information of the
text and makes it a learning resource. In other words, our
system collects information and provides a platform for
integrating all the information to form an information pool.
B. Information parser
When the remote RSS is updated, the system will obtain
the information from RSS, and then update to the system.
After getting RSS documents, which will be saved as
separate files of XML format, our system then gives those
files to information parser for analyzing the XML format,
which is packed into a data structure, and in turn abstracts
the text information, such as the path, size, category, subject
and updated date. There are many ways to parse XML, the
traditional analysis method is DOM [26], which is a W3C
standard way dealing with XML documents. However, the
memory needs to read the entire file and transform it into a
structure of tree, thus it will spend more time to analysis, and
use excessive resources. Our system is using SAX [27, 28],
which will be more efficiently in analyzing, reading and
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C. Photo search engine
Information parser will deliver the significant sentence
to photo search engine, and the photo search engine will find
the pictures relating to the text by Google API. The picture
will help users to understand the meaning of the foresaid
sentence, and more to get information efficiently, as well as
to enhance the absorption of learning.
D. Text-to-speech (TTS) engine
TTS engine can transform text into audio speech. The
TTS engine is an implementation of Microsoft SAPI (Speech
API) [29] interface, and is compatible with SAPI 5
specification. After information parser separates the text
which will be passing to TTS engine and processed to speech.
The TTS engine module converts text data to speech in
WAV or MP3 format. There are many speakers to be chosen
from TTS engine, including male and female vocals. User
can use different settings to change the vocal of the speech.
After the text is changed into speech, it will be placed to elearning platform
E. E-learning platform
E-learning platform is the main core to this paper, and is
a gateway that people can communicate with each other on it.
On the platform we provide two learning methods as follows:
The first one is to directly use the information that stored
in our system, the integration of speeches, words, pictures,
and to provide a quick access to different subjects, including
computer science, information security, digital life, Android,
mediaPC, software, wireless, magazines and English
learning. When the information is updated, our system will
start to update the information to the e-learning platform, and
keep all the information latest.
Our system has another feature, that is, English learning
area. The English learning area is presented in Figure 2.
There are many ways to learn English in the past; you may
go to the language school etc., but all these ways will cost
you a lot of money. If you use ODES, you can learn English
for free, and you do not require any books or magazine to
learn. With your computer and network, you will improve
English ability, all on your own. Users will hear the voice to
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the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
specification, such as Access Key etc.
IV.

Figure 2. The English learning of the ODES system.

Figure 3. The home page of the ODES system.

read the English topic as well as the content of the article to
study language from our learning area.
The second way is self-learning. This area let users
upload text files or paste their RSS hyperlinks, and the
information parser will analyze the XML and convey the
words required to TTS engine. TTS changes the text into
audio, Finally, it presents readable information on e-learning
platform. It is a different pattern of ways to learn from the
past. This kind of way to learn plays a better role as a
learning tool, because it is easy to operate and make the users
be motivated by their own interests so as to reach the goal of
self-learning.
Except for the learning of general people, our system
additionally helps the learning of the blind people. Because
of physical disabilities, the blind cannot use those systems
with visual interface. In order to allow those who visually
disable to use our system, the information platform follows
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in

the

RESULTS

The proposed ODES, except the TTS engine module,
was implemented on a PC with one Intel Pentium 4 3.0GHz
CPU, 768MB RAM and 80GB disk space. The operating
system was Microsoft Windows XP home edition. The TTS
engine was implemented on a PC with one Intel Core 2 Duo
E6550 2.33 GHz dual-cores CPU, 2GB RAM and 160 disk
space. The operating system was Microsoft Windows XP
professional edition. All of the modules in the ODES were
implemented in JAVA language [30]. The home page of the
ODES system is presented in Figure 3.
Our system is introduced to teachers from elementary
schools to universities. By using our system, they can get the
pictures and audios from the Internet as references, which
make the courses more variously. Even students and ordinary
people can make use of the system to obtain and learn the
information they need in different ways. Through our system,
we merge the information technology with education to offer
multiple learning materials and develop different ways of
learning. Moreover the traditional text-based instruction is no
longer the main trend. Sounds and pictures make better
learning result. User has the autonomy to make the best use
of their time, and trigger the motivation of user’s selflearning, so that e-learning can bring the maximal
effectiveness of learning. To convey the information easily,
our system hide the complexity of information. Our web
interface of e-learning can clearly present the information;
web pages can be operated mainly by a few buttons,
including start, stop, next article, previous article, auto-play,
and download. Except for using the mouse to manipulate the
web, it can still be operated with the keyboard. As mentioned
earlier, podcast must be pre-made by human beings.
Compared to podcast, information of ODES are
automatically acquired from RSS, so the cost is lower than
podcast. TABLE I is the differences between podcast and
ODES.
TABLE I THE DIFFERENT BETWEEN PODCAST AND ODES.
Difference
File output format
Input file format
Program Quantity
download
Portability
Human
Demand
Subscribe
Timeliness
Equipment
Requirements

podcast
MP3
MP3
determined by the
number of recorded
Yes
High Portable

ODES
MP3
Text format file
determined by the
number of RSS
Yes
High Portable

Middle

low

Yes
On Demand
support Podcast
software

No
On Demand
network
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V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The system implementation, focusing on completing the
following practical benefits:
 Learning anytime at anywhere.
 Assisting foreign language learning.
 Saving time from getting information.
 The easiest way to get the real-time information.
 Providing the customized area.
 Easier and more convenient way for users to learn.
Combining the above benefits, ODES is a very useful
tool for us to acquire information or to learn foreign
language. For example, if a person wants to teach himself
English, he can find his most interested article in ODES, or
upload articles himself. The system will automatically search
pictures related to his article, enrich the original material.
TTS engine can read this article for him, which he can listen
to the practical pronunciation and imitate the speaker. He can
also choose the voice and adjust the speed of reading
according to his own level or habits. Our system offers a
basically different idea which is customized and built as per
the requirements of users not the one-way information from
providers. This point will greatly motivate users to use our
system. We also set up some buttons to help operating our
system, such as button to play, replay, consistently play and
if he wants to keep the audio in his own devices, then he
click the save button and save the mp3 files to his notebook,
mobile phone, and mp3 player. Therefore, ODES makes the
learner learn anytime, anywhere, easier and more convenient.
For the future, the site has the following plan:
 Build a customized voice area, according to the
demand of every individual to build a more
customized learning area, save personal settings and
customized content, facilitate the convenience of
management. Combine voice and customized RSS.
 Except for the above benefits of this system, the
system will be more emphatic on functionality and
humanized interface, allowing users more easily to
apply our system at the first time access.
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Abstract—To help the teaching and learning of the
undergraduate course named “Image Processing”, and to take
the advantage of the progress of network for improving the
education efficiency, a new and particular corresponding net
courseware has been developed. This courseware is developed
to support the education, to provide a vivid complement for the
textbook, while not to replace the textbook. This paper
introduces some design considerations and principles related to
pedagogical requirements, the framework and structure for
the organization and arrangements of contents, as well as the
characteristics of the web-pages and interfaces of the
courseware. In addition, some typical web-pages of this net
courseware are shown to illustrate the results of different
efforts in the design and development. Parts of the courseware
have been used by professors and students, and some good
feedbacks have been obtained.
Keywords-computer assisted instruction, net courseware,
knowledge component, image processing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI), as a powerful
technique, plays an important role in modern education. The
progress of computer and communication technology as well
as multimedia equipments and network infrastructures have
greatly enhanced the quality of teaching and learning in
recent years [1].
One of the most important tasks to make educational
learning effective is the designing of courseware. From the
pedagogical point of view, the use of courseware can greatly
thrust the interest of learner and stimulate their subjective
motivation, which would have significant influence both on
the course conducting performance and educational effects.
Different media, such as image/picture, animation, audio,
and video have been employed in various coursewares to
give students some vivid and dynamic representations to
stimulate their deep thinking and to push student's
motivation in active participation.
With the wide utilization of networks, net coursewares
become popular. They organize the education materials with
the help of well organized web-pages [2]. Learners can use
network technology to access remotely the contents in
courseware. Net courseware becomes an important
educational resource. In this paper, a net courseware has
been used for 3 years are presented.
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“Image Processing” is an important course in image
engineering [3]. As a basic course for the discipline, it is
conducted for the third year undergraduate students in our
university. To help the teaching and learning, the
development of a corresponding net courseware has been
taken. Three key factors in developing such a courseware
are the content selection, the courseware structure, as well
as the interface and web-page layout.
The construction of web courses should take into
consideration, besides the general pedagogical demands, the
particularity of course and learning style, satisfy the
condition of operating with the help of Internet, and profit
from the advantage of a network environment.
The rest part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the selection criteria in choosing the
relative contents. Section 3 gives the framework for
organizing the contents and media in the courseware. Section
4 provides a number of typical web-pages in courseware to
show the layout and form of interface and contents. Finally,
Section 5 summarizes the good points of the courseware.
II.

CONTENT SELECTION

The content of courseware is the core of the courseware.
Some criteria should be respected. The current trend in the
development of discipline under question should be
reflected in selecting the sources of information. The
courseware should cover the subject matter of the course. In
one side, it should correspond to the substance in the
textbook. On the other side, it should be complementary to
the contents of textbook.
The selection of contents for this courseware has been
made in accordance with the goal and function of this course.
As this course is given in campus for full time students with
a textbook specially written for it, the courseware is designed
as an assistant to help the students for extended self learning
and reviewing. The following considerations and actions
have been made:
• To help the process of course conduction, the
material selected and the script designed should be
correspond to the materials in the textbook. Taking
this factor into consideration, the number of chapters
in the courseware has been made to be equal to the
number of chapters in the textbook. In addition, for
each chapter, the correspondence between the
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•

•

sections in the courseware and the sections in the
textbook is also maintained.
There is a significant difference between selflearning and the learning by following lecture. In
addition, the first learning and the reviewing after
learning are also quite different. Therefore, the
courseware should provide some variations and
supplements. From one side, the courseware can use
its advantage in capacity to provide more examples
and even more materials than printed textbook. From
other side, based on the existing explanation in the
textbook, the courseware can just list the compact
definitions for a number of concepts to facilitate the
sum up and remember.
The modern theory for education and psychology
emphases on the various learning styles to help
acquiring knowledge. It is believed that combining
different learning styles would greatly improve the
efficiency of learning. Considering this factor, the
courseware provides a number of demonstrations for
illustrating the procedure and for displaying the
process results. Such a dynamic manner provides a
vivid impression.
III.

COURSE STRUCTURE

The structure of courseware is related to the internal
organization of contents. From one side, the structure should
match the strategy of education, connect different course and
learning parts, and make the study easy. From other side, the
structure should fit the network environment and the
characteristic of computers.
The contents of courseware are to be organized in
modules. In particular, it is better to use knowledge
component (KC) as a learning/studying unit, and to arrange
contents around knowledge points.
The structure of course has provided a guide to learners.
A dynamic and layered structure supporting association of
related KCs is important. These KCs should be linked to
support cross-reference, which is normally enabled by
numerous inter-links between related text notes and
demonstrations [4]. However, getting lost in hyperspace
should be avoided [5].
The following measures have been made:
• A combination of dynamic tree-structure and graphstructure has been adopted in the courseware. The
tree-structure can provide a layered outline for the
courseware as well as a fast and logical access route
for different branches. The graph-structure can
provide a cross-grid relationship for the content, and
make the browsing and navigation inside courseware
easy and intuitive.
• A module implementation has been conducted for
the concrete contents. The section has been taken as
the logical module of courseware, which has been
named “knowledge component”. Each knowledge
component corresponds to an independent learning
unit, which consists of four groups of contents
corresponding to specialized knowledge: the
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Concepts (for principles and definitions), the
Examples (for processing methods and explanations),
the Demonstrations (for dynamic process and result
displaying), and the Key-points (for summary and
references). Each knowledge group has been made
quite independent, to perform connected study.
• The web-page has been taken as the physical
unit/module corresponding to the section of
courseware. The contents in web-page are arranged
according to the lecture/study order. On the webpage, not only some concrete contents are directly
shown (for compactly representing the concepts and
key-points), but also other related contents
(examples and demonstrations) are connected by
using the hyperlink functionality of web-pages.
The overall framework of the courseware is shown in
Figure 1. It can be seen from Figure 1 that the learners have
two choices once getting into the courseware. The first is to
select the chapter from the Chapter List, and follow the predetermined learning order. The second is to go to the
classified KC lists. From the outline to knowledge
component, a tree-structure provides an access mode like
using the table of content in a book. While from the list to
learning term, a graph-structure supplies a visit mode like
using the index of a book.
Courseware
Chapter List

KC Class Entry

Knowledge Components
Figure 1. Framework of courseware.

Figure 2 shows the access paths from KC Class Entry to
individual KC, via respective lists. All knowledge
components are classified into four groups (modules):
Concepts, Examples, Demonstrations, and Key-points. The
titles of different groups of knowledge components are listed
in four corresponding lists. From the concept list, learners
can access the definitions of several hundreds of concepts.
From the example list, learners can view more than hundred
examples with pictures or drawings. From the demonstration
list, learners can manipulate a number of dozens of dynamic
illustrations. From the key-point list, learners can look over
the summary of each section and related reference
introductions for further study.
KC Class Entry
Concept List

Concept KC

Example List

Example KC

Demo List

Demo KC

Key-point List

Key-point KC

Figure 2. Access from KC class entry.
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Figure 3 shows the organization of a chapter in
courseware. Getting into a chapter, the summary of this
chapter, with four title lists for concepts, examples,
demonstrations and key-points in this chapter, is displayed.
Beside, a list of sections in this chapter is also provided. A
section is a study unit that is formed by a number of KCs
arranged in learning order.
Ch. Summary

Chapter

Section 1
Section 2

the security, the data volume, the quality of products,
and the effect of demonstration, the demonstrations
have been developed with Macromedia FLASH and
embedded in web-pages.
Some typical web-pages are given below for examples:
• Web-page for courseware entry (Figure 4)
This page has been divided into three regions: on the left
is the table of contents which gives the titles of chapters and
sections in order; on the top right are the hot-key for four
class lists (Concepts, Examples, Demonstrations and Keypoints); and on the low right is the content display region
which provides an introduction to the courseware. The top
part of Figure 1 is implemented in this page.

Knowledge Components
Figure 3. Chapter organizations.

IV.

INTERFACE AND WEB-PAGES

The interface of net courseware provides a way for
communication between the computer and users. The net
courseware is composed of a number of linked web-pages,
in which the interface for the learners to use the net
courseware is resided. The web-pages convey the
information to the learners and receive the control from the
learners via interface.
Some careful considerations in the design of web-pages
are as follows:
• The form and appearance of courseware should take
the advantages of computer capacity, provide
intuitive visual effect, encourage the participation of
learners in the studying procedure, and make the
abstract concept more concrete and more visible to
help the understanding.
• A flexible and user-friendly interface is an important
criterion to judge the usability of courseware. It
should provide fast access to different parts of the
courseware. To fulfill this requirement, the
hyperlinks between the four lists and the study unit
have been established as shown Figures 1, 2 and 3.
• Interactivity plays an important role in courseware.
Many interactions among different forms, such as
image, video, animation, dialog box, have been
included. The styles for each knowledge component
and the operating interface have been unified.
• In general, different interfaces in the web courseware
should be concise (such as the interface layout),
uniform (such as the window locations) and easily
operable (such as the keys for interaction). Thus,
users could be concentrated more on the course
contents themselves than on the learning of how to
use the interface.
• Dynamic demonstrations are added in courseware,
which would be impossible in textbook. Many tools
exist, such as Adobe Acrobat, Macromedia FLASH,
Microsoft EXCEL, MATLAB, LabVIEW, and
WebCT [6]. By considering various factors such as
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Figure 4. Web-page for courseware entry.

• Web-page for KC class entry (Figure 5)
This page will pop out after clicking the concept list on
the top of the web-page for courseware entry. Such a page
displays the list for concept titles (here the list for concepts is
an example, similar pages with other lists can also be
obtained), and the definition of every concept is linked
behind, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 5. Web-page for list entry.

• Web-page for chapter entry (Figure 6)
This page appears after clicking the chapter title on the
left of the web-page for courseware entry. The region on the
low right provides a summary of the chapter by giving the
title lists of each knowledge component in four groups. From
here, all knowledge components in this chapter can be
randomly accessed as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 6. Web-page for chapter entry.

Figure 8. Web-page for examples.

• Web-page for section and content (Figure 7)
This page appears after clicking the section title, which
will appear after clicking the book-logo at the left of chapter
title (the closed book-logo changes to opened book-logo) on
the left of the web-page for courseware entry. From the
section list, a selection of a particular section will provide the
contents of this study unit on the low right window (as
shown in Figure 3), in which different knowledge
components are arranged according to the learning order.

• Web-page for demonstrations (Figure 9)
This page will pop out after clicking the demonstration
title in the low right region of web-page for section and
content. It can also be obtained if one clicks the same title
from the demonstration list on the top right of the web-page
for courseware entry. Demonstrations are made by using
Flash to achieve interactivity between learners and the
courseware. Figure 9 shows a demonstration for color
processing. Learners can use the function keys (forward,
backward, circle/rewind) in the low right to control the
process order and can also click on the web-pages to start the
interaction with the demonstration.

Figure 7. Web-page for section and content.

Note in Figure 7, the contents of concepts and key-points
are directly displayed, while the contents of examples and
demonstration will be shown in new popup windows.
• Web-page for examples (Figure 8)
This page will pop out after clicking the example title in
the low right region of web-page for section and content. It
can also be obtained if one clicks the same title from the
example list on the top right of the web-page for courseware
entry, or from the example list in chapter entry (see Figure 6).
Examples are illustrated by a number of pictures showing the
procedure and the result of particular techniques.
It is often said that “one picture is worth more than ten
thousand words”. Using pictures for teaching and learning
image courses has great advantages [7], especially for
showing pictures on the computer screen with courseware, as
the quality of images is much better than that on the printed
textbook, and the details caused by noise and the removing
effect, for example, could be readily visible.
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Figure 9. Web-page for demonstrations.

Various demonstrations have been developed. Some of
them display the dynamic drawing procedure; some of them
provide the image operation gradually with sequential
pictures, and some of them interactively and selectively
perform actions according to learner’s request. Learners
could not only view the middle results but also get more
impression on the course and flow. Those demonstrations
can be used by teachers on the class lecture and by students
after the lecture for self-learning.
V.

CONCLUDING RMARKS

A new net courseware for “Image Processing” has been
designed and developed. The three important factors, the
selection of content, the course structure, and the interface
and web-pages, have been explained in this paper.
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The design process was performed before the start of the
course, and the development was made in similar pace with
the conduction of the course. Therefore, the professor and
students have already the chance to use it once and to
provide some useful feedback for improvement.
Some feedbacks from students are: with this courseware,
they feel that the course and the subject are more interesting,
some abstract concepts become easily understanding, and
the emphases are simple to catch in the reviewing.
Some feedbacks from teachers, related to students side,
are: less students pose questions on the concepts and
process of techniques after class, and more students
accomplish their homework with more visual forms [7]
(some of them are made by students with their own
programming) now.
Some good points of this net courseware include:
• Comprehensive contents: Cover the whole textbook
and provide complementary information.
• Combined structure: Both layered and cross-linked
structures are employed.
• Uniform outer shell: All materials are embedded into
web-page and can be viewed by a net browser
• Interactive demonstration: Push learner’s learning
interests and motivate learner’s visualize thinking
The principle and techniques used in this courseware
should be also suitable for use in other coursewares.
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Abstract-- The vast and rapid development in the computer,
communication and Internet technologies has significantly
affected contemporary educational systems. This paper
describes an approach for the deployment of an e-learning
infrastructure/environment in addition to a new methodology
of digital curricula development for an efficient E-learning
implementation and adoption. Hence, the purpose of this
research is to study and analyze the role of implementing the
E-learning framework and online digital curricula in K12
schools. Success factors of implementing the E-learning
framework and project management perspectives of online
digital curricula development are also presented and discussed.
Keywords-E-learning; e-content; learning design; blended
learning; e-learning model; web-based educational system.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed an enormous growth in
multimedia applications and telecommunication technology
like audio/video conferencing, and live video streaming, to
name a few. Education technologies have been developed in
the recent years where new technology-based learning
methods and channels have been emerged. This paper reports
the main components of a successful E-learning and
introduces a new framework and model to implement Elearning in K12 schools. It becomes widely known that the
national initiatives in the region to implement different kinds
of E-learning technologies in the public schools struggle in
most the cases. This is due to the fact that such initiatives
usually did not look at the “big picture” of E-learning projects
and did not implement an integrated framework. Hence, the
new framework is proposed to ensure the integration of all the
components and success factors of an efficient E-learning
system. This paper introduces an enhanced methodology of
developing the online digital curricula (e-content). This
process mainly handles the digitizing of the conventional
curricula into an interactive digital one. Creating an online
content is a challenge that faces E-learning adopters. One of
the most important elements in creating online content is the
level of interactivity with the user to keep him attentive all
the time. This paper introduces an instructional design
model based on Bloom’s levels and the first principal. The
evaluation process is based on Kirkpatrick’s model.
II.

LEARNING MODEL

This section presents the learning model that represents
the foundation to understand the proposed framework and
blended learning for K12 schools. The model is based on the
interaction between the instructors, the learners and the
content. According to Spiro [6], cognitive flexibility is the
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“ability to spontaneously restructure one’s knowledge in
many ways”. The proposed framework aims at enhancing
the learning process by providing a better learning
environment that “blends” the educational technology with
the conventional face-to-face environment. The interaction
between the three main components in the presented
learning model is enhanced by using the technology. Hence,
this model is based on the blended learning type. This
“Blended learning programs may include several forms of
learning tools, such as real-time virtual/ collaboration
software, self-paced Web-based courses, Electronic
Performance Support Systems (EPSS) embedded within the
job-task environment and knowledge management systems”
[4].
III.

DELIVERY ENVIRONMENT

Al-Sharhan introduced a delivery model for the new Elearning environment as explained in [7]. The elements of the
environment are the learning management system,
multimedia equipped classrooms (smart classrooms), and
network or the Internet. The instructor guides the learning
process by utilizing the online content where students access
the content via the Internet. The LMS tracks the learning
activities and provides the instructor with report about the
learning process. Fig 1 depicts this model which was mainly
introduced by Al-Sharhan in [7] and we have added to it the
external environment.

Figure 1. A new E-learning Model.
Fig 2 depicts the E-learning projects incorporated in fullfledge E-learning implementation in K12. All these projects
are highly interconnected where the failure in one chain may
cause serious problems in the whole implementation.
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Data storage is centralized into an independent
layer for more efficiency coding and implementation.

The architecture provides flexibility where
components can be distributed to different physical
machines at any time.
VI.

Figure 2. E-learning project.
IV.

E-LEARNING INFRASTRUCTURE

The Infrastructure projects aims to provide a highperformance data center in the head office and the required
computing devices in the schools. It also provides all the
network facilities in the schools and Head office to work in
both centralized and decentralized manners. The data center
should provide a collection of virtual and physical devices to
support the higher layer of applications such as the learning
gateway and portal, Learning Management system,
collaboration tools, disaster recovery, security and other
applications. The design of the data center should be
scalable since the E-learning projects usually implemented
in phases. With the time, complex and high cost devices are
added to incorporate more users and applications. A
successful and scalable design of data center network must
have, at minimum, Scalability, Simplification, Sharing, and
Security.
V.

DATA CENTER DESIGN

Today’s data centers may contain hundreds of computers
with significant aggregate bandwidth requirements. The
network architecture typically consists of a tree of routing
and switching elements with more specialized and expensive
equipment moving up the network hierarchy. During the
design of the data center, the designers should pay attention
to the increasingly growing applications that possesses
special requirements. In today’s data center design, the
typical architectures consist of either two- or three-tiers
networking routing. A three-tiered design usually has a core
tier in the root of the tree, an aggregation tier in the middle
and an edge tier at the leaves of the tree. A two-tiered design
has only the core and the edge tiers. However, in modern
design for new applications N-tier design should be
considered to support the applications with multi-tier. While
the N-tier logic development is suitable for large, medium,
and small-scale applications, and Web applications, it can
also enhance system application security, performance and
scalability for future expansion. The Advantages of utilizing
N-Tier architecture can be summarized as follows:

Security of data and application can be easily
maintained.

Business rules will be separated into a component
that is easy to maintain, use, and reuse.

The architecture supports high scalability and
expansion where every tier is independently maintained and
expanded without affected the components of other layers
and tiers.
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SMART CLASSROOM

The Smart Classroom project aims at applying smart
technologies in a physical and conventional classroom. The
project bridges the gap between modern technology-based
and traditional classroom activities in terms of the teacher’s
and student’s experiences. More specifically, the components
of the smart classroom enable the teacher to utilize modern
technology to enhance the teaching experience. All the
teaching activities can be recorded and hosted on the learning
gateway for future consideration. In addition, the smart
classrooms components will provide the teacher with efficient
tool to manage the class and provide the students with an
exceptional teaching and learning experience.
Smart Classroom Components: The Smart Classroom
system contains several component technologies that make
the interaction between the teacher and students efficient and
transfers the role of the teacher to be a facilitator of the
learning process. In the proposed E-learning framework the
main components are, smart wireless interactive board and
data projector, teacher station, laptop for each student, class
management system, and wireless network to connect the
laptops to the learning gateway. Teachers in the Smart
Classroom can utilize different smart components inside the
class or freely using conventional teaching methods to instruct
students in a blended methodology.
VII.

WHAT IS E-CONTENT

E-content can be defined as the process of digitizing the
conventional learning subjects and transferring them into
interactive multimedia based subjects. Creating an online
content is one of the serious challenges that face E-learning
adopters. the most important elements in creating online
content is the level of interactivity with the user to keep him
attentive at all times. When building and developing the econtent one should keep eyes on four important issues;
namely:

The Instructional Design process.

The standards of building the e-content.

The sharable Learning objects repository.

The technology used in the development.
The e-Content is designed using sequencing of learning
objects (LOs) or Sharable Content Object (SCO). SCOs are
small chunks of information, indexed Meta-Data, selfcontained and explanatory, reusable, have aggregation
capability, and communication capability with LMS. In this
paper, we define the SCO to have the following parts: the
Learning Objective, concept explanation, exercises, and
evaluation. SCOs are transferred into a digital format
according to specific standards. SCOs will be stored in shared
Learning Object Repositories (LOR). The course will be
added to the Learning Management Systems (LMS). This
concept is explained in Fig 3, while Fig 4 explains the relation
between the SCOs and the online course.
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LO is produced according to E-learning standard (IEEELOM) in the form of a SCO (Sharable Content Object)
- LO is stored on a learning object repository (LOR).
- LOs are packaged according to an agreed scheme of
course structure which forms the standard SCORM 2004
courseware. Courseware is uploaded and stored on
Learning Management System (LMS)
Fig 5 describes the life cycle of online courses
development.
-

Figure 3. Learning Object Concept.

Figure 5. The life cycle of course development.

Figure 4. SCOs and e-content.
VIII.

CULTURAL LEARNING OBJECT

Cultural factors are very important for a successful Elearning implementation. Culture, however, is a broad and
concept with no unified definition. Fernandes believes that
cultural issues and considerations are something in which
people take pride, and that it must be considered and
respected in the user interface [3]. Such considerations are
importance because cultural design will touch several areas
of a users’ culture consciously and unconsciously. Hence,
cultural considerations increase the complexity of designing
learning objects and e-content interfaces because more
variables are added. Several cultural factors must be
considered during designing and developing the learning
objects and the e-content [1].
IX.
-

-

ONLINE COURSE DEVELOPMENT

The phases of building online courses are as following:
The content is divided into small chunks as raw LOs it
should be before; this is performed by SME (Subject
Matter Experts) in collaboration with ID (Instructional
Designer) according to an agreed scheme of course
structure.
The LO Storyboarding takes place by the instructional
designer.
The storyboard is sent to the production unit –multiple
production lines exist.
LO is developed according to the storyboard which was
authored by ID and under supervision of SME.
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Courseware Development Methodology through Learning
Objects approach goes through two major stages, an initial
stage followed by execution stage, each has its own phases.
The initial stage is considered a preliminary stage required
for courseware development. A large scale analysis takes
place to identify: course materials, learning goals and
objectives. Audience analysis is carried out to identify their
learning styles and capabilities. The instructional deign
strategy is determined according to the results of analysis, and
then the course outline (structure) is introduced. Educational
material is divided into small chunks of information and data
“raw learning objects”. Then the interface and templates
design and development for its functional requirements is
carried out. Eventually, a complete production and
development for a prototype of an entire learning object is
implemented. Such prototype is introduced to the concerned
stakeholders for review and approval, and upon all that the
execution phase is to be launched. The initial stage comprises
of the following subsequent sequential phases: the analysis
phase, design phase and the prototype development phase as
shown in Fig 6.

Analysis
Phase

Design
Phase

Prototype
Development
phase
Figure 6. Initial Design.
The execution stage is considered the real start of a large
scale production of learning objects. It starts right after MOE
stockholders approves the prototype that gives a general and
future vision of what to be expected from the execution stage.
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The prototype leads to minimization of risks to their lowest
rates. The execution stage composes of subsequent sequential
phases; those are storyboarding phase, development phase
and packaging phase shown in Fig 7.

Storyboarding Development
Phase
phase

Packaging Phase
Figure 7. Execution phase.
X.

EXISTING METHODOLOGY TO BUILD WEBBASED EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

Success factors in an E-learning system are related to
students including the disable, instructors, the developed
course content and the delivery medium and environment. A
new framework for the developing and delivery of the
online content or courses is presented and mapped to the
activity theory. This mapping explains and organizes the
interactivity relations between instructors, students and
online learning objects as they are bounded by the
technology, Learning management system (LMS) and
educational and external environments. ADDIE Model is
one of the methodologies used to build educational web that
includes 5 phases [10]:

Analyze - analyze learner characteristics.

Design - develop learning objectives, choose an
instructional approach.

Develop - create instructional or training materials.

Implement - deliver or distribute the instructional
materials.

Evaluate - make sure the materials achieved the
desired goals.
XI.

E-LEARNING EVALUATION

Learning and online learning evaluation mainly deals
with the education quality and its management. This process
is part of a broader education evaluation process because of
its practical issues and aspects in addition to its complicated
theoretical approach. The evaluation content includes
evaluation of learning environment, evaluation of learning
style, evaluation of comprehensive ability and so on.
However, the evaluation of the learning objects and learning
process in general is not an easy process due to the
pedagogical factors involved in it. In addition to the lengthy
process, learning evaluation is inherently complex. This is
due to the fact the several complexity factors are associated
with the sustainable and dynamic interactivity of the various
dimensions of the learning process such as learning goals,
instructors, learners, and instructional technologies. Hence,
a flexible framework of evaluation is required in order to
realistically evaluate the E-learning outcomes. The
evaluation model or framework must incorporate all the
issues related to the learning process. The performance
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evaluation of E-learning is generally divided into the
formative evaluation and the summative evaluation.
Formative evaluation is performed by experts during each
phase of the implementation progress of E-learning. Based on
the evaluation result, an immediate action is taken to improve
the current and future implementation, to improve the final
results. Summative evaluation, is the evaluation performing
after that all the E-learning deployment is completed, to
understand the final implementation results and compare the
difference of learning effectiveness of students and subjects
before and after the implementation. From a pedagogical
point of view, E-learning performance evaluation is
considered to be purely formative evaluation. This means that
the focus of evaluation shifts from the learning results to the
learners’ learning process. This basic idea of E-learning
performance evaluation has been widely accepted by the
education community [2]. It is very important that the
pedagogical approaches are evaluated while creating Elearning content. Simple pedagogical approach will lack
flexibility and approach. On the other hand, a complex
approach will take time to develop and consume setup costs.
Therefore, a perfect pedagogy should adopt the middle path
by creating effective educational material while running
parallel to engaging learning experience. In this work, the
evaluation of the E-learning objects or the E-learning process
is based on the Kirkpatrick’s model. It consists of four levels,
namely the reaction evaluation, learning evaluation, behavior
evaluation and results evaluation. In Kirkpatrick’s model, the
evaluation process of learning or training program should
always begin with first level, and then, should move
sequentially through levels two, three, and four. The
information from each level serves as the input or the base for
the next level evolutional.
The first level which is the reaction evaluation measures
how students in classroom react to the learning object and the
online lessons and the perception of the students. The
evolution of this level depends on answering questions
regarding online lesson and learning objects acceptance.
Example of these questions may include: Did they like a
specific learning object? This type of evaluation can be
conducted using an online survey, which is part of the LMS
and learning gateway. In addition, the participants' reactions
have important consequences for learning. The second level
named learning evaluation aims at assessing the learning
capabilities beyond learner satisfaction and targets assessing
students’ developments in terms of skills, knowledge, or
attitude. Naturally, the measurement outcome at this level is
more difficult than the first level. Hence, methods of the
evaluation differs from the first level and range from testing
techniques to group assessment and self-assessment. A useful
technique here is to have a pre-test and post-test in order to
determine the amount of learning that has accumulated. The
third level is the behavior evaluation that measures the
impact of the learning occurred by the online lesson on
learners’ behavior. It measure the amount of change or the
transfer of the learners behavior due to the learning material
and the knowledge accumulated in the online lesson or in a
certain group of learning objects. For many educators the
third Kirkpatrick’s level evaluation represents the truest
assessment of learning effectiveness. However, measuring at
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this level is not an easy task due to the fact that is almost
impossible to predict when the change in behavior will
happen. Hence, this level of evaluation requires important
decisions in terms of when to evaluate, how often to evaluate,
and how to evaluate. The fourth level of Kirkpatrick’s model
measures the success of the learning process in terms of
improving the performance of the educational management.
XII.

team through the execution, monitoring and closure phases of
the project. The plans created during this phase help manage
time, cost, quality, communication, risk and HR management.
It also helps the project team to monitor, control, and manage
the changes during the execution phase. Fig 10 illustrates the
planning process.

E-CONTENT DEVELOPMENT: E-CONTENT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The E-learning project starts with an initiation phase and
then planning for the project activities and tasks. Once the
planning phase is completed the execution phase starts along
with monitoring and control process to ensure aligning the
execution with the plans. The project is finished with a
closure phase. The project life cycle is depicted in Fig 8.
Figure 9. Initiation/Defining Phase.

Figure 8. Project Life Cycle.
Defining / Initiation phase - The first phase in the econtent development is the initiation or the defining phase,
this phase includes several activities and processes such as
defining the scope of the project, scope planning and defining
the work breakdown structure (WBS) (see Fig 9).
Defining the scope of the e-content project - The scope
of the e-content project mainly concentrates on digitizing the
curricula of the subject of year 10-12 in the ministry of
education in Kuwait .The objective is to design the “online”
course according to the best practices and international
standards, namely, SCORM standard . Since this project is
just member of a portfolio, the target is to host all the “online”
courses on a “content” server and create online sessions based
on clustering methodology that will distribute the different
sessions on different cluster for good load balance. In order to
get of the best of the E-learning the teacher should be able to
track and follow his student’s activities. Hence, the entire
subject must be managed by a Learning Management System
(LMS) that will create all the learning sessions.
Defining the Work Breakdown Structure - The Work
Break Down Structure (WBS) is defined as a tool used to
state and group a project's discrete work elements in a way
that helps organize and define the total work scope of the
project [9]. The main structure of our WBS for the e-content
project specify that each learning object must reflect an
integrated object that reflects a scientific concept. It should
incorporates, Learning Objectives, Concept Explanation,
Training exercises, and Evaluations. The Learning object also
should be linked to more knowledge areas and external
resources such as websites, external files and other teaching
material to enrich the learning experience.
Planning Phase - the second phase in the project life cycle
involves a set of processes and plans to help guide the project
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HR Management - HR management process includes a
variety of activities like internal search for employees who
are willing to join the E-learning, or recruit experienced
personnel, from outside. Selecting the internal staff requires
evaluation of their knowledge, experience and performance
levels. Training is to be involved if it will help the employee
to handle situations. The required manpower for the content
development are, Project Manager, Subject Experts,
Instructional Designers, Graphic designers, Animators,
Quality assurance engineers, Multimedia Developers, and
Audio/Video specialists.

Figure 10. E-content Project Planning.
Risk planning - The e-content development project has
several risks factors that need to be considered during the
execution phase. The risk factors can be classified according
to the following:
- Human related factors - availability of subject experts,
the availability of the Instructional designers, and
Developers.
- Technology based factors - tools to be used,
Technological risks, and Incompatibility.
- Stakeholder Lengthy process - The approval process.
- Intellectual rights.
Quality planning - It is necessary to analyze various
factors in order to deliver efficient teaching methodologies
such as:
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Ease of use to implement the course and host it on the
Learning Management system in order to be tracked and
the tracking points must be clear for the teacher to
understand the performance reports.
 Navigation: Students must not suffer of any difficulty to
navigate in though the online course
 The amount of text in each electronic page.
 The amount of animation in each electronic page.
 Consistency, accessibility, interactivity & instructional
issues, and content accuracy.
Managing the project - Change management process is a
crucial one in each project since it ensures that the changes
to the project scope, deliverables, timescales or resources
are formally declared and handled prior even to the
development. Applying and implementing change
management is a difficult task; especially in large projects.
To ensure that changes are monitored through to
completion, a change management record and tracking
procedure is maintained. This allows the project manager to
identify any outstanding changes and to measure the actual
impact of each change once implemented. The change
record provides the project managers and teams with
information about the changes conducted in the project at
different levels. It can provides record changes within the
project, monitor the change status and its project impact,
record the status of all change approvals, identify and report
on any change management issues, and control the amount
of change required to meet your objectives.
Execution Phase - In this stage all courseware will be
developed according to courseware development life cycle.
Different processes are incorporated in Fig 11.
-

must initiate a communication plan to inform all project
stakeholders that the project has now been closed.
XIII.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new implementation framework of
the blended learning in K12 schools and a methodology for
developing digital curricula or online courses. The proposed
E-learning framework incorporates several components that
are highly dependent in order to ensure an efficient
implementation of the E-learning project. The evaluation
and performance measure is important to guide the Elearning adopters on their directions and future impacts. The
model incorporates four levels of evaluation, i.e., reaction
evaluation, learning evaluation, behavior evaluation and
results evaluation. However, each of the four levels
presented by the model requires an empirical study to
measure and evaluate the E-learning system. Another
direction here is to work on an enhanced Kirkpatrick model
based on fuzzy logic concepts. The main driver behind this
direction is the fact that it is widely known that the first
level of Kirkpatrick's model is most important level since it
controls whether or not proceeding to the upper levels in the
model. However one needs to design and conduct several
evaluation forms, distribute them to the learners and do the
analysis. This process is a lengthy one and time consuming.
An enhancement is to build a fuzzy engine for the first level
to be used by the teacher to evaluate the students’
performance. Also the interaction between the teachers,
students, smart class room technology is a very important
area to be analyzed and thoroughly studied. Another area is
the study of the motivations to efficiently utilize smart
classroom and how to create a rich teaching environment in
it.
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Abstract— This paper describes a conceptual model and an
ontology-based framework for reusing and learning through
context-aware annotations memory. This memory manages
annotations and adapts actors (learner, tutor, teacher, and coauthor) behaviours with the various contexts of their activities.
It offers a great reutilisability to share and have a better
quality of learning. The annotation model that we propose is
composed of three facets: cognitive, semantic and contextual.
The architecture of our annotations memory contains many
modules based on Web Services. This facilitates its integration
with the other tools used by the actors of a computer
environment for human learning like, for example, the eLearning platforms and annotations tools.
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represents the learning context of the various actors of the
annotations memory. The annotation meta-model describes
the semantics of the annotation to be able to re-use them,
share them and learning from knowledge included in these
annotations according to a pedagogic objective.
This paper is organized as follows. The first section
presents our research field. The second section exposes our
research problematic by explaining the need for an adaptive
memory of annotations for the different actors of a CEHL
and by pointing out the basic concepts used. In the third
section, we present the state of the art of the related
approaches to our research by showing their advantages and
their limits. In the fourth section, we propose and describe
the architecture OARLCAM conceived to solve the whole of
the released limits.
II.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Teachers, tutors or co-authors, during their activities of
teaching, as well as learner, during its training, in a
Computer Environment for Human Learning (CEHL),
manage a significant number of learning objects to support
their activities. These objects are most of the time in
numerical format. In order to memorize the learning objects
elements,, these actors create, on the objects, different type
of annotations, in order to re-use them like a working
memory. Each actor thus, constitutes an external memory for
his learning and teaching activities.
The external memory created, is composed of all learning
objects and their annotations. It allows the teacher, for
example, to memorize an idea to find it, thereafter, in a fast
way, or to create an annotation in a context and to re-use it in
another context. This external memory is useful and
exploitable for all the actors of a computer environment for
human learning; it must be well structured according to the
semantics of the used annotations and to adapt them to the
current context of the actor’s activity. Thus, it will make it
possible, for each actor of a CEHL to exploit in a fluid way
its annotations.
In this work, we propose a new general architecture of
the adaptive annotations memory with a detailed description
of the functionalities offered by each module of the
architecture of ontology-based framework for reusing and
learning through context-aware annotations memory
(OARLCAM). This architecture is based on a context metamodel and an annotation meta-model. The first one
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BASIC CONCEPTS AND PROBLEMATIC

The various actors of a CEHL find difficulties to create
and consult the annotations associated to learning objects,
during their learning activities. Generally, they use manual
annotations which are very difficult to manage, to exploit,
capitalize and share. These actors annotate in a different
ways the learning objects according to their training
activities and their learning goals. For this purpose, the
existence of an annotations memory is necessary for these
various actors. Indeed, it allows the automatic management
of all these annotations making possible their capitalization
and sharing. It is a learning based on annotations affixed by
the various actors according to a particular learning context
and a special learning objective. The numerical annotations
constitute an added value for the learning objects. They add
knowledge to the original contents of these objects.
By re-using the annotations stored in the memory
annotations, a teacher for example, can re-use these
annotations and those of the co-authors with the knowledge
witch contains to improve his process of teaching and to be
able to teach in a best way a given learning object.
He can also profit from all the critical, explanatory and
prescriptive annotations posted by the tutors to improve the
contents of the learning object and thus the quality of the
training. He can even recover the learner’s annotations and
take them into account to add explanations to the learning
object. A learning object can be annotated several times, in
different contexts, in different places and moments and by
heterogeneous tools. Then, it quickly becomes illegible at the
time of its consultation. On another side, the actor of a
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CEHL creates an annotation, in a given context, to re-use it
in another context.
As a result, of these two remarks, we think that an
annotation meta-model is essential to unify the various
annotations produced by the actors. Moreover, it must be
able to adapt itself to the context which surrounds the
activity of annotation. Before presenting our architecture, we
briefly expose the basic concepts, around our research.
A.

Annotation
The state of the art relieves several definitions of the
Annotation concept. The most adapted to our work was
given by Mille [13], who considers an annotation as being “a
trace of the activity of the reader, perceptible on a document
as a mark, placed with a specific aim, and in a specific place
of which it cannot be dissociated”. In fact, the annotation
object belongs to the document. An annotation has an
objective that is well defined, because the annotator does
not annotate for nothing, but for an essential goal.
According to this definition an annotation is regarded at
the same time as an object and an activity [1]. An activity of
creation of the annotation object aims to realise a user
objective in the learning object.

The personalization of information consists in providing
to one learner a relevant information equivalent to its
preferences and its needs [3].
The adaptation is a transformation of an organization (or
a genetic material…) in order to give it more adequacy with
a new environment (a natural environment, a new political
situation, a technology…) stimulating this adaptation. More
particularly, in the context of adaptation of one system to the
user, this generic term includes two specificities: adaptability
and adaptivity.
In this way, Moisuc [14] explains, “the adaptability is the
capacity of the system to adapt to the personalizations
explicitly requested by learner for example, while adaptivity
indicates its capacity to meet the needs for learner without
his explicit intervention”.
From this definition, we understand that the adaptation,
whatever static (adaptability) or dynamic (adaptivity),
requires a recognition of the learning context in order to be
able to adapt the training according to the context and the
learning objective.
The following section presents researches related to our
problematic.
III.

APPROACHES RELATED TO OUR RESEARCH TASKS

B. Context and Context-awareness
According to the dictionary free on-line dictionary,Howe
[8], the context is all that surrounds and gives a meaning to
another thing. In this case, a definition of the context cannot
be given in an isolated way without taking into account the
element concerned with the context. This definition shows
that the context must be external to the element concerned
with this context.
A formal definition for the context is given by Azouaou
and Desmoulins [1] as follows:

During last years, several researches were carried out to
delimit the needs of CEHL actors and to recense the main
elements helping to develop e-learning systems better
adapted to their trainings and their needs.
Although they are diversified, those researches do not
take into account the capitalization of the learning
experiments which can be exploited later by other actors. In
fact, we think that the major stake of e-learning is to
integrate an approach to re-use the learning annotations
within a CEHL

The context of an element X is the whole of properties P
of any element of Y such as:
Y is around X.
Y gives meaning to X.
P is relevant for X.

A. Adaptation Approaches and personalized e-Learning
systems
In the last decades, the scientific researches were oriented
to the adaptation and the personalization of the HMI, in
particular in the CEHL field. Indeed, several researches
support the personalization in this field to guarantee a better
satisfaction of learning.
One approach consists to allow teachers to make
scenarios for all the learner’s uses possible of the system. A
teaching scenario describes goals and learning situations
while defining how the learning objects will be implemented
in a precise context of training [10]. However, the teaching
scenarios help the teachers to integrate the CEHL into their
work practices, but do not allow creating sequences of
activities adapted to each learner’s competences.
A second approach of Duclosson, Daubias, and Riot [6] and
Leroux [12] devotes a part of the e-learning system to be
personalized by the teacher. Thus, teachers can parameterize
the generation of the activities or select the activities which
are appropriate for their learner. This personalization is done
manually by the teacher, without bond with possible learner
profiles, and can’t be considered as based on a generic or
unified model. In fact, each teacher can use several e-

In the literature, we find several definitions of contextawareness (conscience of the context). Schilit and Theimer
[15] define the conscience of the context as being all the
applications adapted to the context. Another definition given
by Dey [5] specified that a system is considered as contextawareness, if it uses the context to give relevant information
or a service to a user, knowing that the relevance depends on
the activity of the user.
In addition, Context-awareness emerged in the fields of
mobile and pervasive computing like a technique to design
applications with a conscience of the environment, to ensure
high level autonomy and flexibility. The context-awareness
or the conscience of the context is known under other
synonyms like adaptive or reactivate [4].
C. Personalization and of Adaptation of the CEHL
In order to be able to start the reflexion on the adaptation
and personalization, we start by defining these two concepts.
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learning systems and must control several environments of
personalization to succeed in defining in each case his
teaching choices. Moreover, teacher himself needs to profit
from its experiments and those of the other teachers, in
addition to the tutor ones. We notice that this second
approach is interested just in the training of learners and is
not based on models.
A third approach consists in personalizing the e-learning
systems automatically so that their contents are adapted to
knowledge of each learner. This personalization can
progressively be made throw the learners’ answers (as a
result to their behaviours) and uses the stereotypes associated
to the learners [7] or using the learner model according to the
e-learning systems. This automatic personalization is adapted
to the system’s knowledge about learner but is not always
adapted to the teacher’s learning goals.
Each one of these approaches answers part of the
problem, but does not provide a solution to the whole: the
adaptation of CEHL to the activities of the teachers and the
adaptation of their contents to each one of their learners [11].
We present, in the following, some examples of projects
working on the adaptation and the personalization in the elearning systems.
B. Approaches of annotations memories in e-learning
The recent work on the annotations memories, Ouadah,
Azouaou and Desmoulins [9] propose an annotation tool
context-aware for an external annotations memory for the
teacher. “We are based on two architectures to propose the
general architecture of our adaptive annotations tool. This
tool must be able to identify the current context of teacher’s
activity in order to adapt to his behaviour and the changes of
its situations of activity”.
This approach supports the teacher at his annotation
activity to re-use it in another context. However, it is not an
annotations memory for a general learning. Indeed, it can be
integrated into an annotation tool and not into a computer
environment for human learning. In addition, it is dedicated
to only one actor who is the teacher.
In this way, we deduce the lack, in the literature, of an
adaptable approach for the training of all CEHL actors based
on annotations according to a given context.
IV.

GENERIC ARCHITECTURE BASED ON WEB SERVICES

In our work, we propose an approach to mitigate the
limits illustrated above by introducing a personalized
learning architecture based on annotations (experience
feedback). This ontology-based architecture OARLCAM
makes possible to capitalize and re-use a collective
annotations memory for training. Its main goal is to provide
all actors with a best training relative to their learning
objectives and the current context extracted from the
annotations memory, the learning objects warehouse or both.
Such a system can be used as an assistance for the original
authors, co-authors, tutors and learners.
Our contributions can be presented as follows: i)
modelling the semantic of various annotations used in CEHL
by a top level ontology, ii) modelling the various contexts of
training by a context top level ontology and iii) proposing the
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approach OARLCAM to automatically exploit this
knowledge to generate the learning objects with an added
value of annotations adapted and personalized.
The following figure presents our modular architecture.

Figure 1. Our approach OARLCAM

This modular architecture is based on a context-aware
approach coupled to some ontological engineering
techniques in order to build a learning annotations memory,
unified by an annotation top level ontology and a context top
level ontology for an appropriate learning for all actors. It
allows associating the adequate annotations with the
appropriate learning object according to learning objective in
a given context in order to improve the educational content
and to activate the training process.
This architecture OARLCAM assures the reuse, the
adaptability and the interoperability between our framework
and the various tools used by the various actors, whom can
use it as an external memory.
Our architecture includes three subsystems : i) the
subsystem of contextualisation, containing the modules of
context capture, context handling, context server, context
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presentation and a context top level ontology of training ii)
and the learning subsystem, containing the modules of
learning objects management, learning objects composer and
follow-up of the training; and iii) the annotation subsystem,
containing the annotation module, the annotations’ manager,
the annotations’ adapter, the annotation top level ontology,
the annotations’ presentation module and the annotations
warehouse, for later re-uses. The following sections describe
the modules of the architecture.
A.

Subsystem of contextualisation
1)
The context capture module: The capture of the
context is carried out using a whole of services which
interact with sources of context (operating system, learning
objects manager, organizer, etc…). This interaction can be
made in a direct way if context information is accessible, or
in an indirect way thanks to an export operation of context
from the context source and an import of these data on the
level of this module.
2) The context handling module: Context informations,
provided by the context capture module, are treated
according to our context top level ontology in order to be
stored in the context server. This treatment consists in
making a mapping between data types of the context source
and our context model.
3) The context server module: The context informations
are stored in XML format in order to facilitate their sharing
and their use by the adaptive application and to keep the
contexts history.
4) The context presentation module: context information
is presented using the Web services standards (the details of
this presentation are not in this paper). Each Web service
can be consumed by other applications to be adapted to their
context. This module is a service which gives information
about the current context to the annotations’ adapter module,
knowing that those informations are extracted from the
context server.
5) The context top level ontology module. It is a generic
and exhaustive context ontology which provides the
proprieties of context related to learning provided by our
annotations memory.
The context top level ontology is conceived to solve the
limits and the insufficiencies of the existing context models.
For a given learning objective and a given context, we must
extract the adequate annotations from the annotations
memory. We use then a mapping method for determining the
similarities between a learning context (context top level
ontology), annotation semantics (annotation top level
ontology). The annotation top level ontology contains three
facets: cognitive, semantic and contextual. On another side,
the context top level ontology contains six facets. Four of
these facets (user, activity, environnement, collaboration)
where defined by [9]. We add two more facets composition
and objective to have an exhaustif context model which take
to account the context of reuse of learning and learning
objective.
6) Algorithm of similarities between different contexts: This
algorithm aims to determinate similarities between different
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contexts of reuse of learning annotations; we take into
account both semantic and structured similiraties between
the concepts of ontology concepts. For example, the
concepts of context ontologies of learning : context 1
ontology and context 2 ontology of learning. The algorithm
below describes the process to find similarities between
contexts :
Algorithm: Similarities
INPUT :
1) CO1 and CO2: Context Ontology 1 and Context Ontology 2
2) VSS: Semantic vector of similarities
3) VSSt : structural vector of similarities
4) SimSt : Weight of structural similarities
5) SimS : Weight of semantic similarities
OUTPUT : VSG : global (Semantic and structural) vector of
similarities
Begin
/* go to each concept of context ontology 1 */
For each ( CCO1 εCO1) do
/* go to each concept of context ontology 2 */
For each (CCO2 εCO2) do
If CCO1.type==CCO2..type then
/*Extract semantic similarities between CCO1 and CCO2 of
VSS*/
SimS=EXTRACTSIM (VSS, CCO1, CCO2)
/*Extract structural simiraties de CCO1et CCO2 of VSSt */
SimSt=EXTRActSIM (VSSt, CCO1, CCO2)
/*calculate global similarity*/
SimG = SimS + SimSt
/* Add CCO1, CCO2 and SimG in VSG*/
Add ((CCO1, CCO2, SimG), VSG)
Return (VSG)
END

The proposed algorithm of similarities has as input the
two ontologies of context 1 and context 2, the two vectors of
semantic and structural the similarities (VSS, and VSST), as
well as the weights related to the semantic and structural
similarities (SimS and SimSt). It produces in result a vector
of global similarity, VSG. The function EXTRACTSIM
extracts the value of the similarity corresponding to the two
concepts (CCO1 and CCO2) from the vector of similarity
(VSS or VSST). For each couple of concepts, CCO1 and
CCO2, having the same category of two context ontologies ,
CO1 and CO2, the global similarity is calculated as follows:
SimG (CCO1; CCO2) = SimS (CCO1; CCO2) + SimSt (CCO1;
CCO22)

B. Subsystem of the learning objects management
1) The learning objects management module: This
module is used to create, to add, to remove, and to modify
learning objects.
2) The learning objects composer module: This module
serves to compose the learning objects with existing
annotations for a given learning objective and a given
context.
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3) The follow-up of the training module: This module
serves to save the learning activities history of our
architecture’s actors
C. Subsystem of annotation
1) The annotation module: This module allows actors to
add an annotation according to our annotation top level
ontology.
2) The annotations’ manager module: This module
manages the annotations affixed according to our annotation
tool, for example, to add, to modify or to remove an
annotation.
3)
The adapter annotations’ module: This module
adapts the annotations stored in the annotations warehouse
according to the context of training (objective) provided by
the service of context presentation. This service has also as a
role to provide the result of the adaptation for the services of
learning objects composer to combine them with these
objects (annotations source) or to provide them directly to
the annotations’ presentation module (the result of the
request). For example, one learner during his revision wants
to extract from a learning object all the explanatory
annotations related to this object (in an explanatory context).
He also wants that this annotation will be posted only during
its next envisaged revision in a given day and a given hour.
In this case, the service of annotation checks the properties
of the context provided by the context services and posts the
annotation only if the context is verified.
4) The annotation top level ontology module: It is a
generic and exhaustive annotations ontology which provides
the semantics of different learning annotations. We develop
this ontology to mitigate the various insufficiencies in the
state of the art.
5) The annotations’ presentation module: This module
presents, for the architecture various actors, the annotations
adapted to the learning context. These annotations are
treated to be adequate to the actors’ requests and their
learning objectives.
D. Communication between the various modules with XML
The use of the Web services to publish the context data
facilitates the interoperability of our framework with any
application sensitive to the context. On another side, XML
is currently the standard language used for the data
exchange on the Web. For this reasons we adopt it for the
exchange of the data between all the modules composing
our architecture. In the same way, the communication
between the various services is done using the SOAP
protocol which is based on XML.
E. Illustrative scenario
This section gives an illustrative example of our
architecture’s use. One learner at the time of its revision for
an examination of the first session, for example, wants to
recover all the explanatory and analytical annotations
relating to a given learning object. He then makes training
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from our system by specifying its learning objective and its
learning activity (examination). This learning is located in a
C1 context (learning objective=revision, pedagogic
activity=examination, date=d1, hour=h1, place=p1, learning
domain= data bases) and this learning can be re-used by the
same learner or another actor in a C2 context. For example,
a preparation context of a part of learning object by one
teacher (learning objective= course conception, pedagogic
activity=course preparation, date=d2, hour=h2, place=p2,
learning domain=data bases).
Thus, the training provided to this learner through our
framework must be adapted according to his context and his
learning objective.
Then we note that, the same learner can re-use the same
context C1 another time for its next planned revision. For
example, if the properties values of the learning contextual
facet are (date=15/11/2010, learning objective =revision,
pedagogic activity =examination), learner specifies also the
context of re-use of these annotations, for example, for the
final examination, by choosing directly the next context C2
(date=15/01/2011, learning objective =revision, pedagogic
activity =examination). Automatically, the 15/01/2010,
during the nearest examination, the annotation is posted for
learner, to remind him his second revision.

Figure 2. Reuse of context

In fact, our framework is able to provide a re-use on two
levels. The first re-use (and sharing) is of annotations as
well as the knowledge which is included there. The second
re-use concerns the context. It means that a given context is
reused in another context covering the same contextual
properties and stored in the context server for a several reuses later by the same actor or others.
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Moreover, the annotations can be presented with or
without their learning objects. In the first case they can be
used to obtain an added value for the learning objects
(learning objects composed with annotations). In the second
case, they constitute an important knowledge to be
capitalized.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper represents a preliminary study to realize an
adaptive annotation memory for context-aware training for
the various actors in a CEHL. This memory can satisfy the
need for training according to a given objective and a given
context of all the actors in terms of utility, re-use, sharing
and adaptability.
The running mechanism of our framework articulates
around a whole of modules. Each module allows a
functional need well defined and is composed of Web
services. This framework aims to facilitate its integration, its
interoperability with other e-learning systems. Moreover, it
is based on three independent but communicating
subsystems. The first is a subsystem for the training context
capture, its treatment, its storage and its sharing by context
sensitive applications. The second subsystem is devoted to
the management and the adaptation a given annotation, from
annotations memory, to the captured context. The third
subsystem is planned for the management and the
composition of the learning objects with the annotations
extracted by the second subsystem.
Several perspectives are possible for this work. In
particular, we aim to use the techniques of data warehousing
(wrapper, monitor, etc.) to extract annotations from the
annotations data bases and warehouses relative to other elearning tools. Thesis extracted annotations will be total
forwarded to our annotations memory according to our
annotation top level ontology.
Also, we think that adding an ontology for the automatic
deduction of the context annotation reuse, deduced for each
actor, would be an important enrichment to our architecture
and its functionalities.
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Abstract—One popular approach to teaching computer
programming is to use example programs to demonstrate
programming concepts. We propose to increase the
pedagogical value of example program source code by
transforming them into self-explaining tutorials within a
learning integrated development environment. In this paper,
we present a stepwise instructed implementation of annotated
example code. Source code with instructor comments is parsed
and processed to create an intelligent learner environment.
Students are guided step by step to develop the program
solution. Explanations are auto-generated for each line of code;
these come from an author’s comments as well as extended
explanations dynamically generated for certain coding
constructs. Explanations are presented to the learner in
multiple modes using the full range of multimedia displays.
Source code examples can be used as self-contained tutorials.
Keywords-e-learning;
educational
technologies;
programming pedagogy; source code examples; integrated
development environment

I.
INTRODUCTION
Teaching by example is a well established method for
teaching computer programming. Experienced teachers of
programming prepare suitable examples of program code
which illustrate the particular programming construct that is
being taught; students learn from these examples by seeing
how the construct is used in problem solving as well as
familiarizing themselves with syntax and semantics of the
language. These example programs may be made available
to the student in digital form and students may be
encouraged to run the code in some IDE. Many
programming textbooks use this approach of teaching by
example.
In this paper, we present a computer aided examplebased approach to teaching and learning programming.
Students are guided step-by-step to construct the examples
that the instructor has already prepared. We also present a
learner‟s integrated development environment (L-IDE),
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called CSmart, which facilitates this guided instruction. The
instructor creates annotated example programs which can
illustrate the use of a programming concept. When the
student selects that example problem, he is not shown the
solution code immediately; rather he is guided through stepby step instructions so that he can develop the program
solution which the instructor/expert has prepared. This is
done dynamically, in real time, where the example source
code with instructor‟s annotation is parsed and used to
generate explanations of the programming construct in focus.
The explanations generated are a combination of text and
visual representations. The intelligence is built into CSmart
so that instruction is not static but relates to the point in the
program that the student is working on. CSmart stores values
of variables in the program and is able to present to the
learner exactly what is happening with the code that he is
typing in.
This example-based pedagogical approach for teaching
and learning programming actually combines the traditional
approach of learning by example with learning by doing and
learning using visualization. It can be used for novice
programmers where the instructor examples are simple onetask programs, with possibly just one construct (a FOR loop,
for example). The approach can also be used to develop
more experienced programmers where the instructor
examples focus not so much on syntax but on expert
techniques for problem solving. Most instructors have a bank
of example programs that they reuse with different student
groups. The CSmart environment allows the instructor to
create a repository of annotated examples, categorized and
sequenced in any manner that the instructor prefers.
In the following sections, we present our pedagogical
approach after highlighting related work and discussing their
approaches. The CSmart environment is then detailed to
show how it embodies our novel pedagogical concept by
processing source code examples as tutorials themselves.
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II.

BACKGROUND

A. Related Literature
In a study of difficulties faced by novice programmers,
both students and teachers valued example programs as the
most useful type of learning material [1]. Most sources of
static examples are accompanied by explanations in varying
degrees of detail and usefulness. Programmers
conventionally seek example code in resource repositories
such as tutorial web-pages, forums and books. These
examples can then be implemented in a separate integrated
development environment (IDE) and then compiled to run
the resulting executable program. This is done to gain deeper
understanding of what example code really does at runtime
execution.
Using source code to aid in the learning of programming
has been explored by environments such as „WebEx‟ [2],
„Jeliot‟ [3] and „BlueJ‟ [4]. „WebEx‟ presents example
source code with annotations explaining relevant lines of
code. A read-only exploration of an example is done by
altering the visibility of annotations. „Jeliot‟ focuses on autogenerating visualizations of source code‟s execution at runtime. „BlueJ‟ also parses source code like „Jeliot‟ but to
produce visualizations promoting object oriented concepts
only. In addition, „BlueJ‟ is a simple IDE that provides
graphical and textual editing of source code which can be
further compiled.
Of the aforementioned environments, only „WebEx‟
focuses on directly leveraging pedagogical value from
example source code by presenting textual explanations of
individual lines of code. However, „WebEx‟ hardly differs
from reading static commented source code because it only
allows interactivity with reading annotations which is similar
to reading extended comments. Also, there is no IDE support
for a user to gain insight from the experience of an example
program‟s behavior at run-time.
None of the environments mentioned provide guidance
for the actual activity of programming implementation. In
addition to an instructor explaining example code in
traditional lab environments, students are often guided to
implement the example and encouraged to change and apply
the example in order to solve a similar problem. Guided
implementation of example code could assist in reducing
cognitive overheads while learning to program.
B. Pedagogical Approach
We propose to increase the pedagogical value of source
code by transforming them into self-explaining tutorials
within an integrated development environment. This
pedagogical approach to teaching and learning programming
actually combines the traditional approach of learning by
example with learning by doing and learning using
visualization. This 3-pronged approach combines strategies
which individually are well established in the literature as
being effective for teaching and learning programming [1, 5].
Each line in a source code example can be presented as
an instruction for a learner to actually type into the
environment. We posit that this instructed implementation
activity promotes learning by doing. In addition, the
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guidance to implement working code may reduce cognitive
overheads that may hinder the learning process.
Teachers and books often try to explain source code
examples line-by-line. Comments belonging to selected lines
of source code can store an author‟s explanation of its
intended purpose. As a result, we propose to use comments
to annotate lines of source code. These annotations can be
positioned strategically within an IDE at the same time the
instructed implementation activity is carried out by the
learner.
Visualization is also used as an effective pedagogical
technique [5]. Visualization of what certain code constructs
are doing can be provided as graphical annotations alongside
the textual annotations. The approach taken is different from
algorithm visualization, which focuses on visualizing an
entire algorithm. We rather focus on visually explaining a
line of code by itself. Visuals are presented as metaphorical
representations of code semantics.
We call this entire pedagogical approach “stepwise
instructed implementation of annotated example code”.
III.

LEARNER INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT
Traditional IDEs provide little support for novice
programmers who attempt to learn programming from
example code. Beginners may have to type example code
into an IDE either from book sources or “copy and paste”
from electronic media sources. We propose a “learner‟s
integrated development environment” ( L-IDE ) concept
which supports the use of example code to aid in the learning
process.
We have created a L-IDE model which parses actual
source code files into a presentable format more amenable to
learning. A beginner is guided through implementation of an
example program. Code comments are extracted and
provided as annotations for respective lines of code.
Visualizations are generated dynamically from code which
attempt to give a graphic representation to aid understanding
of abstract programming concepts. After guided
implementation of example code, a beginner programmer
has the option to edit the example and/or compile and
execute the code with possible error feedback.
The following sub-sections describe the features of our
L-IDE called „CSmart‟. Currently, CSmart is limited to
parsing source code of the C programming language.
A. Information Extraction
Tutorials are created dynamically where example source
code files are parsed and presented in a richer format that
aids learning. Figure 1 shows how an actual line of code and
relating comment is parsed from a source code file and
displayed to the learner as an informal instruction within
CSmart‟s editor.
B. Stepwise Guided Implementation
In applying the step-wise guided technique, the learner is
instructed to type out each line of code in an example. This
stepwise approach fosters learning through learning by
doing. In the „CSmart‟ L-IDE, the example code that is to be
typed out, as part of encoding the program, is placed under
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the cursor – within a tooltip – in full view of the
programmer, while they type the code on the line above the
tooltip guide (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).

Source code

In addition, there is an automatic display of extended
explanations of certain coding constructs. Certain coding
constructs may be keywords or popularly used functions of
the C programming language. These extended explanations
intelligently appear next to the editor area whenever certain
coding constructs are used in a line of code in order to
augment the learning process.
For example, a line of code and comment within a source
code file may be:
int x = 9; //declare a variable and initialise

L-IDE

Figure 1. Code and comment extraction from source code

Similarly, the comments that explain a line of code are
placed just beneath the line of code. This allows very little
overhead of copying code because it is very close to the
input area, specifically, where the cursor is located within the
editor area. We posit that the strategic presentation all of
these pieces of information (i.e. presenting a lot of
information in a small space without overloading the user)
increases the information content of the user interface, and
facilitates learning.
C. Explanation of Code
Example source code demonstrates select programming
concepts which can be explored by the learner in order to
foster learning and understanding. A line by line explanatory
approach was used to explain example code. This allows
learners to focus on the semantics of the programming
language. To best explain examples visually and textually,
Clark & Mayer provide the following tested guidelines in [6]
which were considered and incorporated into the design:
 “multimedia principle” which involves appropriate
use of text, audio and graphics
 “contiguity principle” ensuring words align to
graphics
 “segmenting principle” where small manageable
chunks of data are presented at a time to the user
These principles were applied to explain lines of code
visually, textually and audibly. These techniques are further
illustrated in the proceeding sub-sections.
1) Annotation from Comments
Comments from source code files are used to provide
auto-generated annotation of the corresponding lines of code
that the learner types out in the L-IDE text editor. Where no
comments exist in the example source code, no autogenerated explanation for those lines of code is generated.
Authors of tutorials (example code) are encouraged to create
better tutorials by including comments in each line of code.
It is the human tutor‟s responsibility to ensure
appropriateness of explanation of lines of code.
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From the previous line of code above, Figure 2 shows
how the comment – as an explanation – is displayed just
under the instructed line of code to be typed out.
2) Information pane for Keywords and Functions
The CSmart environment displays additional information
when keywords and functions from the C standard library are
found while parsing lines of code. This intends to give a
learner a better understanding of how to use keywords and
functions.

Figure 2. Textual explanation of instructed line of code to be typed out

For example, the left pane in Figure 2 beside the editor
dynamically displays additional information on the „int‟ integer - data type that is found in the line of code.
3) Visual explanation of source code
Visual explanations of code constructs are automatically
generated just under comments that explain an instructed line
of code that is being typed out. Visuals attempt to explain
coding constructs with very little prerequisite of
programming concepts. Beginners may understand
programming concepts easier by being able to relate to
visuals.

Figure 3. Visualization for output function „printf‟

For example, the popular „printf‟ statement for output to
screen is portrayed (see Figure 3) by showing the output on
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an image of a computer monitor. The intention is to get the
learner to understand what printf does – it outputs text to
screen. In another example (see Figure 4), variables are
portrayed as containers because a container can hold an item
like a variable holding data.
Calculation and assignment based visuals are
dynamically generated from a trace-table data structure that
keeps track of the data in variables. The trace table is used to
show what data is moved and/or replaced within variables
during calculations and assignments. An extension of the
java programming language called „Groovy‟ [7] was used to
evaluate loop and conditional expressions and to provide the
inputs into the visualization module. Figure 4 shows a
calculation where the data in variable „x‟ is added to the
number seven (7) to give the sum of sixteen (16) that is
further animated by moving the number sixteen (16) into the
„y‟ container representing the „y‟ variable. This animated
path is represented by the broken line in Figure 4.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a work in progress, where a
development environment is being used to deliver
programming tutorials from source code examples.
However, the pedagogical presentation of visual and textual
explanations together with interactive implementation is
constrained by the content within a source code example.
Therefore, the quality and context of a tutorial is controlled
by an example source code‟s content; code is instructed to be
typed in an editor while it‟s relating comments are presented
as annotations.
Experimental evaluation of the combined pedagogical
approach, within the L-IDE, is the next step for future
research. Initial evaluation of this pedagogical approach,
within the „CSmart‟ environment, was encouraging as
reported in [8]. Participants in the evaluation rated their
understanding of tutorials at a mode of eighty percent (80%).
All participants reported that the L-IDE was helpful and they
felt that they learnt some programming. These results were
further supported by the following unsolicited comments
from the participants:
 “made concept simple”
 “it helped to make things a little more understandable”
 “at least I learnt something by doing the tutorials”
 “boosted my knowledge”

Figure 4. Visualization of calculation and assignment of data to variable

Visualization could be enhanced by fading from a
metaphorical representation of source code execution to a
machine level representation in order for learners to gain a
deeper understanding of how a program works at run-time.

D. Compilation and Execution
The „CSmart‟ L-IDE provides the opportunity to compile
and execute implemented source code during a tutorial.
Learners can see how a program behaves from its
implemented example code.
Additionally, users may experiment with example code
in terms of changing literals and variables in the original
example. Compilation of modified code with error feedback
is possible with additional support from an incorporated C
compiler.
IV. DISCUSSION
The learner integrated development environment‟s ability
to create tutorials directly from source code infers a high
ease of adoption by instructors as a teaching tool. There is
neither a new method nor syntax to learn in order to create a
tutorial. Tutorials are source code examples themselves and
the quality would vary based on how instructors annotate
lines of code with comments. Repositories could store high
quality source code examples for re-use.
Instructors can focus on helping students individually
instead of losing time to write and explain examples
verbally. Students are able to go through tutorials at their
own pace via a computer based pedagogical resource which
could promote better learning.
As classroom sizes increase, students gain less attention
from instructors. However, all students will be exposed to
the same quality of pedagogy via a L-IDE such as „CSmart‟.
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If future evaluations show a positive effect of the
pedagogical approach in a real learning process, students can
use a L-IDE environment to learn programming on their
own, just as if an instructor is there to guide them in person.
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Abstract—
Boosting has been used extensively in the field of
machine learning. This work intends to apply boosting
method to iris biometrics. The recognition performance of
boosting-based classification can be improved greatly by
means of different re-weighting rules and different voting
regulations based on the assigned weights. This paper
proposes a novel Logitboost-SO algorithm which integrates
similarity-oriented concepts into additive logistic model. We
modify the existing manner of combining classifiers with
Logitboost by utilizing multi-weight update rule to refine
boosting algorithm. The experimental results show that
Logitboost-SO applied to iris recognition is better than
existing boosting algorithms.
Keywords—Biometrics;
Adaboost; Logitboost..

I.

Iris

Recognition;

Boosting;

INTRODUCTION

Iris is a thin circular organ which lies between the
cornea and the sclera in human eyes. This trait has always
been used for high security applications since jailers
identified criminals by their irises in 18th century Paris
prison. Among all the biometric traits, human iris has rich
texture information and excellent uniqueness, which has
been proved by Daugman in [1]. He presented the results
of 200 billion iris pair comparisons to give the conclusion
that the iris is fit for national scale deployment of
recognition. After that, there are also many other
researchers who propose different novel iris recognition
systems [2]-[6]. The framework of recognition includes
three units: pre-processing, feature extraction and
learning/classification. This work aims at the learning
and/or classification step. In any biometric recognition
system, some known data are fed into the machine
learning sub-system for training a classifier, and then the
optimal classifier learn well and created after training.
However, Logitboost has not been paid much attention on
iris. As a superior boosting, Logitboost has only been
regarded as a learning tool and its potentials are ignored.
Even so, there are many fields including tumor [7],
protein [8], and text [9] classification in which the
researchers proposed the variants of Logitboost to
discriminate the classes. In these papers, the base
classifier of Logitboost is a breaking through point and
provides Logitboost lots of improvement space. Here we
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choose a boosting algorithm as machine learning.
Boosting is a learning method which finds a way to
combine “
weak”classifiers and build up a “
strong”
classifier. Since Freund and Schapire [10] invented
Adaboost in 1996, there are many works about how to
improve Adaboost and some variants of Adaboost are
proposed. Logiboost [11] applied backfitting to a logistic
regression model and gives limited weights to mislabeled
samples. SOBoost [12] operated similarity oriented rules.
In this paper, we propose a novel boosting algorithm,
called Logitboost-SO, which exploits multiple
re-weighting rules to integrate the similarity oriented
concepts into logistic regression model.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
give the motivation to this work and then propose a new
boosting learning algorithm. Section III states the
experiment on iris recognition and discusses the results.
Section IV makes a conclusion.
II. THE PROPOSED BOOSTING ALGORITHM
A. Motivation
The motivation of adopting SOBoost as the weak
learner can be summed up with three points: (i) SOBoost
is a novel boosting algorithm which follows the similarity
rules and outperforms Adaboost; (ii) the confidence value
of decision tree has only two values, 1 and -1. However,
the confidence-rated classifier of SOBoost can produce a
confidence value between -1 and 1; (iii) Logitboost
demands strictly on the component classifier. However,
the re-weighting and potential function of SOBoost is
similar to Logitboost’
s(see Fig. 1), hence we infer that
there exists a way to blend the two of them.
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1
wsame (i ) Dsame (i ) 
,
2msame

1
wdifferent (i ) Ddifferent (i ) 
;
2mdifferent
committee function F ( xi ) 0;

1
probabilities psame(i) pdifferent(i)  .
2
Figure 1. Comparison of the potential and weight function of the machine
learning algorithm.

B. The Logitboost-SO Learning Algorithm
Though many people use Adaboost, there is a problem
with it. And that is when you have the samples of
enormous classification errors, the weights will increase
excessively. In the result, this phenomenon will destroy
the whole training system. Friedman et al. [11] (2000)
applied log-likelihood loss function to replace the
exponential loss function used in Adaboost and limited
the weight distributed over the “
miss”samples. Moreover,
Logitboost fits the weak learner by a weighted
least-square regression, which means not only the miss
samples, but also the “
too-correct”classifications are
punished. The confidence scores of the real Adaboost are
generated from the natural logarithm of the ratio of
Pw(t ) to Pw(t ) , where 
t is the best feature of t
iteration,

For t 1,2,..., T

1. For k 1,2,..., q
a. Divide X into J parts X 1 ,..., X J .
b. Compute

the probability
Pwl ( j ) P( xi X j , y i l ) 

cumulative probability
t

Training set : ( x1, y1 ),..., ( xm , ym ) where xi X ,

t

the weights
wsame (i ) p same (i )(1 p same (i )) ,

wdifferent (i ) p different (i )(1 p different (i ));
working responses
z same (i ) 

1 p same (i )
,
p same (i )(1 p same (i ))

pdifferent (i)
;
zdifferent (i) 
pdifferent (i)(1 pdifferent (i))

the confidence function
h(k ) 2 sigmf(C w(k ) Cw(k ), , c) 1
2

1
1 exp((C w(k ) Cw(k )) c)

.

2. Fit the function h( xi ) by a weighted least-squares
regression of z ( xi ) to xi with weights w( xi )
and get
m

ht (t ) arg min w( xi )
z ( xi ) h( xi ) .
h:

y i {1,1}, feature k .

2

i
1

3. Update

Initialize the weights

1
wsame (i ) Dsame (i ) 
,
2msame
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Cw(t ) Pw(t )dt , Cw(t ) 
Pw(t )dt


Pw(t ) and Pw(t ) are the probability

distribution of positive and negative samples. Hence the
samples which are more similar may have lower
confidence score, and this is a little contradictive. Thus in
2008, He et al. [12] proposed a similarity-oriented
boosting (SOBoost) algorithm. In SOBoost they use the
ratio of the bidirectional cumulative probability
distribution to construct the confidence function. And
therefore they ensure the monotonous of the hypotheses.
The main idea of Logitboost-SO machine learning
algorithm is to integrate SOBoost concept into the
Logitboost scheme. In the Logitboost-SO algorithm, the
confidence function of SOBoost is used to fit an additive
logisitic regression model. Besides, the weights used for
calculating the confidence function are separated from the
weights used for fitting logistic model and update
independently according to the re-weighting rule of the
SOBoost. The flowchart of Logitboost-SO is shown in Fig.
5. The pseudo-code is listed and described briefly as
follows:

D (i), l 1;

t
i:xi X j , yi l

ISBN: 978-1-61208-139-7

D (i ) sigmf(yi ht (t ( xi )), ,0)
Dt 1 (i )  t
Zt
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Dt (i )

Z t (1 exp((yi ht (t ( xi )))))

where Z t is a normalization factor
N

Z t Dt (i ) sigmf( y i ht (t ( x i )), ,0);
i 1

and
h (( x ))
Ft 1 ( xi ) Ft ( xi )  t t i ,
2

1
pt 1 ( xi ) 
.
1 e 2 Ft 1 ( xi )

Furthermore, in the sake of comparing the number of
divisions, we also partition the iris region into 32×13
overlapping blocks with size 64×32 and feed them as
different “
features” in Discrete Adaboost. Since the
experimental result of 32×13 divisions is much better
than 8×4 divisions when using Discrete Adaboost, all the
other boosting algorithms are only conducted under
32×13 divisions. Besides, since the weights of
confidence-rated predictor cannot be summed, we only
present the first four regions selected by Logitboost-SO in
Fig. 4. From Figs. 3 and 4 we can see obviously that the
lower half part of the iris region is more discriminative.

T

Output the final classifier H ( x) sign ht (t ( x ))
t
1

The framework can be constructed by the following
steps. First of all, we divide the dataset into J parts, and J
depends on how sensitively you want about this machine.
Second, we calculate the probability of each decided
level. Based on decided levels we can get the weights
which were generated from Logitboost idea. These
probabilities are used to link the cumulative probabilities
and confident scores which are applied in the SOBoost
idea. Finally, these parameters work as the input of weak
classifiers and the reweighting functions of Logitboost,
and then we can obtain this machine. Concisely
speaking, the flowchart of Logitboost-SO algorithm
(Fig. 5) may expound this integrated concept.

Figure 3. Weight distribution obtained from Discrete Adaboost after 500
iterations. The brighter color means that the selected region is given
more weight.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Verification experiments are carried out on
UBIRIS.v1, to obtain a threshold separating false
rejection rate (FRR) and false acceptance rate (FAR). For
the case of FRR, we obtain the distribution of matching
distance between the unknown classes and the registered
classes. For the case of FAR, we also obtain the
distribution of matching between the unknown classes for
impostors and the registered classes. We use the equal
error rate (EER) to evaluate feature extraction
performance.
Embedded Based on the proposed learning algorithm,
an iris recognition system, as shown in Fig. 2, is designed.
The experiments of verification and identification are
performed on UBIRIS.v1 Session 1, which has at least 5
pictures in each class. Moreover, a four-fold
cross-validation is carried out to confirm the performance.
In each iteration of the cross-validation, three of four
partitions are used as the training set, and the other one
partition is used as testing set.
As mentioned previously, we divide the iris region
and feed in the boosting algorithm as different feature
candidates. In Fig. 3, we apply colors in order of
importance (sum of the weights) to illustrate the weights
distributed by Discrete Adaboost on 8×4 non-overlapping
blocks. The brighter color means that the selected region
is more important.
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(a) 4-level Haar wavelet feature
(b) ULBP feature
Figure 4. The first four sub-regions selected by Logitboost-SO with
different feature types.

With the levels of Haar wavelet getting higher more
global information is extracted and more local
information is lost. According to the characteristics of the
input images, the suitable feature type for recognition is
different. In Table 1, we compare FAR and FRR of
different levels of Haar wavelets with discrete Adaboost,
and discover that the use of four-level Haar wavelet is the
best choice for our experiments.
From Tables 2 and 3 it is clear that the results of
32×13 candidates are much better than those of 8×4
candidates when using discrete Adaboost. Hence in the
experiments of other boosting algorithms, the iris images
are all divided into 32×13 candidates.
Moreover, real Adaboost performs incredibly well on
training set but worse on testing set. This reveals that real
Adaboost tends to be overfitting. However, as mentioned
in [5], SOBoost has no such a problem. Besides, since
Logitboost-SO learns the SOBoost rules, we can also
avoid this problem. The results in Tables 2 and 3 confirm
this argument.
Experimental results also show that the proposed
boosting is better than existing boosting algorithms,
whether for verification or identification applications. The
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FAR and the FRR curves of Logitboost-SO on training
and testing set are shown in Fig. 6.
In our identification experiments, the k-nearest
neighbor algorithm is cascaded after the boosting
methods. From Table 3 and Fig. 7 we observe that 3NN
performs worse than 1NN. The reason is that the boosting
has trained the classification system completely, and
hence the larger value of k only makes the boundary less
distinct.

(a) 4-level Haar wavelet feature

Testing set
2-level
3-level
4-level

FAR
0.272485
0.155489
0.083933

FRR
0.443969
0.233405
0.115632

TABLE 2. VERIFICATION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF
BOOSTING
4-level Haar wavelet
Training set
FAR
Discrete Adaboost (8×4)
0.084045
Discrete Adaboost (32×13)
0.023358
Real Adaboost
0.000000
Logitboost
0.000000
SOBoost
0.104189
Logitboost-SO
0.024844
Testing set
FAR
Discrete Adaboost (8×4)
0.083933
Discrete Adaboost (32×13)
0.023368
Real Adaboost
0.000891
Logitboost
0.000322
SOBoost
0.104293
Logitboost-SO
0.024880
ULBP
Training set
FAR
Discrete Adaboost (8×4)
0.056420
Discrete Adaboost (32×13)
0.034094
Real Adaboost
0.010614
Logitboost
0.000051
SOBoost
0.078475
Logitboost-SO
0.049455
Testing set
FAR
Discrete Adaboost (8×4)
0.059885
Discrete Adaboost (32×13)
0.033032
Real Adaboost
0.029831
Logitboost
0.001057
SOBoost
0.083388
Logitboost-SO
0.053907

FRR
0.088235
0.039216
0.000000
0.077031
0.061625
0.037815
FRR
0.115632
0.113490
0.251249
0.194147
0.054961
0.070664
FRR
0.064426
0.054622
0.000000
0.152661
0.047619
0.046218
FRR
0.103498
0.126338
0.121342
0.360457
0.053533
0.064954

TABLE 3. IDENTIFICATION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF
BOOSTING

(b) ULBP feature
Figure 6. FAR and FRR curves of Logitboost-SO on training and testing
set.

The performances of using ULBP feature are worse
than those of four-level Haar wavelet features. This result
agrees with most experiments of related iris recognition
literature in which the local features always perform
better than global features. That is because, although the
global features are invariant to rotation, scale and
translation, global features are statistical information.
Hence the extracted statistical features can only give
indistinct information.
TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT LEVELS OF HAAR
WAVELET
Training set
2-level
3-level
4-level

Haar wavelet
FAR
0.273151
0.154558
0.084045

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011.

FRR
0.313725
0.184874
0.088235
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Recognition Rate (%)
Algorithms
1NN
4-Haar + Discrete Adaboost (8×4)
77.3019
4-Haar + Discrete Adaboost (32×13)
90.1499
4-Haar + Real Adaboost
91.8630
4-Haar + Logitboost
93.3619
4-Haar + SOBoost
91.8630
4-Haar + Logitboost-SO
94.4325
Recognition Rate (%)
Algorithms
1NN
ULBP + Discrete Adaboost (8×4)
75.8030
ULBP + Discrete Adaboost (32×13)
83.0835
ULBP + Real Adaboost
84.3683
ULBP + Logitboost
84.1542
ULBP + SOBoost
88.2227
ULBP + Logitboost-SO
89.7216

3NN
77.5161
89.2934
92.0771
93.3619
91.2206
94.2184
3NN
75.8030
81.5846
83.2976
84.3683
87.1520
87.7944

Since we have known that Logitboost-SO performs
better than the existing boosting algorithms, the next step
of our experiment is to optimize the performance of
Logitboost-SO. Since Logitboost-SO uses the confidence
rule of SOBoost, we can also improve the performance by
adjusting the gradient of the confidence function α. From
Fig. 8 we can see clearly that when αis getting smaller
the speed of convergence is getting slower. There is a
trade-off between growth rate and recognition accuracy.
After the most suitable parameter has been found,
and is applied to replace the initial default setting α= 1,
we use a two-stage classification scheme to make a
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decision. In practice, if the confidence score obtained
from one of the feature type is too close to 0 and the
magnitude is lower than the threshold, another feature
type is introduced to provide confidence score instead.
Tables 4 and 5 provide comparisons of individual and
combined feature type for verification and identification
applications respectively. It is clear that cascading system
outperforms the system of single feature type.

TABLE 4. VERIFICATION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF
INDIVIDUAL AND COMBINED FEATURE TYPES
Testing Error
Algorithms
FAR
4-Haar + Logitboost-SO
0.018772
ULBP + Logitboost-SO
0.063165
(4-Haar + Logitboost-SO)
0.021419
 (ULBP + Logitboost-SO)
(ULBP + Logitboost-SO)
 (4-Haar + Logitboost-SO) 0.020296

FRR
0.073519
0.052106

0.034975

Accuracy
94.6467
92.5054
97.0021
94.8608

Figure 7. Recognition accuracy of Logitboost-SO on training and testing
set.

Figure 8. Recognition accuracy of Logitboost-SO using different α.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel iris recognition
method based on Logitboost-SO and the cascading
strategy. Unlike existing variants of Logitboost,
Logitboost-SO combines Logitboost and SOBoost by
using multi-weight update rule. To optimize the
performance further, we adjust the gradient of the
confidence function. Moreover, the local and global
features are cascaded to provide complementary
information. Our experimental results present evidence
that Logitboost-SO outperforms former boosting
algorithms and the cascading system can improve the
performance further.
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Figure 2. The system architecture.

Figure 5. The flowchart of Logitboost-SO machine learning algorithm.
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Abstract—Virtual worlds became very popular over the past
years and users spend more and more time in it. One of its
main characteristics is the creation of content and a working
economy that allows users to buy, sell, and even trade these
objects. Existing multi-vendor platforms for virtual items lack
of user friendliness for customers and merchants. In this paper
we present the design of a multi-vendor webshop for virtual
items enhanced by a 3D representation within the virtual
world. Merchants can directly add items from their avatar’s
inventory to the webshop and promote it with additional metainformation. Customers can choose items from the webshop
and additionally get a 3D preview prior to buying them. With
the provided solution merchants do not need in-world stores
to offer their objects because they are directly added to the
webshop from their inventory. Customers can find products at
a centralized webshop to search, compare and rate objects but
use existing in-world mechanisms to buy them. The presented
design has been implemented as a prototype to prove the
concept.
Keywords-3D Virtual Worlds, Selling Platform, OpenSimulator, Second Life, Open Metaverse

I. I NTRODUCTION
Virtual Worlds as depicted in Figure 1 are computer
generated three dimensional environments and where first
mentioned in Neil Stevenson’s novel “Snow Crash” in 1992
[1]. The human representation within this environment (i.e.,
residents of the virtual world), are referred to as avatars.
In contrast to Massively Multiplayer Online Games virtual
worlds are not quest oriented but focus on creativity, user
interaction and are open-ended [2], [3]. According to Sivans
3D3C properties a 3D world simulates the real world, allows
avatars to create social networks, create content, and trade
with objects [4]. The virtual world tries to imitate the real
world but avatars have additional capabilities like flying or
teleporting to far distanced places. They can move around
in this virtual world freely and interact with other avatars
by using text chat, voice chat and limited forms of gestures.
Users can create objects within the virtual world that base on
primitive shapes like boxes or cylinders. Objects can either
embed other objects or simple scripts to do autonomous
tasks (e.g., send embedded items to the avatar touching the
object). Avatars store objects they own in their inventory.
It is organized by folders and can not be accessed by
other avatars. Users can “rezz” (in virtual world’s jargon)
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Figure 1.

A typical scene from the virtual world of Second Life.

objects from their avatar’s inventory which means that they
make the objects appear in the virtual world. A requirement
for building and creating objects is the permission of the
landowner. [5]
An important factor for economy in a virtual world is a
virtual currency that can be exchanged to real currency [6].
Virtual money like the Linden Dollar (L$) for Second Life or
the Open-Metaverse-Cent (OM¢) for OpenSimulator based
virtual worlds is directly bound to real currency. Therefore,
avatars can buy, sell and even trade with virtual objects for
real money [7].
Todays most successful virtual worlds are Second
Life (www.secondlife.com) with 800.000 average monthly
repeated logins, OpenSimulator (www.opensimulator.org)
based virtual worlds with over 13.000 active users in January
2011 and Habbo Hotel (www.habbo.com) with 18 million
unique logins per month [8], [9], [10], [11].
Most virtual worlds are designed as server-client architecture and users have to download a special viewer software to
connect the servers. To access a virtual world users register
and provide username and password. After logging in with
these credentials the viewer software renders and displays
the virtual world on the user’s computer and provides an
interface for interaction with mouse and keyboard.
The virtual world of Second Life is maintained by Linden
Labs but due to it’s closed source servers developers can
not add any functionality. Basing on the communication
protocol between the world of Second Life and the viewer
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software a project named OpenSimulator project was
founded in 2007 by Darren Guard. It is an open source
3D application server with an extensible and modular
architecture. Every application server represents a particular
area of virtual land, also referred to as region, that form
a virtual world if connected to each other. Due to this
network structure a virtual world it is also referred to as
grid. Due to the modular design and the open source of the
application server developers can implement new modules
and extend it’s capabilities. The framework presented
in this paper can be applied to other open source virtual
worlds but we focus on OpenSimulator based virtual worlds.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we give a overview of existing selling platforms
that are either web based or completely in-world. Section III
describes the usage of the system and lists the necessary
requirements. Basing on this Section IV points out the design
and the prototypical implementation of the webshop. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper and gives ideas for further
work.
II. E XISTING S ELLING P LATFORMS
In open ended virtual environments with a high degree
of freedom and user interaction vanity has a large influence
on the behavior of users [12]. They want to be entertained
when spending time in-world and a lack of usability or
complex usage can prevent users from buying and selling
objects [12]. A presentation by the founders of Second Life
states that 75% of all Second Life users were buyers and
25% of them were sellers[13]. Due to this it’s even more
important to bring the ease of use to both parties. In 2010
Second Life had on average 485.000 monthly economy
participants. This number are residents with at least one
activity on their virtual money account. The sales volume
of their webshop was approximately 2.6 Million Euro in
the fourth quarter of 2010 [9].

Figure 2. In in-world stores all objects are already present in the virtual
world and can be bought by customers by touching the object.

created statically in the store and a users have to delete
them manually. Customer buy object in in-word stores by
clicking on the desired item and use grid internal mechanisms for payment and consignment. All bought objects are
immediately delivered to the avatar’s inventory.
Shops in virtual worlds are quite similar to shops in the
real world. Avatars have to visit them to see and finally
buy items. There is no automatic recommendation system
but customers are attracted by other items in the shop.
Searing for items is important for a positive shopping
experience but in OpenSimulator based virtual worlds there
are no mechanisms to search for sellable objects or items
[14], [3]. Interested users can only walk or fly through the
virtual world and find objects and items accidentally. The
combination of a missing search function and a locally
limited market make the comparison of similar objects
nearly impossible. [12] and [15] focus on these in-world
stores and present studies about the buying behavior of
users within a virtual world.

Merchants can offer their virtual items either in in-world
stores or in webshops that are connected to the virtual world.

In-world stores are more similar to real world shops and
users immediately see which objects they buy. Unfortunately,
these stores also have drawbacks for customers and merchants.

A. In-World Stores

B. External Webshops

In order to sell items merchants have to rent a salesroom
to present their products. See Figure 2 for an in-world
store that offers flowers in the OpenSimulator based virtual
world of German Grid. Depending on the location of the
salesroom the costs for renting can vary. The prices depend
on the avatar traffic at the particular location and supply
and demand of stores. Merchants with a small portfolio
of products hesitate to invest in a such a shop because of
the little income if compared to the effort to decorate and
promote these items. Although items can be modified in a
limited way through object-embedded scripts in-world stores
lack of automated mechanisms for modification. Objects are

There are several webshops for items in virtual worlds.
SL Marketplace (http://marketplace.secondlife.com) for
Second Life, and GridBay (http://www.gridbay.de) and
Avatar Marketplace (http://avatarmarketplace.com) for
Second Life and OpenSimulator based virtual worlds. As
depicted in Figure 3 merchants put the items m1..n into an
in-world object (also referred to as “magic box”) that acts
as a vault and all items in it are indexed by the webshop,
index(CM , m1..n ). Merchants immediately see their added
items on the webpage and can add a more detailed textual
description, some photos and extra keywords for the search
engine.
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meta-information for the customers. The selling price is
taken from the in-world properties of the object and can
not be changed.

index ( CM , m1..n )
Webshop

Vault

deliver ( CA , mi )
mi

mi

Customer C
Out-World

m1..n

Customer's Merchant's
Avatar CA Avatar CM
In-World

Figure 3. In existing webshop Merchants put items m1..n into an in-world
vault which are automatically added to the webshop. A customer buys and
object mi from the webshop and the request to the vault initializes the
consignment.

Customers put the desired items mi from the webshop into
a virtual trolley and do the checkout. All payments are
made on the webshop’s side in order to deliver the objects.
As all items remain in-world the webshop sends a request
with identifiers for avatar and bought objects to the vault to
initialize the consignment of the objects, deliver(CA , mi )
[16]. This requires the webshop to maintain a separate
payment system but on the other hand it can serve different
virtual worlds with different currencies.
External webshops benefit from well known techniques like
browsing through items, filtering, or even comparing them
but only provide the meta-information to their customers
because the actual object remains in the virtual world.
A common technique to motivate customers for further
purchases are recommendation system that base on other
users buying behavior.
Webshops are well known by users and they gain more
information if compared to the plain 3D object. Webshops
can provide recommendation systems for similar objects and
customer reviews from other customers.
III. F UNCTIONALITY AND R EQUIREMENTS
The basic idea of this paper is to describe a webshop
enhanced by the benefits of an in-world store.
A. Usage and general description
Merchants have to register their avatar with the webshop
and connect an in-world avatar to the account. After logging
into the webshop they are provided with a list of objects
retrieved from their avatar’s inventory and can select the
objects to be added to the offered items in the webshop.
Due to security and privacy reasons merchants can only
access a predefined subfolder in their inventory and are
only allowed to add self-created objects to the webshop.
To promote objects merchants can add additional product
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To gather data about the buying behavior and to improve
the shopping experience customers are also required to
register with the service and connect an avatar to this
account in order to buy items. Then they can browse the
webshop to find items upon the given meta-information or
keywords. In existing webshops customers put their items
in a virtual trolley and checkout to complete the purchase.
In the proposed solution all items added to the trolley are
automatically rezzed from the merchants inventory to the
virtual world. The avatar that is connected to the actual
account gets a notification with the accurate location of the
rezzed objects and teleport to this location to inspect the
created object. From this point the object behaves just like
an object from an in-world store and customers can use
the same mechanisms to buy the object. The purchase is
initialized in-world and the entire payment and consignment
mechanism is done in-world. Figure 4 gives an overview of
the functionality of the webshop.
B. Requirements
The functionality of such a selling platform can be tracked
down to the following requirements:
• Ease of use for merchants. Merchants are able to access
their inventory from the webshop to select items to
be listed on the selling platform and do not need
a salesroom or vault in the virtual world. They can
promote their objects by adding keywords, a better
description, and pictures.
• 3D representation. Customers get a 3D preview of the
objects within the virtual world prior to buying them
with in-world mechanisms.
• Meta-information. Besides the three dimensional representation customers can retrieve more information
about objects. This includes a detailed textual description, pictures, and information about the creator.
• Payment system and consignment. All purchases are
done in-world. There is no external payment and consignment system but existing in-world mechanisms to
transfer the money and send objects to the customers
are used instead.
• Multivendor search and recommendations. Customers
can search the entire webshop upon the item’s names,
their description and the set keywords. For every item
the customer is provided with with a list of similar and
related objects in the webshop.
• Security and trust. Merchants can define the permissions of the objects to be rezzed as a users’s preview.
Further, all objects created for customers have a certain
time to life. If users do not buy the items they are
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m
deliver ( CA , mi )

Webshop
?m

Merchant

Merchant's Inventory m
mi

mi

Customer C

Customer's Avatar CA

Out-World

In-World

Figure 4. Merchants can request their avatar’s inventory items m through
the webshop (?m). A customer buys an object mi and the webshop
directly accesses the merchant’s inventory to consign the actual object,
deliver(CA , mi ).

periodically purged from the virtual world. Instead of
deleting these objects they are return to the merchants
inventory to prevent from data loss.
To demonstrate all these features we have implemented a
prototype selling platform.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
Users can interact with the virtual world using the client
viewer. It detects user actions and sends the according
requests to the application server (e.g., rezz objects from the
avatar’s inventory in the virtual world and delete them). The
design of the proposed solution has the same client-server
architecture but the graphical client viewer is replaced by the
webshop. Instead it bypasses the standard login procedure
with the avatars standard log-in credentials and directly
connects to the 3D application server. Hence, the webshop
can send requests to the application server upon a user’s
request. As depicted in Figure 5 the webshop provides a web
interface for users and sends these requests to the application
server.
A. OpenSimulator Module
OpenSimulator based virtual worlds are a network of
connected application servers and developers can extend a
simulators functionality by adding modules. To provide this
additional functionality to the entire virtual world every
application server needs the module. It can detect requests
sent by the webshop, extract the passed parameters and
process them.
The developed module has an XML-RPC interface but
does not support encryption. Hence, all requests sent to the
module are not protected against wiretapping and forgery.
For a prove of concept the unencrypted communication is
sufficient but the productive use requires a more secure
protocol as described in [2]. The module processes the
XML-RPC requests and responds data in JSON format. In
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the prototypical implementation there are request to get a
user’s inventory, rezz items from the inventory to the virtual
world and also delete these objects from the virtual world.
In the following we describe it’s basic functionality:
1) Access Inventory: Avatars as well as items in the
avatar’s inventory are identified by a unique identifier.
Users can specify wether these objects are sellable, the
price for the customers, and the permissions for the next
owner. An XML-RPC request to get the list of an avatar’s
inventory contains the identifier of the avatar and replies
with the data in JSON format. This response includes the
folder structure of the entire inventory, unique identifiers,
names, description, and the permissions of the objects. Due
to privacy reasons merchants can specify a subfolder for
the request to limit the response.
After fetching the inventory merchants can specify which
items to be listed on the webshop. Hence, all items in the
webshop are linked to virtual objects in the inventory of
an avatar. If a merchant deletes one of the listed items in
the avatar’s inventory but not in the webshop the link is
broken. To prevent from this scenario and to keep the items
in the webshop up to date there is an additional request to
the avatar’s inventory. It contains identifiers for the avatar
and a certain item in the inventory to check if it still exists.
This request is executed periodically to purge all zombie
records in the webshop.
2) Create and Delete Objects: Existing client viewer
allow users to rezz items from their avatar’s inventory only
if the region owner allows it and the introduced framework
does not bypass this system. After retrieving the list of
inventory items users can request the 3D application server
to make an object from an avatar’s inventory appear in the
virtual world. Besides the identifiers for the avatar and the
particular item this request also requires information about
the location of the new object. This location can be chosen
freely but requires the user to have sufficient privileges
to create items. The object appears in-world as if it was
directly rezzed from the merchant’s inventory by using the
client viewer.
De-rezzing an object requires the identifier of the actual
item and the creator of the object. In order to prevent from
data loss we do not delete the object directly but move it
automatically into a folder of the merchant’s inventory.
3) Notify avatars: To inform avatars about rezzed objects
we can send message to them. The parameters passed with
the request are an identifier to specify the avatar and the
actual message.
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HTTP Requests

Web Interface

User

Webshop

XML-RPC

OpenSimulator

Request Avatar's Inventory
Rez Object from Avatar's Inventory
De-Rez Object to Avatar's Inventory
HTTP Request

Notify Object Purchase
Figure 5. Users access the webshop by web interface and can request
their inventory, rezz objects from the inventory and also de-rezz these
items. After a successful purchase the simulator sends a notification to
the webshop.

B. Webshop
It contains the database and the control logic of the
entire architecture. Customers can access the webshop
through web-interface and the webshop can access the
OpenSimulator module through XML-RPCs. In order to
use the service, both customers and merchants have to
register with the webshop and link their avatars to the
actual account. The registration requests the user to enter a
username, a password and the name of the related in-world
avatar. The webshop creates a secret confirmation PIN and
sends it as private message to the specified avatar within
the virtual world. If the name of the avatar is correct and
the user has the credentials to access the avatar’s inbox it
can complete the registration and enter the secret PIN in
the webshop’s registration form. This mechanism proves
the existence of the avatar and confirms the link between
webshop account and in-world avatar [17]. Both account
types are identical and so merchants can buy objects and
vice versa.
Users have to log in and can either access their inventory to
add items to the webshop or browse the existing catalogue.
After fetching the inventory the merchant is provided
with information of the avatar’s inventory (i.e., name,
description, permissions), and can add these items to the
webshop. To promote them users can add meta-information
to the selected items that is stored locally in the webshop’s
database but directly linked to the inventory items. Metainformation can contain a more detailed description,
keywords for classification, and some pictures for the
customers to get a first glance of the offered items.
We have implemented a simple search function that bases
on the keywords of the listed objects. Hence, customers can
search the webshop for desired items, get a list of matching
items choose objects from the list upon the name, detailed
description and pictorial information.
There is no checkout as in existing webshops but a
customer can initialize to rezz the object in-world instead. To
do so, the webshop sends a request to the OpenSimulator
module with identifiers for merchant and actual item. No
matter whether the merchant’s avatar is logged in or not the
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item appears at a certain position in-world. To inform the
customer about this location an instant message is sent to
it’s avatar with the detailed information. Now, the customer
logs into the virtual world to access the message and locate
the rezzed object. The customer can either buy the objects
in-world with in-world purchase mechanisms or continue
shopping. If the customer decides to continue shopping and
select a new object to be rezzed in-world the webshop
requests the simulator to remove the old object and replace
it with the new one. Otherwise the rezzed object will be
automatically purged after a certain period of time again by
webshop request. The OpenSimulator module can not only
detect XML-RPC from the gateway but also trigger on object
purchases. As a customer decides to buy an in-world object
the module detects this event and sends a HTTP request
to the webshop. With this method the webshop detects all
purchases and obtains additional information for customers
(e.g., recommendation systems).
V. R ESULTS AND C ONCLUSION
Existing solutions that list virtual 3D objects in a 2D
webshop are complicated to use. The proposed idea has the
following benefits if compared to existing solutions:
• Registration Process. The registration process proves
the link between the webshop account and the in-world
avatar. This is required in order to access an avatar’s
inventory to add items to the webshop and to inform
customers about rezzed objects.
• Access Inventory. Instead of “magic boxes” users can
easily access their inventory from the webshop to
offer items. They can add additional meta-data to give
customers a more detailed description of the items.
• Purchasing Objects. Customers can employ all features
of a webshop to search and compare items. The use of
keywords and knowledge about previous payments can
be used as a recommendation system.
• Consignment and Payment. The webshop just provides
meta-information about the objects and the actual object remains inside the virtual world. Within the webshop users can request the selected object to be rezzed
in-world to use in-world mechanisms for purchasing
objects. This implies that the webshop does not need a
separate payment module.
The complete framework of the merchant system has been
implemented as a prototype without any security measures
to prevent a users privacy. Obviously, this system can not
be used for productive use but is a simple proof of concept.
For future work we will add the necessary functionality
for security and test the shop with a limited number of
merchants.
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Abstract—The spam E-mail problem has become more
and more serious today. Enterprises and users have to spend
lots of time on filtering out useful messages from spam. A
variety of spam filtering mechanisms had been proposed,
including list-based method, behavior-based filter, contentbased method, and cocktail filtering mechanisms. In order to
improve the accuracy of spam filters, this paper proposes a
novel spam detection system, which combines a behavior-based
method and a blacklist method. The proposed system will
analyze spam behaviors and then generate behavior patterns.
Additionally, the propose system will use an auto-updated
blacklist mechanism which collects the updates from anti-spam
organizations. The proposed system also uses a feedback
mechanism that adjusts the behavior patterns based on users’
responses. Therefore, the proposed spam detection system can
perform more efficiently and accurately.
Keywords- spam; list-based method; behavior-based filter;
content; Internet.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Spam (unsolicited bulk mail, or spam mail) was defined
as sending a lot of E-mail without recipients’ authorization
[1]. A large number of spam mails always waste not only
users’ time but also network/system resource. With the
rapidly growing Internet, spam problem has become more
and more critical. According to the security report from
Symantec MessageLabs in 2010, it says that the average
ratio of the global volume of spam E-mail is up to 89.1% [2].
Spam has become a critical research issue. A variety of spam
filtering mechanisms had been proposed, including list-based
method, behavior-based filter, content-based method, and
cocktail filtering mechanisms.
More and more researches apply hybrid filtering
technologies to spam filters to obtain higher accuracy rate.
However, these methods are more complex than basic
filtering technologies and so that result in low computing
performance. Moreover, when the weights of the combined
technologies are not configured appropriately, the system
may perform badly. In this study, considering the efficiency
and accuracy of the spam filter, we combine a Behaviorbased method and a blacklist method as a hybrid and autoadjusted spam filter.
This study is divided into four sections. Section I briefs
the motive of the study, the faced problems and the goal of
the study. Section II shows related background, describing
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the previous mechanisms of spam filter. Section III explains
the system architecture. Section VI describes the expected
result of this research.
II.

BACKGROUND

A.

List-based filter
The common list-based methods are based on blacklists
and white-lists [6]. Blacklist spam filter blocks the messages
based on senders’ IP addresses or domains that listed in the
database. Some anti-spam organizations release free
blacklists, e.g., open relay blacklist. Contrarily, white-list
filter only accepts the messages which senders’ IP addresses
or domains are listed in the database. The list-based spam
filters have to update and maintain the lists regularly to keep
the lists correct. However, the sender of spam E-mails are
mostly fake, and thus the accuracy of list-based spam filter is
not good. In general, list-based spam filters usually cooperate
with other kind of filtering mechanisms [6].
B.
Content-based filter
Content-based spam filters define keywords or
signatures of the spam, and search the keywords in the Email content. While the keyword is found in message content,
the message will be marked as spam. Content-based filter are
divided into two categories based on the generation of
keywords and the decision methods: heuristic filter and
statistical filter. The heuristic-based filter defines the
keyword manually. The statistical-based filter divides E-mail
content into many small tokens, and uses statistical formulas
to calculate the probability that the message is a spam based
on the tokens. The content-based spam filter has good
detection rate. However, content-based filter has to scan the
entire message that results in low performance and high
latency.
Jiansheng et al. [8] proposed a statistical-based Bayesian
filter for spam detection. This method collects a large
number of spam and non-spam messages, and then analyzes
the messages. After the preprocessing and training phase,
two spam token databases are constructed based on the level
of damage of spam: ordinary spam database (including
commercial and educational) and malignant spam database
(including religious, political and pornography). The
appearance probability of each token is calculated and stored
in three hash tables: hash_good for non-spams, hash_bad for
ordinary spam and hash_very_bad for malignant spam. For
each incoming message, it has to be divided into small
tokens. Then, based on Bayes Theorem and the appearance
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probability of pre-sampled tokens in the hash tables, the
probability of the incoming message being a spam can be
calculated.
Jungsuk et al. [10] used heuristic feature selection
method to artificially measure the availability of each feature.
This system was composed of several phases. Firstly, it
collects E-mail content and then extracts URLs in the content.
Then, the URLs are forwarded to a crawler machine and a
feature extractor. The crawler machine will download html
content based on the URLs’ locations. Then a cluster
recognizer will calculate the similarity between the extracted
URLs and the downloaded html content from the crawler
machine, and then recognize spam mail clusters. A feature
extractor will extract twelve features from spam mail and the
extracted URLs. Finally the selector will use the obtained
results to selected significant features. With the selected
features, spam can be properly classified.
TABLEI
Filter
technology
List-based filter

COMPARISON OF COMMON FILTERING TECHNIQUES
Advantage

Disadvantage

Faster execution rate.

High false positive
rate.
Must scan full
content of E-mails,
extremely expensive
system resource.
High false positive

Content-based
filter

Good accuracy.

Behavior-based
filter

Fast execution rate, fewer
network delays, and no
regular maintenance
database.
If properly adjusted,
the accuracy rate is the
highest.

Anti-spam
Cocktail

If use improper
weights for the
techniques, the
system performance
will be bad.

C.

Behavior-based filter
Usually, spam mails contain similar characteristics. By
analyzing the behaviors of spam, some researches find that
some characteristics, such as the sending source, sending
time, or transmission frequency, can be used to determine
whether the sender is a spammer. The behavior-based spam
filter can detect spam by just part of E-mail information,
instead of downloading full content of an E-mail, which
results in low latency. Although behavior-based spam filter
does not have to scan full content of messages and thus gets
good efficiency, the accuracy of this kind of filters is not
well. In order to improve the accuracy, the behavior-based
filter often cooperates with other filtering methods.
Meizhen et al. [3] used mining techniques to
analyzecollected E-mail log, which includes server IP,
frequency, content length, etc. After analysis, the less
relevant information will be omitted, and only the highrelated features are used to describe the behavior of spam.
Because spam features may be described in form of
discrete values or continuous values, the values have to be
pre-processed by data conversion and data compression.
Data conversion is done by Fuzzy-ID3 algorithm, and then
Fuzzy decision tree rule base is obtained. According to the
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generated rules, the behavior pattern of spam can be
understood clearly.
Meizhen et al. [4] observed the behavior pattern of
outgoing messages to obtain E-mail features, such as
message size, the number of attachment file, etc. Then the
authors used these features to create user sending model.
They analyzed the E-mails, and found that most spam
messages had URLs. Hence URL model was created. The
user sending model and the URL model were combined into
the Bayesian filtering system to detect spam. The
experimental result showed that the detection rate of this
research [4] was higher than 85%.
Gert Vliek [9] collected suspicious IP addresses that have
suspicious behavior, i.e., a suspicious spammer may send a
lot of network traffic, but receive only single message or
zero network traffic. To detect a spam machine, firstly the
detection system has to find out suspicious machines. Then,
the probability that the suspicious one is a spammer is
calculated. When the value of probability is higher than a
preset threshold, the suspicious machine may be spam
machine.
D. Anti-spam Cocktail
A variety of filtering techniques are used together in the
anti-spam cocktail filter, i.e., Bayesian filtering technique
combines with blacklist to filter out spam E-mails [7]. In
general, the cocktail-based approach has lower false positive,
but has a big drawback. That is, if the weights of different
filtering technologies are not deployed appropriately, the
system will perform badly. Additionally, as the system
combines different approaches, the cocktail-based spam filter
becomes more complicated and expenses more system
resources, and leads to relatively slow execution speed.
The spam filters mentioned previously have different
advantages and disadvantages. The comparisons are listed in
the Table I. Considering the efficiency and accuracy of the
spam filter, this study will propose a hybrid spam filter that
combines behavior-based and blacklist-based filtering
techniques and also user’s feedback mechanism achieve
efficient performance and accuracy.
III.

A HYBRID SPAM FILTER

Using two or more different filtering mechanisms usually
achieves higher accuracy than using single filtering
technique [5]. Therefore, this study develops a novel hybrid
spam filter, combining behavior-based techniques and autoupdated blacklist. Because behavior-based method and
blacklist-based method are criticized for their high false
positive rate, a feedback mechanism is involved in the
proposed system, which keeps adjusting the behavior model
to make the system more accurate.
The proposed hybrid spam filter consists of three major
mechanisms: a blacklist filtering mechanism, a behavior
filtering mechanism, and a feedback mechanism. The
blacklist mechanism will automatically renew the black IP
addresses or domains by referencing the updates from antispam organizations. The behavior mechanism will analyze
the collected messages and information to obtain useful
features, and based on Bayes Theorem, the probability that
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Figure 1. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE HYBRID SPAM FILTER.

the incoming message is a spam is calculated. The behavior
model is automatically adjusted based on users’ feedback.
Because the behavior-based and blacklist-based models are
know as with the advantage of efficient execution speed,
and the feedback mechanism can improve the precision, the
proposed hybrid filter will achieve better performance.
The hybrid filtering system can be divided into four
phases, and the system architecture is shown in Figure1.
Phase 1: With anti-spam organization provided blacklist,
filter out the sender which is in the blacklist.
Phase 2: Using behavior model to detect the rest of the mail.
Based on the behavior model and suspicious probability,
each message will get a score. If the score is higher than a
preset threshold, the incoming message is treated as a spam.
Phase 3: For the messages that passes the behavior-based
filter, it will be put into a URL filter to check whether the
message contains any URL that often considered as a spam
URL, to determine whether the message is a spam. If its
score is higher than the threshold, it is considered as a spam.
On the contrary, it is considered as a normal message.
Phase 4: When users receive the message, they can check
whether the decision is correct or not. The system provides a
feedback mechanism for the users to respond their
corrections. Base on the feedbacks from users, to the system
will modify the behavior pattern to improve the accuracy of
the filtering system.
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